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N O T E  O N  T H E  C O M P A N I O N  W E B S I T E
Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film has a page on the Duke Uni-
versity Press website that provides links to streaming versions of all of the 
digitally available films discussed in the book. The companion website is 
or ga nized by chapter to better aid readers in accessing the films discussed 
in this collection.
https://www.dukeupress.edu/Features/Screening-Race
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F O R E W O R D
Giving Voice, Taking Voice
Nonwhite and Nontheatrical
J A C Q U E L I N E  N A J U M A  S T E W A R T
When night comes, and she has had several drinks and sleeps, it is easy to take the keys. 
I know now where she keeps them. Then I open the door and walk into their world. It 
is, as I always know, made of cardboard.— jean rhys, Wide Sargasso Sea
When novelist Jean Rhys gives voice to Bertha Mason, the “madwoman in 
the attic” who makes brief, mysterious, and destructive appearances in Char-
lotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), she offers an intriguing model for revisionist 
historiography.1 Wide Sargasso Sea is a postcolonial counter- bildungsroman. 
Rhys takes Mr.  Rochester’s melodramatic, marriage- proposal- busting sob 
story from Brontë’s novel— the one about his ill- fated, secreted nuptials 
with Bertha during his days in Jamaica—as her starting point, and crafts 
an affecting account of the complex and brutal legacies of slavery and colo-
nialism. In Rhys’s hands, Bertha’s Creole background becomes more than a 
self- evident marker of her bestial non- Englishness—as “monster,” “intem-
perate and unchaste” with a “black and scarlet visage”— that must be locked 
up in Thornfield Hall’s garret  under the (sometimes inebriated) guard of 
Mrs. Poole.2 Instead, when Bertha is at the center of the tale, we get her real 
name (Antoinette), and her Creole identity becomes a complex, crumbling 
colonial inheritance that brings a continuum of racial identities into relief, 
from an insurgent black Ca rib bean servant class to white En glish interlopers 
like Mr. Rochester scouring the edges of the British Empire for its resources, 
financial and  human. More recently, Alice Randall attempts a similar re-
orienting in her 2001 novel The Wind Done Gone, a retelling of Margaret 
Mitchell’s 1936 blockbuster novel Gone with the Wind, from the perspective 
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of a mixed- race slave, that pushes Scarlett O’Hara (renamed “Other”) and 
gwtw’s other fabled white characters to the margins of the narrative.3
 There are instructive connections between  these literary works and the 
revisionist work of this collection. Screening Race in American Nontheatri-
cal Film turns our attention away from the subjects and subjectivities that 
have long occupied the center of scholarly and popu lar film histories, using 
race as the fulcrum. Editors Allyson Nadia Field and Marsha Gordon posit 
that attentiveness to questions of race can illuminate a range of film pro-
duction, distribution, exhibition, and reception practices that have gone un-
derexplored in our focus on narrative, feature- length fiction films made for 
commercial release. This volume builds upon Field’s and Gordon’s previous, 
field- expanding scholarship on sponsored and educational films, work that 
has contributed substantially to the growing body of scholarship on orphan 
films of many types (including home movies, student films, medical films, 
training films, and  others). In bringing  these essays together, they continue 
to identify the pivotal but understudied roles race has played not just in 
(so many) individual orphan films, but within the larger systems of visual, 
cultural, and ideological production that constitute film in all of its forms.
The type of film considered in this book, nontheatrical film, is such vast 
terrain that it would require tremendous  labor to gauge its scope, to trace its 
known paths and forge new ones, to excavate its layered, sometimes buried, 
histories. But perhaps this work should not be described with such violent 
language of exploratory empiricism. In scholarly efforts to account for non-
theatrical film, we can be daunted by both the sheer amount and variety 
of films that fall  under this umbrella (much of which actually survives in 
material form), and the lack of archival, methodological, and pedagogical 
guides available to us as compared with  those that have been developed for 
theatrical film. Thus it may be tempting to take up the language, and methods, 
of explorers or pioneers when approaching nontheatrical works. One of this 
book’s most valuable lessons, however, is that nontheatrical film is a landscape 
that  will likely never be mapped definitively.
The essays collected  here suggest ways of thinking about nontheatrical 
film that echo Jean Rhys’s delineation of the “madwoman’s” backstory as one 
necessarily fashioned (in its plot points and oblique narrative style) by ra-
cialized histories of repression and contradiction. That is,  these wonderfully 
detailed case studies cannot simply transfer the same research and analytical 
methods long used for theatrical film, and thereby annex the nontheatrical 
as a new, and fully knowable, scholarly settlement. Instead, by foregrounding 
race, the contributors to this volume evoke nontheatrical film’s polyvocal and 
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often enigmatic qualities, much as Antoinette’s story opens onto a sea of evi-
dentiary questions and interpretive possibilities that is both wide and deep.
Signal among  these questions and possibilities are considerations of 
nontheatrical film’s relationships to Hollywood and to theatrical film pre-
sen ta tion. The term “nontheatrical” was used with clearly positive conno-
tations by the makers and marketers of sponsored and educational films 
across the twentieth  century. Embracing its differences from commercial, 
entertainment- oriented film product, this self- described nontheatrical film 
world did not understand itself as an entirely marginal one, particularly given 
the volume of work it generated and circulated, and the staggering numbers 
of viewers it reached in venues including schools, churches, factories, librar-
ies, museums, world’s fairs, and many, many more. Haidee Wasson makes 
the provocative claim that “the vast technological infrastructure and the ex-
pansive film viewing practices that have long existed outside of the idealized 
world of commercial movie theaters announces irrevocably that the idea of 
nontheatrical exhibition is so broad as to border on being meaningless.”4 
Wasson flags a terminological issue that begs further debate among scholars. 
We know that “nontheatrical” had  great utility for the individuals and in-
dustries that produced works for noncommercial spaces (although nonthe-
atrical films  were occasionally shown in theaters and  were shown widely 
in spaces— like department stores— where other  things  were being sold, or 
for the purposes of stimulating consumption more generally). We must ask, 
then, how the intentional act of combining multiple film practices  under the 
nontheatrical umbrella functioned to serve the pedagogical, ideological, and 
financial interests of  those who embraced it as self- descriptive.
We might consider this issue in relation to the use of the term “minor-
ity” to describe, within vari ous U.S. po liti cal and institutional contexts, a 
shared status among multiple identity groups of  people who are not white. 
“Minority” obviously attempts to call attention to legacies of racial discrimi-
nation within, say, corporate or educational institutions in which  people of 
color have been underrepresented relative to their numbers in surrounding 
populations. But it is also a term that connotes a minor positionality, which 
can produce awkward if not disempowering effects. Would a group of col-
lege students interested in chemistry, or Ultimate Frisbee, or Rus sian cul-
ture or ga nize themselves as a/the Minority Student Association? Moreover, 
as con temporary language about U.S. racial demographics— particularly in 
journalistic discourse— speaks straight- facedly of our transition to a “major-
ity minority” population, we can see the “meaninglessness” (Wasson’s term 
again) of hard numbers in the face of discursive traditions that have for so 
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long served to identify center and margins, to designate  others, and/or to em-
brace one’s own difference.
The way in which “minority” has become shorthand for multiple and 
intersecting issues of racial identification, oppression, and (potential) em-
powerment serves as a helpful guide for understanding how the term “non-
theatrical” has functioned as a reflection on power. What the nontheatrical 
film community was marking then, and what we as film scholars are track-
ing now, is the issue of who controls the moving image as a means to shape 
the ways in which  people see themselves and their place(s) in the world. In 
pointing to the places where nonwhite  people and nontheatrical films have 
overlapped, this book displays a stunning array of moments and locations at 
which desires to understand racial identities, disparities, and subjectivities 
meet, with disparate effects.
Importantly, we learn across this book that nontheatrical film does not 
stand entirely in opposition to theatrical film, but rather is entangled with 
it and its racial ideologies on multiple levels. Despite the negation implied 
in the label “nontheatrical,” we see much crossover of personnel (writers, 
directors, and actors) between nontheatrical and theatrical film industries. 
Not surprisingly, then, we see impor tant similarities in form and style. Non-
theatrical films on the higher- capitalized end, such as educational and spon-
sored films, use storytelling and visual techniques that are familiar from 
commercial films, such as classical narrative structures, clear character 
motivation and psy chol ogy, and continuity editing.
And while it has been argued that most nontheatrical film types are linked 
in their bid for a kind of social usefulness (i.e., edification over profit), they 
can nonetheless reflect the limits imposed by the dominant thinking about 
race within which they are produced. The Corner (1962), for example, di-
rected by Northwestern University film student Robert Ford, is a sponsored 
documentary about the Vice Lords social club (or street gang, depending 
on your point of view) that features a range of moving and insightful first- 
person accounts of the strug gles of growing up black, male, and poor on 
Chicago’s West Side. It also features extraordinary details of the spaces and 
styles of black youth interaction, demonstrating a clear rapport between Ford 
and his film subjects.5 The Corner sets up the pre sen ta tion of the Vice Lords’ 
voices with an anonymous male narrator speaking over a freeze- frame of the 
film’s central character, Clarence Smith. The narrator tells us that what fol-
lows is “a description of their world as they see it.” The same narrator comes 
back at the end of the film to ask, over several images of Clarence squatting 
alone in front of the neighborhood hot dog joint, “When time comes for 
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them to leave the corner . . .  who  will have the patience to help them make 
the adjustment from the law of the streets to the laws of society?” This nar-
rational bracketing seeks to establish the authenticity of the film’s portraits, 
creating a sense of empathy for the plight of African American youth lacking 
adequate educational, recreational, and job opportunities. But this strategy 
also reveals the presence of the filmmaker as an outsider who is presenting 
and interpreting the film’s visual and sonic information. The fact that The 
Corner’s framing narration is performed by a voice that does not use the 
black teen slang or the West Side Chicago accent that is so pronounced in 
the Vice Lords’ speech raises questions about the faith or interest this film 
has in the ability of the film’s subjects to describe “their world as they see 
it,” not to mention the expectations and needs of the film’s presumably pre-
dominantly white audiences (likely social ser vices professionals) who view 
this lower- class black world from the outside.
This is, of course, an issue that emerges in the wide range of theatrical, fic-
tional social prob lem films about race produced by in de pen dent filmmak-
ers and Hollywood studios, particularly during the civil rights era. From 
Joseph  L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950) to Shirley Clarke’s The Cool 
World (1963), we get significant repre sen ta tions of the tensions seething 
within African American communities, communicated through a range of 
approaches attempting to achieve psychological and/or so cio log i cal realism 
in their renderings of black characters and their worlds.  These filmmakers 
are grappling with nothing less than the country’s failure to uphold the te-
nets of democracy and the urgent need to address the still- unresolved social 
and psychological consequences of slavery and systematic racial oppression. 
When social prob lem films prioritize white viewers in their modes of ad-
dress, they risk objectifying their nonwhite subjects and simplifying their 
repre sen ta tions of the  causes of racial trou bles. Like their theatrical counter-
parts, nontheatrical films about racial issues routinely work to explain non-
white subjectivity to white viewers, showing nonwhite subjects responding 
to the indelicate but perennially fascinating question (per W. E. B. Du Bois), 
“How does it feel to be a prob lem?”6
This is the question Rhys takes up in her rendering of the inner life 
of Bertha (real name Antoinette)— elaborating her first- person voice, her 
memories and dreams, her sensory experiences. Activating identification 
and empathy is of course one of the cinema’s most compelling operations, 
so it comes as no surprise that nontheatrical films would use many of the 
strategies that engrossed viewers of commercial films in movie theaters. 
When it comes to “minority” subjects, we can watch how films made in both 

figures f.1– F.3. The Corner (Robert Ford, 1962). Stills courtesy of Chicago Film 
Archives.
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modes negotiate the complexities of making suppressed subjectivities vis-
i ble and marginalized voices heard. If nontheatrical films aspire to open 
up new and useful ways to look at a range of subjects—to inform, to edu-
cate, to spur to action— how exactly do they use their nontheatrical status 
to do so? Close analy sis is one of the most effective methods used in the 
studies featured in this volume, marking the importance of considering ques-
tions of film style even for films that would seem not to understand them-
selves primarily as art or entertainment.  These moments of close reading 
are impor tant not just for what they suggest about the general approaches 
in educational or sponsored or activist films, but also for what they say 
about the individual texts being read, and the nuances of the repre sen ta tional 
strategies being brought to bear on the overdetermined subject of race in 
American society.
Stylistic analy sis is also valuable for films on the lower- capitalized end of 
the nontheatrical spectrum, films not produced for broad markets or even 
for public uses. Footage of ethnographic research, church activities, or  family 
rituals also rewards consideration of style (e.g., camerawork, editing, per for-
mance) for what it can tell us about the goals of the filmmakers and the rela-
tions between the filmmakers, their subjects, and their audiences. Films like 
 these may not understand themselves to be making an argument or advocat-
ing changes in thought or be hav ior. And yet, of course, acts of documentation 
are never neutral, and films of  these sorts are  shaped by par tic u lar notions 
of culture and community, normativity and difference, that we can read in 
the ways in which the camera is positioned and footage is or ga nized. Close 
readings of nontheatrical films need not aspire to identify auteurist tenden-
cies or nail down generic codes, though it can help us to recognize patterns 
across works. Attention to nontheatrical film styles can also point us to as-
pects that have not been thoroughly interrogated in the study of theatrical, 
narrative films, such as the effects of incidental, accidental, and unplanned 
ele ments within the frame, the kinds of ele ments that are so evident in films 
with lower production values and films made by nonprofessionals.
I think about  these seemingly incidental ele ments quite a bit in my work 
on the South Side Home Movie Proj ect (sshmp) in Chicago, an archival 
and community engagement program I founded in 2005 (thanks to Jasmyn 
Castro for the shout- out in her contribution to this book). The  family films 
archived by the sshmp illustrate vigorous effort on the part of black fami-
lies to show themselves living well, loving their families, supporting their 
communities, and traveling across the country and around the world. Like 
all home movies, this footage not only documents concrete places and 
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 historical moments, but also displays more ephemeral practices such as 
glances and smiles, dances and hugs, cooperative poses and skeptical disdain 
for the camera. Home movie mise- en- scène is replete with objects, some 
placed by the filmmakers and their families (e.g., home decor), many outside 
of their control (e.g., ele ments of street and other public scenes). As we seek 
to make this footage widely available to the many constituencies we think it 
would benefit (including scholars, K–12 students and teachers, artists, gene-
alogists, community residents), we are constantly asking ourselves how best 
to describe the contents of home movies, given their overwhelming detail. 
In constructing our cata log, we have been wondering how to provide a use-
ful guide to this long undervalued body of work.7 Recognizing that  people 
might search this footage for ele ments that extend far beyond the Library of 
Congress Subject Headings (lcsh) that govern cata loging practices, sshmp 
archivist Candace Ming has been developing a taxonomy specific to home 
movies that draws on the impor tant models offered by the Center for Home 
Movies, the Chicago Film Archives, and the Texas Archive of the Moving 
Image, modified to reflect the particularities of our collection.8
What we are learning is that, try as we might to anticipate what  people 
might look for in home movies, our descriptive work is most effective when 
it is understood as an ongoing and interactive endeavor. We conduct oral 
histories with the families who participate in the proj ect, eliciting informa-
tion about what we are seeing on- screen. And we invite active, vocal par-
ticipation at screenings that we host across the South Side, noting viewer 
comments that add helpful detail to our cata log descriptions. The dialogue 
engendered by home movies— which  were, of course, accompanied by ample 
conversation in living rooms and basements during  family gatherings—is a 
boon to researchers. We at the sshmp have come to appreciate the ongoing, 
symbiotic relationship between the home moviemakers, subjects, and audi-
ences (original and current), and the advantages to activating  these relation-
ships continually in our efforts to contextualize and interpret this material.
 Here is a fundamental difference between theatrical and nontheatrical 
film: the wider spaces nontheatrical films provide for audience interaction. 
While lively fan cultures are certainly impor tant aspects of theatrical film 
history, movie theaters— the idealized site for film exhibition— are designed 
for audiences to engage with the screen and not with each other. Even the orien-
tation and fixity of movie theater seats is not conducive to conversation  after 
a film. Proper audience decorum prohibits talking during film screenings 
(though laughter and screams are acceptable for certain genres). But films 
across the nontheatrical spectrum are designed to spark conversation, to 
figures f.4– F.6. Easter 55 Xmas Party (1955). Film held in the Jean Patton 
 Collection, South Side Home Movie Proj ect, University of Chicago, with gratitude 
to Ghian Foreman.
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motivate audiences to speak. From classroom conversations sparked by edu-
cational films to postwar group discussion films on race relations described 
by Anna McCarthy to convivial private screenings of  family films, viewers 
convened outside of movie theaters are invited to pro cess aloud what they 
have seen, to verbalize the relationships between their lives and the worlds 
pictured on- screen.9 And when we consider the invitation to speak offered 
by nontheatrical films in tandem with traditions of vocal film viewing among 
marginalized viewers of many sorts ( people of color, lgbtq audiences, young 
viewers), we can see a striking range of reception strategies that may not be as 
nonnormative as classical film theories would lead us to believe.
We might say then that nontheatrical films made by, for, and about non-
white  people point to radical new ways of understanding film- viewer rela-
tions and open up key spaces for film and, by extension, social critique. Even 
when nontheatrical films strug gle with the politics of giving voice to non-
white subjects, their very mode is designed to facilitate the voicings of viewers. 
Now that we are paying closer attention to the ways in which nontheatri-
cal film has coexisted with theatrical film, we are gaining new perspectives 
on what we have for so long taken to be the medium’s most meaningful 
and influential iterations. Screening Race offers compelling new views of the 
landscapes of film history, in which Hollywood no longer dominates from 
the center. We learn in  these pages of the myriad ways in which nontheatri-
cal films both represented race and stimulated active dialogue about race 
among its viewers. Looking from  these new, previously ignored vantage 
points, we begin to see Hollywood’s treatments of race as Antoinette saw 
Thornfield Hall. They appear to be “made of cardboard”— vulnerable fic-
tions far less equipped than nontheatrical films to accommodate the poten-
tially destabilizing active participation of the Other.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in the foreword can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Easter 55 Xmas Party (1955), 8 min., 16mm
access: Jean Patton Collection, South Side Home Movie Proj ect, University of Chicago.
The Corner (1962), 27 min., 16mm
production: Northwestern University Department of Radio, Tele vi sion, and Film. 
director: Robert Ford.  music: Carver Blanchard, Red Brown, Dick Carlson, Jim 
DiPasquale, Brad Epst, Paul Matheny, Rob McEnany. access: Chicago Film Archives.
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A L LY S O N  N A D I A  F I E L D  A N D  M A R S H A  G O R D O N
Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film is a collection of essays in-
vestigating repre sen ta tions of and engagements with race in American non-
theatrical films of the twentieth  century. This collection builds on existing 
scholarship in nontheatrical film studies but broadens the field to take up 
the treatment of race. Tracing the contours of race in nontheatrical film is 
neither a trivial nor an esoteric activity; over the course of the past  century, 
 these films have been a significant way that Americans encountered ideas 
about race, difference, and community. In a moment when discourses about 
and re sis tance to white supremacy are at the fore, this collection takes seri-
ously the presence of race in nontheatrical forms— even when such consid-
erations had almost no place in the dominant theatrical universe.
Taking up a range of contexts— educational, cultural, industrial, civic, 
and private— this collection shows that nontheatrical films tell a unique 
story about race and cinema, one that has been sidelined by the outsized 
importance of commercial feature films in the field of cinema studies. 
The topics covered  here provide an instructive and sometimes surprising 
glimpse into the ways that audiences encountered such racially engaged 
films: as shoppers in Wanamaker’s department stores in the early 1900s, as 
churchgoers in Tennessee in the 1920s, as tele vi sion viewers in the 1950s, 
as police officers in the 1960s, or as students in a filmmaking class in the 
1970s. The range of cases discussed  here marks a radical and exciting dis-
ruption of the Hollywood model of production and distribution. If the big 
screens marginalized  people of color, small screens often helped to balance 
the scales.
[2] Field and Gordon
This collection situates its intervention at the intersection of two impor-
tant areas of scholarly inquiry. First, it contributes to scholarship that ad-
dresses the historical marginalization of films by and about  people of color 
in film canons, classrooms, and critical inquiry. Second, the book achieves 
this correction by paying attention to another neglected area of scholarly 
attention, films produced for and exhibited in nontheatrical venues. Taken 
as a  whole, this collection of essays enriches our understanding of the ways 
in which films  were produced and circulated in a multiethnic culture trying 
to make sense of its not always welcome pluralism.
Rather than a comprehensive survey— which, given the sheer number of 
nontheatrical films produced in the United States, would be impossible— 
Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film offers a selective transhistori-
cal and comparative lens. The films  under discussion in the chapters that fol-
low are critically appraised just as they initially circulated: as components of 
broader multiracial and multiethnic cultural spheres. Most scholarship on 
race and ethnicity in American film, theatrical or other wise, tends to isolate 
its topic,  whether it involves African American, Asian American, Latino/a, 
Native American, or other subjects. This collection’s refusal to adhere to that 
compartmentalization reflects the way that the films themselves  were con-
ceived and projected, while also acknowledging the inequities that result 
from racial stratification. Each chapter traces issues relating to race, identity, 
politics, class, and environment at vari ous moments in American film his-
tory across student films, educational films, sponsored films, anthropologi-
cal and ethnographic films, community- made and - screened films, church 
films, home movies, and other types of useful films that engage with Ameri-
can multiculturalism. This collection begins to map a subfield, reframing 
the study of race on film to provide a more nuanced understanding of the 
role it has played in American life and providing a substantial new body of 
knowledge across a wide historical period and from a range of conceptual 
and theoretical perspectives.
American Nontheatrical Film History
Nontheatrical film had a significant presence in twentieth- century life, one 
that has recently received sustained attention by scholars seeking to under-
stand American film produced beyond Hollywood’s realm and reach. In 
Learning with the Lights Off: Educational Film in the United States, the edi-
tors argue that despite a history of scholarly neglect, nontheatrical films “tell 
us a  great deal about the shape (and shaping) of the cinematic  century.”1 
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Similarly, in his work on “advanced” amateur filmmaking, one of the many 
types of noncommercial and nontheatrical film production that developed 
with the introduction of 16mm film in 1923, Charles Tepperman argues that 
such alternative practices “can provide us with crucial insight into American 
society’s collective visual imagination during the mid- twentieth  century.”2 
Indeed, Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film emerges from the real-
ization that nontheatrical films vastly outnumbered their Hollywood counter-
parts for much of film history. As John Mercer observes, “In 1977 fewer than 
three hundred feature films  were started by the major studios in Hollywood, 
but over 15,000 nontheatrical films  were completed.”3  These films operated 
in many contexts—at schools and churches, for example— that intended to 
influence the thinking and be hav ior of their constituents. Nontheatrical 
films’ very diff er ent and less centralized means of production, distribution, 
and exhibition allowed for a fascinating diversity that was never pos si ble in 
the more controlled, corporate, and white- male- dominant environment of 
Hollywood.
Nontheatrical films  were not bound by the same kinds of commercial and 
po liti cal par ameters as their theatrical counter parts, allowing for a more ex-
pansive conceptualization of nonwhite repre sen ta tion, among other  things. 
As Haidee Wasson and Charles Acland observe, “Film technologies— screens, 
projectors, and cameras— were long ago integrated into a surprising range 
of spaces and situations, shaping the aesthetics as well as the display of and 
engagement with motion pictures. And  these places, beyond conventionally 
defined movie theaters, . . .  [have] been a key site for the formation and refor-
mation of cinema itself.”4 In point of fact, the history of moving images in the 
United States has taken place largely outside of movie theaters. Nontheatrical 
films reformed the nature and purpose of cinema.
Responsive to the complex realities of nontheatrical film history, this 
collection of essays aims to correct the imbalanced nature of the discipline 
of film studies up to this point in time— privileging, on the one hand, the-
atrical films, feature films, and Hollywood studio films; on the other, films 
made by and featuring white  people. Not only have theatrical film studies 
dominated much of scholarly film history, but the exclusion of scholarship 
about films made by, about, or for nonwhite people fails to do justice to the 
richness and breadth of racial repre sen ta tion in American cinema.  There are, 
of course, some significant scholarly pre ce dents for this collection. Screen-
ing Race in American Nontheatrical Film grows out of a body of research 
that was largely inspired by the Orphan Film Symposium, founded by Dan 
Streible and his colleagues at the University of South Carolina in 1999. That 
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symposium focused scholarly attention on a significant body of films that 
had previously been ignored, neglected, or relegated to footnotes and has 
inspired a recent wave of scholarship on nontheatrical film.5
While most scholarship of this sort tends to focus on a specific nontheat-
rical type— educational films, home movies, student films, documentaries, 
anthropological films, sponsored films, and so on— this collection deliber-
ately unites  these subcategories with the consideration of race as its organ-
izing princi ple. This strategic move corrects a gap in the wider scholarship 
with regard to nontheatrical film and race, opening up possibilities for 
 future work that builds on the branches of inquiry  here.  These chapters are 
united by a shared core value: prioritizing the way race was envisioned and 
mobilized on screens and by makers with very diff er ent agendas than their 
Hollywood counter parts.
Though  there are some notable exceptions, by and large the body of 
scholarship on nontheatrical film is focused on white makers, subjects, and 
audiences, or addresses issues of race as secondary to other concerns, such 
as vari ous sites of exhibition.6 What Screening Race in American Nontheatri-
cal Film offers is a defining focus not on film types but on racial repre sen ta-
tion, identities, and politics across an array of nontheatrical media produced 
in the United States, and consequently across a range of producers, subjects, 
audiences, genres, and periods.
Screening Race in American Nontheatrical Film asks readers to reconsider 
the ways that films  were used to address, define, and grapple with race over 
the course of the twentieth  century. Each contribution to this volume offers 
an alternative imagination of American film history, reframing accepted ob-
jects of study to consider how Americans produced and consumed race on 
screens that interacted with viewers far outside the reach of movie theaters. 
From department store to classroom to community center, nontheatrical 
films engaging with race allowed diverse audiences to experience narratives 
and encounter repre sen ta tions that they could not experience anywhere  else. 
This collection, then, constitutes a cinematic remapping, encouraging read-
ers to rediscover a world in which moving images  were integrated in and re-
flective of lives that  were excluded in most mainstream exhibition contexts.
The challenges of cultivating this kind of scholarly work are numerous, 
and the authors in this collection often reflect on  these challenges, which 
include locating  these materials (since so many nontheatrical films languish 
in the neglected corners of archives if they have been fortunate enough to 
survive deacquisition, a plight not dissimilar to that of  silent film before 
the 1978 International Federation of Film Archives Congress in Brighton); 
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 researching them (since relatively  little is documented and preserved in 
terms of primary resources about the nontheatrical universe); making them 
accessible (since so few of the films are readily available in their native for-
mat of 16mm or on dvd, though, increasingly, more are materializing in 
digitized forms online); and, last but not least, winnowing down their 
overwhelming numbers to form a manageable body of films that illuminate 
certain film historical and cultural issues. Studying nontheatrical films with 
race as the galvanizing focus also enriches our understanding of related the-
atrical works, such as  those made by the L.A. Rebellion group of black film-
makers (whose work included theatrical and nontheatrical films) or even, 
often by virtue of their contrast, the stories told in mainstream theatrical 
narratives coming out of the Hollywood studios.7
This book proceeds along a chronological arc, starting with a discussion 
of films produced in 1908 and ending with recent remediations of histori-
cal home movies. Each chapter focuses on the ways that nontheatrical films 
offer con temporary students and scholars a unique perspective on the his-
tory of race in American culture, as well as a new win dow through which 
to explore film history. To that end, we have made  every effort to provide 
access to digital versions of the films  under discussion through the book’s 
companion website. Each chapter stakes out its own framework within film 
history, cultural history, and critical race studies, offering readers specific 
lenses through which to view the films  under discussion. The volume con-
cludes with a comprehensive aggregated bibliography of scholarship related 
to race and nontheatrical film.
The essays collected  here explore relevant, timely, and deliberately wide- 
ranging areas of study, from films produced by Puerto Rican teen agers as 
part of activist filmmaking programs in New York City in the late 1960s, to 
films made for department store exhibition at the turn of the  century that 
offer a win dow into Native American repre sen ta tional and po liti cal issues, 
to a film made by Charles and Ray Eames focused on a Mexican folk tradi-
tion, to a now- forgotten 1960s film about African American life produced by 
the National Urban League that was seen by an estimated 4.5 million viewers 
during its nontheatrical distribution life. Still, this volume is far from ex-
haustive; its gaps indicate how much of film history remains obscured, and 
how much of that history might be marshaled to better understand the 
way race has been represented, negotiated, and figured at vari ous points 
in American history. One need only think about con temporary nontheatri-
cal media— for example, cell phone images of police vio lence or, for that 
 matter, police body camera footage—to connect nontheatrical film’s past to 
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present- day iterations of this legacy, and to understand why the study of 
such images is so urgently needed.
Finding Felicia
This collection grew out of relationships and archival discoveries. In 2005, 
Rick Prelinger, founder of the Prelinger Archive, acquired a set of deacces-
sioned 16mm educational films from the Buffalo, New York, school district. 
Rescuing  these films destined for the dumpster, Prelinger sent the lot to a/v 
Geeks Archives founder Skip Elsheimer, who archives, digitizes, and exhib-
its educational film. When Marsha Gordon began researching educational 
films about race for her contribution to her coedited collection Learning 
with the Lights Off, Skip screened numerous titles from his collection for 
her. Among them was a thirteen- minute 16mm film from 1965 titled Felicia, 
about a sixteen- year- old African American high schooler, Felicia Bragg, 
living in the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles.8
Shot over the course of a year and finished prior to the August 1965 upris-
ings that would bring national attention to the area, Felicia depicts a world 
that would become well documented in the aftermath of what the media at 
the time routinely referred to as the “riots.” Although it was made by three 
white ucla film students, Alan Gorg, Bob Dickson, and Trevor Greenwood, 
the film relies upon Bragg’s unscripted ruminations as its sole narration, 
offering a poetic and poignant meditation on race, class, and urban commu-
nity. Its formalism and open- ended narration are more reminiscent of art 
filmmaking than classroom films, and its thoughtful narrator comes across 
as wise beyond her years. Far from the objectifying lens of the news media or 
the sensationalizing frame of Hollywood’s portrayal of so- called ghetto life, 
Felicia pre sents an intimate portrait of a young girl and a neighborhood— 
both on the brink of change.
Made as a side proj ect outside of the filmmakers’ ucla coursework, 
 Felicia was sold to educational film distributor Bailey Film Associates (bfa) 
and marketed as one of a series of films titled Minority Youth in the late 
1960s and ’70s. It was  under  these auspices that the film came to Buffalo, 
and this is also how it would have reached high schoolers across the country 
whose schools had purchased the film and whose teachers opted to show it 
in their classes. When Marsha Gordon saw Felicia several de cades  later, she 
recognized in it an early instance of a broader trend of filmmaking in Los 
Angeles. Operating at the nexus of student film, documentary, educational 
film, and art film, Felicia intersects with a range of films investigating a city 
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marked by de facto segregation as well as questions of identity and belong-
ing. In par tic u lar, it brought to mind the work of a slightly younger group of 
ucla filmmakers known as the Los Angeles School of Black Filmmakers, or 
the L.A. Rebellion. Felicia’s echoes of Italian neorealism and investment in 
filming an underdocumented Los Angeles community found a striking cor-
ollary in the work of Charles Burnett, Billy Woodberry, Alile Sharon Larkin, 
and other African American filmmakers who  were at ucla in the 1970s. 
Intrigued by the film’s resonances with the L.A. Rebellion, Marsha shared 
the film with Allyson Nadia Field, who was working on the L.A. Rebellion 
proj ect of the ucla Film and Tele vi sion Archive. Thus was born a multi-
year, multicomponent collaborative research proj ect of which this book is 
the culminating piece.
We interviewed the filmmakers and Felicia Bragg about the film’s genesis, 
production history, and circulation—as well as the afterlives of its makers 
and subject.  These encounters marked an impor tant opportunity to cre-
ate an extrafilmic rec ord for a nontheatrical film, about which few docu-
ments and  little production history typically survive. Theatrical films often 
figure i.1.  Frame enlargement of Felicia Bragg, the titular subject and narrator of 
Felicia (1965), a 16mm documentary educational film about a young  woman growing 
up in the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles.
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have copious extant documentation, allowing historians to make the kinds 
of rich, contextual arguments that are essential to scholarship that shapes 
the discipline. In our research on Felicia and other nontheatrical films, 
we have found that interviewing the makers and participants— whenever 
 pos si ble— greatly enriches our understanding of the films and the context of 
their production.
Our initial research into Felicia’s exhibition history, as well as the broader 
production and circulation of nontheatrical films about race, led to two fur-
ther proj ects, one scholarly and one curatorial, both of which lay the ground-
work for this volume. The scholarly component is a coauthored article that 
was published in Cinema Journal in 2016. “The Other Side of the Tracks: Non-
theatrical Film History, Pre- Rebellion Watts, and Felicia” considers how 
Felicia is particularly suited to a discussion of the ways that urban spaces, and 
Watts in par tic u lar,  were  imagined in the 1960s. It also demonstrates how 
nontheatrical film can inform and reshape our understanding of film history 
and enrich discussions of documentary filmmaking, the role of student film-
makers, and other cinematic movements such as the L.A. Rebellion.
The curatorial component involved the broader universe of nontheatri-
cal films about race. We collaborated on a series of 16mm film programs 
(in 2014, 2016, and 2017) at the Echo Park Film Center, a community- based 
filmmaking and screening cooperative in Los Angeles. With the assistance 
of archivist Dino Everett at the University of Southern California (usc), we 
selected films from the 1940s to the 1970s concerned with Native Americans, 
Mexican Americans, Asian Americans, and African Americans around the 
theme of race and space in Los Angeles. Out of this experience grew the 
realization that Felicia is connected to a broader set of nontheatrical films of 
its period that approach questions of social inequity through the lens of race.
To give Felicia wider attention, we successfully nominated it to the 2014 
National Film Registry of the Library of Congress. The Acad emy Film Archive, 
where codirector Dickson worked  until his retirement in 2018, subsequently 
preserved the film in 2016. Considered collectively, our research, scholarship, 
and archival advocacy with regard to Felicia aimed to underscore the intel-
lectual stakes of the film, and its institutional preservation has enabled it to 
reach a wider audience. In this way, Felicia serves as a model for the twin 
aims of the book, bringing scholars and archivists together to assess and 
preserve nontheatrical films, and to engage in rigorous research into their 
significance with a special focus on race.
While Hollywood’s long history of racial (mis)repre sen ta tion is well 
documented, the corresponding academic focus on mainstream theatrical 
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films had resulted in a disproportionate presumption about which films 
have significance and impact. This volume challenges that framework. It is 
an indisputable fact that the moving image landscape is far more varied and 
complex than the relatively small number of films produced for theatrical 
release, which means that any treatment of race and cinema must extend 
beyond the border of theatrical work. A guiding argument of this book is 
that nontheatrical screens exhibited their own perspectives on race, often in 
striking contrast to their theatrical counter parts. From the  silent era to the 
displacement of film by video and digital media as the prevalent produc-
tion and distribution formats in the late twentieth  century, moving pictures 
permeated all aspects of American life outside of the movie theater, ranging 
from industry and government to the home, classroom, and community. 
Alongside— and often in distinct refutation of— the fictional narratives pro-
jected by Hollywood to moviegoing audiences, nontheatrical films provided 
wildly diff er ent visions, showing other subjects, addressing other audiences, 
and asserting other perspectives.  Whether it’s the educational framework of 
the classroom film and student film, the anthropological gaze of the ethno-
graphic film, the entrepreneurial impetus of the sponsored film, or the inti-
macy of the home movie,  these other perspectives often inform films made 
for audiences outside of theatrical entertainment. How  these films have en-
gaged with the complexities of racial formations in the United States is the 
concern of the essays collected in this volume.
Race and Nontheatrical Filmmaking in Los Angeles (and Beyond)
Felicia is far from being the only nontheatrical film set in Los Angeles to 
take on the topic of race. It was, in fact, part of a much wider tendency in 
filmmaking of the time, which we want to briefly consider  here to set the 
stage for the contributions to this volume, which collectively assert the 
value of nontheatrical filmmaking’s offerings on the subject of race. One 
of the films we included in the first “Race and Space” screening event at 
the Echo Park Film Center, Akira (David Espar, 1971), focuses on the expe-
riences of another teenager, a relatable subject for its intended classroom 
audience. (Along with Felicia, Akira was marketed by bfa as part of the 
Minority Youth series in the late 1960s and ’70s.) In contrast to Felicia, how-
ever, Akira is less rooted in its location, an unidentified California town. 
Instead, its perspective is explic itly generalizable: many aspects of Akira’s 
circumstances are presented as relevant to teen agers, irrespective of racial 
identity or location. However, race and national origin are key issues, as high 
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school se nior Akira Tana discusses his feelings of being caught in between 
cultures— the traditional Japa nese values of his parents and the styles, ac-
tivities, and interests shaping teenage life in California in the early 1970s 
(including rock  music and marijuana). This ambivalence provided points of 
entry for classroom discussions concerning identity, generational conflicts, 
cultural differences, and what it means to be American.
Akira connects his ruminations about his life and  family to broader ques-
tions of cultural identity and belonging. In one notable sequence, Akira talks 
about his parents’ immigration to the United States in 1939–40 and their sub-
sequent internment in relocation camps during World War II. His  mother 
and older  brothers  were sent to Lompoc, while his  father, a Buddhist minister 
seen as suspect by the U.S. government, was sent to New Mexico. Although 
the film slips in such undertaught aspects of American history through the 
prism of personal experience, it moves away from politics, concluding with 
Akira’s high school graduation and his ruminations about his  future beyond 
high school and college, one that promises more choices than  were afforded 
to his parents. The final scene is a repetition of the opening sequence of Akira 
figure i.2.  Teenager Akira Tana at prayer with his parents in the opening and 
 closing sequences of Akira (1971).
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and his parents at prayer, suggesting that the narration is a kind of internal 
dialogue of a thoughtful teenager at the crossroads of his life.
As this brief discussion of Felicia and Akira demonstrates, we soon real-
ized through this pro cess of research, curation, and exhibition that  there was 
a rich universe of nontheatrical films that  were made specifically to engage 
with issues of race, and that  these films had gone largely unnoticed by schol-
ars of film history. Along with this loss as accessible objects of study, the 
neglect of  these films has contributed to an imbalanced history of American 
cinema. Film historical accounts have consistently privileged the pre sen ta-
tion of race and class in theatrical cinema, produced largely by the Holly-
wood studios. To demonstrate the possibilities represented by the study of 
nontheatrical film along the prism of race, what follows in the remainder of 
our introduction considers a se lection of films made in Los Angeles in the 
post– civil rights era. Using the example of Los Angeles in this period is pur-
poseful: Los Angeles is the locus of the film industry, a city rich in racial and 
ethnic diversity, as well as one with a long history of racial oppression and 
conflict. Nontheatrical filmic engagements with the racialized geography of 
Los Angeles at this time represent a rich subset of American film produc-
tion, one that is emblematic of the possibilities for social engagement, cri-
tique, and re sis tance that nontheatrical filmmaking embodies.  These films 
offer a map of lived experience for the inhabitants of a dynamic yet deeply 
segregated city.
On the big screen, 1960s Los Angeles was  imagined in films like the 
lighthearted teen musical Muscle Beach Party (William Asher, 1964), star-
ring Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon; The Gradu ate (Mike Nichols, 
1967), featuring Dustin Hoffman’s breakthrough role as an affluent but lost 
college gradu ate; They Shoot Horses,  Don’t They? (Sydney Pollack, 1969), a 
Depression- era fable about dreams and disappointment; as well as in other 
mainstream films that  were as fantastically and impossibly white, marginal 
characters of color notwithstanding. While impor tant exceptions to the 
 imagined whiteness of the city did coexist alongside  these theatrical films— 
most notably The Exiles (1961), Kent Mackenzie’s story of Native American 
life in the Bunker Hill neighborhood of the city— such films  were few and far 
between, with  limited reach in the culture at large.
Nonwhite Los Angeles would not gain any significant commercial theatri-
cal presence  until the 1970s, with controversial results. The first concentra-
tion of nonwhite subjects in a Los Angeles setting occurred in films such 
as Melvin Van Peebles’s Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song (1971), which 
gave its black director and star the run of the city; a slew of blaxploitation 
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films, like the white- produced and - directed Cleopatra Jones (Jack Starrett, 
1973), which flaunted crime, drugs, sex, and pimp culture, or the African 
American– directed Dolemite (D’Urville Martin, 1975), about a pimp on a re-
venge mission; comedies like Car Wash (Michael Schultz, 1976), about a di-
verse group of characters and their exploits; and the aesthetically intriguing, 
dignifying, but commercially marginal films of the L.A. Rebellion, such as 
Haile Gerima’s Bush Mama (1975) and Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep (1977).
One need only look outside the movie theater in the same time period, 
however, to discover a wealth of films that correct the erroneous impression 
of Los Angeles’s whiteness. As we dug deeper into the archives, we became 
especially interested in a body of nontheatrical films from the 1960s and 
’70s concerned with Los Angeles’s nonwhite populations at a time in which 
the city was at an especially tumultuous crossroads, much of it revolving 
around race, class, and segregated neighborhoods. This locus of nontheat-
rical filmmaking energy is partly a result of the rich film school culture of 
the city, with ucla and usc populating the region with students in need 
of local subjects for fiction and nonfiction film proj ects. Many of  these stu-
dents would go on to work in the motion picture industry following gradu-
ation, including the nontheatrical film industry. Some continued to work on 
personal proj ects, often garnering distribution for classroom or community 
use. As it turns out,  these filmmakers frequently turned their lenses on parts 
of the city that  were ignored in mainstream media, motivated in no small 
part by an emergent culture of student activism that encouraged equitable 
thinking about society and social privilege in par tic u lar.
As with Felicia and Akira, the strug gle for self- identity in a sometimes 
hostile environment is also the subject of The Eastside Story (Morteza Rez-
vani, 1974), a fiction film shot with a neorealist aesthetic. The Eastside Story is 
a poetic adaptation of Danny Santiago’s short story, “The Somebody,” about 
a Chicano teenager’s identity crisis  after his gang has moved away follow-
ing the de mo li tion of their East Los Angeles neighborhood. Like Felicia, the 
neighborhood is introduced through the wanderings of the main character, 
who walks through largely empty streets and overgrown lots. Also like 
Felicia, the camera shoots this film’s protagonist through the frame of aban-
doned buildings, figuring his movements as confined by the environmental 
degradation that surrounds him.
The story is narrated by an old man sitting at a bus stop who directly 
addresses the spectator: “This is a big day for Bulle— today he quit school 
and he’s  going to go to work as a writer.” The optimism of this statement is 
quickly undercut by the clarification that Bulle is  going to write on fences, 
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buildings, “on anything that comes along,” with his gang name “Bulle de los 
Cerros.” A construction com pany has bought the land that constituted the 
gang’s territory, forcing them all to move away, apart from Bulle’s  family and 
a few  others. Despite the entreaties of the old man and a boy’s club commu-
nity leader for him to straighten out, Bulle wanders the streets, desecrating 
a rival gang’s tags. He daydreams about having “the best damn funeral in 
East L.A.” The film ends with Bulle at an unresolved impasse, clutching the 
metal fence of a highway overpass. The last shot lingers in freeze- frame, like 
the concluding close-up of Antoine Doinel in The 400 Blows (François Truf-
faut, 1959), with the ocean replaced by the highway leading to downtown 
Los Angeles. The film pre sents a changing city in which forces like urban 
development and gentrification have a direct impact on the self- identity of 
its most vulnerable inhabitants. Like Felicia and Akira, The Eastside Story 
represents both the private and public spaces inhabited by a character whose 
relationship to his environment and the film’s open- endedness invite vari ous 
interpretations from classroom audiences.
The vulnerability of certain populations in Los Angeles is also the subject 
of A Sense of Community (Jeremy Lezin, 1976), which begins with a title 
card staking the film’s claim to the specific place and time during which the 
documentary was made: “Downtown Los Angeles, 1976.” The film’s director, 
Jeremy Lezin, was a film student at usc who used a class assignment to ex-
plore the subject of “ ‘home work,’ where garments  were produced at work-
ers’ homes for sub- minimum wages. It was essentially a sweat shop situation, 
but farmed out so the perpetrators  couldn’t get caught easily.”9 What he doc-
umented was a church- owned sewing operation staffed by undocumented 
immigrants from Mexico.
The first images of the film show Mexican men and  women entering a 
gate, walking down exterior stairs  toward the basement in which they  labor, 
and the gate being closed  behind them. The camera lingers on a man who 
adds a locked chain to secure the gate, accompanied by amplified sounds 
of the chain, the first signal that the film intends to expose inequity with-
out employing extradiegetic commentary. The film cuts to the interior of a 
Catholic church basement, where workers  labor at sewing machines. Lezin 
explains that the church was “just a few blocks from usc,” where “shirts 
for Penny’s and Woolworth  were being produced in the basement.” The first 
narrator of the film is Noe Falconi, the pastor of the church, who talks about 
his role as the leader of the “sewing center program.” As Falconi offers his 
perspective on the positive impact of the program, Lezin shows him enter-
ing the compound, using a key to open the gate and then to lock it again, 

figures i.3– I.5. The final sequence of The Eastside Story (1974).
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indicating the pastor’s freedom in contrast to the workers locked in below. 
Lezin explains that Falconi
was very proud that he provided a living for immigrants and even 
 housed them on the premises. He showed me around, but had a very 
diff er ent perspective than I did on what we saw. . . .  The first  thing that 
I did was interview workers on their days off, away from the church. I 
learned that their real ity was quite diff er ent than the one proposed by 
Noe. They had arrived years before, with promise that they would be 
trained and sent out into the real world to earn a decent living. But the 
truth was that they  were never offered  these outside opportunities. They 
lived and worked on the property and  were chained in during the day.
The film proceeds to undermine Falconi’s repre sen ta tion of the sewing cen-
ter, weaving his narration into contradictory reports from the workers, who 
discuss their lack of opportunities to advance or earn minimum wage, and 
the threat of losing their jobs should they want to take a day off.
figure i.6. One of several recurring shots in A Sense of Community (1976) of a gate 
that leads to the church basement being locked,  either to keep workers in or to keep 
immigration officials out, depending upon whose version of the story you believe, 
the pastor’s or the laborers’.
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By the end of the film, it is apparent that the film’s title is ironic and that 
the church facilitated the exploitation of the most vulnerable members of 
the Mexican community in Los Angeles. We see Falconi, speaking from the 
pulpit, espousing the need for churches in poor communities to tie their ex-
istence to businesses in order for parishioners to have enough money to give 
back to the church. This is accompanied by a shot of the hat being passed 
in church, with parishioners dropping money into it. Lezin’s film links race, 
religion, ethnicity, and immigration status to the confines of an exploitative 
space. While very diff er ent films, The Eastside Story and A Sense of Com-
munity depict the ways that cities trap their most vulnerable inhabitants in 
inescapable situations. The impasse Bulle feels at the loss of his gang is not 
unrelated to the church’s exploitation of the undocumented laborers: Bulle 
clutches at the fence that demarcates zones of the city, and the garment 
workers are locked in the basement, unable to inhabit a  free community. 
 These films, focused on diff er ent kinds of  people in diff er ent circumstances, 
both envision a circumscription of their subjects. This is a recurrent idea 
linking many nontheatrical films about race in Los Angeles, suggesting the 
degree to which a case study approach to analyzing such films reveals 
figure i.7. Pastor Noe Falconi preaching while the hat is passed for donations from 
his parishioners, many of whom work in the church sewing fa cil i ty that he oversees.
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connections to larger patterns of repre sen ta tion, which are often—as in this 
case— tied to social inequities that the filmmakers sought to document, and 
also, perhaps, to rectify.
The pessimism  these films convey with regard to their subjects’  limited so-
cial and physical mobility is also shared in a film about a diff er ent Los Angeles 
neighborhood. The Savages (1967), directed by Felicia codirector Alan Gorg, 
was shot in Venice, a neighborhood on the other side of the city from Watts 
and where Gorg lived at the time. It focuses on the ways that so- called ghet-
toizing serves to reinforce segregation, conflict, and underdevelopment. Ven-
ice is now a wealthy area of the city, but at the time, it and Watts  were two of 
the poorest neighborhoods in Los Angeles, populated largely by working poor 
and un- or underemployed African Americans who could not afford to live 
elsewhere.10 The Savages proceeds as a series of fly- on- the- wall scenes with al-
most entirely nonsynchronous first- person dialogue set to a jazz soundtrack. 
Where Felicia is infused with both realism and a sense of hope, The Savages 
paints a much more fatalistic portrait of a community plagued by economic 
disenfranchisement, vio lence, and resignation. It also makes a strong state-
ment about white perceptions about the so- called ghettos of Los Angeles.
The Savages begins with a framing device that situates the predominantly 
black neighborhood of Venice in relation to white spaces,  imagined  here as 
the verdant idyll of a park with a baseball field and small lake. Images of a 
white man napping on the grass are followed by another white man and his 
son throwing a football, accompanied by unsynchronized voice- over narra-
tion, implicitly from  these men’s points of view. One asks a series of ques-
tions: “Why  shouldn’t I want to strive and achieve a home in the suburbs? 
What’s wrong with this? . . .  Shall we take  every person who makes more than 
so much money and take it away from him like he was a criminal? You want 
to go out directly and take half his paycheck and find some Negro down in 
the ghetto and say, ‘ Here, take half my paycheck’?” Another makes a more 
direct argument: “A Negro owes it to himself to try to better himself. Now 
he could try to learn to dress properly, to talk properly, to keep himself in 
a situation that  will not say, ‘Well, he’s like a wild savage— look at him, he 
 ought to go back to the jungle.’ ”11
The title of the film derives from this unsympathetic framing of the sub-
ject, with the derogatory perspective of white privilege articulated in tandem 
with images of a park backdrop that shifts to an urban setting for the rest of 
the film. Most of the remainder of The Savages is narrated—in unscripted 
documentary voice- over, as with Felicia—by Robert Castille, an African 
American man who often appears on- screen; the film also features, as the 
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credits put it, the “Youth of West Venice.” While Gorg’s camera explores the 
neighborhood, Castille’s unsynchronized voice- over reveals another, oppos-
ing view on race and space: “If you grew up in Venice, if you  were forced to 
come to Venice and live, if you  don’t know it before you get  here, you find 
out pretty soon that  you’re coming right into nothing. Some  people, they 
 don’t want to live in Venice. I mean, uh, it’s  either Venice or Watts is the only 
choice you have, if the guy’s even got a job, I mean, he’s just barely making 
it, you know? That, uh, it’s not the fact that he  don’t want to do, it’s that he 
 can’t do any better.”12
Gorg structures the opening portion of the film around this contrast in 
viewpoints about race and space, with voices of white privilege not just dis-
missing the black population of the ghetto as useless, but bemoaning the 
burden that their alleged savagery  causes for presumably white, suburban 
achievers. Even this narration, however, points to a geo graph i cal disparity 
between suburban escape and urban confinement, which Castille essentially 
affirms when he describes Venice and Watts as traps. As images of Castille at 
home with his wife, Dorothy, appear on screen, his narration explains that 
figure i.8. In The Savages (1967), the film’s central narrator, Robert Castille, talks 
about his challenges and disappointments as he traverses his blighted neighborhood 
at film’s end.
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Dorothy wants to move out of Venice and that what “she  doesn’t like is the 
living conditions of the  people around her.”
Although this affirms the idea of Venice as a place from which to escape, 
the repre sen ta tion of the Castille  family— mother, employed  father, and two 
 children—is an impor tant refutation of the idea of unproductive so- called 
savagery with which the film opens. It is also an implicit rebuttal to the 
Moynihan Report’s critique of inner- city black  family life.13 But the film also 
depicts a group of young, seemingly aimless African American men com-
plaining about incarceration, racism, and the lack of options in their lives and 
 futures. Cutting back to the Castilles at home, Robert’s narration implicitly 
comments on the youth just pictured: “The kids that hang around on the 
corner up  there, at one time they had high hopes. I mean hopes as high as 
Jackie Robinson, but their hopes  were killed. And I mean, to have to live in 
 these conditions and  there’s nothing you can do about it and you listen to the 
news and watch the tv, the reports about our  great society, and you just drop 
down and go down farther, you lose your zest, you  don’t want to continue.”
The film cuts back and forth between scenes of Castille, who tells his life 
story, and black youths at a party, dancing, smoking, and drinking. Their 
narration conveys a community plagued by hopelessness and futility, even 
paralysis, while Castille recounts a life of hardship and discrimination, re-
cuperated only by a personal desire to obtain a better life for his  family. 
Through this formal structure and despite his status as a white man living in 
a largely black community, Gorg was able to produce, as Film Library Quar-
terly observed, an “insider’s view of ghetto conditions,” one that goes beyond 
the film’s frame of incomprehension and lack of compassion: “The best way 
to look at life in the American ghetto is to go  there. For  those who cannot 
make the trip in person, this film is a fairly good alternative.”14
Many nontheatrical films about race and place are, in fact, urban films, 
puzzling through the limitations determined by geography in Los Angeles. 
Yet  there  were other models, too. Cotton Eyed Joe, shot by usc film stu-
dent John McDonald in the fall of his se nior year in 1970, is a twelve- minute 
hybrid film about an African American man named Joseph Wagner, who 
lives in a makeshift encampment near Chavez Ravine.15 Although employ-
ing documentary aesthetics, the film is presented as an artfully composed 
day- in- the- life narrative, with obviously reenacted scenes that recall Ivone 
Margulies’s theories about “the indexical value of reenactment,” which lends 
the film an evidential quality compounded by the fact that Joe is, in this 
case, playing himself.16 Unlike most other films made in this time period 
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that depicted  people of color in Los Angeles, Cotton Eyed Joe depicts life in a 
nonurban setting that is outside conventional society.
Cotton Eyed Joe consists of brief visual interludes showing Joe at the old 
Cornfield Railyard and in San Pedro on the train tracks as well as walking 
through the city and earning money at a blood bank. However, it primar-
ily takes place in and around Joe’s encampment near Elysian Park, where it 
dramatizes a real- life incident involving the vandalizing of Joe’s camp. This 
reenactment scene is the emotional centerpiece of the film. A dynamic mon-
tage of quick cuts set to percussive  music shows three young boys vandal-
izing Joe’s homesite while he’s away. When Joe returns and finds the boys 
in his camp, a series of  silent shot– reverse shots ensues. Joe stares directly 
into the camera, implicitly at the young boys but also at the viewer; one of 
the boys stares back, conveying a sense of shame for what he has done. Nina 
Simone’s song, from which the film’s title derives, enters the soundtrack as 
figure i.9.  Behind the scenes during the Cotton Eyed Joe shoot in 1970: (left to right) 
the film’s subject, Joseph Wagner; director John McDonald; Jenova Caldwell, one of 
the five- person crew. Photo courtesy of John McDonald.
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Joe walks the rails at dusk. Simone sings a pointed question, confirming the 
film’s interest in place: “Where do you come from?”
 These train tracks signify in a very diff er ent way than they do in Feli-
cia, where they are used to alert the audience that they are about to enter 
a section of Los Angeles that has been defined in the popu lar imagination 
by poverty and disenfranchisement, and about which they presumably have 
 little experiential knowledge. Joe both walks and sits on the tracks, occupy-
ing them in the same way that he does the land he lives on. Joe’s decision to 
remove himself from the city proper—he is literally a bystander as cars rush 
by on the freeway below him— allows the film to avoid many of the usual 
issues about race and space in this time period, such as police treatment. It 
also suggests a refusal by Joe to be circumscribed in ways seen in the other 
films  under discussion  here; think, for example, of the spatial containment 
at play in The Eastside Story, A Sense of Community, and The Savages.
In contrast to most of the socially engaged nontheatrical films of the time, 
which tend to highlight prob lems that often seem insurmountable, Ujamii 
Uhuru Schule Community Freedom School (Don Amis, 1974), a documentary 
film about an Afrocentric elementary school in South Central Los Angeles, 
figure i.10.  After his makeshift home site is vandalized, Joe puts his  house back in 
order in Cotton Eyed Joe (1970).
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offers an uplifting solution to the implicit prob lem of educating disenfran-
chised members of the African American community in Los Angeles. Amis 
made the film as his first major assignment while in film school at ucla, a 
Proj ect One film shot in 8mm with nonsynchronous sound. It is also one of 
the few Proj ect One films made by an L.A. Rebellion filmmaker that is docu-
mentary in approach. Amis shot the film in an observational mode over 
three diff er ent occasions and then edited the footage together to pre sent a 
day in the life of the school. To accompany the teacher’s voice- over about 
the mission of the school, Amis filmed students and teachers through their 
day as they sang songs, wrote, participated in self- defense training, played, 
and learned self- affirming princi ples derived from Swahili concepts. In edit-
ing, he peppered shots of the young students with inserts of the students’ 
art, inspirational quotes, and portraits of black leaders that decorated the 
classroom— all of which made the school “a good visual” for Amis’s camera.17
Ujamii represents a community mobilizing for self- transformation through 
the instillation of cultural affirmation in its young  people. For Amis, being a 
member of the community that he was filming, “looking and dressing like every-
one  else,” allowed access to the  children’s world without the self- consciousness 
figure i.11. Ujamii Uhuru Schule Community Freedom School (1974).
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that might meet an outsider.18 (One might think  here about the tense inter-
views in Black on Black, discussed by Joshua Glick in his contribution to this 
book, or even the slightly ner vous shrug of Felicia in her brief on- camera in-
terview sequence with the white filmmakers.) It is also distinctive for being 
celebratory rather than espousing the pessimism that characterizes the other 
L.A. Rebellion Proj ect One films that focus on racism manifest through eco-
nomic inequalities, drug use, sexual assault, and child abuse, or even films 
like The Savages and A Sense of Community.19 Amis’s portrait of a school 
nearly a de cade post– Watts Uprising affirms black cultural practices and the 
cross- generational instillment of self- respect that ran  counter to the perni-
cious ideas about black inferiority that plagued inner- city public education.
As just this handful of films indicates, nontheatrical films offer ways of 
looking at Los Angeles that are absent from their Hollywood counter parts. En-
countering such a diverse array of films amid the vast universe of forgotten 
educational, sponsored, and amateur films affirms the ways that nontheatri-
cal (and mostly 16mm) films of this era offer a perspective absent from, yet 
complementary to, the theatrical universe of the time— one that contrib-
utes to a richer understanding of film history and of the pluralistic nature of 
American society. As the proliferation of educational films dealing with race 
post-1965 points to, 16mm film was a key way that  people encountered ques-
tions of race and  were exposed to issues of social inequity.  These films  were 
made at a pivotal moment during which sweeping changes to Watts, Venice, 
Bunker Hill, and kindred neighborhoods across the nation  were transpiring; 
they  were also distributed in the context of a national grappling with social 
issues that often pivoted back to the way the nation was reckoning with race.
Los Angeles is not a unique case. Far outside of the cities in which they 
 were produced, 16mm films circulated widely, in schools, community cen-
ters, churches, and any other exhibition venue in possession of a 16mm 
projector. A survey of educational film marketing materials of the period 
indicates a need for films representing diverse populations. One of the oldest 
and largest educational film producers and distributors, Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica, published an annual cata log that is instructive in this regard. Perus-
ing their 1977–78 edition, one encounters many films seeking to engage non-
white subjects and audiences. Such diversity was totally absent twenty years 
prior, and quite rare even a de cade before.20 Just one page of the  Family, 
Friends, and Neighborhood section of the 1977–78 cata log advertises three 
films— out of only eight on the page— exploring African American, Chinese 
American, and Native American subjects: The Blue Dashiki: Jeffrey and His 
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City Neighbors, Pamela Wong’s Birthday for Grandma, and Shelley White-
bird’s First Powwow.21
Film historians can learn many lessons from such films. With just the 
small sampling discussed  here, we begin to see how one of the nation’s major 
cities was organ izing and defining itself along racial and economic lines, as 
well as where re sis tance to the dominant social order was bubbling up.  These 
short films render the politics of race and space vis i ble. Taken collectively, 
they convey racial and geo graph i cal bound aries through the eyes of the 
 people who inhabited— and  were often contained by— them, even when the 
films made about  these communities  were produced by outsiders to  those 
communities. For  those who  were unrepresented or misrepresented in the 
dominant theatrical cinema, nontheatrical films often provided their only 
filmic rec ord.
As film scholars continue to push the canonical bound aries of the dis-
cipline, more and more such nontheatrical, ephemeral, and orphan films 
 will be rediscovered, and this collection of essays contributes to the neces-
sary pro cess of contextualization and canonization. Some of  these films  will 
rightly be recognized as major archival finds. They certainly need to be 
considered vital to our understanding of film history and American cul-
ture. Despite varying foci and perspectives, such films often share as their 
generative princi ple the widely held belief that “prejudice may be tempered 
by education,” by conveying knowledge, asking questions about the social 
order, and encouraging empathy.22 Acknowledging the importance of the 
long- standing tradition of nontheatrical films to film history not only chal-
lenges the stability and primacy of established canons, it better reflects the 
ways in which spectators have consumed film as well as the multimodal 
media environment in which motion pictures have been produced. This col-
lection of essays marks a long- overdue moment of staking out films worth 
watching, studying, and discussing that existed outside of the theatrical uni-
verse and that, instead of ignoring nonwhite Amer i ca, dealt squarely with 
issues of race and identity.
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A Vanis hing Race”?
The Native American Films of J. K. Dixon
C A I T L I N  M C G R A T H
On November 22, 2014, National Public Radio aired a show titled “ Imagined 
Nations: Depictions of American Indians.” Produced as an episode of 
wamu’s Backstory, the series aimed at giving “historical perspective to the 
events happening around us  today,” with this episode focusing on the con-
troversy over the Washington, DC, nfl team’s name, the Redskins.1 The 
show contextualized the debate by exploring key moments, “taking a long 
look at how Native  peoples have been represented— and misrepresented—in 
U.S. history.” The sixth and penultimate segment of the show, titled “Cigar 
Store Colossus,” detailed the never- completed National American Indian 
Memorial in New York Harbor proposed in 1913 by Rodman Wanamaker, 
the son of John Wanamaker, founder of the Wanamaker department stores.
Backstory framed Wanamaker’s portrayal of Native Americans as an un-
equivocal misrepre sen ta tion. This viewpoint could well have been informed 
by a 1979 piece written by William Franz, “The Colossus of Staten Island,” 
echoed in the segment’s title.2 Though he was not mentioned in the show, 
Wanamaker’s public lecturer and filmmaker, J. K. (Joseph Kossuth) Dixon, 
produced Wanamaker’s Native American films and photo graphs and also 
championed the memorial. In his discussion of Dixon, Franz exhibits a deep 
skepticism of his work; he describes, for instance, “bombastic introductory 
remarks by ‘Doctor’ Joseph Kossuth Dixon, head of Wanamaker’s ‘education 
department’ and the leader of his  earlier Indian expeditions,” implying not 
only that Dixon was not a doctor but also that the education department was 
not a serious endeavor.3
“
figure 1.2. Hand- modified print of proposed Indian Memorial, 1913, 
New York. Mathers Museum of World Cultures, Indiana University.
figure 1.1. Dr. 
Joseph K. Dixon and 
Scolds- the- Bear, Crow 
Reservation, Mon-
tana, 1908. Mathers 
Museum of World 
Cultures, Indiana 
University.
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Franz’s assessment of Dixon has been echoed in the work of historians 
Russel Lawrence Barsh and Alan Trachtenberg.4 For Barsh, Dixon was a 
Rasputin figure. He compares Dixon’s films of Native Americans to Joseph 
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899), echoing Chinua Achebe’s influential call 
to banish such repre sen ta tions from the canon.5 In his analy sis of the vari-
ous iterations of Hiawatha, Trachtenberg’s chapter on Dixon paints him as a 
charlatan; he notes the mixture of education and display, but reads Dixon’s 
involvement with Native Americans as an “opportunity to act out his im-
pulses as a romancer.”6
This chapter does not deny Dixon’s paternalism. The aim is rather to re-
veal the complexities at work in the intersection of his protoethnography, 
educational imperatives, Native American advocacy, and involvement in 
a cap i tal ist enterprise. Dixon was working in the early days of anthropology 
and ethnography. To dismiss him as a salvage anthropologist  because he 
spoke of “the vanis hing race” condemns his images, and the history they 
contain, to a kind of oblivion.7 His sentimentality has led to a  wholesale 
rejection of his work, which overlooks the unusual uses of nontheatrical 
film within  Wanamaker’s display practices and is more accurately described 
as an instance of what Ben Singer has termed “ambimodernity”: “Modernity is 
better understood as a heterogenous area of modern and counter- modern 
impulses, yielding cultural expressions that reflected both ends of the spec-
trum, along with, and perhaps more frequently, ambivalent or ambiguous 
positions in between.”8 Further, Dixon’s photo graphs and films have not been 
appreciated in conjunction with his fight for the rights of Native Americans 
who served in World War I and his repeated attempts to get Congress to 
reconsider its stance on extending the benefits and privileges of U.S. citizen-
ship to Native Americans.9 Dixon’s films— and the accompanying illustrated 
lectures, per for mances, and displays— were part of a complex system of in- 
house and traveling entertainment dedicated to an educative and moral goal, 
and  were deployed in his fight for Native American enfranchisement. To tell 
this history without consideration of nontheatrical media as a tool for public 
education impoverishes any understanding of why  these images  were made 
and how they circulated.
Between 1908 and 1913, Dixon made three photographic and filmmaking 
expeditions to over 80 Native American communities, visiting 169 diff er ent 
tribes.10 The resulting 8,000 photo graphs and 34,000 feet of film  were edited 
into a series of photographic exhibitions, illustrated lectures, and plans for 
three films— Hiawatha, The  Battle of  Little Big Horn, and The Last  Great In-
dian Council— with Hiawatha being shown extensively from 1908 through 
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1913.11 Researching this massive creative output pre sents several challenges. 
Dixon’s extant photo graphs, papers, ephemera, and film fragments are spread 
among three locations: Indiana University’s Mathers Museum, the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania (hsp), and the Smithsonian’s  Human Studies Film 
Archive (hsfa), where the remaining film fragments are  housed. Many of 
Dixon’s photo graphs (which include some production stills) have survived 
and are held at the hsfa and in the Wanamaker collection of the Mathers 
Museum, while paper materials, which include John and Rodman Wana-
maker’s correspondence, are in the HSP archives.12  There  were over seventy 
reels in the Wanamaker collection in the 1920s, ranging from in- house pro-
ductions of short clips to accompany illustrated lectures, longer freestand-
ing films, and commercially produced (and purchased) educational and fic-
tion films. Susan Applegate Krouse helped pro cess the film fragments now 
 housed at hsfa in 1985 when they  were “discovered in a basement in Red 
Lodge, Montana, wrapped in newspapers from 1911.”13 The length of existing 
footage is quite close to that of Reel 70 of the Wanamaker cata log, which 
is described as “cutouts, not be used but to be saved. For File Only. 1,000 
feet.”14 Krouse and  others at the Smithsonian determined that their footage 
was likely the outtakes.
 These surviving archival materials suggest an evolution of Dixon’s posi-
tion over the course of  these three expeditions, over time seeing his films 
and photo graphs as impetus and support for conveying the necessity of en-
franchisement to the public and the U.S. government. Dixon’s involvement 
with the Wanamakers began in 1907, with his employment as a photogra-
pher and lecturer for the country’s wealthiest father- son department store 
magnates. The Wanamakers strove to provide what they described, in one 
of their oldest slogans, as “More Than Just a Store.”15 This “more” manifested 
itself in numerous ways, one of which was to serve as a hybrid news outlet 
and educational resource. The first two expeditions, in 1908 and 1909, seem 
to have been motivated by this declared desire to bring the world within 
reach. The final expedition, in 1913, was more focused on Native American 
citizenship, shortly following the groundbreaking for the ill- fated National 
American Indian Memorial. The collaboration between department store 
magnate and filmmaker/public lecturer, and the ensuing films, photo graphs, 
and public lectures, reveals an approach to visual media as an educational 
tool at a time when Native American culture was  little understood by the 
general public.16 Dixon may not have been an acknowledged part of the bur-
geoning field of anthropology, but he was keenly aware of visual media’s abil-
ity to influence public sentiment in  matters related to indigenous cultures. 
In order to understand his awareness of visual media’s power, we must ac-
count for Dixon’s  work at the Wanamaker department stores and his earlier 
work as a lecturer for Kodak.
“A Vast Public Museum”: The Wanamaker Stores’  
Culture of Visual Display
In promotional lit er a ture, Wanamaker described one of his stores as “a vast 
public museum” and the Egyptian Hall, on the third floor where public lec-
tures and per for mances took place, as “This Splendid  Temple . . .  devoted 
to the cause of  Music and Education.” He proclaimed the stores’ higher at-
tendance numbers (in comparison to those of other museums or art gal-
leries)  were a result of Wanamaker’s egalitarian ( free) admission policies.17 
Wanamaker’s first store, the  Grand Depot, was modeled on the architecture 
of the world’s exhibition, and its 1876 opening was timed to coincide with 
that year’s Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia, for which Wanamaker 
served as chairman of the Board of Finance. Wanamaker strove for more 
than visual similarities to cultural pre de ces sors, however. Com pany lit er a-
ture proclaimed, “To give  people the  things they want is not enough for the 
Wanamaker stores. . . .  They must be a leader in taste—an educator. . . .  They 
go a step farther . . .  and pre sent exhibitions and lectures by men of national 
reputation, in Science, History, Lit er a ture, Art and  Music. . . .  Educative 
exhibits of art and life and history have been part of the Wanamaker pur-
pose from the beginning.”18 Wanamaker aspired to create a store culture 
of uplift and high- class entertainment: education with a touch of won der 
and amusement.
But what did a store striving to be a “vast public museum” look like?  After 
the success of the  Grand Depot, Wanamaker moved to a new property just 
down the street, built another store next to it, joined the two, and expanded 
again. The final building at the corner of Juniper and Market Streets in 
Philadelphia represented an evolution from the single- story, radial- planned 
world exhibition model of the  Grand Depot  toward a multistory Greco- 
Roman museum, with an open atrium on the ground floor, classical marble 
columns, and themed auditoriums on the upper levels.  These auditoriums, 
Greek Hall and Egyptian Hall,  were flexible spaces that at times displayed 
merchandise such as ladies’ fashions and  grand pianos but  were increasingly 
used as lecture halls to hold crowds of two thousand or more. Wanamaker 
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expanded his empire to New York City with the purchase of the former A. T. 
Stewart Department Store, turning it into a hybrid store- museum, with a 
permanent exhibition hall, Wanamaker Auditorium, with fixed seating 
for 1,500.19
The Philadelphia store’s orga nizational structure involved what I have di-
vided into three tiers of engagement, each reflecting a more structured and 
focused educational agenda. Confidence in the power of visual media as 
an educational tool permeated all aspects of Wanamaker’s display practices, 
from the casual in- house displays to the public lectures to the employee 
school system. The first tier included large- scale displays on the lower floors 
that utilized the open space of the main atrium, which was known as the 
 Grand Court. Examples included a morning concert demonstration of an 
early phonograph in 1907, or the cele bration of John Wanamaker’s birth-
day in 1911, when over ten thousand guests crowded into the  Grand Court. 
On this occasion, a show of lantern slides and films celebrating his lifetime 
achievements  were projected on an enormous screen draped over the upper 
balcony.20
Unifying this tier  were slightly smaller thematic exhibits dotted through-
out the store, which customers might happen upon without explic itly seek-
figure 1.3. Postcard of the Egyptian Hall, Wanamaker store, Philadelphia, featuring 
John Philip Sousa’s Military Band, 1908. Courtesy of Glenn Koch.
ing them out. For example, the third and fourth floors contained replicas 
of the birthplace cottage of Robert Burns, King Edward’s coronation chair 
and crown, a series of wax tableaux depicting the French Revolution, and a 
Japa nese gate.  These displays  were often tied into celebratory days during 
the store’s Anniversary Month of March, which had a diff er ent theme each 
day— Paris Day, Scottish Day, and so on.21
The second tier consisted of daily illustrated lectures that usually took 
place in the Egyptian or Greek halls.  These lectures utilized lantern slides, 
 were  free and open to the public, and covered topics from architecture to 
zoology. They  were led  either by local academics from area institutions such 
as the University of Pennsylvania or  Temple University or by famous authors 
or experts. Once Dixon was hired, he became the head lecturer and began 
incorporating films.
The third tier concerned the formal education of the store employees, 
which took place on the upper floors and roof of the store. The store school 
began by offering classes for young boys and girls who worked on the shop 
floor and expanded over time into the accredited University of Trade and 
Applied Commerce, with classes not only on topics relevant to the store’s 
operation but also on subjects that contributed to a well- rounded arts and 
science degree. By 1911, over 7,500 students had passed through the Wana-
maker classrooms, and a significant portion of employees received some 
degree of education from the twenty- four full- time teachers employed in 
the Wanamaker system. Film was also integral to this final tier. In a letter 
dated June 14, 1916, to film producer George Kleine, H. H. Kaeuper, director 
of education at the Philadelphia store, wrote, “We are particularly desirous 
of finding films that  will effectively supplement classroom work in history, 
geography, and general school and commercial subjects.”22 Dixon was most 
heavi ly involved in the second and third tiers, focusing on the role of films 
and photo graphs in the transmission of knowledge. It was from this position 
as in- house lecturer and educator that Dixon traveled to capture images— 
both film and photographic—of Native Americans.
It is not clear who initiated the first expedition, though the Wanamakers 
had long expressed an interest in Native Americans, beginning with John 
Wanamaker’s trip west for a restorative cure in his youth. As he told his 
biographer, “Sad was it to witness their desolation and listen to the story of 
their suffering wrongs— Oh! That their history could be blotted from the 
page of remembrance for Alas! It is a  bitter reflection upon the humanity 
and chris tian ity [sic] of the White Man.”23 In 1900, John Wanamaker began 
donating large sums of money to the University of Pennsylvania Museum to 
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fund a series of expeditions.24 Franz Boas was consulting with the museum 
at the time, and Wanamaker became interested in funding research into Na-
tive American culture, donating a “rare Indian totem” in 1901.25 In Novem-
ber 1903, a display of Wanamaker’s collection of Native American items was 
announced by the Penn Museum, and in 1905 he donated his entire pri-
vate collection of over three hundred items. A subsequent, larger exhibition 
showcasing the bequest opened the same year.26
In the first two expeditions in 1908 and 1909 to the Crow Reservation in 
Montana, Dixon photographed and shot footage for three films. The nonfic-
tion short The Last  Great Indian Council attempted to gather all the most 
se nior Indian chiefs to be photographed and filmed. The film of Custer’s 
Last Stand, The  Battle of  Little Big Horn, was part of the popu lar historical 
reenactment genre in early cinema, functioning as a kind of newsreel by 
providing the public with visuals to match the accounts in print, though 
Dixon was dissatisfied with the footage, and it was never edited into a 
completed film.27 Dixon engaged a number of Native Americans who had 
been at the original  battle more than thirty years  earlier, to provide a mea-
sure of authenticity as well as to move away from using white actors in red-
face, a widely employed practice.28 For his most popu lar film, Hiawatha, 
a film adaptation of Longfellow’s epic poem, Dixon again employed Na-
tive Americans rather than whites in makeup, a point he made sure to 
promote.29 Upon Dixon’s return  after both the 1908 and 1909 expeditions, 
displays of ephemera, photographic exhibits, film screenings for school-
children, and a  children’s primer on the story of Hiawatha  were produced 
in the Philadelphia and New York stores as tools for his form of spectacu-
lar pedagogy.30
Since only fragments of  these films remain (in the case of Hiawatha, only 
stills), it is difficult to assess the relationship between Dixon and his actors or 
the quality of the films themselves. Surviving descriptions of his multimedia 
per for mances, scripts of his lectures, and outtakes and production stills, give 
a sense of the final product and the filmmaking pro cess, however. All three 
films, though they range from documentary to reenactment to fictional film, 
exhibit a romanticism typical for the period, as well as moments of engage-
ment with the Native Americans as individuals. Dixon worked with Native 
American photographer Richard Throssel, and he did not shy away from 
documenting Native Americans as modern contemporaries, as with his 
photo of Crow Chief Plenty Coups driving a car. Publicly, Dixon focused on 
representing Native American culture as  under threat, but  there are photo-
graphs and glimpses in the films of a more complicated truth.
figure 1.4. Portrait of Hiawatha and Minnehaha from 1908 filming of Hiawatha, 
Crow Reservation, Montana. Mathers Museum of World Cultures, Indiana University.
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“The Eye Is a  Great Educator”: Dixon and the Pedagogical  
Potential of the Visual Image
In a letter discussing the screening of Hiawatha in the New York store’s audi-
torium, Dixon underscores the primacy of the moving image: “I very much 
want  people to go from that auditorium saying that they never saw such 
pictures as at Wanamaker’s. They  will forget the  music, they  will forget what 
I say, but they  will never forget what they see. The eye is a  great educator.”31 
Dixon’s emphasis on the visual was partly a result of his years working for 
Kodak, where his job was to draw attention to the potential of the medium.
In 1904, Dixon began working for George Eastman as a traveling lecturer 
with the Kodak Exhibition in Eu rope and in the United States, where he 
quickly became respected for his illustrated lectures and demonstrations of 
photographic equipment.32 The Kodak Exhibition began touring the United 
States and Eu rope in 1896 with a series of prints displayed on screens set 
up in  hotels, lecture halls, public meeting spaces, and churches. Although 
the traveling lecture was well established in 1904, excitement over Dixon in 
both testimonials and reviews indicate that this was a new phenomenon for 
the Kodak Exhibition. In his work for Kodak over the course of three years, 
Dixon performed from a script with hand- tinted lantern slides, the photo-
graphic screens, and— for the first time— films. Dixon boasted to Eastman 
that he had acquired films for his lectures from the new Urbanora series on 
personal loan from film producer Charles Urban, using the films to start 
and end most of his lectures.33 Coming in 1904, at the beginning of Urban’s 
 career, this collaboration suggests a mea sure of Urban’s belief in the Kodak 
Exhibition’s mission of outreach and education and, more specifically, rec-
ognition of a like- minded soul in Dixon.
Much like motion picture exhibitors and lecturers Lyman Howe and 
Burton Holmes, and even Sagar Mitchell and James Kenyon in the U.K., 
verisimilitude ensured the success of his per for mances. The key difference 
between Dixon and his contemporaries was that Dixon had to answer to 
George Eastman. While the upside of having the sponsorship of the Eastman 
Kodak Com pany was the security of a salary and the backing of perhaps the 
most well- known name in photography, it came with distinct challenges. 
For example, churches  were key venues for his traveling programs, and they 
often balked at the “trade idea” of promoting Kodak products though the 
lectures.34 More importantly for his  later work as a pedagogue at Wanamaker’s, 
Dixon was using the technology, format, and visual tools of the illustrated 
lecture to sell the under lying technology— cameras, lenses, and film. As such, 
Dixon’s relationship to photography and film was diff er ent from that of other 
lecturers. Howe and Holmes used technology to lecture on a subject; Dixon 
was using vari ous subjects to lecture on and market a technology. Lectures 
such as “The Call of the Kodak,” “The Fruit of the Lens,” and “The Kodak, a 
Moral Force” indicate Dixon’s approach. The aims of the exhibition  were to 
raise the profile of photography as an art form, while Dixon’s job was to as-
sure the audience that, through the won ders of Kodak equipment, the same 
images  were achievable by every one. Using technology to sell technology 
prepared Dixon for another balancing act: packaging education as enter-
tainment to be consumed within a department store.
“Too Many Prayers and Not Enough Potatoes”:  
Dixon at Wanamaker’s
In mid-1905, between his first and second seasons with Kodak, Dixon pro-
duced a small pamphlet, “Just Hatched,” laying out the tenets of his most 
popu lar lectures. In it he announced, “A  Great moral and educational idea 
has just broken its shell.”35 He repeatedly mentioned the “intellectual and 
moral force” of photography, an idea he included in his correspondence 
with George Eastman, to whom he wrote: “I love it— there is an educational 
and moral value to it.”36 This idea that photography and film had the power 
to uplift was in tune with the outlook of John Wanamaker, whose Quaker 
background compelled his educational philanthropy as a necessity to bal-
ance his stores’ commercialism. Wanamaker did not want passive consum-
ers. Dixon’s challenge to audiences to become engaged could help further 
realize Wanamaker’s vision of a “vast public museum” to foster “education 
with a touch of won der and amusement.”
On January 5, 1907, John Wanamaker wrote an offer of employment to 
Dixon in St. Louis, where he was touring with the Kodak Exhibition: “I duly 
received your letter and confirm the engagement with you at Three Hun-
dred Dollars per month, to take up work in the Photographic Departments 
of our New York and Philadelphia stores, especially in conjunction with 
Mr.  Wilson in Philadelphia.”37 Although Dixon’s agreement with George 
Eastman required only one month’s notice, Wanamaker wrote to Dixon on 
the same day inquiring  whether he might be released sooner to the mutual 
benefit of Wanamaker and Eastman: “I believe Mr. Eastman’s business  will 
be greatly advanced by the new departure that we  shall be the leaders of and 
that he  will want to give us his support as much as we  will want to have it.”38 
The impact of Dixon’s use of film at Wanamaker’s was immediately felt. On 
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March 27, 1907, for Pennsylvania Day, films  were shown in the Philadelphia 
Wanamaker store for the first time and, according to newspaper accounts, 
the audience numbered five thousand.39
As Dixon began lecturing in earnest, Wanamaker kept close watch, as 
evidenced by a letter of constructive criticism sent to Dixon a few months 
into his tenure, which provides insight into the experience of the lectures:
I stood in the back row yesterday after noon,  because I could not get 
any closer to you, and listened to your lecture as you showed pictures 
of the store. The crowd was all right, the pictures  were all right, and 
you  were very stately yourself and handsome, but your voice did not 
carry except when you “thundered.” I think the lecture was prosy. In 
 these days  people do not want thick sandwiches between the pictures, 
especially when they find an advertisement tagged on them. It reminds 
me of a friend of mine some years ago when visiting Saratoga, who 
had been accustomed to staying at Dr. Strong’s sanitarium. I supposed 
of course my friend would be stopping at Dr. Strong’s, but he told me 
he was not. I asked him why, and alluding to the  family worship  there 
 every morning he said “had too many prayers and not enough pota-
toes.” I am thinking of that in connection with your lecture. It wants 
more pictures and two or three epigrams between them. I hear on all 
sides congratulations over your work.40
Wanamaker wanted his patrons to become actively involved in the store’s 
ecosystem of education and entertainment. In this instance, he asked for less 
talking and more images, understanding the entertainment value of using 
moving images as a tool for engaging visitors.  These lectures  were more than 
an after noon at the picture show. They served as an alternative public educa-
tion for large numbers of the middle- class patrons that constituted the stores’ 
primary clientele. Audiences  were unusually large compared to  those of the 
standard fifty to one hundred  people in the storefront nickelodeons of the 
day.41 In his public lectures at the stores, Dixon regularly spoke to crowds of 
up to two thousand.42 In addition to using the format of multimedia pre sen-
ta tions from the Kodak Exhibition for his work at Wanamaker’s, Dixon was 
making films in- house as well as purchasing films from Urban and Kleine.
Increasingly, Dixon’s lectures melded with preexisting systems for selling 
modern life through all of Wanamaker’s cultural and technological displays 
and exhibits as outlined above in the tiered system while anticipating how this 
form of display could generate a desire for goods that visitors did not even know 
they wanted. For example, commercially produced films— such as Edison’s 
Paul Revere (1907) and Porter’s The Teddy Bears (1907)— were repurposed 
for the educational and consumer aims of the store, respectively; The Teddy 
Bears was included in the 1907 holiday program for Christmas shoppers.43
Similarly, themed cele brations of commemorative days at the stores such 
as Old Folks’ Day,  Grand Army Day,  Children’s Day, Paris Day, Shamrock 
Day, and so on  were opportunities for the stores to create a festive atmo-
sphere, to highlight related goods, and to create public edutainment with 
displays of wax figures, art shows, re- creations, and lantern- slide lectures. 
Once Dixon joined the staff, film was woven into  these celebratory days, 
usually as part of his illustrated lectures. Compiled by Dixon, a total of forty- 
three completed films are listed in the only known cata log of films owned by 
Wanamaker’s.44 A  little over half  were films purchased from outside firms, 
including commercially produced films. The list also featured many nonthe-
atrical subjects such as The Paris Flood, Logging in Norway, Atlantic Sea Voy-
age, Funeral of King Edward VII, Life of the Bee, Paris Fashions, Perils of the 
Alps, Life in a Burma Teak- Wood Forest, and Royal Drive through London.
It was into this system of educational display that the first expedition to 
the Crow Reservation was introduced in 1908. Instead of isolating Dixon’s 
Native American photography and filmmaking as Trachtenberg, Barsh, and 
 others have done, understanding  these materials as part of a larger system 
for public education places them in a diff er ent light. In this way, the display 
of Native American materials within the store was not an anomaly. Rather, 
 these lectures  were equal parts history, literary adaptation, and— over time 
for Dixon— social justice advocacy, honed between 1908 and 1916 to provide 
an easily digestible message to the general public about the current condi-
tions of Native Americans and what he perceived to be their plight.45 This 
campaign ranged from lectures for the general public to messages crafted for 
politicians in Washington, DC, whom Dixon lobbied in the 1920s to make 
substantive moves  toward granting the rights and privileges of U.S. citi-
zenship to Native Americans. Dixon’s efforts to raise public consciousness 
about the unjust treatment of Native Americans on reservations was always 
grounded in and reinforced by his use of films and photo graphs as tools for 
drawing out “the eye [as] a  great educator.”
“In All Fairness”: Dixon Advocates for Native American Citizenship
 There  were three large- scale attempts to gather the experiences of Native 
Americans in the  Great War. Two  were made by governmental agencies— 
the Office of Indian Affairs, tasked with tracking Indian assimilation, and 
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the U.S. Army’s Historical Section— looking for evidence of the “Indian 
as warrior” to make a case for their use as scouts. The third was made by 
Dixon.46 Unlike the other two efforts, Dixon let Native Americans speak for 
themselves, transcribing their memories directly rather than relying on an 
officer to interpret their answers.47 He also asked them questions the govern-
ment did not think to ask— about their loss of livelihood, land, or property, 
and the emotional effects of World War I. His photo graphs and first- person 
interviews with returning ser vicemen, which he collected between 1917 and 
1926 and intended to publish before his death in 1926,  were not published 
 until 2009. Krouse argues that Dixon was invested in the case for U.S. citi-
zenship for Native Americans and marshaled his documentation to this end. 
As a result, “his rec ords illuminate the strug gle for Indian citizenship, and 
the confusion surrounding citizenship status for Indians, in the early de-
cades of the twentieth  century.”48 Dixon’s rec ords are the only ones from this 
period that represent the viewpoints of Native Americans concerning their 
experiences in World War I and its aftermath.49
This shift from recording to advocating occurred during the 1913 expedi-
tion to all 169 Native American communities in the United States. Krouse lo-
cates the shift at the dedication of the site for the National American Indian 
Memorial, where a number of the chiefs in attendance stated that they fi nally 
felt heard by the U.S. government. The chiefs  were urged to sign the Declara-
tion of Allegiance to demonstrate to leaders in Washington that they  were not 
the ste reo typical warring Indians and instead  were keen to have enfranchise-
ment for their communities. In fact, a number of the chiefs who came to the 
dedication of the memorial site helped draft the Declaration of Allegiance.50
 After returning from the 1913 expedition, Dixon focused his efforts on 
further educating the public through the San Francisco Panama- Pacific In-
ternational Exposition of 1915, where the Wanamakers had a pavilion in the 
Palace of Education, titled the Rodman Wanamaker Historical Expedition 
to the North American Indian. The pavilion won a Gold Prize for its contri-
butions to the cause of Native American citizenship. Dixon’s accompanying 
lectures, which included his photo graphs and films,  were a resounding suc-
cess. The exhibit was praised for its contributions to public education, as a 
con temporary newspaper report reveals: “Examination of the Indian from 
the realm of politics is the goal of the Wanamaker campaign. It is proposed 
to crystallize public sentiment into a pressure, which  will lift the administra-
tion of Indian affairs out of its pre sent politics- ridden condition and make 
it non- partisan, humanitarian and just. For perhaps the first time the con-
ditions  under which the Indian is forced to exist are being made public.”51 
figure 1.5. Thirteenth Infantry, Co. G., Group of Indians, March 31, 1919, Camp Mills, 
Long Island, New York. Mathers Museum of World Cultures, Indiana University.
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The New York Herald described Dixon’s work during the exhibit by noting 
that “resolutions memorializing Congress to redress Indian wrongs  were 
 adopted unanimously.”52
 After this successful public awareness campaign at the 1915 exposition, 
Dixon began arguing for Native Americans to be given citizenship in ex-
change for military ser vice. As Dixon described his efforts to his patron, 
Rodman Wanamaker, “If a man is willing to lay his life on the altar of his 
country, he should, in all fairness have the privilege of becoming a part of 
that country, sharing its privileges, possibilities and obligations.”53 In 1917 
and 1918, Dixon lectured in Philadelphia, Washington, DC, and New York, 
arguing that Americans could not in good faith claim to be on the right 
side of history during the  Great War without first dealing with their own 
injustices at home. He implored, “Is it not time to clear our own land of 
autocracy before we attempt to wipe autocracy from the map of Germany? 
 Isn’t our treatment of the Indian too autocratic and too despotic? Have we 
not interred a  whole race of  people— not for a period lasting during the war, 
but for life?”54
The Afterlife of Dixon’s Images
Previous considerations of John and Rodman Wanamaker have tended to 
dismiss the wealthy entrepreneurs as solely committed to capitalism and 
have posited Dixon as a racist opportunist. With this chapter, I have pre-
sented evidence for a more nuanced view that includes the Wanamaker 
enterprise’s use of nontheatrical media for communication and educa-
tion. If we see the department store only as a space of display and com-
merce, it is easy to construe Dixon’s work as consisting of  little more than 
superficial showmanship. But when we probe the myriad levels of educa-
tive engagement undertaken at the store, the role of film becomes more 
complex.
Trachtenberg echoes Franz in his dismissal of the store’s educational 
proj ects: “The imprint of Rodman Wanamaker signified not only a term of 
owner ship  under the cap i tal ist form but also a mode of display (though this 
was disguised  under the heading of ‘education’) designed to bring potential 
customers into the store and add another facet of plea sure to Wanamaker 
merchandise.”55 Understood in the full context of its mission and opera-
tions, education was actually a major undertaking within the department 
store, and one for which film became a fundamental component starting in 
1907. Education and commerce are not antithetical: the Wanamakers  were 
successful entrepreneurs who also  were committed to an educational ideal. 
Dixon was a savvy producer of photo graphs and films who was cognizant 
of visual media’s potential to sway audiences, and along the way became an 
out spoken advocate for Native American enfranchisement.
In some cases, the photo graphs and films Dixon took are the sole sur-
viving rec ord of communities. As Krouse describes his efforts to document 
“the vanis hing race,” “Dixon’s lasting contribution rests not in his advocacy, 
nor in his bombastic and argumentative prose, but in this data he collected, 
beginning with his photo graphs and ending with his documentation of In-
dian veterans.”56 In the brief excerpts that have survived, Native Americans 
look into the camera or playfully act out their roles assigned by Dixon. The 
images of Native Americans not statically posed or passively acting out an 
assigned role are rec ords of active engagement with the pro cess of repre sen-
ta tion. The relevance of Dixon’s images to Native American communities 
has also been borne out over time. When Dixon’s photo graphs  were put on 
display at the Mathers Museum, some  family members  were able to identify 
and see images of their ancestors for the first time. Krouse herself came to 
the Dixon photo graphs and films with a general interest in North American 
Indians and found images of her own Oklahoma Cherokee tribe in the col-
lection. Dean Curtis Bear Claw used some of Dixon’s footage in his 1992 
documentary about Crow history, Warrior Chiefs in a New Age, which re-
counted the lives of two chiefs of the reservation era, Plenty Coups and Bear 
Claw’s grand father Medicine Crow.
The varied educational endeavors within the New York and Philadelphia 
Wanamaker department stores constituted an ecosystem that relied heavi ly 
on a multimedia environment that is crucial to understanding Dixon’s and 
the Wanamakers’ engagement with Native American culture. Dixon used 
the term “vanis hing” to galvanize public sentiment, and he strove to uti-
lize his platform as a public lecturer to influence the U.S. government. The 
proposed memorial was to  house a museum in its base that included all of 
Dixon’s photo graphs and films as well as ephemera and artifacts gathered 
from his travels. However, what is remembered— and mythologized— are 
the ostentatious plans for the statue above the museum. World War I was 
the cause of the memorial’s abandonment—by Dixon, the Wanamakers, and 
the public— but it also provided the impetus for Dixon’s new approach to his 
educative missions, leading to the series of interviews of Native American 
soldiers who served a country that did not acknowledge them as citizens. 
Dixon’s work must be understood within the context of the Wanamaker net-
work of educational display and Dixon’s own developing understanding of 
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the inherent power of the image. That  these images and films have continued 
to be interpreted and repurposed by  later generations— Krouse and Bear 
Claw— speaks to their enduring relevance and to the need to bring them out 
of obscurity.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Dixon- Wanamaker Expedition to Crow Agency (1908), original length unknown, 
 silent, 35mm (original)
production: Joseph Kossuth Dixon and Roland Dixon. director/writer/
camera: Joseph Kossuth Dixon and Roland Dixon. access:  Human Studies Film 
Archive, Smithsonian. summary: Inducted onto the Library of Congress National 
Film Registry in 2018, this film footage is the only known surviving film from the 1908 
Rodman Wanamaker– sponsored expedition to rec ord American Indian life in the 
West. Filmed by Joseph K. Dixon and his son, Roland, the film captures rare glimpses 
of life on Crow Agency, Crow Fair, and a re- creation of the  Battle of  Little Bighorn 
featuring four of Custer’s Crow Scouts. Film was donated to the  Human Studies 
Film Archives, National Museum of Natu ral History, Smithsonian Institution, and 
preserved by Cinema Arts in 1983.
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Regardless of Race, Color, or Creed”
Filming the Henry Street Settlement  
Visiting Nurse Ser vice, 1924–1933
T A N Y A  G O L D M A N
Founded in 1893 by nurse and social reformer Lillian Wald, the Henry Street 
Settlement was one of many Progressive Era reform organ izations developed 
in response to industrialization, mass immigration, and urban overcrowd-
ing. Situated in the heart of Manhattan’s Lower East Side, the organ ization 
developed a wide range of ser vice initiatives, including its pioneering Visit-
ing Nurse Ser vice (vns), committed to providing health care to the urban 
poor “regardless of race, color, or creed.”1
By 1923, the vns had expanded operations from its original  house on 
Henry Street to more than twenty offices across three of New York City’s 
boroughs. Approximately 250 nurses traveled the city, seeing upward of fifty 
thousand patients in their homes per year. Staff also managed several special-
ized maternity centers. What made the ser vice so indispensable was its com-
mitment to providing care irrespective of a patient’s ability to pay. As such, 
the settlement relied extensively on donations to sustain operations. Nearly 
half of its financial support came from benefactors and annual fund- raising 
drives; only 5  percent came from patients.2 In addition to fund- raising, com-
munity outreach to raise awareness among the city’s “needy- sick” was also 
a constant concern.3 By the early 1920s, Henry Street had developed an an-
nual schedule of promotional campaigns that utilized nearly all of the era’s 
available media platforms. In 1924, motion pictures joined the organ ization’s 
arsenal of newspaper ads, mailers, posters, leaflets, and department store 
win dow displays. A total of three films— intended to  either solicit funds, 
“
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educate the community, or share information with colleagues— were pro-
duced within the next de cade.4
This chapter considers Henry Street’s adoption of moving images as part 
of its promotional apparatus and assesses how each film depicted the organ-
ization’s efforts to serve New York’s diverse populace. Heeding Charles Acland 
and Haidee Wasson’s call to interrogate the complex relations between mov-
ing images, institutions, and exhibition locales, this chapter situates each 
work amid the organ ization’s broader philanthropic goals.5 Analy sis of  these 
films demonstrates how each one’s distinct intended use mediated depic-
tions of racial and ethnic difference. What emerges is a contradictory strain 
of interracial and interethnic inclusion whereby Henry Street’s films—in 
spite of the ser vice’s comparatively forward- thinking policies— still largely 
proj ect their con temporary social mores.
Lillian Wald and the Progressive Impulse
Lillian Wald’s settlement is unique among its British and American peer in-
stitutions in that it was the first initiated and run by a trained nurse. Wald’s 
influence on developing public health nursing as a  viable  career for young 
 women of all racial backgrounds is broadly recognized.6 While best remem-
bered for her efforts to professionalize nursing and reform child  labor laws, 
Wald also possessed a markedly forward- thinking approach to race rela-
tions for her time. As an early supporter and board member of the naacp, 
she hosted one of its first meetings at Henry Street in 1909, when city ordi-
nance still prohibited integrated meetings. Wald also publicly characterized 
segregation as “an invidious and subtle poison” and in her 1934 autobiogra-
phy claimed that Henry Street was the first nursing organ ization to provide 
equal salaries to black and white nurses.7
Wald’s commitment to interracial tolerance informed the organ ization’s 
internal politics. For example, in 1921 Wald and the board received word 
from a white businessman about the poor treatment that one of his “colored 
secretaries” received while dining with white colleagues at a Henry Street– 
owned restaurant. The board chastised the establishment’s proprietor, who 
soon resigned. Several years  later, Wald stood by her decision to  house a 
black nurse at the original settlement despite the ire of several donors.8
The vns, however, did not initially court the involvement of black nurses. 
Rather, Henry Street’s first black nurse approached Wald herself in 1906, 
asking for support to create an outpost to serve her own community. In 
her writings, Wald encouraged nurses to live within the communities they 
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served to cultivate an “organic relationship” with patients.9 Considering the 
de facto segregation of many New York neighborhoods, Wald’s focus on 
“organic” communal connection possesses inherent segregationist implica-
tions, even if such policies  were well intentioned. Indeed, maintaining the 
color line was orga nizational policy as black nurses  were forbidden to visit 
white homes, nor  were they promoted to se nior positions at clinics outside 
their own neighborhoods. A black nurse’s ser vice to “her own  people” is a 
consistent trope across vns promotional materials, reflecting the era’s pre-
vailing social order.
Helping Hands (1924)
Henry Street’s decision to add moving pictures to its annual pledge drive 
was announced at a February 1924 campaign committee meeting. Bray Pro-
ductions, an established producer of animated and sponsored films, began 
production in late September. The resultant thirteen- minute short, Helping 
Hands (1924), depicts a philanthropist shadowing two real Henry Street 
nurses on their rounds.10
The film opens on the lush grounds of the Pierson  family estate as Alice, a 
white Henry Street nurse, visits her childhood friend Marion, whose  father 
is a prosperous businessman. The three characters, all well dressed to con-
note their class, congregate on an outdoor patio. Marion proudly tells her 
 father that Alice has just completed nursing school. Desiring to be “useful,” 
Marion urges her  father to help the organ ization. Pierson is  eager to learn 
more about the vns, and Alice promises to secure permission for him to 
accompany her in the field.
The next day, James and Marion Pierson shadow Alice on her rounds. In 
a long shot, the trio walks  toward the steps of an apartment building. This 
framing provides a glimpse of the congested neighborhood sidewalk, a coun-
terpoint to the open green space of the Pierson estate. Inside Alice tends to a 
sick white  mother in bed. Two  children dutifully sweep the apartment as Alice 
works and the Piersons observe. Marion compassionately places a hand on 
one of the  children’s shoulders, a gesture evoking “sympathetic knowledge,” 
a practice advocated by settlement  house pioneer Jane Addams. The group 
soon enters a second tenement, and the Piersons vanish from the screen as 
Alice dutifully treats a bedridden white girl. A worried  mother hovers nearby.
 After this second visit, Alice informs the group that they  will take a taxi 
to see one of the “colored nurses.” The camera cuts to a light- skinned black 
nurse, Miss Smith, checking her wristwatch and awaiting the trio’s arrival. 
figure 2.2. Helping Hands (Bray Productions, 1924). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of 
New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
figure 2.1. Helping Hands (Bray Productions, 1924). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of 
New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
Exiting the cab, Mr. Pierson warmly shakes her hand, commenting, “Your 
uniform looks like the garb of a friend.” This handshake and intertitle con-
note a bridge of interracial relations and Pierson’s progressive outlook on 
racial equality.
The camera cuts to the interior of another single- room apartment where 
two black  children sit as their  mother vigorously scrubs laundry on a wash-
board. As Miss Smith enters, the  mother greets her. An intertitle follows: 
“Laws, Miss Henry Street, honey, Gardenia am sittin’  here waitin’ for you for 
the last hour.” Since Alice’s previous visits do not depict patients speaking, 
one must question Bray’s decision to give voice to the black  mother, as well 
as the implication that Miss Smith arrived  later than expected. The intertitle’s 
language punctuates the class divisions between  these two figures of black 
femininity— that of the unkempt, dark- skinned, indigent  mother and the 
uniformed, lighter- skinned nurse, a beacon of racial uplift and middle- class 
aspiration. This meeting invokes a precarious balance between progressive 
and regressive racial repre sen ta tion as the depiction of Miss Smith as re-
sponsible and attentive is counterbalanced by the ste reo typical portrayal of 
the helpless, uneducated black urban poor.
Following Miss Smith into the apartment, Alice also warmly shakes the 
black  mother’s hand, echoing Mr. Pierson’s greeting of Miss Smith outside. 
Curiously, the Piersons are not shown within the patient’s home. Miss Smith 
administers first aid care to a wound on the young girl’s leg before the cam-
era abruptly cuts to a vns clinic where Alice leads a class on newborn care. 
This lesson is shown with a series of iris transitions to condense the length of 
screen time. This technique also highlights the comparatively short amount 
of screen time given to Miss Smith, as Alice’s methodical actions contrast the 
basic aid performed by the black nurse.
Fi nally, a staged shot captures a large group of nurses. The camera pans 
left to right, revealing roughly 45 of the ser vice’s 250 uniformed nurses. A 
small cluster of light- skinned African American nurses stand together at the 
far left of the overwhelmingly white group. The appearance of  these nurses, 
dressed identically to their white peers, proj ects an image of professional 
parity, specialized knowledge shared across racial lines. This projection, 
however, is tempered by the posture of a white nurse standing  immediately 
to the group’s left, back turned to her black colleagues. While it is impos-
sible to know the subject’s intent, the resultant positioning suggests an inter-
nal ambivalence  toward racial integration and equality among members 
of the vns, even while publicly touting its employment of African American 
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personnel. The film ends with Pierson pledging his financial support to the 
cause.
Helping Hands reflects what Constance Balides characterizes as reform 
publicity’s tendency to blend didacticism with so cio log i cal display, an 
“address both to a social subject who [is] part of a social formation of re-
form and to a civic subject who [is] enjoined to do something about so-
cial prob lems based on social facts and a sympathetic understanding of the 
circumstances of  others.”11 Additionally, in demonstrating the value of the 
vns by presenting examples of its activities, Helping Hands enacts what Al-
lyson Nadia Field has characterized as a “before- and- after” syntax of uplift 
narratives whereby an institution’s transformative powers are illustrated by 
contrasting pre- and postser vice conditions.12 Pierson’s journey through the 
field also echoes a subset of the industrial pro cess film, the factory- tour or 
visitor film. Writing of the Volks wagen Autostadt factory films, Patrick Von-
derau likens the spectator’s experience to touring in a cultural sense, which 
“has more to do with regulated action in semiotic arrangements  toward a 
concrete economic result. What is made productive in the cultural tech-
nique of the tour is less the factory than the visitor him- or herself” (emphasis 
added).13 While Vonderau is speaking of automotive assembly and its effects 
figure 2.3. Helping Hands (Bray Productions, 1924). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of New 
York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
on tour attendees, a similar point can be made with regard to diegetic phi-
lanthropy in Helping Hands. That is, through his tour, Pierson is produced 
as a philanthropic subject. Thus, through didacticism, sympathetic appeal, 
and a show- and- tell model, Helping Hands constitutes an attempt at phil-
anthropic mimesis by presenting be hav ior that the film hopes its similarly 
wealthy, civic- minded addressees  will replicate.
In the absence of exhibition rec ords, campaign committee meeting min-
utes allow for reasonable speculation about the circumstances of the film’s 
exhibition and its intended use to solicit donations. At the start of produc-
tion, members discussed placing the film in “better- class picture theaters” 
during the fall canvass. Plans  were also discussed to screen Helping Hands 
at a fund- raising gala dinner, on- site at vns headquarters for visitors, and 
at several “parlor conferences” hosted at patrons’ homes.14 The decision to 
commission a new one- reel motion picture in late 1926 also indicates that the 
organ ization continued to value film as a mode to persuade and promote— 
though they committed only $500 to the new production, a quarter of the 
$2,000 spent on the  earlier proj ect. An in de pen dent producer named Frank R. 
Abrams was hired for the proj ect.15
The Visiting Nurse (1927)
Perhaps due to its lower bud get, The Visiting Nurse dispenses with a frame 
narrative and proceeds like a travelogue.16 This less structured syntax al-
lows the film a more flexible mode of address and the leeway to speak to a 
broader audience. While produced specifically for Henry Street’s spring 1927 
fund- raising drive, extant rec ords indicate that the film played for a dual au-
dience: local donors and potential patients. Given its need to si mul ta neously 
speak to two difference audiences, The Visiting Nurse’s depiction of racial 
and ethnic ser vice differs subtly from that of Helping Hands.
The fifteen- minute film begins with a series of intertitles informing the 
viewer that the vns “answers calls from the  people of all nationalities and all 
faiths” and is driven by “universal brotherhood.” A uniformed white nurse 
is characterized as “a guardian of New York’s homes.” Amid scenes of white 
nurses working, an intertitle reminds the viewer that ser vice is  free of cost 
for  those unable to pay, informative for potential patients and justifying a 
need for donations from wealthier viewers.17
The Visiting Nurse deviates from its focus on undifferentiated whiteness 
about six and a half minutes into the film. As a white nurse walks along a 
busy street, she is directed  toward someone requiring attention. In the next 
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shot, the nurse speaks to a  woman holding a child in front of a bread shop. 
The storefront’s signage, Panetteria Sicliana e Napolitana, signals the area’s 
Italian populace. In the absence of an intertitle indicating locale, the Italian 
win dow text gestures to vns outreach in  Little Italy, one of Manhattan’s well- 
known ethnic enclaves.
The nurse’s interactions with the community appear natu ral, suggesting 
familiarity and ac cep tance. During the same sequence, she is  later shown 
conversing with two additional  mothers, and she warmly places her hand 
on the head of a child, echoing Marion’s similar gesture in the previous film. 
By showing the nurse walking the neighborhood and speaking with mul-
tiple residents, the filmmaker illustrates her value to the community at large. 
This white nurse’s specific heritage is never explicated, contrary to Henry 
Street’s frequent efforts to explicate the value of ser vice to “one’s own kind” 
within the black community. Given that the organ ization’s policies upheld 
segregation of ser vices along the color line, this occurrence suggests that 
white skin tone— even given the cultural contingency of whiteness during 
this period— overrides the nuances of Eu ro pean ethnic distinction.
Language is similarly used to mark difference during a brief sequence 
in Chinatown. An intertitle sets the stage: “For Chinatown  there is Miss 
figure 2.4. The Visiting Nurse (Frank R. Abrams, 1927). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of 
New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
Zing Ling Tai.” Two establishing shots follow the nurse along streets heavi ly 
populated by Chinese- language signs. A third and final shot shows Ling Tai 
awkwardly posing alongside a stone- faced Asian child. Her hand is placed 
on the child’s back. Both look directly at the camera, the nurse offering a 
tentative smile.
This twenty- second stretch of screen time contrasts with the  Little Italy 
sequence that precedes it. Unlike the nurse in  Little Italy who is portrayed as 
a beloved figure within the community, the assumption of the Chinese nurse 
as a welcome presence in the neighborhood is undercut by the vis i ble unease 
of the child beside her. Second, Ling Tai is not shown interacting with any 
adults in the community, implicitly muting her appearance of professional 
expertise. Fi nally, and most pointedly, the intertitle that introduces Ling 
Tai is, in and of itself, an anomaly in a film where no other nurse is identi-
fied by name. In addition to strongly suggesting that Ling Tai is the only 
Henry Street nurse to serve her community, this singularity also renders her 
a token at best. Her fleeting appearance feels less about displaying vns care 
than about showing her as a novelty, specimen, or emblem of inclusivity.18
 Later, the film travels uptown to Harlem, where an intertitle informs the 
viewer, “24 colored nurses serve their own  people.”  After an establishing 
figure 2.5. The Visiting Nurse (Frank R. Abrams, 1927). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of 
New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
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shot of the center’s exterior, a smiling employee holds the door for three 
entering patients. Two brief examples of care follow: the first depicting a 
nurse writing a doctor’s referral for a patient seated beside her, the second of 
a blind  mother passing her infant to a nurse as her older son looks on. This 
Harlem tour occupies about one minute of screen time.
The Harlem sequence comes immediately  after a lengthy sequence captur-
ing an infant care class led by a white nurse. Compared to the meticulous 
series of actions performed by the white nurse in the preceding sequence, the 
black  labor  here appears less skilled. Thus, while the aforementioned white 
nurse provides detailed instructions, the Harlem nurses engage in nonspecial-
ized tasks— opening a door, sitting at a desk, and picking up an infant— and 
the black nurse’s need to refer her patient to a doctor, rather than manage care 
herself, minimizes her appearance of expertise. This lesser capability is mir-
rored in the comparative inaction of the Harlem patients. Thus, while a white 
 woman dutifully stands and practices her skills during the infant care class, 
both black  mothers are seated. Though an intertitle explains that the blind 
 mother had created a layette for her infant, the image that follows only depicts 
her passing the child off to a nurse. The more  limited scope of activity per-
formed by the Harlem nurses and their patients (as well as the absence of care 
administered by Ling Tai) creates a perception that skill is allotted unequally 
across racial and ethnic lines, a prevalent ste reo type that con temporary black 
nursing professionals and educators specifically worked hard to counteract.19
The perception of in equality is also mirrored in the comparatively unpol-
ished camera work that depicts the black nurses. For example, while shooting 
the infant care demonstration, the instructor is often centered and shown 
from the waist up. Subtle shifts in scale suggest multiple camera setups. In 
contrast, the seated black nurse and her patient are positioned in the very bot-
tom left corner of the frame, partially clipped by its edge. Poor framing is also 
evident in the establishing shot of Ling Tai in Chinatown, where she is awk-
wardly cut across the upper chest while occupying only the very bottom of 
the frame.
 These fleeting moments of ethnic and racial variation within the film— 
three minutes of total screen time in Chinatown and Harlem— can be ad-
mired for inclusivity at a time when segregation was an entrenched social 
norm, even in a diverse city like New York. But, just as in Helping Hands, 
 these inclusive gestures are fraught with contradiction. While The Visiting 
Nurse documents black and Chinese  labor within the Henry Street nurse 
network, their presence and pre sen ta tion proj ect a secondary, separate, and 
unequally skilled status.
The film closes on an image of vns headquarters. An intertitle informs 
the viewer that the building was bequeathed to the organ ization by a long-
time patron, information certainly provided to exert pressure on wealthier 
viewers. However, the extant version of this film contains three additional 
intertitles that prove the film’s exhibition in less affluent local communities: 
the first title mentions a souvenir calendar; the next instructs viewers with 
health prob lems to visit their nearest center; and the last lists addresses of 
the six vns clinics in the Bronx. That  these titles are specifically tailored to 
the Bronx suggest that other con temporary copies (though no longer extant) 
contained similar neighborhood- specific information.20  These titles confirm 
The Visiting Nurse’s use as a platform to share information with audiences 
it directly intended to serve. In  these exhibition contexts, then, The Visit-
ing Nurse offered black, Chinese, and Italian Americans the opportunity to 
see themselves represented on screen in unsensationalized form. Perhaps 
local screenings even inspired viewers to offer small- scale donations by il-
lustrating the direct benefits of vns ser vice within one’s own community. 
This dual vocality illustrates ways specific exhibition contexts frame audi-
ence reception, a point similarly demonstrated by Field in her analy sis of the 
circulation of Hampton Institute and Tuskegee School fund- raising films in 
the 1910s, which reached both Northern white philanthropists and Southern 
black audiences.21
The intended double audience for the film— wealthy donors and local 
communities served by the vns—is confirmed by orga nizational rec ords 
that estimate it was shown about fifty times in the spring and fall of 1927 at 
headquarters and in neighborhood clubs and small movie theaters. Memos 
also indicate that ten- and twenty- minute speeches  were tailored to precede 
or follow the film when it was shown to donors or neighborhood audiences.22 
The film’s more flexible syntax grants it the leeway to speak to a broader, more 
diverse audience than Helping Hands and opens it up to a wider range of 
readings.
The Work of the Henry Street Visiting Nurse Ser vice  
in the City of New York (1933)
In 1933 a third  silent film about the vns was completed. Titled The Work of 
the Henry Street Visiting Nurse Ser vice in the City of New York, this twenty- 
two- minute film was directed by Anne Marvin Goodrich, a 1926 gradu ate of 
Yale’s nursing school and niece of a Henry Street board member. Contrary 
to the alliterative Helping Hands, the text- heavy, prosaic title reads like a 
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professional report, and a need to foreground the ser vice’s geographic loca-
tion suggests it was not designed for local audiences. Three pages of instruc-
tional commentary, highlighting specific points to bring to the attention of 
spectators,  were prepared to accompany the film.23 In aggregate, this sug-
gests the film was created to exhibit at industry gatherings. Thus, designed 
to solicit professional attention rather than stimulate community action, 
Goodrich’s proj ect, with its depictions of  labor, serves as a generative point 
of contrast to Helping Hands and The Visiting Nurse.
Since it is addressing public health prac ti tion ers, The Work is notably 
unencumbered by the demands of fund- raising and salesmanship (the film 
also goes unmentioned in meeting minutes, suggesting the proj ect was 
made in de pen dently of Henry Street’s publicity committee).24 Its intended 
audience is further borne out by the matter- of- fact prose of the film’s in-
tertitles. Whereas the florid titles of 1927’s The Visiting Nurse tout the organ-
ization’s commitment to “universal brotherhood” and characterize its nurses 
as domestic “guardians,”  here titles such as “the nurses respond to calls not 
figure 2.6. Anne 
Marvin Goodrich, 
Yale School of Nurs-
ing Class of 1926 year-
book. Yale University, 
Harvey Cushing/John 
Hay Whitney Medical 
Library.
only on city streets but also to  those from the outlying districts of New York” 
are simply functional. This change in language indicates a shift from pro-
motional and sympathetic display to straightforward reportage that distin-
guishes Goodrich’s film from its pre de ces sors.25
The Work also provides greater detail and range of ser vices than the prior 
Henry Street films. While the previous films featured only infant care,  here 
Goodrich documents ser vice to the el derly and adolescents. The film also 
offers a broader repre sen ta tion of the city’s varied landscape, documenting 
nurses in urban Manhattan as well as in less- developed areas in Queens and 
the Bronx. Fi nally, whereas Alice and Miss Smith’s Helping Hands home visits 
 were quick, Goodrich focuses on step- by- step pro cesses. Close- ups of hands 
unpacking medical bags demonstrate expertise using a specialized set of tools.
While this level of detail should not be confused with the rigors of a 
medical training film, it indicates an audience familiar with the practices 
and concerns of public health nursing. In light of its supplemental talking 
points and the absence of a soundtrack, the film was certainly conceived as 
a hybrid pre sen ta tion intended to be accompanied by someone lecturing 
beside the screen. By the end of the 1930s, Goodrich had established a suc-
cessful  career as a health care publicity con sul tant with clients including the 
National Organ ization of Public Health Nursing, which had been founded 
in 1912 by none other than Lillian Wald.26
In addition to reporting on a greater breadth of nurse ser vices, Goodrich’s 
repre sen ta tion of black  labor is markedly diff er ent from the vns’s previous 
filmed depictions of ser vice. In a more than four- minute sequence, an Afri-
can American caregiver visits a  house boat on the Harlem River. The camera 
spends considerable time showing the nurse’s arduous journey to meet her 
patient. In a series of five shots, she carefully navigates a rickety walkway 
and wooden plank to reach her client’s floating home. Once inside, she im-
mediately starts working. A black  mother passes her infant to the smiling 
vns visitor. In the more than two minutes that follow, the nurse cares for 
the newborn. She warmly wraps the baby in a clean sheet, rec ords its weight, 
and administers a shot. Close- ups focus on her hands and equipment, while 
the talking points document draws attention to the information she’s been 
sharing with the  mother while weighing and dressing the baby.
While still abiding by vns policy to serve only members of her own 
race, this extended sequence— especially compared to the aforementioned 
films— celebrates the expertise and dedication of a black Henry Street nurse. 
Shown from a similar range across several shots that emphasize her me-
thodical care, Goodrich visually treats her equally to her white peers. The 
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figure 2.8. The Work of the Henry Street Nurse in the City of New York (Anne Marvin 
Goodrich, 1933). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive.
figure 2.7. The Work of the Henry Street Nurse in the City of New York (Anne Marvin 
Goodrich, 1933). Visiting Nurse Ser vice of New York Collection, usc Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive.
script also foregrounds her ability to multitask by telling the lecturer to note 
“that nurse has been busy discussing with  mother baby’s diet, health hab-
its, et cetera, during time she has been weighing and dressing baby.”27 This 
episode is the first time in any vns work that a filmmaker devotes such 
attention to black  labor. It appears that only when  free from fund- raising 
imperatives can the organ ization depict the quality of African American and 
white nurses equally. Thus, while still showing the racial segregation of ser-
vices, Goodrich’s film implicitly makes an argument in line with the organ-
ization’s promotional ethos: a Henry Street visiting nurse’s care is meticulous 
“regardless of race, color, or creed.”
Conclusion
Paul Monticone observes that the “1920s remain something of a lacuna” 
within the field of nontheatrical film scholarship, eclipsed by a larger body 
of work on films from the 1910s and 1930s.28 Attention to Henry Street’s films 
helps address this historiographical gap by offering a case study in the ways 
a specific health care organ ization used moving images to achieve its fund- 
raising, promotional, and informational goals at a time when systematized 
welfare initiatives, the professionalization of nursing, and nontheatrical film 
practice  were rapidly becoming institutionalized within American culture.
The visiting nurse films also illustrate the extent to which a philanthropic 
institution sought to promote and visualize the ser vice of its nonwhite em-
ployees. The organ ization and the filmmakers working on its behalf pro-
jected a comparatively inclusionary impulse by showing both white and 
nonwhite nurses and patients within the same films. At the same time,  these 
images upheld the era’s prevailing segregationist social mores by presenting 
ser vice divided by the color line. In  these conflicting tendencies, we see how 
the ser vice’s desire to visually translate its policies to the screen was medi-
ated by efforts to cater to their audiences’ attitudes. Such considerations and 
Henry Street’s films reflect the fraught nature of cinematic repre sen ta tion 
and interwoven dynamics of uplift, reform, and racial and ethnic difference 
in 1920s and 1930s Amer i ca.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Helping Hands (1924), 13 min.,  silent, 35mm (original), 35mm and 16mm (extant prints)
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production: Bray Productions, Inc. director/writer/camera: Unknown. 
access: Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. summary: A philanthropist 
follows two Henry Street nurses on calls through the city and is ultimately persuaded 
to donate to the organ ization.
Untitled/The Visiting Nurse (1927), 15 min.,  silent, 35mm (original), 16mm (extant 
prints)
production: Frank R. Abrams. director/writer/camera: Unknown. access: 
Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. summary: The Visiting Nurse explains the 
mission and scope of the organ ization’s operations. Viewers are privy to ex pec tant 
 mother classes and calls to Chinatown,  Little Italy, and Harlem. note: A 1947 vns 
inventory memo reports that ele ments of the film  were damaged, resulting in the loss 
of the title slide and unspecified amounts of footage.
The Work of the Henry Street Visiting Nurse Ser vice in the City of New York (1933), 
21 min.,  silent, 35mm (original), 16mm (extant prints)
director/writer/camera: Anne Marvin Goodrich. access: Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive. summary: The film depicts a series of calls made by visiting 
nurses across Manhattan, Queens, and the Bronx. note: A three- page talking points 
document was created to accompany the film.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
Three additional films  were commissioned by the vns before it formally split from the 
Henry Street Settlement in 1944. Henry Street’s African American nurses were also 
filmed by Fox Movietone News.
Day  after Day (1940), 14 min., partial sound, 35mm (original), 16mm (extant prints)
production: Dial Films, Inc. producer: Lee Dick. director: Fred Steward. 
writer: Sheldon Dick. camera: Sheldon Dick. editors: Irving Lerner, Peter 
Mayer. narrator: Storrs Haynes. access: Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image 
Archive. summary: Depicts Henry Street nurses at work throughout the city, with 
par tic u lar emphasis on its ex pec tant  mother and infant care classes. note: Only 
the final few minutes of soundtrack are extant. Footage was reedited into a one- 
and- a- half- minute fund- raising snipe that ran in city theaters in November and 
December 1942.
Keep ’Em Fighting (1942), 2 min., sound, 16mm
production: Unknown. director/writer/editor: Unknown. narration: 
Elizabeth Phillips. access: Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. summary: 
This snipe features nurse Elizabeth Phillips just back from special ser vice with the 
American Red Cross in war time Britain. The film’s explicit title, patriotic  music, 
and its direct linkage between home- front stability and overseas soldiers’ morale 
illustrates a concerted effort on the part of Henry Street to justify its legitimacy 
amid mass domestic war mobilization. The short incorporates footage from Day 
 after Day.
We Carry On (1943), 2 min., sound, 16mm
production: Unknown. director/writer/editor: Unknown. access: 
Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. summary: This fund- raising trailer— 
coinciding with the Henry Street Settlement’s fiftieth anniversary— demonstrates the 
organ ization’s continued efforts to use moving images to bolster their fund- raising 
efforts. The film also recycles considerable footage from Day  after Day.
mvtn 3-885: Care and Hygiene of Colored Babies (1929), 6 min., sound, 35mm
production: Fox Movietone News (Outtakes). access: University of South 
Carolina’s Moving Image Research Collection. summary: This sound footage depicts 
black nurses demonstrating how to care for and bathe infants; similar dialogue 
and actions are repeated and performed in multiple takes. This footage was never 
incorporated into a Movietone newsreel.
N O T E S
In 1944, the vns formally separated from the Henry Street Settlement House and be-
came the Visiting Nurse Ser vice of New York (vnsny). Both organ izations continue 
to operate as separate entities  today. I wish to thank John Billeci of the vnsny for 
helping me to locate  these “lost” films, and Stephen E. Novak, head of Archives and 
Special Collections at Columbia University’s August C. Long Health Sciences Library, 
for his assistance during my many visits.
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I’ll See You in Church”
Local Films in African American  
Communities, 1924–1962
M A R T I N   L .  J O H N S O N
Pictures  aren’t made in a straight line. We take a  little bit of this and a  little of that and 
then it’s all looked at and selected and made into a  whole. . . .
You mean you piece it together?
That’s the idea, I said.
Well tell me something! she said.  Isn’t that just marvelous? Just like making a scrap 
quilt, I guess; one of  those with all the colors of the rainbow in it— only more compli-
cated. Is that it?
Just about, I said.  There has to be a pattern though and we only have black and white.
Well, she said,  there’s Indians and some of the black is almost white and brown 
like me.— ralph ellison, Three Days Before the Shooting
As the history of cinema in the United States becomes unmoored from the 
history of Hollywood, familiar lands become foreign countries. From new 
vantage points, events that  were once considered to be minor or inconse-
quential, such as the showing of movies outside of theaters, are now cause 
for rethinking how cinema was experienced in the twentieth  century. As 
small- gauge and orphan films resurface, our view of cinema history swish- 
pans from the few dozen movies produced in Los Angeles and New York 
 every season to the tens of thousands, and at times hundreds of thousands, 
of motion pictures made  every year by amateurs and professionals in the 
 middle de cades of the twentieth  century.  These methodological and histo-
riographic shifts have led to many discoveries and rediscoveries of film prac-
tices that have been submerged for de cades. The surfacing of a single film 
“
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or collection of films appears at first as the sui generis work of pioneers and 
autodidacts,  later as a prime example of a broad category of film practice, 
and fi nally as something ordinary that has withstood the many adversities— 
from chemical degradation to historical neglect— motion pictures of all 
types faced in the twentieth  century.
Our understanding of what constitutes African American cinema has 
expanded as a result of  these shifts.  Because the classical Hollywood cinema 
norms that dominated the early de cades of film studies resisted addressing 
movies made by industry outsiders, early scholarship on African American 
film focused on the ways in which black  people  were largely misrepresented 
in film. The rediscovery of Oscar Micheaux’s films put forth another thesis, 
that African Americans created and supported so- called race films that consti-
tuted a countercinema to Hollywood. More recently, scholars have advanced a 
third argument, that African Americans put cinema to many uses, particularly 
 those individuals and social groups who  were most invested in racial uplift.1
In this chapter, I build on recent work on African American cinema by 
emphasizing films that celebrate and promote local  people and places, which 
I call local films. Following Julia Hallam, I argue that local films are mo-
tion pictures exhibited outside the home that depict and proj ect place, and 
it is this public engagement with place that distinguishes local films from 
adjacent genres, such as travelogues and home movies.2 Local films  were 
shot with the intention of public exhibition, and  those who appeared in such 
films  were often encouraged to see themselves, as well images of their com-
munity, on screen.
One of the earliest sites of nontheatrical film exhibition  were religious 
institutions. African American churches  were early adopters of motion pic-
tures, particularly in communities where segregation ensured that many 
movie theaters  were restricted to white audiences.3 What follows focuses on 
three prominent African American religious leaders— Solomon Sir Jones 
in Muskogee, Oklahoma; Lonzie Odie Taylor in Memphis, Tennessee; and 
Bishop Richard Robert Wright in Philadelphia and South Africa— who used 
film to capture the lives of their congregants and document church activi-
ties, including missionary work and visits to national conventions. Although 
 these films are now held by archives, for much of the twentieth  century they 
 were in private collections, inaccessible to and therefore unacknowledged 
by historians of African American or nontheatrical cinema. Shot in 16mm, 
a gauge that has long thought to have been the domain of a largely white, 
upper- class elite, particularly in the 1920s and 1930s, the films offered African 
Americans the opportunity to see themselves in their own communities.4
“I’ll See You in Church” [73]
As Judith Weisenfeld has documented, African American religious life 
was of significant interest within and outside the black community in the 1920s 
and 1930s.5 Anthropologists, sociologists, and commercial movie producers 
all created work that sought to capture experiences of African American 
 religiosity. However, much of this work was primarily interested in the 
rituals and traditions of church life, not in documenting the lives of the 
members themselves. Within church communities, films  were primarily 
used in three ways: to educate and inspire church members about prominent 
issues, to document the activities of church members and their supporters, 
and to allow  people who attended church regularly to see themselves on 
screen.  These case studies, then, are more than just revelations of the diversity 
of moving image production in African American church communities 
in the 1920s and 1930s. They are also an affirmation of the importance of 
motion pictures to African Americans, even when Hollywood had  little to 
offer them.
Solomon Sir Jones: The  Little Baptist  Giant
Solomon Sir Jones, or Dr. S. S. Jones, as he was identified most frequently in 
newspapers, was born in Tennessee and grew up in Memphis. In 1889, Jones 
volunteered to go to Oklahoma as a missionary from the American Baptist 
Home Missionary Society. Over the next twenty- three years, he established 
churches in five cities, including Muskogee, where he settled and became 
editor of his church’s state newspaper, the Baptist Informer, earning the so-
briquet “ Little Baptist  Giant” from one black newspaper.6 By the early 1920s, 
Jones was one of the best- known religious leaders in Oklahoma, which was 
in turn a prominent center for black  people in the West, and known for 
its all- black towns where African Americans  were, for a time, able to start 
businesses, churches, schools, and other institutions without encountering 
prejudice and racist laws in effect elsewhere. In fact, it was Jones’s high pro-
file in Oklahoma, not a sudden interest in moving pictures, that likely led to 
his short- lived but significant foray as a filmmaker.
When Jones acquired his 16mm motion picture camera in late 1924, he 
was about to embark on a  great adventure. A year prior, Jones had entered a 
contest run by the beauty products behemoth Madam C. J. Walker Manufac-
turing Com pany, which was now in the hands of Walker’s  daughter, A’Lelia. 
As Kathy Peiss has noted, African American beauty products, particularly 
 those intended to reinforce Eu ro pean beauty standards such as straight hair 
and light skin,  were critiqued by many in the black press. At the same time, 
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companies like that of Madam Walker  were among their most loyal adver-
tisers.  Under A’Lelia Walker’s leadership, the com pany sought to build its 
image among African American leaders.7
One of Walker’s most high- profile efforts was the Trip to the Holy Land 
contest, apparently inspired by her own travels to Palestine. The contest was 
launched in early 1923, with advertisements placed in black publications na-
tionwide. In March 1923, the Dallas Express ran a full- page advertisement 
which noted that the contest was intended to give any “Bishop, Presiding 
Elder, Pastor, or general office of any religious denomination” an opportu-
nity to visit Palestine or, as it was commonly referred to in the 1920s, the 
Holy Land.8 Candidate nominations  were accepted  until July  1, 1923, and 
 people could vote, using coupons inserted into the packaging of Madam 
Walker’s beauty products,  until the following July. By the time the contest 
commenced, 358 men of the cloth—by the terms of the contest,  women  were 
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not invited to participate— had joined in the race for votes.9 As intended, 
the contest quickly turned into a  battle pitting regions (the mid- Atlantic, the 
South, the Midwest, and the West) and religions (Baptist, African Method-
ist Episcopal [ame], and the United Holiness church) against one another. 
Vote totals  were regularly reported by black newspapers, and Walker’s ads 
encouraged church organ izations to lobby for their favored candidate.
Although Jones’s campaign started slowly, by late 1923 he had caught up 
with the front-runners and was soon the only Westerner in the  running. 
In July 1924, the contest concluded, with Jones winning third place. While 
he just missed winning a cash prize, he was still given a  free trip to Eu rope 
and the  Middle East, along with ministers from Washington, DC, Atlanta, 
and Cincinnati.10 The four ministers boarded the S.S. Paris in January 1925 
for an eight- week trip that took them through Europe— England, France, 
Switzerland, and Italy— before heading to Egypt and Palestine. The group 
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also visited World War I battlefields. The Messenger wrote, “[The] clergy-
men intend to take photo graphs and moving pictures of what they see on 
this eventful trip.  These  will be used in a series of lectures they  will deliver 
upon their return.”11 The trip itself received considerable coverage in black 
newspapers, perhaps  because Madam Walker was a prominent advertiser, 
with articles written before the group embarked and again on their return.
In promoting their second contest, this time offering winners a journey 
around the world, representatives of the Walker com pany noted that Jones 
had made good use of the films he took during the first contest: “When 
the Madam Walker Com pany announced its Trip to the Holy Land Contest, 
 there  were many skeptical  people and many criticisms, but when the four 
contesting ministers made the trip and their pictures appeared in our col-
ored weeklies and da[i]lies, embarking on the palatial Steamship Paris for 
this world renowned trip, crit[i]cism changed to praise. Rev. S.S. Jones of 
Muskogee, Oklahoma, is now covering the country giving special lectures on 
the countries he visited on this remarkable trip.”12 Jones gave travel lectures 
throughout the Midwest, where he presented a se lection of the 200 photo-
graphs and 60,800 motion pictures—he presumably counted  every frame—
he took in his travels.13 A flyer from mid- April 1925, just a month  after Jones 
returned from his trip, promised audiences in St. Louis “A Burning Message 
for All which cost thousands of dollars and almost life itself to get!”14 In late 
May, he screened his travel pictures at Langston University in Oklahoma. 
While  there, he also filmed the university’s graduation ceremony, and soon 
 after began making his local films on a regular basis, shooting eleven more 
reels of film in the remainder of the year.15
When the Solomon Sir Jones collection was acquired by Yale University 
in 2009, it was lauded as a rare, early collection of African American local 
films, mostly produced in small towns in Oklahoma.16 But the twenty- nine- 
reel collection contains four reels of film that  were taken during Jones’s trip 
to Eu rope and the  Middle East, and another eight reels that feature footage 
taken in other states. In addition to the Holy Land pictures, several other 
reels appear to have been edited for exhibition, including two that incorpo-
rate footage from a commercial 16mm production, Bell and Howell’s Ad-
venture Series, and  others that seek to draw relationships between similar 
events. For example, in one reel, Jones films a photo graph of the devastation 
caused by the 1921 Tulsa race riot, in which whites burned thirty- five city 
blocks of the prosperous Greenwood District, while a moving image depicts 
the neighborhood several years  later.
Instead of using title cards, Jones filmed a bulletin board with push- pin 
letters, which he changed to identify  people and places and, in many cases, 
also date when footage was taken. The first films in the collection appear to 
be from December 1924, when Jones films himself and his church in Musk-
ogee. The Holy Land images are undated, perhaps  because Jones knew that 
he wanted to screen them over a number of years. The presence of the two 
Bell and Howell films in the collection, in addition to the fact that Jones 
began shooting in late 1924, before Kodak had a spring- wound automatic 
camera, suggests that Jones used Bell and Howell’s Filmo camera, intro-
duced in 1923.
Aside from his films in his church communities, Muskogee and Okmul-
gee, Jones seemed primarily interested in orga nizational activities— Baptist 
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conventions, business meetings, and the like—or events, such as church 
construction, that would draw broad interest. For example, when Jones vis-
ited Boley, Oklahoma, to film a drill per for mance by the Camp Fire Girls 
and Military Boys, one paper noted that he “was pre sent with the  great addi-
tion to the race[’]s pro gress his moving picture machine.”17 The camera’s role 
was not merely recording events for the benefit of  those who participated 
in them. Rather, the events he filmed  were intended to be public, shown by 
Jones to other audiences.
It’s not clear why Jones  stopped making moving pictures in 1928, as he 
continued to tour with Holy Land movies  until at least 1929, and possibly 
longer.18 In March 1929, he went to St. Mary’s Baptist Church in Wichita, 
Kansas, to show what the Negro Star called the “most in ter est ing Biblical 
pictures that have ever been in the city of Wichita,” part of a tour in Kansas 
that also included a stop in Topeka.19 He continued to officiate funerals in 
the early 1930s and died in 1936, at the age of sixty- seven. Although Jones 
was an active filmmaker and exhibitor for just four years, in this period he 
managed to use motion pictures to enhance his reputation as a nationally 
prominent religious leader and businessman.
Taylor- Made Motion Pictures
While Jones was an active filmmaker and exhibitor for just a few years, the 
Reverend  L.  O. Taylor built his  career as a minister and a photographer- 
filmmaker in tandem. In 1931, he became pastor of the Olivet Baptist church, 
a new institution in Memphis’s Orange Mound community, a suburban 
neighborhood established in the 1890s by African Americans.20 According 
to a history of Orange Mound, in 1937 Taylor led an expansion of the church, 
including adding an auditorium, and remained pastor  until 1956.21 Although 
Taylor’s photography, and  later filmmaking, was initially separate from his 
church activities, he quickly integrated movies into a repertoire of creative 
expression— poems, essays, and sound recordings— that marked his unique 
place in the Memphis community.22
In 1977, Taylor’s films and photo graphs  were donated by his  widow to 
the Center for Southern Folklore in Memphis.23 In 1989, the experimental 
filmmaker Lynne Sachs, a Memphis native, made a documentary on Taylor 
titled Sermons and Sacred Pictures, long before historians  were interested 
in nontheatrical film. More recently, a se lection of Taylor’s films have been 
digitized and placed online, but only on a commercial stock footage site.24 
Although an experimental documentary and a stock footage site appear at 
first not to have much in common, both are as interested in using Taylor’s 
films in ser vice of other narratives as they are in the films themselves.
For example, in Sermons and Sacred Pictures, Sachs uses Taylor’s footage 
and sound recordings, interviews with his former parishioners, and her own 
footage of a screening of Taylor’s films to re- create Taylor’s role in the Mem-
phis black community in the mid-twentieth century. Footage taken from a 
train, for example, is set against the audio from an interview in which someone 
recounts the experience of African Americans riding trains in the segrega-
tion era. While many documentaries pair primary source documents with 
newly recorded witness testimony, the fact that Sachs’s subject is a filmmaker 
means that such a tactic effectively undermines an assessment of Taylor’s 
own film practice.  These early sections of the documentary, which set out to 
re- create the atmosphere of African American life in Memphis in the 1930s 
and 1940s, treat Taylor’s practice as an archival one, which gains meaning 
only when the filmmaker situates it within contexts, such as the civil rights 
movement. Historic Films, the stock footage site where Taylor’s films can 
now be viewed, repeats this logic, making  these films no diff er ent than home 
movies or newsreels.
Rather than evaluating Taylor’s films on their own merits, Sachs implic-
itly argues that Taylor’s filmmaking activities are best understood as per for-
mance. Interviews with  people who appeared in, and saw, Taylor’s films in 
Sermons serve to emphasize the insularity of his productions, as if they  were 
made only for an audience who expected to see themselves on screen. Early 
in the film, Sachs even reproduces the exhibition experience of Taylor’s film, 
filming an audience in a nontheatrical space watching Taylor’s films, with 
both the 16mm projector and the screen vis i ble in the frame, and audio of a 
murmuring crowd on the soundtrack, as if  people  were responding to seeing 
friends on screen. As one unidentified interview subject says of Taylor, “he 
would take pictures, and edit them together, and make a pre sen ta tion out 
of them.” By emphasizing the experiential qualities of Taylor’s films, Sachs’s 
documentary embeds them within communities of viewers, who in turn 
saw them through their own  limited perspectives on Taylor’s entire body 
of work.
Although the website Historic Films is intended to be used by documen-
tary producers in need of footage, its collection of Taylor’s films retains the 
original organ ization of the films, so it is pos si ble to view them as completed 
reels rather than just fragments. Taylor modeled his film practice on con-
temporary documentary practices, particularly the newsreel. In one of the 
title cards he made for his films, he suggests that a “Taylor Made Picture” is 
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“bringing you news and historical rec ords,” revealing an intention to keep 
 these films  after they  were shown to local audiences.
In fact, from the extant films it is clear that Taylor saw his role as a recorder 
of the African American experience. Title cards such as “The Negro in Busi-
ness” and “The Negro in Church Life” encouraged audiences to think of the 
films, even when they  were of their own community, as representative of much 
broader experiences. For example, a 1940 Church Life installment includes a 
scene depicting a river baptism with a striking intimacy. The opening shot of 
the film is framed to include the baptisms in the lower right of the screen and 
the crowd of onlookers on the riverbank in the top half of the frame. In this 
way, the film both witnesses the baptism and depicts  others who witnessed it. 
This shot is followed by several shots of the congregation and fi nally a close-up 
of one of the baptisms. While the  people in the shot are aware of the camera’s 
presence, this is not a per for mance for the camera, but rather documentation 
of an ordinary event. In this way, Taylor’s work echoes that of con temporary 
black filmmakers such as Spencer Williams, whose documentary style filming 
of a baptism scene in The Blood of Jesus (1941) serves to bring legitimacy and 
reverence to African American religious practices.
If Jones demonstrated the usefulness of motion pictures in church work, 
Taylor showed that it was pos si ble to build an enterprise of local film produc-
tion. Rather than just using scenes of local  people to get them to see them-
selves in the movies, Taylor sought to make the experiences that marked 
their daily lives significant, and integrated them with other news events, 
such as a 1939 stop by the black gospel radio performers Wings Over Jordan, 
to accentuate the significance of his practice. Taylor’s films of the meeting 
of the National Baptist Convention  were also popu lar, though it is unclear 
 whether  these films  were intended to be shown at the conventions them-
selves or to church members back home who wanted to see what went on in 
the meetings of the oldest, and one of the largest, African American organ-
izations in the United States. Taylor continued making pictures throughout 
the 1940s and 1950s, creating along the way a cinematic rec ord of the African 
American experience in Memphis.
Film as Missionary Work: Bishop Richard Robert Wright  
in Philadelphia
Religious leaders often used their films to connect  people living in diff er ent 
places. For example, Jones’s travel films  were shown alongside his local films 
of towns and church communities throughout the Midwest. Taylor, on the 
other hand, only screened movies in Memphis, but he often filmed  people 
and places far from the banks of the Mississippi, presumably to be shown 
back home. Bishop Richard Robert Wright Jr. was also tied to local church 
communities in Philadelphia, but rather than train his camera on church 
members at home, he produced films during his time as a missionary in 
South Africa. While  these films may have been screened in the places where 
they  were made, such as the ame’s mission proj ects in South Africa, they 
appear to have been primarily produced for exhibition back in the United 
States, occasionally to audiences who would recognize their friends and 
neighbors who  were  doing ser vice work overseas.
Although Wright was born and educated in Georgia, as a young adult he 
migrated to Philadelphia, where he earned a PhD in sociology at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. He very quickly became involved in Progressive 
politics and, particularly, the Social Gospel movement, with a focus on the 
challenges faced by black southern mi grants in the north. In 1909, he was 
appointed editor of the ame’s newspaper, the Christian Recorder, a position 
he held  until 1928, when he became a pastor. In 1932, he was appointed presi-
dent of Wilberforce University in Ohio, which was affiliated with the ame 
church. In 1936, he was elected bishop of the ame church and, in keeping 
with standard practice, was sent on an overseas mission for his first four- 
year term, arriving in Capetown on November 30 of that year.
In his autobiography, Wright does not mention his filmmaking during 
this period, but in scrapbooks he kept of his time in South Africa he includes 
a receipt for the purchase of a hundred- foot roll of Kodak film, dated 
 October 11, 1937.25 Like Jones, Wright became a filmmaker  later in life, shoot-
ing his first film at the age of fifty- nine. In his papers, which  were donated to 
 Temple University by Wright’s  daughter, Ruth Wright Hayre,  there are five 
16mm reels, one of which is an edited film, including intertitles, of Wright’s 
missionary work in South Africa. In February 1938, Wright returned to the 
United States  after a serious medical issue and sought treatment at the Flint- 
Goodridge hospital in New Orleans.26
In March 1938, Wright screened his motion pictures in New Orleans, most 
likely to a church audience.27 While in the city, he also sat for a portrait by Ar-
thur P. Bedou, a studio photographer who was best known for his work with 
Booker T. Washington. In a letter, Bedou calls Wright’s movies “bea[u]tiful,” 
expressing hopes that “when you . . .  return . . .  you  will bring a new set.”28 
While it is not clear which films  were screened by Wright, two reels in the 
collection  were made during this period and  were likely to have been seen in 
the Crescent City that spring. While in the United States, Wright also screened 
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films in St. Louis, Kansas City, and other cities, most likely in ame churches 
rather than movie theaters.29
The reel opens with an intertitle: “Bishop Wright pre sents some views of 
his travels with Mrs. Wright in South Africa during 1936, 1937 and 1938 in 
connection with his supervision of the Fifteenth Episcopal District of the 
African Methodist Episcopal Church.” By placing his travels within his 
evangelical work, Wright allows for the picture to be read  either as depic-
tions of a distant place or as rec ords of works that  were likely funded by 
church members in the U.S.
The early scenes in the film are arranged in chronological order, starting 
with shots of the countryside followed by  those of a train. The next intertitle 
reads, “First New Year’s Day in South Africa: ‘Coons.’ ” As the following shots 
confirm, the footage is of Cape Town’s annual Kaapse Klopse, or “Coons,” 
minstrel festival, celebrated by South Africa’s Cape Coloureds. The South 
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African appropriation of the slur “coons” was startling enough to Wright 
for him to report its usage to newspapers in the United States.30 Subsequent 
shots depict other impor tant geo graph i cal and cultural sites for Wright’s 
audience of U.S.- based church members, including tourist attractions and 
church gatherings. While this footage could be read as part of a travelogue, 
like Jones’s films of his travels in Eu rope and the  Middle East, the fact that 
Wright was screening  these films to ame church members, many of whom 
likely lent financial support to the South Africa mission or, in some cases, 
knew  people who  were  doing missionary work  there, made them more inti-
mate affairs than they appear to be.
One particularly impor tant scene comes midway through the reel, in-
troduced by a title card that reads “Wilberforce Institute, 1000 miles north 
of Capetown.” The institute was established by the ame church in 1908 and 
received almost all of its funding from ame churches in the United States. 
The opening shot is a 360- degree pan of a flat, barren landscape pocked with 
brick and stone buildings. In a subsequent shot, which appears to be slow- 
cranked in order to produce the illusion of frenetic activity,  people clear 
land for the presumed construction of additional buildings. In the next shot, 
some of the same individuals are lined up, carry ing out what appear to be 
military exercises. As with much of Wright’s footage,  these scenes can be 
read both as signs of pro gress and a demonstration of the needs of a distant 
community, linked by ame’s ongoing relationship with South Africa.
In December 1938, Wright and a small entourage traveled to Swaziland, 
where he was to meet King Sobhuza II, the country’s monarch, a trip that 
had been planned for almost two years.31 While he does not appear to have 
documented this visit with his camera, in his memoirs he recalls that one 
of his traveling companions, Lucy Hughes, then president of the ame’s 
 Women’s Home and Foreign Missionary Society, brought a camera along: 
“He [King Sobhuza II] came out of his office and welcomed us: my wife, 
Dr.  and Mrs.  White, Mrs.  Hughes, and about a half dozen  others in our 
party. Mrs. Hughes lifted her camera to take a motion picture of the group 
with the kraal in the background. As soon as she had finished her picture, 
King Sobhuza II raised his hand and said, ‘Excuse me,’ entered his office and 
returned with his own motion picture camera. He took views of us, one of 
which included me taking a picture of the king and his kraal.”32 Unlike  those 
of Taylor and Jones, the movies  were not an essential tool in Wright’s min-
istry, and  later footage, taken in Haiti, St. Thomas, and the Virgin Islands, 
among other places, does not appear to have been prepared for widespread 
exhibition. At the same time, in this anecdote Wright reveals a world in 
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which the movies  were commonplace, at least among a certain social stra-
tum, and carried with them a demo cratic potential. In fact, Wright’s  father, 
Major Richard R. Wright, made his own movie debut a few years  later, en-
couraging African Americans to support World War II in Jack Goldberg’s 
1943 film We’ve Come a Long, Long Way.33
Archives and the Local Film
In Ralph Ellison’s unfinished second novel, published in its fullest form in 
2010 as Three Days Before the Shooting, he depicts a character named Mister 
Movie- Man, one of a trio of itinerant filmmakers who seek to take advantage 
of gullible movie- struck individuals in small towns in the South. Although 
it is unlikely that Ellison, who grew up in Oklahoma City, encountered S. S. 
Jones as a young man, Ellison’s creation of this character— one of the few 
itinerant filmmakers depicted in fiction— seems to be based on an experi-
ence from his youth, when such flim- flam men  were commonplace. In fact, 
in the 2002 documentary Ralph Ellison: An American Journey, Jones’s footage 
is used to connote the experience of growing up in Oklahoma.
The scenes in Ellison’s unfinished novel suggest a world of African Amer-
ican film production that is only now coming into fuller view, even though 
Ellison’s manuscript, like the reels discussed in this essay, have been known to 
researchers for many years. In fact, this rhe toric of loss haunts many discus-
sions of films made by African Americans, even when the films themselves 
 were not lost. The local films discussed in this chapter  were not for con-
temporary audiences alone. Rather, filmmakers took care to document  these 
places, recording and identifying them for  future generations. For example, all 
three filmmakers used title cards to identify the date and place of each shot, 
even though most itinerant filmmakers seldom took the trou ble of  doing so. If 
we place too much emphasis on their lost status, we risk losing a sense of why 
they  were made in the first place. By resisting the urge to read  these films as 
merely artifacts, we may open up larger questions about the African American 
experience of cinema in the early de cades of the twentieth  century.
For example, the rediscovery in 2009 of the Solomon Sir Jones films, 
which were acquired by Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, 
has been discussed as a significant find, with Currie Ballard, who purchased 
the films and brought them to auction in New York, giving interviews on 
his role in making the collection more widely known. However, as early as 
1998, the writer and historian Ann Eskridge claimed that she discovered 
the films and exhibited them at the Henry Ford Museum in Detroit, and 
even incorporated them into a documentary, Echoes across the Prairie: The 
Vanis hing Black West, that she made that year.34 In fact,  there  were two col-
lections of Jones’s films. The larger collection, which was acquired by Ballard, 
contains films made for public exhibition. But Jones’s home movies  were given 
to a  family friend, Clarence Long, whose  sister, Naomi Long Madgett, is a 
prominent African American poet and publisher. In her 2006 autobiography, 
Madgett wrote about her early encounters with Jones, noting that he “had the 
vision to know that black life in Oklahoma, including the all- black towns, was 
impor tant to rec ord.”35 While  these films  were not in an archive  until recently, 
they  were vis i ble enough to be mined as archival footage for other proj ects. In 
2011, Madgett donated nine 400- foot reels shot by Jones to the National Mu-
seum of African American Culture and History, which digitized them in 2015.36
Likewise, L. O. Taylor’s films have been known to researchers for some 
time, but they have not been the subject of scholarship, a situation that 
might change with their recent digitization. When Sachs’s documentary was 
released in 1989,  there  were comparatively few published studies of nonthe-
atrical or small- gauge film, which made the Taylor collection appear to be 
more of an outlier than has  later turned out to be the case. Fi nally, although 
the Wright collection is smaller, his films of South Africa are not mentioned 
in histories of the ame church, even though they provide valuable insight 
into the cultural and social exchange between  these church communities 
in the United States and South Africa in the 1930s. The visibility of African 
American experiences in  these three collections is masked by an invisibility 
of the films themselves, which is itself a consequence of how  these films are 
archived and described. While films in all three of  these collections could be 
described merely as home movies, the fact that they  were exhibited in public 
settings makes them more than private documentation of the past. Rather, 
 these films can be seen as akin to work of other African American filmmakers, 
from George Broome to William Foster, who sought to use the cinema as a 
tool of racial uplift.37
In this chapter, I have discussed the work of three ministers who filmed 
church communities, and made films for  these communities, in the first half 
of the twentieth century. While  there is a strong temptation, guided by the 
valuation placed on the rare, the unique, and the aesthetically significant, to 
read such films as exemplary, I think the opposite reading, as commonplace 
and ordinary, is more warranted. By claiming that films like  those I have dis-
cussed in this chapter  were a common mode of African American motion pic-
ture production in the 1920s and 1930s, debates about the propriety of  either 
negative ste reo types perpetuated in Hollywood films, or the countercinema 
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of Oscar Micheaux and Spencer Williams, become less impor tant than the 
fact that many African Americans  were able to see moving images of them-
selves in institutions that they created and sustained.
To put my argument in more expansive terms, the median film in 1935, 
in terms of what was produced, and perhaps also what was seen, was not a 
B Western, but a home movie, an educational film, or a local film, like  those 
made by the three filmmakers discussed in this chapter. By situating  these 
films in their own time, as images that sought to capture, share, and archive 
African American places and  people, it becomes pos si ble to see them for 
what they  were— local films of black life, made by individuals who  were de-
termined to document experiences that no one  else would.
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The Politics of Vanis hing Celluloid
Fort Rupert (1951) and the Kwakwaka’wakw  
in American Ethnographic Film
C O L I N  W I L L I A M S O N
American anthropological filmmaker Robert Gardner is widely known for 
beginning his  career in 1951 with two films: Blunden Harbour and Dances of 
the Kwakiutl.1 Both films focus on First Nations  people in British Colum-
bia known collectively as the Kwakwaka’wakw.2 Additionally, both films 
are usually discussed in the context of the emergence of ethnographic film-
making as a serious anthropological practice in the United States during 
the 1950s. Around 1951, Gardner’s Seattle- based production com pany, Orbit 
Films, was also associated with a mysterious third proj ect undertaken by 
American avant- garde artists Sidney Peterson and Hy Hirsh. The group col-
lected footage of Kwakwaka’wakw ceremonial practices that  were assumed to 
be  either lost or fading. The assumption has roots in a late nineteenth- century 
proj ect known as salvage anthropology, which was concerned with study-
ing and reconstructing native cultures before they vanished with the spread 
of white civilization.3 Some of the footage from the encounter between the 
Kwakwaka’wakw and the filmmakers was edited into a 16mm color film that 
combined per for mances of traditional songs, dances, and rituals with images 
of con temporary life in a coastal community on Vancouver Island known as 
Fort Rupert (Tsaxis). The film, Fort Rupert, was an experiment in exploring 
the relationship between cultural preservation, visual ethnography, and art.
 Little is known about the circulation and reception of Fort Rupert, and 
almost nothing has been written about its place in the history of American 
nontheatrical film,  because shortly  after the film was made it seems to have 
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vanished. In his book on American ethnographic film, film scholar Scott 
MacDonald notes that Gardner and Peterson worked together around 1950 
on a feature film proj ect about the Kwakwaka’wakw but that, while they “did 
do some shooting on Vancouver Island, nothing came of their work.”4 Gard-
ner does not mention Fort Rupert in any of his own writings on this early 
period, and scholarship on Gardner’s work is notably  silent on the film.5 
 Because Blunden and Dances are frequently mentioned as formative experi-
ments in Gardner’s development as an ethnographic filmmaker, it is difficult 
to imagine that he was not involved in Fort Rupert, especially given the tim-
ing and the shared subject  matter across all three films. Nevertheless, the 
extent of Gardner’s involvement in Fort Rupert remains unclear, and the rest 
of the film’s history is still coming into focus.
Many nonfiction films have met similar fates, but Fort Rupert is particu-
larly noteworthy  because of the interwoven histories to which it belongs. 
The Kwakwaka’wakw have intersected directly and indirectly with a range 
of aspects of American visual culture, from the use of photography in 
nineteenth- century ethnology to Jim Jarmusch’s postmodern neo- Western 
Dead Man (1995).6 In the late 1800s, the Kwakwaka’wakw, like many Native 
North American groups, performed at world’s fairs, collaborated with an-
thropologists, and  were romanticized in photography and visited by tourists 
on the premise that they  were the living traces of an old, “primitive” way of 
life that was rapidly disappearing with the expansion of a new, industrial-
ized one. With the emergence of the cinema, the Kwakwaka’wakw became 
paradoxically an enduring part of a long history of image making, much of 
which is relatively uncharted and largely misunderstood.
The image of the Kwakwaka’wakw as a vanis hing race is misleading, to 
say the least. The Kwakwaka’wakw  were (and are) extremely active in pre-
serving and representing their cultures. In 1893, for example, George Hunt, a 
native of Fort Rupert, collaborated with the German American anthropolo-
gist Franz Boas to bring indigenous representatives from British Columbia 
to Chicago, where they performed traditional ways of life in an exhibit at the 
World’s Columbian Exposition. While the per for mance was received by fair-
goers as a spectacular display of a vanis hing culture, it was also an assertion 
of cultural identity.  Under severe restrictions by the Canadian government, 
which outlawed many traditional Native practices, the Kwakwaka’wakw 
navigated the pressures of colonialism partly by performing their culture 
for non- Native audiences. The historian Paige Raibmon explains, “Survival 
 under colonialism required compromises, but  these compromises  were not 
necessarily symptoms of decline and could be signs of resiliency.”7
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The Kwakwaka’wakw collaborated similarly with anthropologists and 
filmmakers throughout much of the twentieth  century. With the assistance 
of George Hunt,  people from Fort Rupert, Alert Bay, and other communi-
ties on and around Vancouver Island worked with the American photog-
rapher and filmmaker Edward S. Curtis to make In the Land of the Head 
Hunters (1914), a commercial melodrama set in a premodern past.8 The 
Kwakwaka’wakw also made films with Canadian newsreel companies and 
museums, the American Museum of Natu ral History, and anthropologists 
and filmmakers like Boas, Gardner, and Samuel Barrett.9  Under the aegis 
of the U’mista Cultural Society in Alert Bay, the Kwakwaka’wakw have 
been producing documentaries about their own culture and history since 
at least the 1970s, including Potlatch . . .  a Strict Law Bids Us Dance (Dennis 
Wheeler, 1975) and Box of Trea sures (Chuck Olin, 1983). Beyond research 
done by anthropologists and art historians like Ira Jacknis, Rosalind Morris, 
and Kathryn Bunn- Marcuse, the nontheatrical films from the period before 
the 1970s have received scant scholarly attention.10 What remains of the films 
themselves tends to be fragmentary and unidentified, neglected and mar-
ginalized, and always on the verge of disappearing if not already vanished.
This essay offers a close analy sis of Fort Rupert as one such case of vanis hing 
celluloid that,  after de cades of obscurity, has resurfaced. In 2010, the Library 
of Congress received a 16mm copy of Fort Rupert when it acquired archivist 
and historian J. Fred MacDonald’s vast collection of films and related materi-
als. Precisely when MacDonald acquired a copy of Fort Rupert is unclear, as is 
the provenance of the print. The film is identified in MacDonald’s cata log and 
in the film’s brief credits as being produced by Orbit Films, the com pany that 
Gardner headed in the early 1950s. In 2011, a digital copy of Fort Rupert be-
came widely available as part of the University of Arizona’s American Indian 
Film Gallery proj ect, an online collection of over 450 of MacDonald’s films.
Although recovering Fort Rupert from the margins of film and cultural 
history is impor tant in and of itself, the film sheds new light on a range of 
subjects from race difference and repre sen ta tions of Native North American 
 peoples in nontheatrical film to the convergence of visual anthropology and 
the avant- garde in postwar American cinema culture. The film also offers a 
way into thinking about the po liti cal and cultural relevance of studying and 
preserving ethnographic films, particularly now that digital technologies 
have dramatically transformed archival practices and allowed for unpre ce-
dented access to the domain of nontheatrical film.
The goals of this chapter are preliminary: to begin placing a once- lost 
film in its historical context and to assess its role as an impor tant piece of 
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Kwakwaka’wakw cultural heritage. My focus is on the politics of the film’s aes-
thetic and its connection to mid- twentieth- century American ethnographic 
filmmaking and the avant- garde. While examining what brought the film into 
existence in the 1950s, I also consider the significance of its reemergence and 
circulation in our con temporary moment. Admittedly, a  great deal of work 
remains to be done in collaboration with the Kwakwaka’wakw to identify the 
participants in Fort Rupert and to establish indigenous perspectives on the 
film. Although such work is beyond the scope of this essay, what follows is an 
initial step in making Fort Rupert part of that impor tant conversation.
Broadly, then, Fort Rupert offers a way into thinking about the many af-
terlives of nontheatrical films and the kinds of opportunities they create for 
studying race and ethnicity in the cinema. As an emblem of the coiled re-
lationship between power, race, and repre sen ta tion that continues to shape 
and reshape the history of Native  peoples in the cinema, Fort Rupert helps 
us understand the crucial role that nontheatrical films play in efforts to pro-
mote the visibility, preservation, and understanding of Native cultures. The 
rediscovery of Fort Rupert thus compels us to see how the field of race and 
nontheatrical film is intimately tied to issues of access and circulation that 
demand careful consideration. As more historically marginalized films are 
discovered in archives and personal collections, it becomes increasingly im-
perative to foster collaborations between archivists, scholars, and the public 
that are geared  toward making such films not only vis i ble and widely avail-
able but also useful in innovative ways.
Without History: Fort Rupert in Context
The  people depicted in an “ethnographic film” are meant to be seen as exotic . . .  as 
 people without history, without writing, without civilization, without technology. 
— fatimah tobing rony, The Third Eye
In many ways, Fort Rupert is a film without a history. It was released in 1951 
by Orbit Films and was one of three 16mm ethnographic films that the pro-
duction com pany promoted that year as part of its Northwest Indians series. 
The series included the ten- minute color film, Dances of the Kwakiutl, and 
Blunden Harbour, a twenty- minute black- and- white film about tradition 
and heritage in con temporary Kwakwaka’wakw life. Beyond a brief sum-
mary and a listing for purchase and rental in the autumn cata log published 
by Orbit’s distributor, Dimensions Inc.,  there are very few traces of Fort 
Rupert in the historical rec ord.11 Of the three films released in 1951, only 
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Dances and Blunden seem to have received immediate critical attention. It is 
unclear  whether Fort Rupert was simply overlooked or unpop u lar, or did not 
circulate widely in the 1950s.
The production of Fort Rupert is also a bit of a mystery. Shot in color, the film 
runs around fifteen minutes and includes a soundtrack and a credit sequence 
that names the American experimental filmmaker Hy Hirsh as the cinema-
tographer and Morris Dowd as the sound recordist. (Dowd also worked on 
Dances and Blunden, which use some of the same song recordings that make 
up Fort Rupert’s soundtrack.) Although Orbit Films is listed in the credits, no 
other names, including  those that would help with identifying members of 
the Kwakwaka’wakw community who collaborated on the film, appear any-
where in Fort Rupert.12 To complicate the identification of the film’s makers, 
Ira Jacknis speculates convincingly that the film was made by the avant- garde 
filmmaker and then vice president of Orbit, Sidney Peterson, who reportedly 
traveled to Fort Rupert to conduct research for a feature- length fiction film 
that he and Gardner  were planning to make about the Kwakwaka’wakw.13
Fort Rupert has a distinct sketch- like quality that makes it feel as fragmen-
tary as its history. Following the credit sequence are several shots of a totem 
pole intercut with a group of Kwakwaka’wakw paddling a large canoe to Fort 
Rupert’s shore, where the boat is greeted by what seem to be the hosts of a 
potlatch ceremony (figure 4.1).14 The soundtrack consists of a Kwagiulth song 
overlaid with voice- over in En glish that introduces Fort Rupert in the 1950s as 
a place where, an unidentified male narrator explains, what remains of long- 
standing folk traditions is giving way to Westernization. The introductory nar-
ration is brief and followed by a survey of the coastal community consisting of 
exterior shots of  children playing and adults conducting daily activities. This 
sequence is accompanied by another traditional song that bridges a transition 
to the interior of a Big House where ceremonial dances are held. The majority 
of the film revolves around the ceremony, which includes a Hamaťsa per for-
mance, a sacred cannibal dance that has been an enduring point of fascination 
for anthropologists, tourists, and filmmakers alike since the late nineteenth 
 century.  Because Fort Rupert represents only excerpts from several much lon-
ger dances, each of which would traditionally have its own song, the editing 
of the song and dance sequence as it appears in the film is quite misleading.15
For audiences who might be unfamiliar with the Kwakwaka’wakw, the 
ethnographic meaning of the images and sounds in Fort Rupert is ambigu-
ous, if not utterly elusive. The narration in the beginning of the film runs 
just around a minute. The remainder of the footage exists as pure spectacle 
without explanation or interpretation by the narrator. In this regard, Fort 
figure 4.1. Top: Totem pole in Fort Rupert (Tsaxis) on Vancouver Island. Bottom: 
Arrival of the canoe on the shore of Fort Rupert (Tsaxis) on Vancouver Island. Frame 
enlargements from Fort Rupert (1951).
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Rupert closely resembles Dances and Blunden, which also offer minimal 
narration to orient audiences to their subjects. The author of a 1952 review 
criticized both of  these other films as insufficient ethnographic documents 
by claiming that the narration “speaks in meaningless, pompous phrases, 
with hardly a perceptive motive or idea coming across to the audience. In a 
similar fashion the footage is edited in such a way that it is impossible to tell 
what is happening, has happened, or  will happen.”16 Rosalind Morris and 
Kathryn Bunn- Marcuse have similarly criticized Blunden for not adequately 
historicizing the Kwakwaka’wakw.17
The prob lem of history in Fort Rupert is clearest when we consider the film’s 
indebtedness to the racialized ideology of salvage anthropology. As the film 
opens, the narrator celebrates the richness and vitality of Kwakwaka’wakw 
heritage as being unparalleled in the history of Native North American 
 peoples. He then goes on to remark, “Where totem poles now signify the se-
curity of a remote glory, telephone poles have not yet appeared to link them 
with the society of which they are inescapably becoming a part. . . .  The ma-
jority is moving  toward complete Westernization and within a few years 
all may have abandoned the few still existing traces of a previous culture.” As 
an introduction to what follows, the narration traps the inhabitants of Fort 
Rupert between tradition and modernity, primitive and civilized, vital and 
vanis hing in such a way that the  people performing their culture do so pri-
marily through a discourse of lack and absence created by the filmmakers that 
does not reflect the fact that traditional Kwakwaka’wakw cultural practices 
 were (and are) alive and well. The film’s somewhat mournful and mislead-
ing conceit is thus that it is itself a rec ord of the traces of a culture that  will 
inevitably be relinquished to the past.18
Fort Rupert is fixated on making vis i ble the “traces of a previous culture” 
by pairing the old and the new. In the opening sequence, shots of totem 
poles and other carvings are intercut with shots of everyday life in the coastal 
community of Fort Rupert (figures  4.2 and 4.3). Some men,  women, and 
 children in the film appear in con temporary dress while  others are wearing 
traditional regalia over con temporary clothing (figure 4.4). In this regard, 
Fort Rupert resembles Franz Boas’s ethnographic research films. In 1930–31, 
Boas produced a small collection of 16mm films and sound recordings at Fort 
Rupert as part of a larger, ongoing study of Kwagiulth song and dance tradi-
tions. In Boas’s work the Kwagiulth appear similarly dressed, as in the image 
of Mary Hunt Johnson performing in an excerpt titled “ Woman’s Cannibal 
Dance” (figure  4.5).  These kinds of images in Fort Rupert gesture power-
fully to the cultural and economic realities of colonization, acculturation, and 
figure 4.2. Top: A young boy playing by the shore. Bottom: A traditional carving. 
Frame enlargements from Fort Rupert (1951).
figure 4.4. Kwagiulth in traditional regalia and con temporary clothing. Frame 
enlargement from Fort Rupert (1951).
figure 4.3. Houses in Fort Rupert (Tsaxis) on Vancouver Island. Frame enlargement 
from Fort Rupert (1951).
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marginalization, but ultimately the film ignores  these realities as such. The 
opening sequence seems to be designed primarily to stage a contrast with 
the vibrant ceremonial dance sequence that follows. The broad implication 
by the filmmakers is that the richness of Kwakwaka’wakw past is all that re-
mains of the  people being documented; that the Kwakwaka’wakw only exist 
as traces of “a remote glory.”
From this perspective, Fort Rupert significantly deepens and complicates 
how we see Orbit Films and the landscape of postwar American ethnographic 
filmmaking. Morris states that “in the 1950s and 1960s, the salvage ethos was 
virtually hegemonic,” with the exception of Gardner’s film Blunden, which 
“seems to defy all the conventions of the period” by celebrating the endur-
ance of traditional Kwakwaka’wakw cultural practices.19 While Blunden does 
not pre sent Native  peoples in the same liminal state as Fort Rupert does, it 
is impor tant that both films, along with Dances,  were framed in the Orbit 
cata log as salvage proj ects. The Northwest Indians series was promoted 
with the following: “What ever the  future of  these  people, their past has 
figure 4.5. Mary Hunt Johnson performing in Franz Boas’s “ Woman’s Cannibal 
Dance.” Frame enlargement from The Kwakiutl of British Columbia (1930, 1973). 
Courtesy of the Burke Museum of Natu ral History and Culture, cata log number 
l- 5069, l- 5070.
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an established eminence, a part of which has been filmed among a genera-
tion whose memory of their own heritage is failing fast.”20 Although it is be-
yond the scope of this essay, Fort Rupert invites a reevaluation of Blunden and 
Dances as parts of a triptych that was premised on preserving a past or passing 
way of life for American audiences. The premise has roots in early American 
ethnographic and travelogue films, like  those of Lyman Howe, whose selling 
point for films about indigenous  peoples was “See Them Now or Never.”21
With its minimal narration and salvage ethos, Fort Rupert is potentially 
unreadable, especially for popu lar audiences, and even more so for Ameri-
can audiences who might be entirely unfamiliar with First Nations  people, 
the British Columbia region, or Canadian politics. Perhaps the film’s ambi-
guity stems from the fact that the footage in Fort Rupert was not originally 
meant to be made into an ethnographic film. Or perhaps it was meant to 
be accompanied by a live lecture, as many nontheatrical films  were and are. 
While  these explanations are quite likely, the film’s ambiguity is prob ably 
more directly a result of the affiliations between Peterson, Orbit Films, and 
the American avant- garde.
The American Avant- Garde Connection
The precise relationship of the avant- garde cinema to American commercial film  
is one of radical otherness. — p. adams sitney, Visionary Film
It is revealing that Fort Rupert was not made by anthropologists. Gardner 
and Peterson founded Orbit Films in 1949 as an endeavor to explore their 
shared interests in nonfiction and avant- garde filmmaking. In 1951, Gard-
ner explained that the production com pany was invested in the relevance 
of documentary filmmaking to opening up the kinds of deep engagements 
with the world that are typically afforded by art.22 It is also commonly known 
that Gardner’s early ethnographic film  career was influenced by experimen-
tal and poetically oriented filmmakers like Maya Deren, Basil Wright, and 
Dziga Vertov. Additionally, Orbit Films had strong connections to the Seat-
tle and San Francisco art scenes and, especially through Peterson, to artists, 
photog raphers, and filmmakers like William Heick, Stan Brakhage, Harry 
Smith, and Hy Hirsh. Filmmaker and anthropologist Kathryn Ramey has 
described Gardner’s work with this in mind as a mode of “nonfiction poetic 
cinema made in an ethnographic context.”23
Fort Rupert’s elusive aesthetic stems no doubt from  these affinities be-
tween Orbit Films and the avant- garde. A San Francisco– based experimental 
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 filmmaker, Peterson was heavi ly influenced by surrealists of the 1920s and 
’30s like Salvador Dalí and Luis Buñuel who, along with Georges Bataille, 
 were similarly drawn to spectacles of the “primitive” and the “exotic” in 
anthropology’s visual culture. Buñuel’s highly satirical and po liti cal experi-
mental ethnographic film Land without Bread (1933) is an impor tant point 
of reference in this regard. Hy Hirsh, the cinematographer on Fort Rupert, is 
known for his collaborations with Peterson and Harry Smith. Smith estab-
lished himself in the American avant- garde by merging his experimental art 
practices with his interests in anthropology and the study of Native American 
cultures.24 Hirsh’s work in the 1940s and 1950s tended  toward abstraction and 
the experimental combination of  music and imagery. It is thus not surpris-
ing that the majority of the footage in Fort Rupert focuses on song and dance 
practices, especially when we consider that, in 1947, Hirsh and Peterson made 
Horror Dream, an experimental dance film with a score by John Cage. It is 
also not coincidental that in 1951 Dimensions Inc. distributed Fort Rupert 
alongside Deren’s experimental films from the mid- to late 1940s.
The avant- garde connection makes it clear that Fort Rupert was moti-
vated by an aesthetic fascination with Kwakwaka’wakw arts and culture. At 
the time that the film was made, the American avant- garde was particularly 
drawn to indigenous arts of the Pacific Northwest.25 The cata log description 
for Orbit’s Northwest Indians series reflects this broader trend when it states, 
“The expressiveness of their [Kwakwaka’wakw] older art forms have influ-
enced many con temporary paint ers, sculptors, and dancers. Although this 
art has not reached the level of popularity now enjoyed by African Negro 
art,  there is the strong possibility that it someday  will.”26 Fort Rupert appears 
to have been conceived as a kind of experiment at the interstices of art and 
anthropology meant, perhaps, to bring ethnography and Kwakwaka’wakw 
art to bear on the American avant- garde.
Peterson, Hirsh, and Gardner may in fact have seen British Columbia 
as an opportunity to connect with and be influenced by anthropology and 
indigenous art on the Northwest Coast. However, with its ambiguous eth-
nographic meaning, Fort Rupert reads strongly like a rec ord of turning the 
Kwakwaka’wakw into art objects that  were meant themselves to be con-
sumed aesthetically in the same way that tourists might collect and share 
views of their travels. Peterson confirmed the influence of this touristic ethos 
in his account of working with the Kwakwaka’wakw around the time that 
Fort Rupert was made. In addition to noting that he was inspired by Ameri-
can anthropological work on the Kwakwaka’wakw by Boas and Ruth Bene-
dict, Peterson remarked that one of the attractions of filming in the Pacific 
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Northwest was that it offered an incredible opportunity to capture au then tic 
Native life.27 “You could leap in almost any direction and find— Indians. We 
wanted to make a film about Natives. Not cowboys. Just Aborigines. Maybe 
 there was something in the air. It was 1950, the year of Broken Arrow, hailed 
as ‘the first Western since the  silent days to sympathize with the Indians.’ 
We  were not, however, thinking of a Western.”28 It is not a coincidence that 
Peterson invokes the Western as a point of reference for his ethnographic 
film work with Gardner and Orbit Films. The postwar Western emerged as 
an emblem of a tourist culture that was increasingly turning to the photo-
graphic and filmic consumption, commodification, and aestheticization of 
the North American West, particularly of what remained in the 1950s of a 
“savage” landscape populated by “Indians.”29 While Peterson may not have 
set out to make a Western, Fort Rupert was undeniably conceived with a 
desire to embark on a kind of Western adventure, a desire that was filtered 
through the lens of his identity as an experimental filmmaker.
If, as P. Adams Sitney put it, the American avant- garde cinema was Holly-
wood’s “other,” haunting the margins of American cinema culture, then we 
might be inclined to see Fort Rupert as the product of a strong affinity be-
tween the avant- garde and the Kwakwaka’wakw, another emblem of radical 
otherness in the twentieth  century. And we would not be mistaken, but the 
affinity is fraught with the racist and colonialist ideologies that  shaped Fort 
Rupert as an ethnographic salvage proj ect. What’s more, for Peterson and his 
colleagues at Orbit Films, the commitment to salvaging Kwakwaka’wakw art 
and culture was tenuous and fleeting at best. Reflecting on the completion of 
what would become Fort Rupert and Blunden, Peterson explained, “for the 
moment, we  were cured of Indians” and moved on to other proj ects.30 Like 
the Kwakwaka’wakw in Peterson’s scenario, Fort Rupert would just as soon 
be abandoned to the margins of film history.
Salvaging Fort Rupert
We are not reviving or reinventing our culture. — william wasden jr. (waxawidi), 
“ ‘What the Creator Gave to Us’ ”
In a curious way, the fate of Fort Rupert initially mirrored the fate that the 
filmmakers  imagined for the  people they  were documenting. A film about 
a supposedly vanis hing race, Fort Rupert seems to have vanished early on. 
Unlike the two other films released in Orbit’s Northwest Indians series, Fort 
Rupert was never claimed by its makers, nor does it seem to have ever been 
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given to the  people of Fort Rupert and surrounding communities who par-
ticipated in making it. While Peterson is most likely Fort Rupert’s director, 
the film remains an orphan.31 The politics of Fort Rupert’s marginalization 
are particularly acute when we consider that salvaging the film is not simply 
an act of returning it to the history of American nontheatrical film but of 
giving visibility to an integral part of Kwakwaka’wakw history.
However neglected it may be, Fort Rupert is part of a rich history of loss 
and rediscovery that is still unfolding. Take, for example, the case of Curtis’s 
Head Hunters.32 Like Fort Rupert, Head Hunters dis appeared  after its release 
in 1914 only to be discovered de cades  later by Bill Holm, an American art 
historian, and George Quimby, a curator at the Field Museum in Chicago. 
In the 1970s, Holm and Quimby worked with the Kwakwaka’wakw to turn 
fragments of Head Hunters into a film called In the Land of the War Canoes, 
which was released in 1973 by the University of Washington Press and sub-
sequently distributed by Milestone Films. More recently, Brad Evans and 
Aaron Glass undertook a proj ect to reconstruct Curtis’s original version 
using additional footage that was newly discovered at the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, Film and Tele vi sion Archive. In 2014, this proj ect was 
released in collaboration with the U’mista Cultural Society and representa-
tives from the Kwakwaka’wakw community who are working to show that 
conventional readings of Head Hunters as a straightforward colonialist film 
obscure the impor tant pro cess of intercultural exchange through which the 
Kwakwaka’wakw performed and preserved their own cultural identity in the 
early twentieth  century.33
Likewise, Kathryn Bunn- Marcuse and her colleagues in the community 
of Fort Rupert are working on an archival proj ect that involves the little- 
known ethnographic research films about Kwagiulth song and dance tradi-
tions that Boas recorded in 1930–31, which are now  housed at the Burke Mu-
seum of Natu ral History and Culture in Seattle. Boas was a major force in 
challenging the racial hierarchies that  were being solidified, especially in the 
United States but also globally, in the early twentieth  century. His collabora-
tion with the Kwagiulth spanned de cades and was largely premised on his 
commitment to rethinking race in anthropology.  Because Boas’s footage func-
tioned as ethnographic research, it did not circulate publicly and was largely 
unknown  until the 1970s, when Bill Holm edited the original materials into 
a film titled The Kwakiutl of British Columbia. The footage has been digitized 
and is being made accessible by the Burke Museum and the University of 
Washington Press.34 Descendants of the  people with whom Boas worked in 
the early 1930s are using the footage to educate younger generations about 
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cultural identities and practices that have long been threatened by the pres-
sures of colonization and Westernization.
Although the Orbit Films group was most likely unfamiliar with Curtis’s 
film and Boas’s footage, it is striking how much Fort Rupert shares with the 
histories of  those proj ects. Peterson recalls that his trip to Fort Rupert origi-
nated with a request by a  family in Vancouver to host a potlatch  because, in 
1950, such ceremonies  were still outlawed by the Canadian government and, 
as Peterson put it, “what better way to have it than  under the guise of making 
a movie.”35 The request most likely came from a  woman named Ellen Neel, 
and the film proj ect they undertook unfolded as a collaboration arranged 
by Neel’s  family, Mungo Martin, and the communities at Fort Rupert and 
Blunden Harbour.36 If this is the case, and if some of the footage Peterson 
and Hirsh shot on this visit became Fort Rupert, then the film’s promotion 
by Orbit as a salvage proj ect needs to be seen as an act of covering over 
the agency of the Kwakwaka’wakw participants, intentionally or other wise. 
What the narrator calls “traces of a previous culture” are less signs of vanish-
ing than “signs of resiliency,” to borrow Paige Raibmon’s words.
Like Curtis’s and Boas’s films, Fort Rupert is both a sign of resiliency and 
a resilient film.  After de cades of obscurity, a rough digital copy of the film 
appeared in the online collections of the American Indian Film Gallery 
(aifg).37 The aifg copy, which credits Hy Hirsh and Morris Dowd without 
naming Peterson or Gardner, was made from a 16mm print of the film still 
held in the J. Fred MacDonald collection, which was purchased by the Library 
of Congress in 2010. For unknown reasons, the archival print of Fort Rupert 
at the Library of Congress is now missing the opening credits and part of 
the first sequence. A new high- resolution scan of this copy is being made 
publicly available in the hopes that better- quality images might help with 
 future research.
In addition to having their own politics, films like Fort Rupert are an-
imated significantly by the politics of their loss and rediscovery. The his-
tory of early to mid- twentieth- century ethnographic films is characterized 
by a power ful doubling:  these are predominantly marginalized films about 
marginalized  peoples. Indeed, the same could be said about many nonthe-
atrical films, especially  those explored in this book. Archival discoveries 
that shed light on the margins thus demand that we take  great care to 
understand the discourses of race and ethnicity that are inscribed in such 
films, and to recognize the importance of promoting access to them, as 
the recent proj ects involving Curtis’s and Boas’s films have done. (Similar 
work is also being done with the ethnographic films produced as part of an 
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experimental collaboration in 1966 between Navajo students and Sol Worth 
and his colleagues.)38 The success of  these par tic u lar proj ects is due in large 
part to ongoing efforts to develop large- scale collaborations between the 
Kwakwaka’wakw, archivists, and scholars. The history of nontheatrical film 
is filled with opportunities to bring similar efforts to bear on individual films 
like Fort Rupert that continue to resurface.
 These efforts are impor tant  because many nontheatrical films about Native 
North American  peoples  were conceived throughout the twentieth  century 
as evidence of race difference and rec ords of  dying cultures, but they also 
have incredibly rich afterlives. In cases like Fort Rupert, the significance of 
 these films is in how they reaffirm what Brad Evans and Aaron Glass call the 
“tenacity of cultural heritage” by challenging the assumptions and misper-
ceptions perpetuated by salvage anthropology, which tends to obscure the 
active role that Native  peoples, like the Kwakwaka’wakw, took in preserving 
their heritage by performing in front of the camera.39 The value of this idea 
is not  limited to the historical context of an individual film. In her analy sis of 
Head Hunters and Robert Flaherty’s Nanook of the North (1922), film scholar 
Catherine Russell states, “While the salvage paradigm is an ethnographic 
allegory of colonialism, it may also preserve a utopian form of memory of 
some historic value to native communities.”40
This analy sis of Fort Rupert serves as an argument for (re)writing film his-
tory at the margins, for making a lost film vis i ble as part of a conversation 
about the complex role of race and ethnicity in relation to nontheatrical film, 
and the need for considering how to promote access to marginalized films 
in ways that extend beyond the scholarly community. By bringing films like 
Fort Rupert into the spotlight, we can begin to engage meaningfully with the 
politics of marginalization and create new opportunities for not only under-
standing the historical value of nontheatrical films but also discovering new 
and unexpected values in archival materials. The proj ect of determining the 
specific value of Fort Rupert to the community it represents ultimately belongs 
to the Kwakwaka’wakw, and this is a proj ect that is and  will be ongoing.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Blunden Harbour (1951), 21 min., 16mm
production: Orbit Films. distributor: Dimensions Inc. director: Robert 
Gardner. camera: William Heick. editor: William Heick. access: Film print 
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in the Robert Gardner Collection, Harvard Film Archive, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA.
Dances of the Kwakiutl (1951), 8.5 min., 16mm
production: Orbit Films. distributor: Dimensions Inc. director: Robert 
Gardner. camera: William Heick. editor: William Heick. access: Film print 
in the Robert Gardner Collection, Harvard Film Archive, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA.
Fort Rupert (1951), 15 min., 16mm
production: Orbit Films. distributor: Dimensions Inc. camera: Hy Hirsh. 
access: Film print in the J. Fred MacDonald Collection, Library of Congress, 
American Indian Film Gallery. note: Alternate titles, Potlatch and Hamaťsa.
In the Land of the Head Hunters (1914), 66 min., 35mm
production: World Film Corporation. director: Edward S. Curtis. camera: 
Edmund Schwinke. access: In the Land of the Head Hunters dvd (2014), distributed 
by Milestone Films. note: This dvd is the outcome of a restoration proj ect and was 
produced by Aaron Glass, Brad Evans, Andrea Sanborn, Milestone Films, the ucla 
Film and Tele vi sion Archive, the Field Museum of Natu ral History, and the U’Mista 
Cultural Society.
The Kwakiutl of British Columbia (1930, 1973), 50 min., 16mm
director: Franz Boas. camera: Franz Boas. editor: Bill Holm (see note). 
access: Film print at the Bill Holm Center for the Study of Northwest Coast Art, 
Burke Museum, Seattle, WA. note: Bill Holm edited Boas’s footage into a film in 1973. 
The edited film was accompanied by an extensive set of notes compiled by Holm and 
published by the University of Washington Press. The Burke Museum is producing 
a dvd version of Boas’s footage and related materials in collaboration with the 
University of Washington Press.
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Red Star/Black Star
The Early  Career of Film Editor Hortense  
“Tee” Beveridge, 1948–1968
W A LT E R  F O R S B E R G
This story begins with trims: short strips of film, most less than a few feet 
long. Often destined for the trash heap,  these dormant celluloid scrolls are 
among cinema’s most marginal of artifactual ephemera: unused orphan 
pieces that fail to make the final cut. This story’s trims arrived at the Smith-
sonian Institution’s National Museum of African American History and Cul-
ture (nmaahc) in 2012 in a film can labeled “Unidentified Hortense Bev-
eridge.” In the initial stages of archival pro cessing, that rusty can, its label, 
and the trims it contained stood out as mysterious and indeterminate— the 
type of materials that excite nmaahc film conservators. While their donor, 
the film scholar, historian, and cinéaste Pearl Bowser, had amassed a pro-
digiously expansive collection containing hundreds of early race films and 
newsreels, audiotape oral histories with progenitors of African American 
cinema, documentary tele vi sion newsclips from the 1960s, and diasporic 
African cinema of the 1980s and ’90s, alongside a wealth of paper docu-
mentation, the “Unidentified Hortense Beveridge” trims would prove to be 
among the museum’s most unique and radical moving image collections. 
They contained footage of some of the most controversial progressive and 
communist African American figures of the mid- twentieth  century, conven-
ing at the height of the McCarthy- era red scare to articulate a radical po liti-
cal platform in direct opposition to the superexploitation of black working- 
class  women, triply oppressed by virtue of their race, sex, and class. Yet  these 
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trims  were merely the first among a body of other works, pieces of an “Un-
identified Hortense Beveridge” puzzle.
This chapter unspools the story of  these nonfiction films’ creator and 
collector, Hortense “Tee” Beveridge (née Sie, 1923–93), examining the early 
phases of her remarkable  career as a pioneering African American film edi-
tor and committed community activist filmmaker. Beveridge’s biography 
and early filmmaking demonstrate how African American progressive and 
community- based nontheatrical activist films could be made despite segre-
gation in the filmmaking industry and the anticommunist paranoia of the 
midcentury United States. Beveridge’s oeuvre of edited and produced films 
provides a link between 1930s and ’40s  labor documentary and subsequent 
traditions of African American nonfiction filmmaking in the early civil 
rights era, and this chapter situates her work in the context of the under-
examined realm of leftist, postwar, pre- vérité documentary film. As a black 
 woman filmmaker, Beveridge’s  career trajectory gives practical evidence of 
how the segregation of the film industry in New York was initially broken 
along lines of gender and race.
Methodologically Constellating Hortense Beveridge
Who was Hortense Beveridge and how might we decipher her connection to 
 these films, beyond her name’s appearance on a film can label? Beveridge is 
largely absent from film scholarship, and her known filmography consists of 
a paltry conglomeration of credits on the Internet Movie Database (https:// 
www . imdb . com). Some biographical information is available about Bev-
eridge in Domestic Diversity and Other Subversive Activities, a 2009 memoir 
by her husband, Lowell “Pete” Beveridge.1 This enchanting book chronicles 
the strug gle of the  couple’s midcentury interracial marriage and is an in-
dispensable resource despite its focus on  matters of marriage, life, and love 
rather than filmmaking. Tee Beveridge died in 1993 and cannot fill in gaps, 
elucidate incongruities, detail production histories, or articulate her experi-
ences as a female African American progressive filmmaker. That many of 
the films in Pearl Bowser Collection cans labeled “H. Beveridge” are outtake 
fragments, often unfinished raw footage without credits, and of a po liti cal 
orientation then subject to government surveillance, means that they do 
not appear in educational film cata logs (often a fruitful resource in tracing 
histories of nontheatrical film). For  these reasons, it is a challenge to splice 
together the details of her life and work.
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Monica Dall’Asta and Jane M. Gaines’s prologue to the 2015 anthology 
 Doing  Women’s Film History positions historical objects— specifically, mo-
tion picture film prints—as momentously impor tant “material remnants 
of the past,” displaced in time, which they advocate be employed to evoke 
necessarily incomplete “constellations” to sketch a “historical montage,” 
an “image of the past.”2 Facing “an immea sur able void that is all that went 
unrecorded, an oblivion from which we painstakingly draw  every piece of 
evidence,” the authors’ historiographic constellation approach to unwritten 
histories of  women filmmakers uses filmic artifacts to evoke a phantasmic 
image of a figure whose complete picture cannot be fully reconstructed.3
Following Dall’Asta and Gaines’s recuperation of early Italian cinema 
director Elvira Giallanella, I constellate Beveridge and the surviving 
prints and fragments of films she made, coproduced, and collected around 
the contemporaneous production and cultural atmospheres she operated 
in. This approach is necessarily incomplete— even phantasmic— yet it  will 
hopefully spur further research into her  career and the  careers of other yet- 
unrecognized African American nonfiction filmmakers of the same era. 
Thanks to previous oral histories with Pete Beveridge conducted by Pearl 
Bowser in 1995 and by the Brooklyn Public Library in 2012, along with ad-
ditional conversations between Pete Beveridge and myself in 2015, we know 
about some of the coworkers and community acquaintances with whom Tee 
Beveridge collaborated. The archives of the New York editing  union Local 
771 help situate Beveridge’s  career in the professional New York televisual 
film industry of the 1950s.  These sources elucidate her importance within 
leftist nontheatrical filmmakers and productions of the 1950s and ’60s and, 
more broadly, enable the location of Beveridge and her work as part of the 
ongoing effort to build and exhibit a national film collection of the African 
American experience at the Smithsonian’s new museum on the National 
Mall, amid an expansive constellation of other  women workers in black film 
culture.
Tee (1923–1993)
Hortense “Tee” Sie was born on October 3, 1923, in New York City’s Harlem 
neighborhood and grew up across several boroughs in  house holds where 
her  mother, Rachel, was employed as a domestic worker.4 Rachel Sie was 
part of the first  Great Migration, moving to New York from  Virginia and her 
native Mary land in the early 1920s.5 In 1924, Rachel Sie (née Hall) married 
Liberian- born Thorgues Sie, twenty- two years her se nior, who had come 
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to Baltimore in his thirties to study at what is now Morgan State Univer-
sity. Together, they had two  children— Beveridge and her younger  brother, 
Thorgues Jr., born in 1942— but their relationship dissipated when Thorgues 
returned to Liberia in 1947. Beveridge attended Erasmus Hall High School 
in Brooklyn’s Flatbush neighborhood, and  later George Washington Irving 
High School in Manhattan— both among the best public schools in the city.6 
Beveridge was then admitted to Hunter College around 1947 and majored 
in social work. While Beveridge’s relationship with her often- absent  father 
was “ambivalent,” Thorgues Sie seems to have planted some seed of po liti cal 
activism in Beveridge through his instillation of appreciation for the  family’s 
African heritage.7 Pete Beveridge recalls that thanks to Thorgues, as one of 
a small number of Liberians living in New York in the 1920s and ’30s, the 
Sie  house hold occasionally served as a meeting place for Liberian expatri-
ates and other students from Africa studying in the U.S.— among them the 
 future founder of the Ghanaian state, Kwame Nkrumah.
At Hunter College, Beveridge became involved in leftist po liti cal and 
student social justice organ izations, including the Communist Party and 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored  People (naacp). 
Her involvements  were significant enough to earn her mention in the City 
College of New York student newspaper as a progressive leader, and she 
figure 5.1. Hortense Sie (holding headset to ear) at the 1949 International Union 
of Students Congress. Courtesy of Lowell P. Beveridge.
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attended the congress of the International Union of Students (ius) in Sofia, 
Bulgaria, in September 1949 as the executive secretary for the Committee 
for International Student Cooperation— a student- based distributor for ius 
information, believed by the House Un- American Activities Committee to 
be a communist front.8 Beveridge spent the fall of 1949 in Eu rope, visiting 
Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Soviet Union, before returning to school and her 
job at the communist Worker’s Book Store, located at 35 East Twelfth Street 
in Manhattan’s bookseller’s row district.9 Beveridge’s job at the bookstore 
brought her into contact with a wide spectrum of progressive- minded 
customers— a group, Pete Beveridge explains, that appealed to her: “At college 
Tee was attracted to the Communist Party, the only po liti cal organ ization at 
that time which recognized and campaigned against the  triple exploitation 
of black working class  women. In the college cafeteria each special interest 
group had its own  table and the cp  table was the only one where black and 
white students sat together. Tee liked that. She joined the party and be-
came active in the  Labor Youth League and other radical student po liti cal 
organ izations.”10
Cinematic Agitation, Training, and the Committee  
for the Negro in the Arts
Some undocumented experience during Beveridge’s 1949 Eu ro pean trip ap-
pears to have inspired her to explore filmmaking as a way of channeling 
her po liti cal activism. According to Pete Beveridge, “When she came back to 
New York, that’s when she started developing her interest in film, and became 
involved with the cna. They made it pos si ble for her to get into school, and 
to get her first job in the business.”11 Founded in 1947, the Committee for the 
Negro in the Arts (cna) aimed “for full participation of the Negro  people 
in the cultural life of the United States.”12 Painter and former cna chair-
man Ernest Crichlow recalls the organ ization endeavoring “to do something 
about our image and get Negroes jobs in the vari ous fields,” and the cna was 
one of several professional associations or ga nized by African American tal-
ent and liberal whites to create professional opportunities for aspiring Afri-
can Americans looking to work in the moving image and performing arts.13 
Prominent cna sponsors like Harry Belafonte, Aaron Copeland, Jacob 
Lawrence, Canada Lee, Dorothy Parker, Sidney Poitier, and Paul Robeson 
abetted mentorship for participants through their personal and professional 
connections.14 Two critical outcomes of Beveridge’s involvement as a mentee 
through the cna  were her formalized film education and her acquaintance 
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with fellow female film editors like Peggy Lawson (with whom she would go 
on to collaborate over the course of many years) and other leftist documen-
tarians of the pre– World War II era.15
Beveridge’s film training sponsorship by cna members Lawson and her 
partner Leo Hurwitz provides critical evidence of a link between 1930s and 
’40s  labor documentary traditions and subsequent practices of African 
American nonfiction filmmaking in the early civil rights era. Beginning in 
1946, Hurwitz taught filmmaking at the New Institute for Film and Tele vi-
sion (nift) in Brooklyn along with other  labor documentarians like Sid-
ney Meyers, Irving Lerner, and Paul Strand.16 The Brooklyn Ea gle described 
nift as a “new cinematic arts school at 29 Flatbush Ave.”17 Promoted as 
a gi- bill- qualifying educational program, by 1949 nift had 160 students 
and was about to expand its nighttime curriculum offerings to the daytime 
hours.18 Photos from the Brooklyn Ea gle show that nift was a racially inte-
grated organ ization, and African American filmmaker William Greaves took 
courses at nift in 1950 before moving to Montreal to work in documentary 
production at the National Film Board of Canada.19 Heavi ly redacted fbi 
reports indicate that nift and its president Donald Winclair  were surveilled 
due to the po liti cal ties of several nift faculty members.20
With cna support, according to Pete Beveridge, Tee Beveridge attended 
two semesters of night school film classes at New York University around 
1951, yet two film fragments in the Pearl Bowser Collection suggest that 
Beveridge  either also attended nift or received 16mm nift editing practice 
films directly from Hurwitz or Lawson.21 The first fragment is a filmstrip 
labeled “Editing Exercises,” and the second is a spool labeled “Moxon’s Mas-
ter.” The two black- and- white films are  silent and somewhat mundane. The 
presence of a clock in the frame and multiple splices suggest that students 
may have been given a reel of stock footage and assigned to edit the footage 
in order to visually tell a diegetic story. Both bear handwritten print- through 
labeling on laboratory leader that reads “New Institute for Films.”
Beveridge’s training and personal connections to Hurwitz, Lawson, and 
Strand through nift situate her in the often- obfuscated post– World War 
II, pre- vérité documentary filmmaking field. In his ambitious polemic “Carl 
Marzani and Union Films: Making Left- Wing Documentaries during the 
Cold War, 1946–53,” Charles Musser examines this era of leftist documen-
tary. Using Marzani and Union Films as its exemplars, he interrogates the 
historical realities of an active ecosystem of postwar, pre- vérité documen-
tary that runs  counter to prevailing documentary film scholarship.22 Musser 
states that Union Films productions “continued to be marginalized  because 
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they did not easily fit within a documentary teleology that culminated in 
the achievement of cinéma vérité in the 1960s.”23 He convincingly demon-
strates that left- wing po liti cal documentary did not terminate with Leo Hur-
witz and Paul Strand’s Native Land (1942) or Hurwitz’s own Strange Victory 
(1948), but instead flourished through the 1950s.
Given Beveridge’s personal ties to many of the same filmmakers, echo-
ing Musser, I frame Beveridge’s filmic output between 1949 and the 1960s 
as yet another impor tant oeuvre of postwar documentary filmmaking his-
tory overlooked by film historians. The imbrication of Beveridge in this mi-
lieu of postwar left- wing po liti cal documentary filmmaking by figures like 
Hurwitz and Marzani is further evidenced by the presence of three Union 
Films– produced Progressive Party campaign film prints included in the 
Pearl Bowser Collection that  were likely originally collected and used by 
Beveridge: A  People’s Convention (1948) and two titles for which Musser was 
unable to locate surviving copies at the time of the publication of his article, 
The Case of the Fishermen (1947) and Count Us In (1948).24 Beveridge’s film 
work demonstrates that, as Musser concludes regarding postwar documen-
tary, “the left did not self- destruct but . . .  generated significant quantities of 
accomplished documentary work.”25
Unlike Marzani, however, part of Beveridge’s significance lies in the rarity 
of her position as an African American female filmmaker during a period 
for which scholarship has uncovered so few  others. Documentarian Wil-
liam Alexander, mentored by Mary McLeod Bethune at the National Youth 
Administration agency prior to American involvement in World War II, is 
one exceptional example of an African American who also made socially 
conscious documentary films in this era.26 However, working for the federal 
government’s Office of War Information to create propaganda films— most 
notably the All- American News newsreels, circa 1944–45, which aimed to 
positively depict African Americans and their roles in supporting the war 
effort— Alexander’s contributions  were less po liti cally leftist or subversive 
than Beveridge’s. The conclusions of the 1967 National Advisory Commission 
on Civil Disorders (known as the Kerner Commission) would directly in-
spire broader opportunities for African Americans already working in non-
fiction film— figures like Beveridge’s fellow nift alumnus William Greaves, 
who expatriated to Canada for a de cade to make documentaries during the 
1950s.27 However, at the time of Beveridge’s first forays into filmmaking, 
the Kerner Commission– inspired opportunities to spur black documentary 
tele vi sion production such as wnet’s Black Journal and abc’s Like It Is  were 
still over a de cade away for filmmakers such as Gil Noble, Charles Hobson, 
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St.  Clair Bourne, Kent Garrett, Tony Brown, Stan Lathan, and Madeline 
Anderson. In this context, Beveridge can be seen as a progenerating figure in 
a new line of documentary— progressive and socially conscious nonfiction 
films created by African Americans.
The Council on African Affairs and South Africa Uncensored (1952)
Beveridge’s po liti cal activism in the late 1940s led her to join the Council on 
African Affairs (caa)—an outgrowth of the International Committee on Af-
rican Affairs, cofounded in 1937 by Max Yergan and Paul Robeson— where 
she merged her po liti cal activities with her nascent filmmaking skills. 
Robeson served as the caa’s chairman for the majority of its eighteen- year 
existence, and it was, according to Robeson biographer Martin Duberman, 
“the one orga nizational interest among many with which he was identified 
that was closest to his heart.”28 Major progressive figures of the black left 
 were dedicated caa proponents during its existence, including W. E. B. Du 
Bois, Eslanda Robeson, Charlotta Bass, Louise Thompson Patterson, and W. 
Alphaeus Hunton. The caa, or simply “the Council,” was “a unique voice 
calling for decolonization of Africa and, in par tic u lar, solidarity with the 
anti- apartheid movement.”29 Its initial purpose was as an informational 
clearing house for “accurate information so that the American  people might 
play their proper part in the strug gle for African Freedom.”30 In 1943, W. Al-
phaeus Hunton left his position in the En glish Department at Howard Uni-
versity in Washington, DC, to join the Council as its educational director.31 
Hunton transformed the Council in the next de cade from an information 
provider to a mass organ ization,  until it was charged with subversion  under 
the McCarren Act in 1953 and disbanded in 1955.
The Council provided Beveridge with the opportunity to edit her first 
known complete film, South Africa Uncensored, a twenty- two- minute po-
lemic against apartheid that was distributed by the Council and finished 
sometime in 1951. The film was used at events for several years, and on at least 
one occasion it accompanied a speech by Eslanda Robeson.32 Production of 
the film by the Council is not mentioned in Hunton’s personal papers, or in 
the Council’s surviving financial rec ords; however, a cia internal memo-
randum from 1954, seeking to procure a copy of the film for surveillance 
purposes, cites the Council as the film’s distributor.33 The only known extant 
copy of the film was preserved in 2016 by film conservators at nmaahc.
South Africa Uncensored is a raw and gritty piece of black- and- white 
agitprop, full of firsthand testimonial footage of the appalling conditions 
figure 5.2. Central Intelligence Agency solicitation authorization for film copy of 
South Africa Uncensored pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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endured by black South Africans  under apartheid. The film portrays the filth 
in black shantytowns lacking proper sewage systems, the country’s segre-
gated public spaces, and the vile white leisure spectacle of enjoying forced 
fisticuffs between black workers. Pete Beveridge recalls the film as “a put-
ting together of news clips and films that have been smuggled out of South 
 Africa.”34 The film’s visual aesthetics reflect the source footage’s clandestine 
and illicit provenance; much of the footage is high contrast and has a dupli-
cated and gen er a tion ally depreciated quality, occasionally out of register and 
causing a frame line to appear on- screen. The film’s ending juxtaposes images 
of discrimination and police vio lence in Harlem as a rhetorical mirror for its 
intended U.S. audience. South Africa Uncensored lacks on- screen credits but 
is clearly narrated by Council chairman Robeson, whose elocution lends a 
reasoned gravitas to its message. In parallel with Musser’s claims regarding 
Union Films’ 1948 Henry Wallace presidential campaign films, South Africa 
Uncensored reveals Robeson’s “continuation of his film  career by other means 
and for diff er ent purposes,” abetting progressive po liti cal filmmaking in a 
period when blacklisting embargoed his screen acting and singing  career.35
figure 5.3. Frame enlargement from South Africa Uncensored. Collection of the 
 National Museum of African American History and Culture, gift of Pearl Bowser. 
Object id# 2012.79.1.4.1a. Courtesy of the Estate of Hortense Tee Beveridge.
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“Necessary Vitamins”: Beveridge’s Fragmentary  
Progressive Documentary Films
If South Africa Uncensored played a propagandistic role in raising awareness 
and sparking outcry for an impor tant leftist cause of the midcentury, it did so 
among the com pany of other kinds of nontheatrical “useful cinema” for pro-
gressive and educational  causes in a very practical way.36 Still a rich genre, 
ripe for historical inquiry, in the first seven years  after 1945 it is estimated that 
over 25,000 nonfiction 16mm films  were produced in the United States.37 
Like the Union Films made for Wallace, or Henri Cartier- Bresson’s With 
the Abraham Lincoln Brigade in Spain (1937) promoting antifascists during 
the Spanish Civil War, films like South Africa Uncensored  were screened at 
lectures, gatherings, and parties to raise money for the cause. (It was at one 
such gathering in Harlem— a fund- raising party sponsored by the Council, 
held at Beveridge’s apartment at 69 East 125th Street in December 1952, and 
with Robeson in attendance— where Pete and Tee Beveridge first met.)38 The 
Wallace campaign film catalog- pamphlet, Films for ’48: A Guide to Progres-
sive Films and Their Use, conceives of such films as “necessary vitamins to dis-
cussions at  union and po liti cal meetings,” capable of “plumping” attendance 
and intensifying the effectiveness of messages.39
Considering South Africa Uncensored and other film footage in Bev-
eridge’s archives as necessary vitamins to animate and illustrate po liti cal dis-
cussion and social justice provides insight into how some of  these films  were 
likely screened as illustrative tools within the broader agenda of a meeting 
or event. One example is Beveridge’s  silent, 16mm, four- minute footage of an 
April 1949 Harlem Trade Union Council (htuc) meeting (called [Harlem 
Trade Union Council Convention, 1949] by nmaahc), which may have been 
used to illustrate an accompanying speech at a subsequent  union meeting.40 
The footage depicts a hall meeting and what is believed to be the election 
of sailor and  labor or ga nizer Ferdinand Smith to head the newly formed 
htuc.  Labor or ga nizer Ewart Guinier also appears onstage at the meeting, a 
year before he became vice president of the National Negro  Labor Council. 
The fact that the  silent htuc footage contains film- within- a- film footage of 
the seated htuc audience watching a 16mm film projection of protestors 
wearing “ Free Willie McGee” T- shirts supports the idea of film as neces-
sary vitamins by demonstrating that 16mm documentary films  were indeed 
shown at  labor meetings.
Viewed through the conceptual lens of necessary vitamins, I want to 
refocus this chronicle of Beveridge’s po liti cal documentary films on the 
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“Unidentified Hortense Beveridge” trims with which this chapter began.  These 
fragments reveal a poetic resonance between their artifactual marginality as 
trims and the historical figures that appear in many of them. Raw footage 
ultimately identified as documenting the Eastern Seaboard Conference of 
the Sojourners for Truth and Justice, held at the Harlem ymca on March 23, 
1952, chronicles the major radical and communist African American  women 
activists of the era, including Claudia Jones, a heroic and persecuted African 
American progressive who, as a leading theoretician of the midcentury 
Communist Party of the USA, articulated the unique “superexploitation” of 
black working- class  women, triply oppressed by virtue of their race, sex, and 
class; Louise Thompson Patterson, engagée of the Harlem Re nais sance and 
close associate of Langston Hughes, with whom she cofounded the Harlem 
Suitcase Theatre while working as a leading Marxist activist in Harlem; Ella 
Baker, a legendary or ga nizer whose involvement spanned the 1930s naacp 
to the 1960s Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee; and Charlotta 
Bass, educator, civil rights advocate, publisher of the California Ea gle newspaper 
(from 1912  until 1951), and vice presidential candidate for the Progressive Party 
figure 5.4. Frame enlargement from [Harlem Trade Union Council, April 1949], fea-
turing a screening of 16mm “necessary vitamins.” Object id# 2012.79.1.53.1a. Courtesy 
of the Estate of Hortense Tee Beveridge.
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in 1952. According to historian Erik McDuffie, “no organ ization was more 
impor tant to black feminism than the Sojourners for Truth and Justice,” 
which was founded in 1951 by veteran radical Louise Thompson Patterson 
and young thespian and poet Beulah Richardson.41  Little other moving image 
footage of many of  these po liti cal figures exists, and the  silent cinematic spec-
ters of such McCarthy- era pariahs seem illicit while si mul ta neously redemp-
tive as parts of the Smithsonian’s national collections, unspooling on a film 
inspection bench in the shadow of the Washington Monument.
The footage focuses on a  table of speakers seated onstage. Actor and or-
ga nizer Paul Robeson is seated at the far left of the  table. Stage left of Robe-
son are educator and Communist Party leader Dr.  Doxey Wilkerson and 
his wife, Yolanda, along with caa educational director Alphaeus Hunton, 
whose activist- wife Dorothy is seen as the footage’s first speaker. Activist 
Claudia Jones is in the foreground, seated at the far right of the onstage  table, 
and Louise Thompson Patterson can be seen in close-up wearing a Sojourners 
for Truth and Justice ribbon, halfway through the footage. Charlotta Bass 
can be seen speaking to  great applause, and the second- to- last speaker in the 
footage is playwright Alice Childress.
figure 5.5. Louise Thompson Patterson, Sojourner for Truth and Justice. Object id# 
2012.79.1.4.1a. Courtesy of the Estate of Hortense Tee Beveridge.
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The Eastern Seaboard Conference in March 1952 was the group’s second 
(and last) major gathering  after its inaugural Washington, DC, convention 
in fall 1951, and it saw the Sojourners coalesce around their orga nizational 
tenets of speaking out about South African apartheid and of fighting against 
the  triple oppression facing working- class black  women.42 By the end of 1952, 
the group succumbed to the strict anticommunist policy espoused by the 
naacp and ceased operations.43 The conference’s timing, its participants, and 
the Sojourners’ activism vis- à- vis South African apartheid make it prob-
able that the Sojourners screened the recently completed South Africa Un-
censored at this meeting. Other footage among  these trims depicts  people 
leaving the double doors of the Lenox Ave nue Club Baron— site of several 
cna- sponsored plays staged by the  People’s Showcase Theater in 1951 and 
1952— and three minutes of  silent black- and- white footage of Paul Robeson 
figure 5.6. Tee Beveridge 
protesting outside South 
African Embassy, New York 
(circa 1963). Courtesy of 
Lowell P. Beveridge.
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dressed as Santa Claus at a Christmas party for the American  Labor Party, 
circa 1950–52, about which less is known.44
Union  Woman All the Way: TV Commercials by Day,  
Subversive Documentary by Night in the 1950s
South Africa Uncensored is Beveridge’s earliest- known film editing credit, 
and the film was produced early in her trade education. Archives of the In-
ternational Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (iatse) Local 771 for 
Motion Picture Film Editors document Beveridge’s membership applica-
tion to the  union on November 25, 1952.45 Over the course of the next seven 
years, Beveridge worked her way up through the ranks of the  union, initially 
working for tele vi sion film advertising production  houses run by anima-
tors like Shamus Culhane, Dave Hilberman, and William Pomerance. On 
June  17, 1953, Beveridge became a full- fledged member of Local 771— the 
first African American  woman admitted to what fellow African American 
female editor and eventual Local 771 member Madeline Anderson described 
as a “father- son  union.”46
This period marked the zenith of a villainous inquisition by the House 
Un- American Activities Committee and the fbi, which scrutinized the 
animation trade as a suspected locus for communist organizers and mind- 
control operatives.47 If Beveridge’s initial film training was facilitated by po-
liti cally leftist filmmakers through the cna, she came to cut her teeth as an 
editor in a milieu where the same kinds of  people became her professional 
coworkers in commercial production environments. The lack of on- screen 
credits in tele vi sion commercials afforded authorial anonymity (and, thus, 
paying gigs) to then- blacklisted leftist filmmakers like Hurwitz, Lawson, and 
John and Faith Hubley— the latter of which “had a major impact” on Bev-
eridge as mentors, according to Pete Beveridge. Yet the lack of screen cred-
its also makes it difficult to discern exactly which productions Beveridge 
worked on.48 The surge in demand for film  labor in early 1950s nontheatrical 
film and tele vi sion likely abetted Beveridge’s Local 771 membership and fu-
eled her  career opportunities; one history of the New York iatse describes 
the 1950s as “the re nais sance of the film industry in New York,” with high- 
quantity tele vi sion production serving “like a massive shot of adrenaline.”49
On January 1, 1954, Beveridge gained promotion to the  union rank of as-
sistant editor at Tempo Productions, and by December 1957 she had begun 
a “trial period for Editorship” at mpo Tele vi sion Films, graduating to full 
editor in March 1958.50 A 1957 Billboard advertisement for mpo lists both 
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Beveridge— still credited with her maiden name, “Hortense Sie”— and Walter 
Hess among its staff, and the two would  later work together on short docu-
mentaries on the making of Hollywood dramatic feature films while at the 
Professional Films com pany in the 1970s. Walter Hess corroborated to me 
the fact that mpo made a point of hiring leftists, blacks, and the blacklisted:
I was part of that leftist group. mpo employed a  great number of what 
you would call leftists, as did several other companies that did similar 
work. Hortense and I  were companions, working next to each other 
in the cutting room.  There was only one other African American edi-
tor that I can think of at that time. . . .  They  were incredibly rare. Tee 
had a very fine reputation as an editor, especially among that group 
of leftists. As far as I was concerned, Tee was very reserved. She was 
not “Hail fellow, well met.” She was her own person, and I think the 
fact that she was black and a  woman made her careful about what she 
might say or do.51
Produced for the Hamilton Watch Com pany, the sponsored film Ages of 
Time (1959) survives in the Pearl Bowser Collection as representative of the 
figure 5.7. Portrait of editor Hortense Sie (circa 1950s). Courtesy of Lowell P. 
Beveridge.
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commercial  union work Beveridge made during daytime hours. A corpo-
rate promo in the guise of a sixteen- minute educational film on the history 
of timekeeping, Ages of Time was typical of the kinds of educational-
cum- entrepreneurial work Tee edited while at mpo.
In the mid- to late 1950s, while editing corporate- sponsored films by day, 
Beveridge used her edit suite and her Brooklyn home as an after- hours atelier 
and refuge for  those in need. By 1954, the Beveridges had relocated from Har-
lem to Crown Heights, Brooklyn, and the vari ous brownstones they came to 
own over the next twenty years became “open to  people who needed a meal, 
a place to sleep, or a meeting place.”52 In Brooklyn, Communist Party officials 
requested that they go under ground to serve the party “in ways that  people 
who  were publicly identified as Communists could not.”53 As they did so, 
their home became a regular meeting place and way station for a spectrum of 
New York progressives, among them students from West Africa, civil rights 
activists on leave from Freedom Summer, South African refugees and mem-
bers of the African National Congress, and vari ous diplomats from African 
missions to the United Nations. Beveridge used the comfortable salary af-
forded by her  union editor rank (nearly $30,000 a year by the early 1960s, 
according to Pete Beveridge), along with her access to professional editing 
facilities, to help out aspiring and emergent in de pen dent filmmakers.54 Ni-
gerian Francis Oladele was one such in de pen dent filmmaker that Beveridge 
helped by facilitating access to equipment and industry contacts, and she 
served on the advisory board for his Calpenny- Nigeria Films com pany. In 
addition to serving as editor for Amiri Baraka on his 1968 documentary The 
New-Ark, she also mentored St. Clair Bourne, Kathleen Collins, and John 
Killens at vari ous early stages of their  careers.55
Two groups of film artifacts that survive in the Pearl Bowser Collection 
represent Beveridge’s under ground cinematic  labor from the mid-1950s to 
the mid-1960s, each providing a strong linkage to the kinds of in de pen dent 
African American documentary to emerge by the end of the 1960s. The first, 
Hands of Inge, is a short ten- minute black- and- white documentary about 
the sculptor and photographer Inge Hardison. Narrated by Ossie Davis, 
with Eric Dolphy playing clarinet on the soundtrack, the film was produced 
by African American cinematographer (and fellow iatse member) John 
Fletcher and was an impor tant personal proj ect for Beveridge.56 Completed 
around 1962, the film is most significant as a cinematic document of African 
American self- presentation that anticipates the arts and culture documen-
tary segments produced for black tele vi sion news programs like Black Jour-
nal and Like It Is in the late 1960s.
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The second group of film artifacts, called by nmaahc [naacp Brook-
lyn Rally (May 19, 1959)] and [Bedford- Stuyvesant Youth in Action], relate 
to Reverend Milton A. Galamison— pastor of the Siloam Baptist Church 
in Brooklyn’s Bedford- Stuyvesant neighborhood, which became a site for 
community organ izing. Both sets of film fragments illustrate Beveridge’s 
instrumental role in making African American self- presentation and doc-
umentary film central to Galamison’s civil rights and community organ-
izing efforts— the eleven- minute [naacp Brooklyn Rally (May 19, 1959)] as 
a document of protest against police brutality and the nypd’s murder of 
African American Al Garrett, and the two- hour [Bedford- Stuyvesant Youth 
in Action] footage, the result of Beveridge’s 1966–67 youth filmmaking edu-
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Hortense “Tee” Beveridge’s film  career and oeuvre are impor tant evidence 
for the field of early African American nonfiction filmmaking.  Earlier black 
nonfiction self- presentation films certainly exist, such as the uplift films of 
the 1910s, amateur home movie films shot by Reverend Solomon Sir Jones 
in 1920s Oklahoma, and the fieldwork films of Zora Neale Hurston from the 
late 1920s to 1940. Yet works edited, made, and collected by Beveridge are 
distinguished by their imbrication in, and demonstration of, African Ameri-
cans and  women in professional film production. Beveridge’s parallel output 
of commercial nonfiction sponsored films and under ground progressive 
po liti cal documentary work heralds the advent of a par tic u lar racially inte-
grated exposure for African American– authored cinema. A precursor to a 
pantheon of po liti cally engaged black documentarians over a de cade  later, 
Beveridge is a critical yet heretofore unexamined link to the lineage of leftist 
documentary practices and directors of the 1930s, and a firsthand example of 
racial integration of the film industry and the American workplace. Indeed, 
African American documentarians did not simply appear  after the integra-
tionist recommendations of the 1968 Kerner Commission’s demographic 
study of the state of the film and tele vi sion industry.57 Instead, figures like 
Beveridge, Madeline Anderson, and  others working in nondirectorial cin-
ema technician roles in the 1950s and early 1960s leveraged their perspec-
tive, influence, talent, on- the- job experience, and resources to help mentor 
and make the way for in de pen dent nonfiction makers of the  later 1960s and 
’70s. Beveridge’s oeuvre also demonstrates that impor tant filmmaking need 
not always yield a produced, finished product, and that documentary frag-
ments, raw footage, and filmic necessary vitamins held their own distinct 
value within the organ izing efforts of broader social movements.
K N O W N  F I L M O G R A P H Y  O F  H O R T E N S E  “ T E E ”  B E V E R I D G E
 Unless other wise indicated,  these titles are available from the National Museum of 
African American History and Culture’s Pearl Bowser Collection. All available films 
discussed in this chapter can also be streamed through the book’s web page at https:// 
www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
[Harlem Trade Union Council Convention, 1949], 4 min., 16mm
production: Unidentified.
Moxon’s Master and Editing Exercises (ca. 1950), 3 min., 16mm
editor: Hortense Sie.
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[Santa Paul Robeson] (ca. 1951), 2 min., 16mm
production: Unidentified.
[Sojourners for Truth and Justice, 1952] (ca. 1952), 8 min., 16mm
production: Unidentified.
South Africa Uncensored (1952), 22 min., 16mm
editor: Hortense Sie. distributor: Council on African Affairs.
Ages of Time (1959), 16 min., 16mm
producer: Victor D. Solow. directors: Lew Jacobs, Lloyd Ritter. writers: 
Tome McGrath, Lloyd Ritter. editor: Hortense Sie. narrator: Burgess 
Meredith.
[naacp Brooklyn Rally (May 19, 1959)], 11 min., 16mm
production: Andover Productions. camera: John W. Fletcher Jr.
Hands of Inge (ca. 1962), 10 min., 16mm
director/camera: John W. Fletcher Jr. editor: Hortense Beveridge. narrator: 
Ossie Davis.
[Bedford- Stuyvesant Youth in Action] (ca. 1966), 100 min., 16mm
production: Bedford- Stuyvesant Youth in Action. director/editor: Hortense 
Beveridge.
“bullitt”: Steve McQueen’s Commitment to Real ity (1968), 10 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films. director: Ronald Saland. writer: Jay Anson. 
editors: Howard Kuperman, Hortense Beveridge.
Jeanette Rankin Brigade (1968), 8 min., 16mm
production: The Newsreel. directors/editors: Hortense Beveridge, Ellen 
Hirst, Pat Johnson, Peggy Lawson, Karen Mitnick, Lynn Phillips, Gene Searchinger. 
access: Third World Newsreel.
The Moviemakers (1968), 7 min., 16mm
production: Unidentified. note: A short documentary featurette on the making of 
The Green Berets.
The New- Ark (1968), 25 min., 16mm
director/writer: LeRoi Jones. associate director: Larry Neal. director of 
camera: James E. Hinton. sound: Edward Spriggs. editor: Hortense Beveridge. 
access: James E. Hinton Collection, Harvard Film Archive.
Vienna: The Years Remembered (1968), 9 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films for Metro- Goldwyn Mayer. writer: Jay Anson. 
camera: Vincent Corcoran. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
The World Premiere of “Finian’s Rainbow” (1968), 26 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
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On Location with “The Owl and the Pussycat” (1970), 6 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films for Columbia Pictures. producers/directors: 
Elliot Geisinger, Ronald Saland. writer: Jay Anson. camera: Marcel Broekman. 
editor: Hortense Beveridge.
The Legend of Nigger Charley (1972), 98 min., 35mm
producer: Larry Spangler. director: Martin Goldman. camera: Peter Eco. 
editor: Howard Kuperman. assistant editor: Hortense Beveridge.
Martin Scorsese: Back on the Block (1973), 7 min., 16mm
production: Robbins Nest Productions/Professional Films. producer: Ronald 
Saland. director: Elliot Geisinger. writer: Jay Anson. camera: Marcel 
Broekman. editor: Hortense Beveridge. titles and opticals: Cinopticals, Inc.
Honeybaby, Honeybaby (1974), 89 min., 35mm
director: Michael Schultz. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
Promises to Keep (1974), 19 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films. producer: Ronald Saland. director: Elliot 
Geisinger. writer: Jay Anson. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
Eastwood in Action (1976), 7 min., 16mm
production: Professional Films/Robbins Nest Productions. producers/
directors: Ronald Saland, Elliot Geisinger. writer: Jay Anson. camera: Marcel 
Broekman. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
Redd Foxx Becomes a Movie Star (1976), 8 min., 16mm
production: Robbins Nest Productions/Professional Films. director: Elliot 
Geisinger. editor: Hortense Beveridge.
Natu ral Enemies (1979), 100 min., 35mm
producer: John E. Quill. director/editor: Jeff Kanew. assistant editor: 
Hortense Beveridge.
Happy Birthday, Gemini (1980), 111 min., 35mm
production: Magno Sound, Inc. director: Richard Brenner. editor: Stepham 
Fanfara. coeditor: Hortense Beveridge.
“Fundi”: The Story of Ella Baker (1981), 63 min., 35mm
director/producer: Joanne Grant. editor: Hortense Beveridge. access: Icarus Films.
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Charles and Ray Eames’s Day of the Dead (1957)
Mexican Folk Art, Educational Film,  
and Chicana/o Art
C O L I N  G U N C K E L
In the last forty years, Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) cele brations 
have spread across the United States. Originating in Mexico as regionally 
specific combinations of indigenous and Catholic traditions, Day of the 
Dead is celebrated on November  1 and 2 each year and typically involves 
leaving offerings for the departed, through the creation of altars in homes or 
cemeteries.1  Whether you are familiar with the cele bration and its history or 
not, you have undoubtedly been exposed to a folk art– based aesthetic that 
circulates through an ever- expanding range of products: feature films like 
Book of Life (Jorge R. Gutiérrez, 2014); accessories like key chains, purses, 
and smartphone cases; costumes in Halloween stores; and even the labels of 
commemorative Corona beer cans or the Cerveza de los Muertos craft beer 
line. The widespread proliferation of this imagery in the last de cade or so has 
sparked debate over the terms on which the holiday has traveled across the 
border from Mexico into the United States, and beyond. How, for instance, 
might one draw the line between appreciation and appropriation with re-
gard to Day of the Dead? What are the au then tic ele ments of this holiday 
and, by extension, the bound aries that allow us to map the territory of its 
crass exploitation? As was the case when Disney attempted to trademark the 
phrase “Day of the Dead” in 2013 for a forthcoming animated feature film, 
many of  these conversations and debates have happened through cinema’s 
relationship with the holiday.2
Charles and Ray Eames’s Day of the Dead [137]
Instead of attempting to resolve  these dilemmas, this essay aspires to 
muddy the  waters even further. My decision to do so through a case study of 
a short, nontheatrical film produced in the United States, Charles and Ray 
Eames’s Day of the Dead (1957), is motivated by the unique, pivotal status of 
the film and, more specifically, what its contexts of production and reception 
reveal about the holiday’s transnational origins. It also provides a vantage 
point from which to appreciate how cinema has both registered and par-
ticipated in the ongoing cultural exchanges between the United States and 
Mexico that have  shaped the holiday.
Funded by the International Museum of Folk Art in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, for a bud get of around $12,000, the fifteen- minute film documents 
the practices of Day of the Dead in an anonymous Mexican village. The film 
focuses on the pro cess of celebrating the holiday by tracing the cycle of folk 
art and decorations central to it. The first section depicts the creation of vari-
ous handicrafts, from sugar and ceramic skulls to decorative dioramas and 
pan de muerto (bread baked specifically for placing on memorial altars). 
The following section consists of images of the local marketplace, accompa-
nied by mariachi  music and ambient sound, where villa gers purchase  these 
figure 6.1. Title card for Day of the Dead (1957).
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items. Although the film is composed almost entirely of still photos, during 
this section the filmmakers include moving images of toys and other ob-
jects. The final part of the film demonstrates how  these objects are integrated 
into altars or ofrendas (offerings) in homes and in cele brations at cemeter-
ies. Throughout, a male narrator (Edgar Kauffman Jr.) provides descriptive 
information about each stage of the pro cess, while a female narrator (Espe-
ranza Morales, uncredited), offers first- person insight into local beliefs and 
practices in heavi ly accented En glish. While the explicit focus of the film is 
on the folk objects themselves,  those creating, purchasing, and using them 
are visibly indigenous. Day of the Dead thus chronicles an internal cir cuit of 
production and consumption of folk art, implicitly positing  these practices 
and beliefs as both inherently indigenous and untouched by any forces out-
side this archetypical village.
Aside from the notoriety of its directors— two of the most influential de-
signers of the mid- twentieth  century— and the novelty of its subject  matter, 
since Day of the Dead was a relatively unknown phenomenon in the United 
States at that point, the film might on the surface seem a rather unremark-
able example of an educational film about an exotic location and its cultural 
practices. One could easily imagine a critique of this and other U.S.- produced 
educational or nontheatrical films about Latin Amer i ca as the very embodi-
ment of an othering or exoticist tourist gaze. As Jacqueline Avila has noted 
in the case of the World War II– era documentaries produced by the Office 
of the Coordinator of Inter- American Affairs, for instance, the agency con-
sulted with the Mexican Department of Tourism to select  music that would 
appeal specifically to U.S. viewers, while narration often provided  these au-
diences with a guided tour through exotic and unfamiliar landscapes.3 In-
deed, Day of the Dead in many ways exemplifies the convergence of tourist 
appeal and ethnographic tendencies of U.S.- based cultural production about 
Mexico and Latin Amer i ca during the mid- twentieth  century.4
The film reproduces a familiar logic that associates Day of the Dead with 
timelessness, tradition, the folkloric, and, by implication, Mexico’s indig-
enous population. In its desire to convey authenticity, however, the film also 
paradoxically disavows its own remediation of folk art through modern 
technology, and the imbrication of the supposedly separate spheres of the 
traditional and modern in this context. The Eames film, in fact, demon-
strates the utter impossibility of extricating traditional and folkloric cultural 
productions from their travels through modern art and popu lar culture, and 
the difficulty of making clear, steadfast, or meaningful distinctions between 
 these categories.
figure 6.3. A  woman paints a clay tree of life sculpture in Day of the Dead (1957).
figure 6.2. Clay calavera figures at the village marketplace in Day of the Dead (1957).
figure 6.5. A child plays with a handmade toy in the motion sequence of Day of 
the Dead (1957).
figure 6.4. A group of moving calavera figures in Day of the Dead (1957).
figure 6.7. A shot of a home altar or ofrenda that includes items shown during  
the marketplace sequence of Day of the Dead (1957).
figure 6.6. A  family arranges items on their home altar (ofrenda) in Day of  
the Dead (1957).
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Examining the travels of Day of the Dead beyond its initial production 
offers yet another perspective on this dynamic. The Eameses frame the cele-
bration of Día de los Muertos as, in the words of the film’s narration, a 
“strong, consistent thread” of traditional practice; the circulation and re-
ception of the film allowed  these ele ments to be interpreted and adapted 
beyond this frame, further complicating the bound aries between authen-
ticity and commodification. The Eames film draws from and participates 
in a long history of transnational exchange, while the repre sen ta tional di-
vides it implicitly establishes between modernity and tradition, familiar and 
exotic, or Mexico and the U.S. are complicated by the nature of its reception 
by vari ous audiences. Perhaps most notably, the film’s availability and vi-
sual impact greatly influenced the embrace of the holiday by Chicana/o 
artists in the 1970s. This case study thus demonstrates that however one 
conceives of the category of nontheatrical film—as a set of generic con-
ventions, production practices, cir cuits of distribution, specific modes of 
reception, or “a disposition, an outlook, an approach  toward a medium”— 
understanding the repre sen ta tional politics of any par tic u lar film is en-
hanced and complicated by integrating  these multiple  factors into its his-
torical analy sis.5
Day of the Dead points to an ongoing history of intercultural exchange, 
uneven though it may have been, one in which Chicana/o artists and film-
makers of the 1960s and 1970s also participated and intervened. What many 
regard as the earliest and most influential Chicano- movement films— I Am 
Joaquín (Luis Valdez, 1969), I Am Chicano (Yo soy Chicano, Jesús Salva-
dor Treviño, 1972), Chicana (Sylvia Morales, 1979), and Agueda Martínez: 
Our  People, Our Country (Esperanza Vasquez, 1977)— not only circulated 
through educational film cir cuits but can also be considered nontheatrical 
films about Mexico and its art. While this unacknowledged lineage places 
 these films in a new light, they also drew on a familiar repertoire of Mexican 
art and cultural production, unwittingly reproducing some of the essential-
izing impulses of  earlier documentaries about Mexico. Day of the Dead thus 
serves as a point of departure from which to reconsider repre sen ta tional 
politics and Latina/o cultural production beyond the frame of mainstream 
cinema or tele vi sion. If my analy sis of Day of the Dead proposes that cinema 
was ultimately central to disseminating the practices and aesthetics of this 
holiday, the trajectory of the film also demonstrates that nontheatrical films 
constitute a rich yet overlooked mode of cultural production that generated 
influential repre sen ta tions of Mexico and its culture.
Charles and Ray Eames’s Day of the Dead [143]
Day of the Dead, Cinema, and Modern Art
While known primarily as visual artists and designers, the husband- and- 
wife team of Charles and Ray Eames  were also prolific producers of cinema, 
making over one hundred films between 1950 and the late 1970s. Rather than 
placing Day of the Dead within the context of their broader  careers and artis-
tic output, however, this chapter contextualizes the film within prolific cul-
tural exchanges between the U.S. and Mexico in the mid- twentieth  century. 
Folk art and tourism  were central to this dynamic, and the Eameses  were 
undoubtedly tapping into a long- standing interest in and market for Mexi-
can folk art. It is  these very circumstances, however, that allow for a reading 
of the film that undermines unidirectional notions of cultural flow and im-
plicitly undoes conceptions of authenticity often central to the consumption 
and appreciation of folk art. Despite its structural insistence on folk art as an 
exclusively internal cultural practice, the film is one example of the circular 
feedback loop between Mexican folk art producers and consumers in the 
U.S. Historically speaking, this kind of exchange has often been paradoxi-
cally disavowed or obscured in order to reproduce static conceptions of folk 
art tied to timelessness and authenticity.
According to Pat Kirkham, the Eameses’ cinematic output typically resided 
at the intersection of two interrelated phenomena: postwar experimental film 
culture and the concurrent explosion in the production of films sponsored by 
businesses, government agencies, or institutions.6 The production of Day of 
the Dead was also coincident with the postwar popularity of educational film 
and the institutions, publications, and distribution mechanisms that partici-
pated in their burgeoning respectability and their value in the classroom.7 As 
Katerina Loukopoulou has also pointed out, by the 1950s, “film on art” had 
become an identifiable genre of nontheatrical film that “developed in tandem 
with changing attitudes about the place of visual arts in education, culture, 
and society,” a phenomenon that remediated the visual arts and extended 
arts education and appreciation beyond the walls of the museum.8 Haidee 
Wasson further demonstrates that the mobilization of cinema by vari ous mu-
seums was widespread beginning in the 1920s, although its uses varied ac-
cording to specific institutional logics and mandates as they sought to engage 
“evolving public expectations of engagement that  were being transformed by 
popu lar leisure and other modes of visual culture.”9 In fact, by the time it 
agreed to distribute Day of the Dead in 1957, Film Images, Inc. was already 
 handling films produced by a number of arts institutions, including the De-
troit Institute of Arts and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.10
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The funding of Day of the Dead by the International Museum of Folk Art 
fulfilled both an institutional mandate to educate audiences about Mexican 
folk art and indirectly advertised their substantial collection in this area. 
Designer and folk art collector Alexander Girard, who like the Eameses had 
designed for the Herman Miller Furniture Com pany, was an integral part 
of the film’s production and contributed to it a number of still photo graphs 
and materials.11 He and his wife Susan donated over 100,000 pieces of folk 
art from around the world to the Museum of Folk Art, constituting the vast 
majority of the institution’s collection in this area. The production of the film 
emerged as the product of a mutual interest in Mexican folk art on the part 
of Girard and the Eameses, and of the museum’s first foray into the educa-
tional and promotional potential of film production. In her review of Day 
of the Dead, modernist photographer Laura Gilpin, who also introduced its 
first screening at the Museum of Folk Art, extolled the value of such edu-
cational art films by explaining that they “preserve disappearing customs, 
and are the means of presenting material to the greatest pos si ble audience.”12
By the time Day of the Dead was produced in 1957,  there was nothing 
particularly novel about the U.S. interest in Mexican art and culture. As 
figure 6.8. Title credits for Day of the Dead (1957).
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Helen Delpar has pointed out, the de cades following the Mexican Revolu-
tion (1910–20) witnessed an “enormous vogue for  things Mexican,” a trend 
that included tourism, intellectual exchange, the rise of the Mayan revival 
style of architecture, a general interest in Mexican art, and the popularity 
of Mexican  music.13 Charles Eames himself had participated in this trend: 
he traveled around Mexico for nine months in 1933 to escape the Depres-
sion, selling paintings along the way and beginning his collection of Mexican 
folk art and toys.14 More than acting as mere consumers of folk art objects, 
such individuals from the U.S. and Eu rope  were key to fostering their ap-
preciation as expressions of national culture in the postrevolutionary era. As 
Rick A. López has documented, a substantial number of non- Mexican indi-
viduals  were, perhaps paradoxically, central to the formulation of a notion 
of mexicanidad (Mexicanness) and cultural nationalism that postulated the 
rural and indigenous as au then tic embodiments of the nation.15 The pioneer-
ing periodical that both reflected and stimulated U.S. interest in folk art was 
Mexican Folkways (1925–37), edited by U.S.- born Frances Toor in collabora-
tion with muralist Diego Rivera as art editor. The bilingual magazine was 
sponsored by Mexico’s Secretaría de Educación Pública (Secretary of Public 
Education) and covered art, archaeology, and  music, featuring contributions 
from notable artists and intellectuals. Folkways, in addition to Robert Red-
field’s ethnographic writing on the town of Tepoztlán, may have also facili-
tated the first glimpses for interested U.S. readers of the Mexican ceremonies 
and cele brations related to death and Day of the Dead as early as 1930.16
If  these  were the channels through which the holiday and its artistic mani-
festations began to circulate across the border, this phenomenon accelerated 
substantially  after World War II. In 1947, Toor published the encyclopedic 
Trea sury of Mexican Folkways, which included drawings by artist Carlos 
Mérida and a chapter on the Day of the Dead. This book was reprinted mul-
tiple times throughout the 1950s and 1960s and was part of a resurgence of 
transnationally oriented publications and venues that promoted and made 
vis i ble Mexican cultural production.17 From 1948 to 1952, for instance, Mex-
ico’s Secretaría de Educación Pública published México en el Arte (Mexico 
in Art), a magazine very much in keeping with its pre de ces sor Folkways. 
One issue was dedicated entirely to the artistic manifestations of Day of the 
Dead, including a cover portrait by Alfredo Zalce of printmaker José Gua-
dalupe Posada surrounded by the calaveras (skele tons) that  were a staple of 
his printmaking.18  There was also an explosion of publishing on both sides 
of the border directed at a multinational audience and focusing on Mexi-
can folk art and culture.19  There  were exhibitions of Mexican folk art in the 
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United States during this period that included works produced for Day of 
the Dead, and perhaps the first thesis written in the United States about the 
artistic production associated with Day of the Dead, which was authored in 
1956.20
The Eameses’ Day of the Dead was among a number of nontheatrical films 
produced about indigenous Mexico, preconquest civilizations, or folk art 
during this par tic u lar moment of intercultural exchange and tourism.  These 
included The Aztecs (Coronet Films, 1955), Doña Rosa: Potter of Coyotepec 
(Orville Goldner, 1959), Maya Are  People (Les Mitchel, 1951), Fisher Folk 
of Lake Pátzcuaro (Ralph Adams, 1951), Pottery Workers of Oaxaca (Ralph 
Adams, 1952), Mexican Village Life (Willard Hahn, 1958), and Heritage from 
Tula (Joseph Ehrhard and Mel Fowler, 1960), to name just a few.  These films, 
almost without exception, focus on indigenous Mexico as the epicenter of 
cultural authenticity and the locus of Mexican identity. Variations of this 
concept  were central to the official formulations of national identity and his-
tory in the postrevolutionary era, while si mul ta neously doubling as a strat-
egy to attract tourists with the promise of a scenic, exotic, rural, indigenous, 
and au then tic Mexico. Folk art and its dissemination— both physically and 
as mediated images— were central to this effort.
What is impor tant to note about the role of nontheatrical films about 
Mexico and their circulation in the United States, however, is that they did 
more than simply document folk art or educate English- speaking audiences 
about it. Contrary to the hermetic cir cuit of production and consumption 
portrayed in Day of the Dead, U.S.- based patrons and collectors actively 
 shaped the market for such items, at times dictating or guiding the kind 
of work produced. As Regina Marchi points out, not only did the Mexican 
government’s active promotion of folk art revive certain artistic traditions, 
but “entirely new crafts  were in ven ted to please tourist desires for ‘Indian’ 
artifacts, and marketed as ‘timeless’ Mexican customs,” some of them related 
to Day of the Dead.21 In his analy sis of Mexican folk art in which he pro-
ductively dismantles familiar dichotomies between modernization and sup-
posedly static, traditional, and premodern cultures, Néstor García Canclini 
argues that cultural production regarded as folk art has actually flourished 
through its encounters with modernity, tourism, and culture industries.22 
Attending to the transcultural networks and exchanges sustained by its pro-
ducers undermines monolithic, romanticized conceptions of indigenous 
 peoples embraced by the Mexican state in both its formulation of nationalism 
and its promotion of folk art. It is this very set of industrial forces and con-
texts in which Day of the Dead originally operated, while it si mul ta neously 
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(and perhaps unintentionally) functioned as an agent and facilitator of  these 
transnational dynamics.
The Eames film, by claiming that “the  people that produce [folk art] are 
the same as the  people that  will buy and use it,” not only denies the transna-
tional under pinnings of the folk art market by 1957, but it also disavows the 
role of the filmmakers and their sponsors in this economy. More than simply 
documenting or (in the words of Laura Gilpin) “preserving” a supposedly 
timeless cele bration and its accouterments, the Eameses and their cohorts 
had a hand in shaping them as con temporary, intercultural practices. This is 
not to overstate the influence of Charles and Ray Eames, nor to suggest that 
they or U.S.- based patrons and intellectuals deserve credit for the develop-
ment of Day of the Dead. Rather, it is to suggest that such cultural texts com-
plicate the way that we understand transnational cultural flows. Accounting 
for  these flows impacts the way we historicize Day of the Dead, and how 
this dimension of the holiday’s history prompts us to rethink the cultural or 
national bound aries that frequently dictate how we discuss art or cinema. 
This dynamic becomes even more apparent once we move from the context 
of the film’s production to its distribution and reception.
figure 6.9. Sugar skulls on display in a Mexican market in Day of the Dead (1957).
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Mexican Art, Day of the Dead, and Chicana/o Film
Both the subject  matter of the film and the reputation of its directors  shaped 
the contexts in which it was exhibited in the de cade or so  after its production. 
Within and beyond the United States, it was shown at film festivals, at arts festi-
vals, at a book fair, as a short film preceding a feature in an art  house program, 
as one film in a showcase of Eames films, or as part of museum programming 
that focused on Mexican art.23 The potential meanings and uses of Day of the 
Dead are inextricable from the travels of a film whose short  running time and 
widespread availability allowed it a degree of malleability not immediately 
apparent within the text itself. In this sense, by expanding on García Canclini’s 
observations, we might make a distinction between the repre sen ta tional poli-
tics of the cinematic text— which seem to reproduce an essentializing vision 
of rural, indigenous Mexico— and other repre sen ta tional potentials enabled 
by its promiscuous distribution through vari ous contexts.
In fact, this short, fifteen- minute film had a significant yet unacknowl-
edged impact on the way that the holiday is celebrated on this side of the 
border. In par tic u lar, it served as an impor tant resource for California- based 
Chicana/o artists in the early 1970s who  adopted Day of the Dead as part of 
their community- based artistic practice. Most scholars have attributed the 
emergence of Day of the Dead in the United States to cultural centers on 
the West Coast: Self Help Graphics and Art in East Los Angeles and Galería 
de la Raza in San Francisco.24 According to scholar and curator Tere Romo, 
the cele bration in  these contexts was tied to the formulation of Chicana/o 
identity, in which “artists became part of a cultural reclamation pro cess to 
reintroduce Mexican art and history, revitalize popu lar artistic expressions, 
and support community cultural activities.”25 While both cities can now take 
for granted the long- standing cele brations  these centers established, the art-
ists that pioneered  these practices in the early 1970s faced a formidable chal-
lenge: the nearly complete lack of resources and research available about 
the cele bration. As Self Help artist Linda Vallejo has explained, “ There was 
no Internet at this time, so we  were  going to libraries and  going through 
cata logs and literally could find nothing. We  couldn’t find anything in the 
United States, published in En glish, about Day of the Dead.”26 One of the 
key exceptions to this lack of resources was the Eames film, which had been 
discovered by Self Help’s cofounder and director,  Sister Karen Boccalero.
While relying on the film to get a sense of the aesthetics and artwork 
that accompanied the cele bration, which could also then be integrated into 
art education lessons, Self Help artists went beyond simply emulating the 
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cultural production that appears in the film. By the mid-1970s, the festivities 
included altar building, a parade, theatrical productions, musical per for-
mances, and an art exhibition. All of  these departed in significant ways from 
more traditional manifestations represented in the Eames film to instead 
allow artists to creatively interpret the cele bration and its significance. In 
other words, by the end of the 1970s, Day of the Dead was not only a staple 
of the Chicano cultural calendar; it had been adapted and reworked as an 
ave nue for uniquely Chicana/o cultural production. In turn, their transfor-
mation of the holiday into a public cele bration fundamentally influenced the 
way it is now practiced across the country.
This brief history demonstrates the unintended audiences and impacts 
that a nontheatrical film may have as it circulates through institutions and 
collections over time. In fact, the history of the Day of the Dead between the 
United States and Mexico could be written as a series of labyrinthine transac-
tions occurring through moving image media and other cultural products. 
In 2015, for instance, Mexico City de cided to hold the city’s first- ever Day 
of the Dead parade, an event initially staged and pop u lar ized exclusively for 
the shooting of the James Bond installment Spectre (Sam Mendes, 2015). In 
other words, a midcentury film about Mexican folk art was an impor tant in-
spiration for a Chicana/o cele bration that transformed the event into a public 
parade, a practice that would then become, through a popu lar blockbuster, 
part of Mexico’s own cele bration of Day of the Dead. As Regina M. Marchi 
has argued, a transnational analy sis of the holiday readily complicates “unidi-
rectional cultural flows”: “This is a case of ‘third world’ practices being recon-
figured by a po liti cally marginalized population in the ‘first world’ in ways 
that have not only influenced mainstream U.S. culture, but have recirculated 
to Mexico, influencing artistic and po liti cal expressions of the holiday  there,” 
with much of this recirculation occurring through moving image media.27
But the example of Day of the Dead also demonstrates how social move-
ments could creatively adapt, apply, and rethink such films in the pro cess 
of establishing new practices, formulating new conceptions of identity, and 
engaging in  battles over media repre sen ta tion. In par tic u lar, the Chicano 
movement’s creative mobilization and reworking of this film is indicative of 
its relationship to the engagement with Mexico on the part of filmmakers 
and modern artists. This harnessing and re orientation of cultural produc-
tion on the part of Chicana/o artists is also part of an unacknowledged his-
tory of both Latina/o cinema and nontheatrical film. First, nontheatrical 
or educational films  were often a part of programming at Chicano cultural 
centers. Self Help Graphics, for instance, offered screenings of films whose 
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subject coincided with its combined emphasis on cultural identity and arts 
education. One film series in 1974 featured a range of shorts that included The 
Ancient Peruvian (Julien Bryan, 1968), Day of the Paint er (Robert P. Davis, 
1960), Yo soy Chicano, and Early Expressionists (Rhoda Kellogg, Summus 
Films, 1965).28 Perhaps more impor tant, a good number of early Chicana/o 
films  were nontheatrical shorts, and  were distributed as such, as was the case 
with I Am Joaquín and Chicana, or they  were produced for tele vi sion and 
then subsequently distributed to educational institutions.29
Aside from their significant differences, a number of  these Chicana/o- 
produced films build a visual argument through a succession of still images 
combined with voice- over narration. They often combine historical photo-
graphy, images of Mexican murals, reproductions of preconquest art, and 
photo graphs of con temporary Chicana/os. What is particularly intriguing 
about films like I Am Joaquín and Chicana, aside from their largely unac-
knowledged status as nontheatrical or educational films, is that they, like 
Day of the Dead, function as an examination and analy sis of Mexican art 
forms. The treatment and function of art in the Chicana/o films, however, is 
distinct, and might conceivably be regarded as an intervention, intentional 
or other wise, in the genre of nontheatrical films about Mexican art. In this 
sense, they adopt a very diff er ent address, tone, gaze, and argumentation 
than the aforementioned educational films on Mexican art and culture. Most 
notably, Chicana/o artists actively rejected the exoticizing gaze directed at 
Mexico and Mexicans to mobilize the art in question as way of formulat-
ing historically informed conceptions of Chicana/o identity by placing his-
torical and con temporary images in dialogue and juxtaposition. Rather than 
educating potential audiences about the artwork itself,  these films instead 
posit them as illustrations and embodiments of Chicana/o cultural heritage.
Despite their significant differences, however, the Chicana/o films also bear 
multiple traces of their textual and conceptual connections to films like Day of 
the Dead. That is, if  these  earlier films pre sent Mexico and indigenous Mexi-
cans as timeless repositories of traditional culture, the Chicana/o films might 
justifiably be accused of a similar maneuver, despite their efforts to animate 
history by linking it to con temporary realities. In her critique of I Am Joaquín, 
for instance, Rosa Linda Fregoso argues that the film “re- invents an ‘au then-
tic’ identity for Chicanos” through a “selective interpretation of the past,” one 
that “stresses the Indian side of the equation.”30 By explic itly emulating artists 
like Diego Rivera, who fashioned a Mexican modernism that integrated pre-
conquest and folk art as articulations of con temporary national identity, this 
early generation of Chicana/o artists and filmmakers often reproduced a 
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romanticized, essentialized vision of the nation’s indigenous heritage as sym-
bol and ste reo type. In this sense, their appropriation and reworking of Mexican 
nationalism through the selective pre sen ta tion of artistic production also in-
herited some of the conceptual oversights and elisions perpetuated by other 
U.S.- based filmmakers, including the Eameses.  There is consequently a pal-
pable disconnect between the promiscuous, multifaceted travels of folk art, 
indigenous Mexico, and Day of the Dead that informed the production of 
nontheatrical films and the partial disavowal of  these exchanges through a 
recourse to cultural authenticity. This very dilemma is at the heart of con-
temporary debates about the holiday; dwelling in this paradoxical tension 
might also provide a way of productively thinking through it.
Conclusion
While following the origins, travels, and legacy of Day of the Dead provides 
insight into the history of the holiday and an underacknowledged lineage 
of repre sen ta tional politics, it also demonstrates how the historical study of 
cinema and popu lar culture might intervene in con temporary conversations 
figure 6.10. A young man paints a clay tree of life sculpture in Day of the 
Dead (1957).
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about the cele bration. So many of the debates around Day of the Dead, as 
Marchi points out, hinge precisely on conceptions of authenticity. Within 
this dynamic, critics frequently posit Day of the Dead as a pure, ancient, 
indigenous practice that has been adapted or appropriated by individuals, 
groups, and institutions in the United States. This perspective deems the 
indigenous population of Mexico to be a repository of authenticity and tra-
ditional practices, often placing them outside pro cesses of modernity and 
cultural exchange. As such, the ahistorical fetishization of  these qualities 
falls squarely in line with conceptions and repre sen ta tions of Mexican indi-
geneity in the twentieth  century.
The polarization of modern and indigenous within  these debates finds its 
parallels in the reliance on the supposedly oppositional dichotomy between 
commercialization and authenticity.  These divisions are not only problem-
atic but also overlook the role of media in the dissemination, revitalization, 
and durability of Day of the Dead on both sides of the border in the twentieth 
 century. That is, the con temporary popularity and visual aesthetics of Day of 
the Dead can arguably be traced through twentieth- century art as transna-
tional exchange: in the mass- produced prints of Posada at the turn of the last 
 century; the emulation and reproduction of  these by Sergei Eisenstein in his 
Epilogue for ¡Que Viva México! (1932); the travels of such imagery through 
transnational publications and tourism; the circulation and impact of Day 
of the Dead; and internationally distributed art films like Macario (Roberto 
Gavaldón, 1960) and  Under the Volcano (John Huston, 1984). Rather than 
establishing  these only as prominent instances of the holiday’s mediation or 
repre sen ta tion, they have also served as vehicles through which Day of the 
Dead has circulated and transformed in the twentieth  century.
Maintaining a false division between commodification and authenticity 
is thus not only disingenuous but also counterproductive. In other words, 
it may be clear that Disney’s attempt to trademark the phrase “Day of the 
Dead,” to return to a recent example, represents cultural appropriation at its 
most obvious, but advocating for a cleavage between the holiday and its ex-
tensive travels through popu lar culture is historically inaccurate. In fact, the 
ultimate success of Disney Pixar’s Coco (2017)— which set box office rec ords 
in Mexico— has been at least partially attributed to the strategic hiring of 
con sul tants to ensure an au then tic repre sen ta tion of the holiday, including 
individuals associated with Self Help Graphics. As even this case suggests, 
adopting a rigid dichotomy between authenticity and commercialization 
does not allow us to think in a more complex or nuanced fashion about how 
and in what ways Day of the Dead can be meaningfully defined, celebrated, 
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and understood in the con temporary moment. Perhaps the deceptively 
straightforward nature of the Eames film is also an apt meta phor for con-
temporary debates about Day of the Dead, which are so often premised on 
strict dividing lines of authenticity, ethnicity, or nationality. As a histori-
cal investigation of its production and reception reveals, however, we might 
instead direct our questions  toward the unruly zone of inauthenticity and 
cultural exchange, to the decidedly gray area where Day of the Dead cele-
brations on both sides of the border currently reside.
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The National Urban League and the Pathologization  
of Blackness in A Morning for Jimmy (1960)
M I C H E L L E  K E L L E Y
Your experience has nothing to do with the other fella. Just  because he is discouraged, 
you have no right to be. You are a person, with a mind, an individual. You got to be 
better than the other fella. And you can be.— jimmy’s grand father in A Morning 
for Jimmy
In 1960, Mrs. H. Sale of Midland, Texas, wrote to Association Films, dis-
tributor of the National Urban League (nul) film A Morning for Jimmy 
(Barry K. Brown, 1960). In the handwritten letter, forwarded by Association 
Films to the league, Mrs. Sale, a white  woman, lauds the film’s ethos of self- 
help: “ Today I saw a film produced for the National Urban League by your 
com pany. It was excellently produced + photographed, and put the stress 
on the responsibility of the Negro himself rather than expecting the white 
man to do something for him.” Mrs. Sale proceeds to commend the nul 
for espousing a by- your- bootstraps philosophy of black social uplift, which 
she suggests distinguishes the league from the civil rights organ ization with 
which it was often compared, the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored  People (naacp). “It has seemed to me,” she writes, “that 
the naacp has been primarily concerned with fomenting unrest instead of 
educating the Negro to his own responsibility to improve his lot.” Mrs. Sale 
concludes her letter by asserting the importance of educating both blacks 
and whites in order to affect social pro gress and curb prejudice.1
Described in the nul’s press release as “a vivid portrayal of the prob lem 
of guidance and incentive faced by many minority youth,” A Morning for 
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Jimmy tells the story of an African American teenager whose encounter with 
discriminatory hiring practices  causes him to doubt the attainability of his 
goal to become an architect.2 However, with the help of his teacher and an 
array of black professionals, Jimmy learns that if he works very hard, he may 
be able to achieve his dreams. Jimmy features a score by accomplished jazz 
musician Billy Taylor and a cast of both amateur and professional actors, in-
cluding New York City’s High School of the Performing Arts student James 
Pemberton as Jimmy and a young Cicely Tyson in the role of Jimmy’s  sister. 
Completed in 1960, the film was distributed nontheatrically on 16mm and 
broadcast on tele vi sion across the country. The nul determined that over 
50  percent of  those who saw Jimmy at a nontheatrical screening, such as a 
school assembly, nul event, or civic group meeting,  were African Ameri-
can high school students in the South, a demographic it was  eager to reach 
with its message of expanding professional opportunities for black youth.3 
By 1962, the league estimated that roughly eight million viewers had seen A 
Morning for Jimmy  either on tv or at a nontheatrical screening.4
Viewers reportedly responded favorably to A Morning for Jimmy.  These 
viewers included both racial conservatives like Mrs. Sale, who argued that 
it was the responsibility of African Americans themselves to redress in-
equality, and black youth from Dallas to New York who drew inspiration 
figure 7.1. Page from a promotional brochure for A Morning for Jimmy. Despite the 
pamphlet’s description of the film as a documentary, Jimmy is a fictional character. 
The black professionals he meets, however, are not. Box II, e1, Folder “ ‘A Morning for 
Jimmy’— New Trailer. 1963,” nul rec ords.
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from the film’s rare depiction of black professionals and a black middle- class 
 family.5 Yet as I  will argue, despite its appeal to viewers of varying races, ages, 
and social positions, A Morning for Jimmy is a racially conservative film 
that negatively characterizes black identity and solidarity. In this chapter, 
I trace the planning and production of what became A Morning for Jimmy 
from 1955, when screenwriter Bernard Miller submitted a script to the league 
called A World for Jim. For reasons I discuss below, the proj ect was suspended. 
By the time it was resumed in 1960, profound changes had occurred, both 
within the broad context of U.S. race relations and, more specifically, within 
liberal thought on race, prejudice, and in equality. World/Morning bears traces 
of  these changes, which subtly informed the proj ect’s evolution.
Both Miller’s World script and A Morning for Jimmy downplay the role 
of systemic racism and discrimination in perpetuating racial in equality. In-
stead, they suggest that black  people themselves have impeded racial pro-
gress by becoming embittered by their encounters with prejudice. However, 
World and Morning differ in their characterization of this bitterness. World 
focuses on the supposed psychological pathology of the individual black 
child. The script’s protagonist, Jim Anderson, strug gles to overcome emo-
tional barriers within himself to achieve his vocational goals. In contrast, 
Morning focuses on the pathology not of the black child but of the black com-
munity, personified by Jimmy Carroll’s  father. Racial liberals of the 1950s 
and ’60s argued that African Americans  were psychologically damaged, be-
lieving that by pointing to the harm white racism  causes its victims, they 
 were helping to combat injustice. Yet  these arguments stigmatized African 
Americans as pathological while displacing focus away from the pathology 
of white racism. Similarly, although both A World for Jim and A Morning for 
Jimmy acknowledge the very real psychic pain that systemic white racism 
can cause, by focusing on this pain as the primary obstacle its protagonists 
must overcome, they deflect from the prob lem of racism as such. As a re-
sult, the World/Morning proj ect places the onus for racial pro gress on black 
 people themselves, suggesting that what needs to change is not society at 
large, but rather African Americans’ response to it.
“Not Alms but Opportunity”: The National Urban League
A Morning for Jimmy is informed by the nul’s long- standing belief that, as 
Miller writes in a prefatory statement to his script, “the Negro at work is his 
most convincing argument” against discrimination.6 Since its establishment 
in 1911, the league had ascribed to the idea that the best way to overcome 
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racial in equality in the U.S. was through displays of black merit in the work-
force. Middle- and upper- class reformers, both black and white, established 
the league to help recent rural mi grants to New York City assimilate to urban 
life, yet their attitude  toward the new arrivals was, at best, benevolently pa-
ternalistic. When, in the midst of the first wave of the  Great Migration, the 
city implemented a series of Jim Crow laws,  these reformers responded not 
by decrying the city’s racist response to the migration, but rather by attempt-
ing to reform the attitudes and be hav iors of the recent mi grants.7
The nul’s approach to black uplift changed only slightly in the context of 
the civil rights era. Due in part to pro gress made in legislative reform efforts 
in the 1950s, in the 1960s the league embraced legalism as a supplement to 
its primary, merit- based strategy of black advancement. As nul public rela-
tions executive Guichard Parris wrote in his history of the league, “For the 
first time . . .  the nul advanced from its traditional position of asking ‘not 
alms but opportunity,’ or simply for equal opportunity. It recognized and 
admitted the impossibility of blacks to compete equally  because of historic 
handicaps and called for similar recognition from society.” For Parris, this 
was “special pleading without apology.”8 Nevertheless, despite this acknowl-
edgment of structural in equality in the 1960s, the league’s members main-
tained their faith in the idea that the U.S. was, in essence, a meritocracy, and 
they averred the notion that displays of black merit in the workforce would 
lead, gradually but inexorably, to racism’s ultimate eradication.
A Morning for Jimmy was not the nul’s first foray into the use of mass 
media to promote its work and spread its racially moderate message. As 
Barbara Diane Savage has documented, the league gained unpre ce dented 
access to the nation’s airwaves during World War II. The war time emergency 
and its attendant increase in racial tensions created an incentive for the net-
works to broadcast the league’s messages of tolerance, inclusivity, and black 
merit.9 In the 1950s, the league continued to work in radio while attempting 
to expand into film and tv, though  these efforts repeatedly met with failure. 
It was not  until A Morning for Jimmy that the nul achieved its long- standing 
ambition of making a vocational guidance film of sufficient quality to find a 
wide audience outside the league.
Jimmy’s Roots: Planning and Production History
The league began to plan for the production of a vocational guidance film in 
1955. The proj ect was initiated as part of the nul’s Tomorrow’s Scientists and 
Technicians campaign, which aimed to encourage African American youth 
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to pursue  careers in skilled professions historically barred to them. Bernard 
Miller, a little- known writer with a background in tele vi sion and nontheatri-
cal film, wrote the preliminary script. Titled A World for Jim, Miller’s script 
explores the plight of Jim Anderson, an African American youth who as-
pires to become an engineer. However, Jim’s dreams are nearly dashed when 
he becomes embittered by the seemingly insurmountable  career challenges 
he  faces due to his race. A run-in with the law brings Jim face- to- face with 
an African American judge who challenges Jim’s pessimistic worldview.
Miller submitted two detailed drafts of the script to the league, including 
dialogue and camera instructions. The first draft was critiqued on the levels 
of production feasibility and character motivation by experts in the field 
of nonfiction film production, including the noted documentarian Julien 
Bryan and the director of the American Jewish Committee’s Film Section, 
Robert Disraeli. Miller appears to have subsequently revised the script based 
on Bryan and Disraeli’s suggestions. As a result, Miller produced a much 
longer, fifty- four- page script in which he added two narrative ele ments: a 
gang of rogue youth called the Exiles, which Jim joins, and a high- achieving 
African American teenager named Lloyd Bender. Despite, or perhaps 
 because of,  these revisions, which would have substantially increased the 
production’s cost, the league chose to terminate its contract with Miller, and 
the film proj ect was suspended.
The proj ect lay dormant for four years. According to an internal report 
on the production history of A Morning for Jimmy, in 1959 both Disraeli and 
writer Basil Beyea submitted versions of the script to the league; however, 
for reasons that are not revealed in the league’s papers, the nul judged both 
scripts to be unacceptable. Shortly thereafter, nul board member and nbc 
Public Affairs Department executive Edward Stanley recommended Himan 
Brown to the league as a producer for the film. Brown was a noted pioneer 
of radio who innovated many of the medium’s signature dramatic sound 
effects. His son, Barry  K. Brown, who was just beginning to work in the 
film industry, was chosen to write and direct.10 Barry K. Brown subsequently 
submitted an entirely new script, albeit one strikingly similar to  those that 
Miller had drafted for the league in 1955.11
A World for Jim
The script for World consistently emphasizes Jim’s perception and vision. It 
describes the proposed film as opening on a close-up of a graduation cap 
and gown. Miller writes that the camera pulls back to reveal a young man 
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rushing into the room and hurriedly putting the garments on. Regarding 
himself in the mirror, Jim chuckles sardonically at his own reflection. Dur-
ing his high school graduation, in an effort to escape a speaker’s droning 
oration, Jim reflects on his youth and on recent events. Through a series of 
flashbacks and subjective images granting us access to his thoughts, we learn 
that, due to the negative influence of his peers, parents, and the actions of an 
“angry and prejudiced teacher,” Jim has grown increasingly despairing of his 
prospects. Despite the intervention of a benevolent white teacher whom Jim 
nonetheless distrusts, Jim’s grades have been falling. In a particularly strik-
ing sequence, the script describes Jim playing basketball; before a cheer-
ing crowd, he shoots. Yet in that very instant the crowd vanishes, leaving 
Jim alone, sobbing on the darkened court.  After graduation, Jim traverses 
a black business district. “The Camera becomes Jim’s eyes,” writes Miller. 
“We have a continuous and panoramic view of what this boy, discouraged 
by what he considers to be his  limited opportunity, selectively observes in 
his environment.” Miller proceeds to identify a series of black- owned busi-
nesses ostensibly intended to represent the  limited vocational opportunities 
afforded to African Americans.12
Following a brief visit home and a heated confrontation with his  father, 
who offers to help him procure a factory job, Jim returns to the scene of his 
high school graduation where the se nior dance is taking place. This scene is 
presented quite differently in the first and second drafts of Miller’s scripts. 
In both scripts, Jim tries to enter the dance. However, a white boy collecting 
tickets stops him, reminding Jim that he cannot enter without a partner. Jim 
shouts the boy down, declaring that he has as much right to enter as anyone 
 else. “He is reacting as though the issue in question  were one of segregation,” 
comments Miller. In the shorter of the two scripts, Jim, having forced his way 
in, proceeds to intervene between a white  couple on the dance floor. “You’d 
better get used to colored guys taking a lot of  things from you,” Jim tells the 
white boy, having claimed his date. “Jim, I  don’t care much about your color. 
But your manners are lousy,” the boy replies, a comment that Miller seems to 
have included to attest to the fact that Jim’s perception of racism is, in fact, a 
misperception.13 In the longer version of the script, Jim intervenes between 
Lloyd Bender and his date. Jim mockingly asks Lloyd, who was salutatorian 
at graduation, “I want to know what the secret is, Lloyd. I want to know how 
you got on that big white honor roll.” In both script versions a fight ensues, 
prompting the arrival of a police officer. Jim flees the scene; however, he 
rather unluckily runs into yet another officer on his beat, and the two police-
men tackle him.14
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Following the incident at the dance, Jim  faces charges including disorderly 
conduct, assault, and resisting arrest. Jim and the African American judge dis-
cuss the source of Jim’s bitterness, namely, the  limited opportunities he  faces 
due to his race. The judge suggests that in fact Jim confronts two prob lems: 
the prob lem of the color line is one, but the other, more pressing prob lem 
concerns Jim’s lack of ambition and  limited job preparedness. “The fact that 
it may be tough for a Negro boy to get a par tic u lar job is a racial prob lem,” 
admits the judge. “The fact that  you’re not even preparing yourself to get that 
job is your own personal prob lem . . .  and has nothing to do with race.” While 
seeming to pre sent a balanced perspective, this statement glosses the complex 
relationship between  limited job preparedness and racial in equality. Jim’s lack 
of preparation has every thing to do with race. Not only does the real ity of 
racial in equality instill in Jim a profound sense of hopelessness, thwarting his 
ambition; it also limits his access to means of readying himself for a skilled 
profession, such as job training. The judge accuses Jim of complacency and 
ineffectual, aimless anger. When Jim asks the judge how he, a mere teenager, 
could possibly aid the cause of pro gress, the judge replies, “At age seventeen 
Jim . . .  I’d say the best way would be to prepare yourself for change. What’s 
the point of  people like me working day and night for new laws . . .  and civil 
rights . . .  if  people like you are not ready to accept them?”15
The judge’s advice to Jim— specifically, that job preparedness is the best 
way for him to help advance the cause of equality— aptly expresses the basic 
tenets undergirding the league’s approach to racial uplift during this era. The 
judge argues that his legislative efforts, though impor tant, are meaningless if 
young black men like Jim fail to prove their worth in the world of work. In-
deed, within the logic of the script, Jim’s commitment to self- improvement 
and  career success is of greater importance in the fight against in equality 
than are the judge’s  legal activism and reform initiatives.
Rather than sentence him to jail time, the judge offers Jim probation. 
However, as a condition of his probation, Jim must meet with several of the 
judge’s friends and colleagues, all African Americans who have excelled in 
historically white- dominated professions. Jim’s final meeting is with an Afri-
can American engineer overseeing the construction of a bridge. In response 
to Jim’s question as to  whether or not he thinks Jim  will succeed in achieving 
his  career goals, the engineer asks Jim if he is “any good.” “I  can’t  really say,” 
replies Jim sheepishly. “Well, I guess that’s what it adds up to,” says the engi-
neer. “Yes, I know,” replies Jim. “That’s what every body tells me.” The black 
professionals’ repeated assertion that Jim’s primary obstacle to achieving 
success is not discrimination but rather his own as- yet- unproven merit fills 
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him with hope. The script ends with Jim looking out over the vast expanse 
of a bay from the bridge as the camera recedes. A World for Jim thus suggests 
the expansion of Jim’s prospects and, to borrow the title of another nul film 
of the 1950s, the “ever- widening horizons” of black vocational opportunity.16
Probing the Psy chol ogy of Black Youth
Miller’s World script attests to the widespread interest at this time, mani-
fest in both Cold War social science and popu lar culture, in the psy chol-
ogy of black youth. His script depicts Jim’s psychic torment in a number of 
instances. For example, he describes Jim weeping alone on the abandoned 
basketball court.  Later, appearing before the judge, Jim erupts with sudden, 
unexpected anger. Indeed, Miller’s script displays a surprisingly complex 
understanding of the psychic effects of racism and in equality. Miller may 
have focused on exploring  these effects  because of the highly publicized im-
portance attributed to them by the Supreme Court in its 1954 ruling in the 
case of Brown v. Board of Education.
The Court’s decision overturned its 1896 ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson, which 
permitted the segregation of public schools based on race. The Court reversed 
this decision in part due to the expert testimony of many of the nation’s lead-
ing social scientists, who argued that segregation  causes irreparable psychic 
harm to African American youth. As Chief Justice Earl Warren stated in his 
delivery of the Court’s opinion, “to separate [African American  children] 
from  others of similar age and qualifications solely  because of their race gen-
erates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may af-
fect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.”17 Although 
Brown v. Board was a milestone in the history of legislative efforts to achieve 
a more equitable society, racial progressives have since criticized aspects of 
the case. Daryl Michael Scott asserts that the naacp attorneys’ focus on 
the psychological effects of segregation came at the expense of addressing its 
social and economic costs.18 Lani Guinier argues that  these attorneys stressed 
the psychic toll exacted by segregation on black youth in order to secure the 
sympathy of predominantly white middle- and upper- class liberals. In  doing 
so, however, they failed to demand more sweeping structural changes that 
likely would have met with re sis tance from their white supporters.19
Both the Court ruling and A World for Jim reflect many of the same ideas 
about race, psy chol ogy, and social change prevalent among racial liber-
als of the 1950s. In fact, many of the criticisms that have been directed at 
Brown since 1954 can also be leveled at Miller’s script. For example, Guinier 
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observes that the Court’s opinion unwittingly contributed to racial stigma-
tization: “Predicated on experiments purportedly showcasing blacks’ low 
self- esteem, the opinion reinforced the stigma long associated with blacks, 
even as it attributed the stigma to racism rather than biology.”20 That is, 
the opinion characterized African Americans as psychologically damaged. 
True, the Court suggested that their collective psychic malady was attrib-
utable to social in equality—or, more specifically, to the fact of segregated 
schooling. Nevertheless, blacks  were still made to bear the stigma of pathol-
ogy. World likewise acknowledges the real ity of racism and discrimination, 
and, like Brown, it attributes black youths’ low self- esteem to the prob lem of 
prejudice. Yet also like Brown, its focus is not on white racism per se. World 
suggests that the obstacles Jim  faces are not primarily  those of racism and 
discrimination; rather, they are psychological impasses that block him from 
achieving success. As the judge tells Jim, “ Those fancy barriers  you’ve set up 
in yourself . . .  are just as tough to penetrate as any color line I ever saw.”21
It is, however, impor tant to consider the broader social context of both 
Miller’s World script and the Brown v. Board ruling. The  Legal Defense and 
Education Fund attorneys’ focus on the psychic pathology of the black child 
as a consequence of segregation may indeed have contributed to racial stig-
matization, as both Scott and Guinier contend. However, the idea that segre-
gation does, in fact, cause black  children to suffer psychologically was at the 
time by no means widely accepted within white society at large. Undoubt-
edly, recognition of the real psychic costs of in equality is crucial to any effort 
to combat its per sis tence. Nevertheless, I agree with Daryl Michael Scott, 
who affords a power ful condemnation of the use of what he calls “damage 
imagery” even when the intent  behind it is racially progressive. “Depicting 
black folk as pathological has not served the community’s best interests,” he 
writes. “Again and again, contempt has proven to be the flip side of pity.”22 
Despite its progressive intent, the completed film did  little to aid the cause of 
redressing in equality as it characterized the African American  family as the 
locus of a deep- seated, self- perpetuating pathology.
A Morning for Jimmy
In the completed film, A Morning for Jimmy, Jimmy Carroll returns home 
visibly upset. When questioned by his  mother, he reveals that he was de-
nied an after- school job in a downtown department store  because he is black. 
When Jimmy’s  mother asks her son why he is so upset, reminding him that 
this encounter with racism is by no means out of the ordinary for him, he 
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responds, “I just thought with all the talk lately, that they might take me. This 
is a democracy, Ma,  isn’t it?” The film thus acknowledges the con temporary 
civil rights strug gle and the ongoing transformation of U.S. race relations, the 
“talk” to which Jimmy refers. Jimmy’s  mother encourages her son to continue 
to strive to overcome racial barriers. Jimmy’s  father, however, is far more pes-
simistic about his son’s prospects. “ Didn’t you know what to expect?” he asks 
Jimmy upon learning of the department store incident during dinner. “I told 
you enough times. You can never get as good a job as a white fella.”
We  later see Jimmy in an integrated classroom where he is clearly not pay-
ing attention to the lesson. When his African American teacher, Mr. Brown, 
calls on him, Jimmy admits that he has not heard the question asked of him, 
prompting Mr. Brown to request that Jimmy remain  after class. During their 
meeting, Jimmy informs his teacher that he has de cided not to work hard 
in school. “It’s no use,” he tells Mr. Brown. “What’s no use?” asks his teacher. 
“Being colored and trying to do something. They just  won’t let us be any-
thing.” “Jimmy, almost  every Negro at one time or another has felt what 
figure 7.2. Jimmy tells his  mother that he was racially discriminated against. Jim-
my’s  mother comforts her son and encourages him to continue to pursue his dreams. 
A Morning for Jimmy (1960).
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 you’re feeling now,” admits Mr.  Brown. “But  those of us who have made 
some success of our lives have done so only  because  we’ve refused to remain 
discouraged.” “Jimmy,  you’re not the only one in this,” Mr. Brown continues. 
“Are the militant students of the South beaten? Are the  peoples of the new 
nations of Africa discouraged?” Mr. Brown thus compares Jimmy’s plight 
to theirs, implicitly suggesting that, like  these activists, Jimmy must remain 
steadfast in the face of adversity. Mr. Brown asks Jimmy if he would like to 
spend the after noon meeting several persons who, in spite of their race, have 
achieved  career success. One of them, he notes, happens to be an architect, 
precisely the profession to which Jimmy aspires. Accompanied by Mr. Brown 
and Taylor’s upbeat,  free jazz score, Jimmy traverses the city meeting African 
American professionals in the fields of information technology, the culinary 
arts, engineering, medicine, and architecture.
Upon returning home, Jimmy gushingly tells his  father about his after-
noon and professes his desire to pursue a  career in architecture. His  father, 
figure 7.3. Jimmy tells his teacher, Mr. Brown, that he has abandoned hope of 
achieving his  career goals. Mr. Brown refutes Jimmy’s assertion that being black in 
Amer i ca necessarily prevents one from achieving vocational success. A Morning for 
Jimmy (1960).
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however, remains staunchly pessimistic. “Sure, son. Sure  there are a few Ne-
groes with good jobs. The ones the white folks set up to show off. But  don’t 
you realize, Jimmy, the majority of us  can’t get  those jobs?” In the film’s last 
scene, Jimmy discusses the dilemma he  faces with his grand father, played by 
retired nul executive Robert J. Elzy. Unlike Jimmy’s  father, his grand father 
emphatically maintains that Jimmy should pursue higher education and an 
architectural  career. A Morning for Jimmy concludes on a mutedly optimis-
tic note; Jimmy and his grand father walk away from the camera alongside 
a set of railroad tracks accompanied by the nondiegetic sounds of Taylor’s 
piano and lone trumpet. As in World, the film’s final image is a long shot of a 
bridge, reminding the viewer of Jimmy’s architectural aspirations.
From World to Morning
In A World for Jim, particularly in the longer of the two drafts, Jim’s bitterness 
is attributable to multiple influences, though perhaps none more so than that 
of his peers.23 By contrast, A Morning for Jimmy identifies its protagonist’s trou-
bles as originating with his  family or, more specifically, with Jimmy’s  father. 
John Carroll embodies a weakness that the film suggests is endemic among Af-
rican Americans. John, we learn, had in his youth trained to be a bookkeeper; 
however, the prejudices of his potential employers thwarted his ambitions, in-
stilling in him a deep- seated bitterness. Five years  after the release of A Morn-
ing for Jimmy, Secretary of  Labor Patrick D. Moynihan authored his contro-
versial report The Negro  Family: The Case for National Action. The Moynihan 
Report, as it was commonly called, argued that the disor ga ni za tion of the black 
urban poor was self- sustaining: even if institutional racism was wholly eradi-
cated, Moynihan claimed, this subset of the black community would remain 
a social underclass  because of the disorder of its families. Thus, Moynihan 
identified the primary obstacle to black social and economic advancement as 
black  people themselves. Moynihan acknowledged the impact that the legacy 
of systemic white racism and in equality had on black  people. Nevertheless, he 
argued that  these  things  were of less consequence for impoverished African 
Americans than  were the ways in which they raised their  children and struc-
tured their home lives.24 A Morning for Jimmy differs in many ways from the 
Moynihan Report, most notably in its focus on a black middle- class  family. 
Yet like the report, the film displaces focus away from the prob lem of systemic 
white racism through its emphasis on the shortcomings of the black  father.
Despite this, however, Morning is, at least on first viewing, seemingly more 
po liti cally progressive than Miller’s World script. Unlike World, Morning 
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explic itly acknowledges the per sis tence of white racism. Whereas World only 
alludes to the real ity of racism, Morning makes it central to the film’s narrative: 
Jimmy’s encounter with discriminatory hiring practices is the story’s instigat-
ing incident. Additionally, Morning references anticolonial strug gle and the 
direct- action protest movement in the South. Thus, unlike World, Morning ac-
knowledges, however limitedly, the emerging politicization of black identity.
Additionally, Morning calls into question the idea, central to the nul’s 
philosophy, that through displays of merit, African Americans can over-
come entrenched in equality. World also briefly calls into question the idea 
that social advancement in the U.S. is based on merit. When the engineer 
meets Jim, he asks him if he is “any good,” implying that Jim’s success is 
contingent on his ability. However, he adds, “Sure,  there are plenty of know- 
nothings in the field. But  we’re not inheriting businesses from our  fathers. 
We’ve got to be a  little bit better than good, if you get me.”  Here, the script 
acknowledges structural racial in equality. Jim must not only be competent 
at his work; he must be better than his privileged white peers to compensate 
for his race. Nevertheless, by the end of the script, the idea that the U.S. is, 
figure 7.4. Jimmy’s  father, who admonishes his son for failing to accept that, as he 
puts it, “You can never get as good a job as a white fella.” A Morning for Jimmy (1960).
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in essence, a meritocracy is strongly affirmed. Morning, however, offers no 
such affirmation. At the conclusion of the film, Jimmy discusses his situa-
tion with his grand father, who encourages Jimmy to work hard to achieve 
his goals. Jimmy replies, “I guess  you’re right, Gramps. I guess  you’re right. 
 There  really  isn’t anything in the  future for me,  unless I work for it. Then 
 there still might not be anything  there. But I guess I’ll have to try, and try real 
hard.” The film thus admits the possibility that, no  matter how hard Jimmy 
works (and, presumably, regardless of his skill and ability), he may not realize 
his ambitions.25
Despite this sober acknowl edgment of the limitations of the nul’s faith 
in the power of hard work to overcome systemic in equality, A Morning for 
Jimmy nevertheless suggests that  there is, indeed, hope for its protagonist. 
The film implies that Jimmy’s ambitions can be achieved only if he rejects 
the pessimism of other African Americans, exemplified by Jimmy’s  father. 
Although their bitterness is perhaps understandable, the film implies that it 
is debilitating, and  fathers like Jimmy’s do their  children a profound disser-
vice by instilling it within them at a young age. Of course, the film includes 
black characters depicted as having a positive influence on Jimmy. However, 
characters like Jimmy’s grand father and teacher are portrayed as exceptions 
to the rule. Most African Americans are twisted up inside, the film suggests; 
their resignation is like a ge ne tic disorder, passed from generation to gen-
eration, usually through the  father. Only by steeling themselves against their 
influence can individual black youths like Jimmy rise above their brethren 
to achieve middle- class  career success.
This point is made explicit in the film’s concluding scene. As they talk, 
Jimmy’s grand father explains to his grand son that his  father’s sullenness and 
resentment are attributable to his failure to succeed as a bookkeeper. The 
grand father describes his son as having been “hurt”; however, he tells Jimmy 
that his chances are far better than  those of the boy’s  father. The grand father 
then generalizes from the experience of Jimmy’s  father to African Ameri-
cans collectively: Brown’s script reads, “Lots of Negroes are hurt.  Don’t listen 
to them.  They’ll always tell you  there’s no chance.  There may have been no 
chance for them, but  there is one for you. . . .  Your experience has nothing 
to do with the other fellow’s. You are the only one you should be concerned 
with. Just  because the other fellow is discouraged  doesn’t mean you should 
be. You are your own person with a mind and soul [an] individual. You got 
to be a bit better than the other. You can be, too.”26
Far from suggesting that he identify his plight with black activists in the 
South or anticolonial protesters in Africa, Morning ultimately argues that it is 
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only by disentangling himself from the black collective that Jimmy can achieve 
his vocational goals. Black anger is characterized not as a motivator for po liti-
cal action, but rather as an impediment to individual self- advancement. In this 
way, despite acknowledging new forms of activism and third- world solidarity 
movements across the globe, Morning is arguably less invested in the emerg-
ing politics of black solidarity and black identity than is Miller’s World script. 
In World, the engineer tells Jimmy he must be better than his white peers, 
acknowledging the structural in equality that defines the ideally meritocratic 
world of work. By contrast, Morning focuses not on the obstacles African 
Americans face in competing with whites but on the need for black youth to 
compete with and overcome the influence of other blacks. In this way, Morning 
is a profoundly reactionary film, suggesting that in equality is perpetuated not 
by racism per se, but rather by the pathological bitterness of African Ameri-
cans. In keeping with the league’s ethos, the film characterizes black solidarity 
as  little more than a potential impediment to individual achievement.
figure 7.5. Jimmy and his grand father. Despite his own experiences with racial 
prejudice, Jimmy’s grand father believes that racism in Amer i ca can be overcome. He 
encourages Jimmy to remain optimistic despite the pessimism of men like Jimmy’s 
 father. A Morning for Jimmy (1960).
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Conclusion: Reading A Morning for Jimmy
A Morning for Jimmy’s racial conservatism clearly resonated with white 
viewers like Mrs. Sale, who responded favorably to the film’s strategic ef-
fort to displace responsibility for racial in equality from whites to African 
Americans. But why was the film also well received by black youth? In 
correspondence from nul Associate Director Otis E. Finley to Director 
of Vocational Guidance Ann Tanneyhill, Finley reported, “Audience reac-
tion at all showings was highly favorable. In Tulsa and Oklahoma City the 
student audiences reacted with loud applause when they saw the Negro 
 hotel food supervisor give  orders to a white chef.”27 In May 1961, a school 
administrator at ps 139 in Harlem wrote to Tanneyhill about a screening 
of the film for the school’s 1,700 pupils: “[The students]  were enlightened 
to see a  family sit down to dinner + eat together,” he told Tanneyhill. “Ex-
pressed surprise to  really see this and questioned me as to  whether this 
 really happened. So small and yet so very big!”28 Although I have argued 
that A Morning for Jimmy was a product of postwar racial liberalism’s ef-
fort to disavow white responsibility for systemic racial in equality, African 
American viewers  were clearly able to ascribe progressive and even radical 
meanings to the film’s sounds and images. Undoubtedly, despite its con-
servatism, ele ments of A Morning for Jimmy, such as its use of nonprofes-
sional black actors and Billy Taylor’s jazz score, imbued the film with po-
liti cal potency. That black audiences  were able to focus on  these ele ments, 
however, is a testament not to the essential progressivism of the film’s mes-
sage; rather, it suggests the agency of black audiences well practiced in 
culling emancipatory significance from even the most racially regressive 
works of popu lar culture.29
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A Touch of the Orient”
Negotiating Japa nese American Identity  
in The Challenge (1957)
T O D D  K U S H I G E M A C H I  A N D  D I N O  E V E R E T T
The University of Southern California (usc) student film The Challenge 
(Claude V. Bache, 1957) offers one of the earliest known film repre sen ta tions 
of a Japa nese American social and cultural movement in the post– World War 
II era. As an expository documentary, The Challenge discusses nineteenth- 
century immigration from Japan, the incarceration of Japa nese Americans in 
prison camps during World War II, and the state of the  Little Tokyo enclave 
in 1950s Los Angeles.1 The film first became available for rental and purchase 
in the 1960–61 supplemental cata log from usc’s film sales division.2 Twelve 
minutes in length, The Challenge touches upon crucial issues of culture and 
identity that continue to resonate in the Asian American community and 
that received virtually no attention in film, theatrical or other wise,  until de-
cades  later. In this regard, The Challenge takes impor tant steps  toward an 
articulation of Asian American subjectivity by placing the past, pre sent, and 
pos si ble  future of Japa nese Americans front and center. This educational 
student film provides a rare depiction and expression of Japa nese American 
history and identity; the fact that it was created more than a de cade before 
the oft- cited beginning of Asian American cinema in the 1970s makes it all 
the more remarkable.
This chapter situates The Challenge in the context of Asian American cin-
ema.3 The film clearly fits two of the three characteristics Renee Tajima- Peña 
identifies in her exploration of Asian American filmmaking. First, The Chal-
lenge is an example of “socially committed cinema,” exploring the history of 
“
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an oppressed  people and their po liti cal strug gles. Second, the film is “char-
acterized by diversity  shaped through . . .  the constant flux of new immigra-
tion flowing from a westernizing East into an easternizing West.” Specifically, 
The Challenge narrativizes Japa nese immigrants’ experiences and considers 
the lasting implications of international exchange. However, The Challenge 
does not readily satisfy Tajima’s third criterion,  because of the student film-
maker’s racial identity: director and co writer Claude V. Bache’s parents  were 
of American and Eu ro pean descent, and Tajima states that Asian American 
cinema is “created by a  people bound by 1) race; 2) interlocking cultural and 
historical relations; and 3) a common experience of western domination.”4 
Although Bache had served in Japan and  Korea as an American officer be-
fore studying film production at usc, he was looking in at an Asian Ameri-
can community from an outside position.5 Thus, The Challenge’s authorship 
might inspire questions about who is speaking and for whom.
Such an assumption about Bache’s authorship, however, does not account 
for the richness and complexity of The Challenge’s production. In a 2008 in-
terview, Bache remembered pitching the proj ect to his usc adviser as a sort 
of repre sen ta tional intervention, saying, “ These  people have been terribly 
maligned and I could make a film about their story.”6 The film’s complete 
roster of collaborators and supporters suggests that many Japa nese Ameri-
cans influenced the film’s at first seemingly outsider perspective. Ken Miura, 
a member of usc’s faculty who had been incarcerated in the concentration 
camps with his  family during World War II, oversaw and guided the film’s 
production.7 In addition, Judge John F. Aiso, who was the highest- ranking 
Japa nese American military officer in World War II, and the Japa nese Amer-
ican Citizens League (jacl) provided “production assistance” and finan-
cial support.8 The jacl touted itself as the voice of the Japa nese American 
community, and indeed, The Challenge is ideologically consistent with the 
agenda of community elites at the time of the film’s production. Clearly on 
display in The Challenge, the jacl’s conservative, assimilationist perspective 
in the 1950s suggests ways in which Asian American authorship may not 
necessarily be po liti cally progressive.
By reframing the authorship of this film, this chapter reclaims a piece of 
Asian American cinema history and uncovers a prehistory of in de pen dent 
Asian American filmmaking, typically dated as starting in the late 1960s. 
Scholarship has largely focused on in de pen dent films, including fictional 
features, documentaries for festivals and/or public broadcasting, or exper-
imental film and video.9 As a nontheatrical educational and student film 
previously outside the primary scope of study, The Challenge problematizes 
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Jun Okada’s claim that the film collective Visual Communications “by 1973, 
produced the first Asian American films about the Japa nese American in-
ternment.”10 If The Challenge is, as we argue, an Asian American film, the 
1957 student proj ect may actually be the first of its kind to discuss the incar-
ceration of Japa nese Americans in concentration camps.
As Bache’s student film explores Japa nese American history, the film 
resonates with Asian American cinema’s institutional contingency and its 
themes of identity and collective memory. But perhaps most importantly, 
The Challenge exemplifies the state of ambivalence and pro cess of negotia-
tion at the heart of not only Asian American cinema but of Asian American 
identity. Scholars such as Peter X Feng and Celine Parreñas Shimizu focus 
on Asian American spectatorship and performance- as- authorship to recu-
perate films such as The World of Suzie Wong (Richard Quine, 1960), and 
thus, they accept both the pains and pleasures of repre sen ta tion.11 This am-
bivalence extends to the very notion of “Asian American” itself. Feng argues 
that to self- identify as Asian American is to “both accept and critique the 
externally imposed label that denies the specificity of one’s cultural heritage 
and defines one’s otherness in racial terms.”12 The Challenge (un)comfortably 
figure 8.1. The final credit for The Challenge (1957) highlights the contributions of 
Japa nese American institutions and individuals.
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fits into this tradition, with the Japa nese American community using the 
film to strategically position itself as both Japa nese and American, and as 
both a model minority and an oppressed  people. In a sense, this essay itself 
is an expression of ambivalence, wrestling with the problematic authorship 
and lessons of The Challenge just as it recuperates an impor tant piece in a 
community’s history of self- definition.
Japa nese and American
The Challenge highlights the parallels between the functions of institutions 
in Asian American film and in educational film more broadly. Okada argues 
that institutionality is a defining ele ment of Asian American cinema, that 
institutions of education, filmmaking, and public tele vi sion together  shaped 
the ideological attitudes and the formal strategies of the movement’s films 
for de cades.13 Just as Okada looks to sources of funding and ave nues of dis-
tribution to better understand the form and contexts of Asian American 
films, the history of the usc film school reveals how The Challenge came to 
exist, including why it took shape as a message- based educational film and 
why the jacl had such a significant influence on the nature of that message. 
Ultimately, The Challenge and the jacl more broadly advocate a position 
that si mul ta neously asserts cultural difference and successful assimilation, 
an ambivalent state of Japa neseness and Americanness.
An educational film, The Challenge was typical of the usc film school’s 
output during this period, as the school had financial incentives to priori-
tize nontheatrical films. Documentaries and sponsored instructional films 
made it easier for usc to secure funding from sources outside the school 
itself, and  these films could then be rented and sold to other institutions. 
 Because of this established distribution ave nue, usc encouraged students 
to produce films such as The Challenge, rather than narrative films, which 
had few screening possibilities at the time. In par tic u lar, Herbert Farmer, 
usc director of audiovisual ser vices and Department of Cinema profes-
sor, understood nontheatrical films as a revenue stream for the school.14 
In 1959, Farmer wrote in the Journal of the University Film Producers As-
sociation that in the Gradu ate Student Workshop, “the emphasis is shifted 
from the study of techniques and procedures to the message and audience 
of the film.”15 Indeed, the first credit  after The Challenge’s title cards reads, 
“Produced in the Gradu ate Student Workshop[,] Department of Cinema,” 
linking The Challenge to the larger push  toward message- oriented nonthe-
atrical films.
This historical context of usc’s Gradu ate Student Workshop also offers 
a pos si ble explanation for the participation of Japa nese American organ-
izations in the making of The Challenge. If the context of usc helps to explain 
why the film takes an instructional approach, the Japa nese American com-
munity’s involvement helps explain what precisely the film was attempting 
to teach. Titles in the opening credits signal the prominent role of the jacl 
in the making of this film. The first superimposed words  after the comple-
tion of the film’s technical credits read, “Grant in aid by East Los Angeles and 
Southwest Los Angeles Chapters of the Japa nese American Citizens League.” 
This is followed by the credit “Production Assistance by The Regional Office 
Japa nese American Citizens League[,] The Japa nese Art and Culture Insti-
tute and The Honorable John F. Aiso[,] Judge of the Superior Court of Los 
Angeles.”  These are the final words of the opening credits; student filmmaker 
Bache is not credited  until the end of the film. This placement highlights 
the input of leading Japa nese American organ izations and individuals in the 
film. Such a connection legitimizes the film as an au then tic depiction of the 
Japa nese American community.16
Although the organ ization lends credibility to the film’s message, the jacl 
is controversial. Established as a national organ ization in 1929 by existing 
community groups in California and Washington, the jacl historically 
touted itself as the social and po liti cal voice of the Japa nese American com-
munity. However, critics then and now have targeted the group’s po liti cal 
positions, particularly its narrow, assimilationist agenda and its role in ac-
tively supporting Japa nese American cooperation in their own incarcera-
tion during World War II. During the war, the jacl not only encouraged 
the Japa nese American community to quietly accept their incarceration but 
also reportedly aided federal authorities in identifying Issei who  were pos-
si ble national security threats.17 Additionally, the organ ization barred draft 
resisters from membership, a position consistent with their patriotic assimi-
lationist perspective.18 The jacl worked during and  after the war to posi-
tion itself as the singular voice of the Japa nese American community, even 
though historian Ellen D. Wu points to cries of re sis tance that “laid bare the 
divergent possibilities of Japa nese American identity that jacl had labored 
carefully to suppress.”19
The prominent placement of the jacl in The Challenge’s opening cred-
its suggests that the organ ization likely influenced the film’s messages about 
po liti cal and ethnic identity. Indeed, the film articulates many of the jacl’s 
talking points from the 1940s and 1950s. Awareness of the jacl’s controver-
sial history is not meant to condemn or criticize The Challenge but instead 
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to contextualize it in contemporaneous discourses about Japa nese American 
identity. In some ways, this history complicates the pos si ble reading of this 
film as simply a white, dominant view of Japa nese Americans and suggests 
how intracommunity debates impacted this film.
In addition to establishing the film’s institutional context, The Challenge’s 
opening credits, through their design, suggest the simultaneity of Japa nese 
identity and American identity that is a key issue in this film, as well as in 
Asian American cinema more broadly. Directly  after the image of the usc 
seal, the film announces its title in a manner that visualizes this negotiation 
of identity, first featuring the film’s title in bright red Japa nese kanji char-
acters.  After five seconds, the En glish translation is superimposed over the 
Japa nese characters in all- capitalized white letters.  After a few more seconds, 
the Japa nese title fades away, leaving only the En glish. In this subtle use of 
superimpositions and fades, the scene visually represents issues related to 
the assimilation of Japa nese  people into American culture, including the 
question of  whether Americanism necessitates the erasure of national and 
cultural origins. Although this opening sequence could be read as suggest-
ing the necessity of such racial and cultural denial, The Challenge and the 
figure 8.2. The title card briefly superimposes the film’s En glish title over Japa nese 
kanji characters, and the kanji  later fades, leaving only the En glish.
jacl more broadly advocate a position that si mul ta neously asserts both cul-
tural assimilation and difference.
The relationship between Asian and American identities is a defin-
ing issue throughout Asian American cinema and related scholarship. As 
Peter X Feng observes, Asian Americans exist in the cultural imaginary as 
“perpetual foreigners,” with the racially based denial of belonging related 
to a “crisis in the definition of what it means to be American.”20 Despite the 
presence of Asian Americans with deep roots in the United States through-
out the twentieth  century, commercial film and tele vi sion has historically 
depicted Asians as non- Americans and/or inassimilable. This characteriza-
tion extends back to Sessue Hayakawa’s villainous character in The Cheat 
(Cecil  B. DeMille, 1915) and Richard Barthelmess’s benevolent but tragic 
Cheng Huan in Broken Blossoms (D. W. Griffith, 1919), and this Othering of 
Asian characters persisted in the 1950s. Films in the 1950s continued to focus 
on recent Japa nese and Asian immigrants. Interracial romance melodramas 
such as Japa nese War Bride (King Vidor, 1952) and Sayonara (Joshua Logan, 
1957) largely centered around white American military men falling in love 
with Japa nese  women overseas.21 Even though second- generation Japa nese 
Americans  were legally citizens, they simply did not exist in Hollywood’s 
cultural imaginary.
The negotiation of Japa nese American identity suggested by the Japa nese 
and En glish letters of The Challenge’s title sequence continues throughout 
the film, including its opening voice- over and photographic images. Narra-
tor Robert Kino’s first words set the scene: “This is  Little Tokyo in Downtown 
Los Angeles.  There is a touch of the Orient in the old shops and restaurants 
that line the streets, but  here life is the same as it is anywhere  else in Amer i ca.” 
In just  these opening lines, we have two seemingly opposed descriptions: 
the exoticized description of  Little Tokyo as embodying “the Orient” and 
the assimilating discourse of its normalcy, “the same as it is anywhere  else 
in Amer i ca.”  These words resonate with both theoretical interrogations of 
the contradiction of Asian American identity and, more importantly for this 
film, the Japa nese American community’s navigation of its own image in the 
de cades leading up to the 1950s.
The images that accompany this narration similarly express a negotia-
tion of Otherness and Americanness. One medium long shot shows a black 
kimono through a  Little Tokyo storefront win dow. This setup suggests how 
aspects of Japa nese culture might be on display and for sale— the “touch of 
the Orient in the old shops.” However, the film then cuts to an image of two 
young Japa nese American  women stepping out of a shop, just as Kino notes 
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the sameness of American life. The two  women wear blouses and long skirts, 
suggesting continuity with mainstream, white American fashion. Through 
both its narration and editing, The Challenge starts its expository look at 
Japa nese Amer i ca with a statement about the simultaneous Japa neseness 
and Americanness of this community.
The message conveyed in The Challenge’s opening minutes echoes the 
jacl’s agenda to portray the Japa nese American community in a fashion 
that Wu describes as “assimilating  Others.”22 Wu argues that that the jacl 
wanted to depict Japa nese Americans as “both the same and diff er ent from 
whites . . .  in order to si mul ta neously vindicate its po liti cal decisions, make 
claims on the state, and shore up its hegemony as the voice of the ethnic 
community.”23 On the one hand, the jacl depicted Japa nese Americans as 
successfully adopting white middle- class norms of American identity to en-
sure their place in the national fabric. At the same time, they strategically 
positioned themselves as Japa nese  because they had an interest in brokering 
U.S.- Japan relations and, more importantly,  because they understood they 
would never look American, even if they acted American.
figure 8.3. Japa nese American  women walk out of a shop in downtown Los 
Angeles’s  Little Tokyo, as narrator Robert Kino says the district is “the same as it is 
anywhere  else in Amer i ca.”
The Challenge’s negotiation of Japa neseness and Americanness becomes 
especially pronounced when the film features clearly staged shots of white 
Americans visiting  Little Tokyo.  After several shots of Japa nese Americans, 
the film cuts to a young white male and female walking past the commu-
nity’s shops. Kino’s narration proclaims, “The colorful display of the old and 
the new is a constant attraction to curious  people.” The young  couple enters 
from screen right, with a slight reframing movement to keep them at the 
center of attention. The  couple stops in the  middle of the frame at a store-
front win dow, and the film then cuts to a shot from inside the shop looking 
outward through the win dow. In a way,  these shots reinforce an objectifica-
tion of Japa nese culture, something to be displayed for and consumed by 
white Americans who visit  Little Tokyo.
Despite the pos si ble reading of Japa nese culture as object in this scene, the 
shot looking out through the win dow briefly positions the viewer as Other, as 
well as the potential source of the Anglo  couple’s curiosity. On a very prac-
tical level, the shot further suggests that the Japa nese American commu-
nity cooperated with the filmmakers, granting access inside stores to shoot 
the film. On an aesthetic level, the shot is also a momentary reversal for a 
figure 8.4. A white  couple looks in on a  Little Tokyo store, with the camera positioned 
on the opposite side of the win dow.
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white viewer, an attempt to duplicate the uncomfortable position of being 
reduced to an object of curiosity. This interpretation suggests ways in which 
The Challenge gestures  toward Japa nese American subjectivity as it implic-
itly and explic itly thematizes the community’s own negotiation of Japa nese 
and American identities.
Suppression and Success
In its opening scenes, The Challenge focuses on the role of  Little Tokyo 
and Japa nese culture in brokering a peaceful relationship between Japa nese 
Americans and “curious  people,” an apparent euphemism for tolerant white 
Americans.  After a brief discussion of Nisei Week,  Little Tokyo’s annual cul-
tural festival established in 1934, the film shifts in tone and in time to discuss 
Japa nese immigration in the nineteenth  century.  Here the viewer is given 
the first indication that the assimilation of Japa nese Americans included se-
rious obstacles. The film’s second section discusses hardships endured by 
Japa nese families, including difficulties in Japan that prompted individu-
als to migrate as well as the mass Japa nese American incarceration during 
World War II. Similar to how The Challenge emphasizes both Japa neseness 
and Americanness, the film’s historically oriented second section reiterates 
notions of Asian Americans as a model minority while also recognizing the 
impact of systemic racism.
 After a somewhat upbeat passage focusing on Japa nese immigrants’ early 
success finding work in the United States, the  music shifts from a bright 
celebratory tone to a far more somber sound. This modulation occurs just 
before the voice- over narration begins to discuss California’s Webb- Haney 
Act of 1913, also known as the Alien Land Law, which prohibited Japa nese 
immigrants from owning land.24 The Challenge acknowledges how  these 
discriminatory laws pushed Japa nese immigrants to crowded areas in the 
cities, leading them to “[retreat] into a  little world of their own.” Thus far in 
The Challenge,  Little Tokyo has been depicted as a place of cultural contact 
between Japan and the U.S., between Japa nese Amer i ca and white Amer i ca. 
By acknowledging how institutional segregation led to the creation of com-
munity enclaves in the first place, The Challenge complicates the notion of 
 Little Tokyo as an innocent place of cultural cele bration and exchange.
The connection between this early segregation and the pre sent commu-
nity is made even more power ful by the film’s use of con temporary color 
footage to accompany the narration, an anachronistic touch that connects 
past and pre sent. In an extreme long shot with two Japa nese men enter-
ing a store across the street, the film briefly shows the Fugetsu- Do confec-
tionery, originally founded in 1903 and considered the oldest business in 
 Little Tokyo. The Challenge’s brightly colored images consistently remind the 
viewer that, thus far, the film has opted for staged scenes rather than archi-
val materials to visually represent the historical moments discussed in the 
voice- over. With narration discussing institutionalized racism in the early 
twentieth  century and images showing  Little Tokyo in the 1950s, the film 
 counters the  earlier narration about cultural assimilation with a darker nar-
rative of racial exclusion.
 After depicting the transition from Japan to American farmland, and 
then from  there to the cities, The Challenge cuts to an interview with Judge 
Aiso to elaborate on institutional limits to Japa nese American social and 
economic mobility. This is the first of the film’s four shots of Japa nese Ameri-
can subjects speaking directly to the camera. Aiso explains that Japa nese 
Americans “ couldn’t buy property or obtain good jobs or even attend the 
same schools as some Americans. They felt the reason they  were not ac-
cepted was  because they  were uneducated, so the Issei gave his son or Nisei 
an opportunity to get an education hoping this would open the doors to op-
portunity. The Nisei was a citizen by birth and an American by choice. But 
in spite of this po liti cal heritage he often found himself where he was when 
he began.” Although The Challenge highlights Japa nese Americans’ cultural 
assimilation, Aiso expresses uncertainties about the promise of socioeco-
nomic mobility in the United States.
The jacl’s advocacy for Japa nese American assimilation was not simply 
cultural. The organ ization’s agenda was also tied to socioeconomic ideals con-
cerning middle- class American life. Indeed, the organ ization’s assimilationist 
position was a prototype of the model minority myth. This conception of 
Asian Americans lives on to this day and is often criticized as a less blatantly 
malicious form of racism. Although the term was coined in 1966, the jacl 
itself campaigned to create the image of a patriotic, hard- working Japa nese 
American de cades  earlier.25 The narrative suggests that Asian Americans at-
tained success in the United States through hard work and  because of com-
patible value systems. Although the discourse supposedly offers a positive 
repre sen ta tion of Asian Americans, this ste reo type offers a narrow view of 
a diverse community of  people, overlooks the existence of continued preju-
dice against Asian Americans, and also implicitly denies the role of systemic 
racism in the socioeconomic status of other communities of color. Thus, if 
the very notion of a model minority is premised upon the denial of systemic 
racism’s per sis tence, Aiso’s comments in The Challenge instead highlight the 
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institutional and  legal barriers that have  limited Japa nese American socio-
economic mobility.
The model minority myth suggests that Asian Americans attained their 
socioeconomic status without resisting the dominant po liti cal order, a con-
clusion often explic itly tied to critiques of black po liti cal activism.26 The 
issue of Japa nese American compliance becomes especially significant as 
The Challenge shifts from the early history of  Little Tokyo to World War II, 
including the mass incarceration of Japa nese Americans. Although Aiso first 
appears in a talking head interview, his words conclude over a shot of a gro-
cer handing a piece of fruit to a child.  After a match on action to a closer shot 
of the grocer, the camera pans over to a radio in the store.  After the grocer 
is shown increasing the volume on the radio, the sound of the film switches 
to the diegetic radio playing a news broadcast announcing the bombing of 
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Having used color reenactment footage 
to this point, the film  here switches to black- and- white stock footage taken 
from the Office of War Information film Japa nese Relocation and the Army- 
Navy Screen Magazine #45 from 1945.27 By incorporating state- sponsored 
footage into a film about the Japa nese American experience, The Challenge 
figure 8.5. In a staged scene, two Japa nese Americans listen in on a radio broadcast 
about Japan’s bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
reclaims  these pieces of a broader American historical rec ord for the story 
of a specific ethnic community.
The Challenge’s characterization of the camps reflects a discourse preva-
lent within the Japa nese American community that denies po liti cal re sis-
tance and affirms American power. Narrator Kino uses the term “isolated re-
location camps,” a euphemism designed to deny the severity of racist federal 
action. In addition to using the prevailing semantics of the dominant cul-
ture, the narrator states, “instead of rebelling, the Japa nese Americans wore 
their indignity with grace and understanding.” This is partly true; the jacl 
advocated for compliance with the government’s actions at the time of the 
mass incarcerations. However, Japa nese Americans  were far from uniform 
in their response to the incarceration. Journalist Jimmie Omura, for exam-
ple, openly spoke out against Executive Order 9066 and was consequently 
dubbed jacl’s “Public  Enemy Number One.”  Later, other Japa nese Ameri-
cans turned to vio lence against jacl officials who actively campaigned for 
the enlistment of Nisei into World War II.28  These and other instances of 
re sis tance suggest that The Challenge’s claim about what individuals did “in-
stead of rebelling” elide more progressive strands of the Japa nese American 
figure 8.6. The Challenge incorporates black- and- white footage from World War II 
government films, including images of the Japa nese American concentration camps.
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community,  those that might problematize the jacl’s preferred self- image 
of a po liti cally docile model minority.
Although The Challenge refuses to condemn the Japa nese American 
concentration camps, any mention of the incarceration, especially in 1957, 
is a remarkable and rare recognition of how the U.S. government  violated 
the civil rights of more than 100,000 individuals. Indeed, Bache used the 
troubled history of Japa nese Americans as a primary justification in his 
pitch for The Challenge, as a story about  people who “have been terribly 
maligned.”29 Hollywood had only incidentally referenced the mass incar-
ceration in films such as Japa nese War Bride and Bad Day at Black Rock 
(John Sturges, 1955).30 As Karen  L. Ishizuka found in the pro cess of re-
searching the incarceration to create the Japa nese American National Mu-
seum’s historical exhibit, which opened in 1994, even Japa nese Americans 
who had gone through the incarceration “ were still separated from the facts 
and historical analyses that would allow them fi nally to understand the his-
tory they  were a part of but not privy to.”31 That is, de cades  after World 
War II and even The Challenge in 1957, many Japa nese Americans  were not 
given the opportunity to remember and reflect, precisely  because of the col-
lective trauma and the pervasive denial of the government’s wrongdoing. 
The Challenge’s discourse often reflects complacent talking points of 1950s 
community leaders, but the very mentions of segregation and incarceration 
 were and remain power ful. To have  these addressed in a film, one produced 
in part by Japa nese Americans and marketed as an educational film, sug-
gests a move  toward the widespread recognition of Japa nese American his-
tory as a part of American history.
This chapter previously mentioned that, in The Challenge,  there are four 
shots of Japa nese American subjects speaking directly to the camera. Two of 
 these are black- and- white footage of soldiers during World War II. The jacl 
often referenced and continues to reference the military ser vice of Japa nese 
Americans despite the incarceration as an example of the community’s as-
similation into the United States. The fourth shot features the Yamato Em-
ployment Agency’s Chester Yamauchi, who talks about the increased em-
ployment opportunities for Japa nese Americans  after the war. Thus, both 
of  these instances are consistent with the film’s problematic message about 
socioeconomic and po liti cal change without radicalism, one consistent with 
the model minority myth. At the same time, it is stunning to see any Japa-
nese American speaking about himself and his community in a film made 
at this time.  These images are emblematic of The Challenge’s contradictions, 
giving voice to a flawed historical narrative but also giving members of the 
Japa nese American community the space to develop and negotiate this 
image themselves. By considering nontheatrical films such as student proj-
ects, we can expand our understanding of Asian American cinema and also 
find diff er ent ave nues through which the discourses of the Japa nese Ameri-
can community circulated in moving image culture.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
The film discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web page at 
https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
The Challenge (1957), 12 min., 16mm
production: Department of Cinema, University of Southern California, School 
of Performing Arts. distributor: usc. director: Claude Bache. writers: 
Richard A. Malek, Claude Bache. camera: Kishor Parekh. musical supervision: 
Tak Shindo. special orchestration: David Zea, Robert Greenwell. editor: 
Robert Roxanne. sound: Ted Gomillion. narrator: Robert Kino. access: usc 
Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
Army- Navy Screen Magazine #45 (1945), 7 min.
production: U.S. Army Pictorial Ser vices. summary: Depicts the situation 
involving Japa nese Americans being held in concentration camps from the 
perspective of the U.S. military.
Bad Day at Black Rock (1955), 81 min.
production/distribution: Metro Goldwyn Mayer. director: John Sturges. 
summary: A Hollywood attempt to showcase the shame and horror of the United 
States’ actions  toward Japa nese Americans during World War II.
Broken Blossoms (1919), 90 min.
production: D. W. Griffith Productions. distribution: United Artists. 
director: D. W. Griffith. summary: The friendship of a Chinese shop keeper  toward 
a young girl is challenged by the racism of her brutal  father.
Chan Is Missing (1982), 80 min.
production: Wayne Wang Productions. distribution: New Yorker Films. 
director: Wayne Wang. summary: A mystery involving some stolen money reveals 
the strug gles faced  every day by Chinese Americans.
The Cheat (1915), 59 min.
production: Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Com pany. distribution: Paramount 
Pictures. director: Cecil B. DeMille (uncredited). summary: The spoiled wife of a 
stockbroker steals charity money and clandestinely turns to a Japanese trader to help 
replace the money undetected.
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History and Memory: For Akiko and Takashige (1991), 32 min.
production/distribution/director: Rea Tajiri. summary: A personal 
account of the filmmaker’s  family experience of incarceration during World War II.
Japa nese Relocation (1942), 10 min.
production: Office of War Information, Paramount Pictures. distribution: War 
Activities Committee of the Motion Pictures Industry. summary: Propaganda film 
putting forth reasons why Japa nese Americans  were put into concentration camps 
during World War II.
Japa nese War Bride (1952), 91 min.
production: Joseph Bernhard Productions, Inc. distribution: Twentieth 
 Century Fox Film Corporation. director: King Vidor. summary: A Korean War 
veteran returns home to the U.S. with a Japa nese wife and  faces racist responses from 
neighbors.
Manzanar (1971), 16 min.
production/distribution: Visual Communications. director: Robert A. 
Nakamura. summary: An artistic look back on what it was like to be Japa nese and 
held in the concentration camps during World War II.
Minority of Youth: Akira (1971), 14 min.
production: Veriation Films. distribution: bfa Educational Media. director: 
David Espar. summary: A college­ aged Japa nese American man describes what it is 
like to be caught between two cultures.
Sayonara (1957), 147 min.
production: Pennebaker Productions, William Goetz Productions. distribution: 
Warner Bros. director: Joshua Logan. summary: A U.S. serviceman strug gles 
internally when he falls for a Japa nese  woman while stationed in Japan.
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I Have My Choice”
 Behind  Every Good Man (1967) and the Black Queer  
Subject in American Nontheatrical Film
N O A H  T S I K A
To imagine historical subjects as “gay,” “lesbian,” or as “transgender” ignores the radi-
cally diff er ent understandings of self and the contexts that underpinned the practices 
and lives of historical subjects.— david valentine, Imagining Transgender
As far as I’m concerned, a person has the right to be opaque.— Édouard glissant
Queer histories of audiovisual media tend, like their heterocentric counter-
parts, to ignore nontheatrical film— except, perhaps, when it can be con-
strued as a campy source of misinformation, a ludicrous means of peddling 
ste reo types and propagandizing against sexual and gender “minorities.” In-
deed, the longue durée of queer- themed nontheatrical film is often presented 
in terms of a protracted initial stage of reactionary production that was only 
eclipsed with the popularity of video formats for activist uses in the lib-
erationist 1970s and aids- plagued 1980s. This binary understanding of pre-
liberation didacticism and postliberation experimentation and community 
building has emerged at the expense of a more nuanced recognition of the 
capaciousness of nontheatrical film as a category of production, distribu-
tion, and exhibition.1
A student film completed in 1967 and immediately exhibited in a variety of 
nontheatrical venues, Nikolai Ursin’s  Behind  Every Good Man offers a formally 
heterogeneous depiction of a black subject whose queerness— identifiable 
as a principled opposition to normative expectations and categories of 
personhood— indicates the importance of peering beyond conventional 
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accounts of film history.2  Behind  Every Good Man examines the experiences 
of a young, unnamed person of color who identifies as neither straight nor 
gay, neither male nor female, and whose fluid conceptions of gender and sex-
uality lend this eight- minute hybridized documentary a queer expansiveness 
that relatively few films of its era could legitimately claim— a sort of poli-
tics of genderqueerness avant la lettre. In presenting some of the strategies 
of self- fashioning of a black subject who eschews fixed identity categories, 
Ursin refrains from providing confining interpretations of his own, marking 
 Behind  Every Good Man as a major contribution to filmic efforts to resist es-
sentialism. In place of the detached, didactic third- person exposition of clas-
sical documentary,  Behind  Every Good Man offers a confessional, first- person 
voice- over commentary, complicating the conventions of cinéma vérité even 
as it embraces them. Framed by obviously staged sequences in which the 
film’s protagonist interacts with the camera (as well as with a range of other 
social actors), the central section of  Behind  Every Good Man provides a far 
less reflexive glimpse of its subject preparing for a romantic eve ning, don-
ning “ women’s” clothes, and carefully applying makeup, while a voice on the 
soundtrack (presumably the subject’s own) says, “I have my choice”— that is, 
the choice to self- identify in a multiply resistant, idiosyncratic manner.
figure 9.1. The subject of  Behind  Every Good Man (1967)  handles “ women’s” clothes 
in the film’s opening scene.
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It is impossible for the viewer to know for sure  whether  these central 
scenes  were staged— whether the subject is performing “naturally” (albeit 
with the knowledge of being filmed) or according to Ursin’s specific in-
structions. It is perhaps equally impossible to know  whether the surround-
ing sequences  were, in fact, as staged as they seem—as much the product 
of dramaturgical convention as they appear (as when, for example, the 
subject must melodramatically cut short a romantic encounter in order 
to catch a bus, tripping and falling on the sidewalk in the pro cess). In any 
case,  Behind  Every Good Man is clearly invested in exploring the agency 
of its subject in relation both to specific historical markers (such as the 
16mm camera that rec ords that subject’s urban mobility, or the popu lar 
recordings of Dionne Warwick and the Supremes that provide part of the 
soundtrack of the subject’s life) and to self- constructions that continue to 
resist classification.
The significance of  Behind  Every Good Man is inextricable from its am-
biguity as well as from the sheer difficulty of defining it in relation to no-
tions of race, gender, and sexuality. In addressing its subject as queer, I am 
in fact imposing a term that is neither used in the film nor cited in any of 
the extant discourses surrounding it— and thus perpetuating the very object 
of my critique  here, which is the historical capacity of vari ous nontheatri-
cal exhibition sites to restrict the meanings of works that seem to queerly 
evade classification. However anachronistic, my use of the term “queer” is 
intended to express and honor this pro cess of evasion— what Barbara Ham-
mer terms “the politics of abstraction”—in keeping with queer’s dominant 
theoretical associations with definitional elasticity and a critique of the dis-
ciplinary effects of identity categories.3 E. Patrick Johnson has advanced a 
power ful critique of queer theory for its tendency to exclude the experiences 
of  people of color, offering, in its place, “something with more ‘soul,’ more 
‘bang,’ something closer to ‘home’ ” that he calls “quare studies.”4
It is one of my goals in this chapter to suggest how  Behind  Every Good 
Man, in pointing  toward the emergence of queer theory, also suggests ways 
of redressing what Johnson, following Gloria Anzaldúa, reads as the homo-
genizing capacity of “queer.”5 While many queer theorists of color have, 
like Cathy Cohen, rejected “queer theorizing which calls for the elimina-
tion of fixed categories,” arguing that essentialism “can, in fact, be impor tant 
to one’s survival,”  Behind  Every Good Man suggests quite the opposite.6 It 
seems impor tant— indeed, crucial—to the survival of Ursin’s subject to em-
brace fluidity and indeterminacy, to reject fixed categories in a way that pre-
dicts, by at least two de cades, the central thrust of queer theory as developed 
by the likes of Lauren Berlant, Judith Butler, Michael Warner, Annamarie 
Jagose, and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick.
 Behind  Every Good Man suggests ways of contesting the notion that the 
antiessentialist, anti- identitarian core of queer theory is purely a product of 
white privilege— exclusively a function of willful ignorance of race and class. 
While Ursin’s own whiteness raises key questions regarding possibly dis-
tortive privileges of authorship, his documentary techniques serve to com-
municate radical strategies of self- fashioning that his black queer subject 
voluntarily employs, proudly declaring, “I have my choice.” Throughout this 
chapter, I refer to Ursin’s protagonist as “the subject” not  because I wish to 
convey an impersonal, clinical impression of this figure as a nameless ethno-
graphic object but  because of the anonymity that the film itself encodes, and 
that no surviving document can supplant. Available information pertaining 
to Ursin and his production methods indicates, in fact, that the director’s 
goal was to honor the chosen anonymity of a black queer subject even as his 
filming of that subject signals an instance of uncloseting— a way of expos-
ing certain lived experiences to the scrutiny of the film camera as well as to 
potential viewers.
Anonymity also served a more practical purpose, offering a mea sure of 
protection to the film’s subject at a time when so- called cross- dressing was 
figure 9.2. Selecting a dress.
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illegal in Los Angeles, owing to antimasquerade laws introduced in the late 
nineteenth  century. Punishable by up to six months in jail and a fine of $500, 
the crime of masquerading is one to which  Behind  Every Good Man alludes 
through voice- over narration, as the subject describes being detained by a 
police officer  after electing to use a bathroom designated for men. In this tell-
ing, the officer and his colleagues,  after determining that the subject had no 
previous criminal rec ord, de cided to let “him” go, lamenting that “he”  wasn’t 
a “real”  woman. If I cannot name the subject of  Behind  Every Good Man, 
then neither can I identify that subject with the gendered pronouns that  these 
police officers reportedly used— with words that are simply not a part of the 
subject’s spoken self- description. Thus my very writing style, in this chapter, 
reflects the queer textuality of  Behind  Every Good Man— the film’s remark-
able re sis tance to the potential vio lence of naming.
The relative lack of documentation surrounding the production of  Behind 
 Every Good Man might seem emblematic of the challenges associated with 
the study of nontheatrical film, but it has also constituted a curious provoca-
tion for many who have distributed and exhibited Ursin’s film for the past 
fifty years—an inducement to naming that has involved the application not 
merely of conventionally gendered pronouns but also of questionable, and 
often downright offensive, sexological models.7 Scholars of nontheatrical 
film have long been alert to the multiple constraints inherent in this form 
of cinema, particularly where it intersects with state and corporate inter-
ests. Heide Solbrig, for instance, has examined how a subsidiary of Western 
Electric developed an infrastructure for nontheatrical film “in the image 
of corporate managerial expertise,” while Victoria Cain has shown how the 
American Film Center, in formulating a course of action for nontheatrical mo-
tion picture production and distribution, “attempted to collaborate, rather 
than compete, with Hollywood studios,” thereby reproducing certain repre-
sen ta tional norms and cultivating orthodox reading strategies.8 However, it 
is precisely the breadth of nontheatrical film— its inclusion of more than just 
state- sponsored propaganda or industrial didacticism— that permits and in-
deed demands attention to how the category has, at vari ous times and in a 
range of guises, accommodated repre sen ta tions that seem identifiably queer.
Alluding to  these practices of accommodation, Marsha Gordon and 
Allyson Nadia Field enumerate some of the key justifications for studying 
nontheatrical films made during the greater part of the twentieth  century, 
noting that “their very diff er ent and less centralized means of production, 
distribution, and exhibition allowed for a fascinating diversity that was never 
pos si ble in the more controlled, corporate environment of Hollywood.”9 In 
this essay, I understand such diversity as encompassing challenging depic-
tions of black queer subjects, including the central figure— the ostensible 
biographical focus—of  Behind  Every Good Man, a film that suggests an early 
form of re sis tance to long- standing popu lar discourses designed to quar-
antine blackness (especially black masculinity) from queerness. Indeed, re-
covering key histories of nontheatrical film enables us to understand how 
 these critical cinematic interventions anticipated— and perhaps laid some of 
the discursive groundwork for— such  later, canonical works as Isaac Julien’s 
Looking for Langston (1989) and Marlon Riggs’s Tongues Untied (1989), two 
documentaries that have generated an abundance of scholarship in the field 
of queer studies. Describing “the rise of essentialist black thinking” in his 
classic essay “Black Is, Black  Ain’t,” Julien laments the erasure of countervail-
ing historical discourses.10 Contesting “the notion of a black essence,” Julien 
recognizes that the suppression of the black queer subject— the dogmatic 
refusal to see queerness in blackness— depends on certain historiographic 
blind spots and archival limitations.11
Recent developments in the academic field of transgender studies are in-
dispensable to an analy sis of  Behind  Every Good Man. Describing the emer-
gence and institutionalization of the term “transgender” as a tool intended 
figure 9.3.  Behind  Every Good Man features several moments of direct address. 
 Here, the film’s subject smiles at the camera from a city sidewalk.
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to “incorporate all and any variance from  imagined gender norms,” David 
Valentine pre sents it as a site of contestation— the discursive locus “where 
meanings about gender and sexuality are being worked out.”12 While under-
standing “transgender” as a capacious, potentially limitless identity category, 
Valentine cautions against its overuse— particularly its retroactive applica-
tion to (or imposition on)  those who have not themselves chosen it— noting 
the “inability of discrete analytic categories” to adequately describe the ex-
periences of all marginalized subjects.13 Queer theory, for its part, similarly 
rests upon a suspicion of the regulatory effects of certain terms— even  those 
(like “queer” itself) embraced as radical and oppositional, often in contrast 
to their pathologizing deployment in popu lar and clinical discourses. Many 
of queer theory’s earliest intersections with so- called gender- variant sub-
jects, however, seemed to reproduce key aspects of  those very discourses, 
sharing feminist concerns regarding the capacity of a diversity of male- 
bodied feminine  people to sustain and reproduce male privilege, as though 
maleness  were an inescapable ontological given for  those born with penises.
As Jay Prosser argues in Second Skins, queer theory developed through 
a pronounced investment in camp and drag as paradigmatic of gender per-
formativity, si mul ta neously consigning questions of transsexual embodiment 
figure 9.4. The joys of flânerie.
to  the realm of a much- maligned essentialism, wherein a “pure” gender 
identity may be sought through surgical intervention, or a purportedly su-
perficial femininity might serve to smuggle in an “inherent” masculinity 
defined as hegemonic. According to the logic of early queer theory, then, 
transsexual embodiment represented, by definition, the achievement of a 
gender identity that is ontologically separate from the masculinity or femi-
ninity assigned to a subject at birth, thus reproducing conventional catego-
ries of personhood and sustaining a binary understanding of gender. Rather 
than radically occupying two expressive spaces at once, juggling differential 
markers of gender through the practice of drag, transsexual embodiment 
suggests, in this telling, a refusal of hybridity and intermediacy— a rejection 
of what Sandy Stone calls “the potentialities of mixture.”14 Transsexual sub-
jects as constructed through autobiography and,  later, through queer theory 
thus “go from being unambiguous men, albeit unhappy men, to unambigu-
ous  women,” indexing, in Stone’s account, “no territory in between.”15 It is 
this very “territory in between”— this productive and potentially perma-
nent liminality— that concerns me  here, and that is central to the repre sen-
ta tional strategies of  Behind  Every Good Man, a film whose nontheatrical 
presence has, for half a  century, continuously occasioned efforts to contain 
figure 9.5. Challenging the camera’s capacity to recognize all potentialities.
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its  human subject according to a stable, ideologically overdetermined set of 
identity categories.
Unlike other student films that have attained canonical or near- canonical 
status in documentary studies, such as Mitchell Block’s . . .  No Lies (1973) 
and George Lucas’s Look at Life (1965),  Behind  Every Good Man has not 
been cited in any previous scholarly publication, and its director has been 
similarly occluded despite numerous, con spic u ous contributions to cinema 
history. Ursin made  Behind  Every Good Man some four years before earn-
ing a master’s degree in film and video production at ucla, and while it is 
unclear  whether the university provided production support of any kind, 
the film did not serve as Ursin’s thesis. (The term “student film” is thus a 
bit of a misnomer in this instance.) In any case, Ursin established an early 
commitment to queer documentary that would characterize his decades- 
long  career as a filmmaker. With his partner, fellow ucla student Norman 
 Yonemoto, Ursin would go on to direct the groundbreaking 1969 documen-
tary Second Campaign, about the  People’s Park rebellion in Berkeley. In the 
1980s and early 1990s, Ursin was director of photography on a number of 
experimental videos that Yonemoto made with his  brother Bruce, including 
Green Card  (1982), Spalding Gray’s Map of L.A. (1984), Kappa  (1986), and 
Made in Hollywood (1990), which Ursin completed shortly before his death 
in 1990. In 1979, Ursin was the cinematographer on Rosa von Praunheim’s 
film  Army of Lovers, or Revolt of the Perverts  (1979), a landmark social 
documentary that atomizes gay and lesbian activism beyond familiar as-
similationist frameworks, revealing the diversity of experiences (including 
“homosexual Nazism”) that subtended gay liberation.
Working  under the name Nick Elliot (sometimes spelled “Eliot” and 
“Elliott”), Ursin also enjoyed considerable success in the realm of gay por-
nography, directing three films (including 1975’s Snowballing) and serving 
as cinematographer on the hardcore classics Kansas City Trucking Co. (Joe 
Gage, 1976) and A Night at Halsted’s (Fred Halsted, 1980), among a dozen 
 others. Ursin’s body of work thus spans discrepant yet similarly alternative 
or under ground cinematic forms, but it is his first known contribution to 
nontheatrical nonfiction that concerns me  here, particularly its loose, un-
bounded, anti- identitarian pre sen ta tion of a black queer subject— a pre sen-
ta tion that has rarely been recognized in efforts to bring the film to vari ous 
audiences. Despite its outlier status and seemingly radical textual methods, 
 Behind  Every Good Man is hardly anomalous, however, and an overview of 
its relationship to a number of alternative film practices of the 1960s is neces-
sary for a more comprehensive understanding of its place in cinema history.
The Portrait Film
 Behind  Every Good Man provides an intimate portrait of the sort that in-
formed much under ground film production in the 1960s, including Andy 
Warhol’s Screen Tests (1964–66).  Silent, static medium close- ups of vari ous 
subjects— famous and unknown individuals whom Warhol and his associ-
ates typically instructed to refrain from acting— the Screen Tests both ful-
filled and defied expectations engendered by de cades of documentary por-
traits, suggesting complex tensions between revelation and concealment. 
Jonathan Flatley has described the Screen Tests in terms of their shared 
capacity to display “the radical instability of recognizability,” and it is this 
aspect that  Behind  Every Good Man captures, compelling the viewer to ques-
tion assumptions regarding a range of gendered practices and artifacts.16 The 
affinities between  Behind  Every Good Man and Warhol’s Screen Tests is argu-
ably most evident at the conclusion of Ursin’s film, when the subject, having 
prepared for a romantic eve ning by dressing up and setting a  table for two 
(complete with a pair of candles), sits on a sofa and stares in the direction 
of the camera. In Paul Arthur’s reading, the Screen Tests critique the por-
trait film’s promise “to illuminate an irreducible core of being,” revealing 
the sheer performativity of simply staring into a camera while providing a 
minimum of facial expressions.17  Behind  Every Good Man reproduces and 
figure 9.6. The power of portraiture in  Behind  Every Good Man.
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extends this critique in its fusion of typically segregated documentary and 
avant- garde styles, troubling any clear distinctions between the two and 
thus further confounding the epistemological promise of what Arthur terms 
“the portrait film.” In his exploration of the genre, Arthur traces a telling 
trajectory from the celebrity profiles of the early 1960s (such as the Drew 
Associates films Primary [Robert Drew, 1960], about John F. Kennedy and 
Hubert Humphrey, and Jane [D. A. Pennebaker, 1962], about Jane Fonda) to 
the anticelebrity or outcast portraits produced  later in the de cade (such as 
Shirley Clarke’s Portrait of Jason [1967]).  Behind  Every Good Man suggests 
its own sort of bridge between  these two phases of documentary portraiture, 
providing yet another reminder of the capacity of nontheatrical film to com-
plicate even the most sophisticated (and seemingly exhaustive) practices of 
periodization.
Ursin’s protagonist, however marginal, is less a definable social type than 
a kind of celebrity— a subject whose singularity derives from a unique enact-
ment of self.  Behind  Every Good Man provides numerous links between its 
subject and a more recognizable celebrity culture, perhaps especially through 
the use of vari ous pop songs: Dionne Warwick’s “Reach Out for Me” (1964), 
which accompanies a dramatic sequence in which the subject picks up a 
young man on the street and follows him to a diner; Warwick’s “Wishin’ and 
Hopin’,” which plays during an observational sequence in which the subject 
applies makeup (and which competes, at one point, with a first- person voice- 
over describing the subject’s willingness to use bathrooms marked for both 
men and  women— a habit that once led to an encounter with the lapd); 
and the Supremes’ “I’ll Turn to Stone” (1967), which accompanies shots of 
the subject dancing (and appearing to lip- sync) to a phonograph rec ord— a 
juxtaposition of sound and image that, more than any other device in the 
film, suggests Ursin’s interest in presenting his subject as a celebrity (not 
unlike, say, the equally glamorous Diana Ross). Consciously performing for 
the camera, Ursin’s subject escapes the conventions of the outcast portrait, 
becoming more “Miss Ross” than social misfit, as  Behind  Every Good Man 
trou bles its own ties to objective urban ethnography.
Ursin’s film resists the repre sen ta tional impulses common to conventional 
accounts of transgender embodiment, especially as surveyed by Sandy Stone 
in “The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto.”  Behind  Every 
Good Man can scarcely be considered what Stone terms a “ste reo typical 
male account of the constitution of  woman.”18 In the first shot of the film’s 
subject, many of the conventional markers of womanhood are dominant, 
providing the impression of female embodiment or, at the very least, of 
feminine identification. The film’s temporal construction— its organ ization 
of shots— thus hardly suggests a trajectory from unambiguous man to un-
ambiguous  woman. The subject may use the word “ woman” when quoting 
the famous saying that lends the film its title, but that does not necessar-
ily suggest a feminine self- identification, much less an eagerness to be the 
proverbial  woman standing  behind a mythical good man. In quoting this 
aphorism, the subject offers a digressive account of modern romance and 
the pressure to  settle down, thus raising impor tant questions about what, 
exactly, precipitated  these musings. Is, for instance, the subject responding 
to direct questions, or simply extemporizing with a minimum of prompting? 
If questions are being asked, we do not hear them; only the answers are part 
of the film’s soundtrack.
Even in the aural absence of interrogation, however, the subject’s audible 
responses may evoke the intake interviews by which, in Stone’s telling, gender 
dysphoria clinics of the 1960s attempted to determine the acceptability of 
candidates for gender- reassignment surgery. In hearing this voice- over nar-
ration, it may be difficult to escape the impression that the speaker is strug-
gling to justify personal strategies of self- fashioning, perhaps to a resistant 
interlocutor.  There is, however, simply no way of knowing for sure if this 
voice belongs to the  human subject that we see, given the film’s reliance on 
figure 9.7. Applying makeup.
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nonsynchronous sound. If certain documentary conventions invite us to as-
sume that a nonsynchronous, first- person voice- over belongs to the images 
that it accompanies— that it emanates from the individual at the center of 
 those images— then queer questions suggest diff er ent possibilities. Ursin’s 
relative inexperience and probable bud getary restrictions likely demanded 
that he shoot  silent film,  later dubbing in “wild lines” recorded separately, 
but this technological- determinist explanation obscures the potential artistic 
and po liti cal justifications for nonsynchronous sound, which include a com-
mitment to questioning documentary’s authority as a mode of biographical 
pedagogy.
Ursin’s soundscape suggests Christian Metz’s account of the ambiguity 
of film sound— the difficulty of decisively determining the sources of what 
one hears.19  Behind  Every Good Man indicates that identity is necessarily 
multiple and thus resistant to the epistemological drive of classical docu-
mentary—to a par tic u lar juxtaposition of sound and image that seeks to 
ground the former in the latter, and vice versa. As we hear a disembodied 
voice describe the pleasures of sidestepping the historically specific illegal-
ity of drag and confidently using public rest rooms designated for both men 
and  women, we see an embodied subject standing as well as sitting before a 
mirror. This motif of self- recognition is not, however, necessarily a source 
figure 9.8. Dancing like Diana Ross.
of insight for the spectator: the film’s subject gazes into a mirror, but we 
know neither who nor what that subject sees, even— perhaps especially—if 
we infer an intimate correspondence between sound and image, between 
autobiographical voice- over narration and vis i ble self- fashioning.  After all, 
the narration escapes the limitations of identity politics,  whether through 
Ursin’s editorial elisions or the speaker’s own, inveterate rhetorical style—an 
evasion pro cess that has been ignored or misrepresented in  every available 
account of the film produced in the past fifty years.
Early Misrepre sen ta tions
However much we may wish to idealize nontheatrical film as a vehicle for al-
ternative cinematic expressions— a riposte to the regulatory schemas of 
Holly wood studios and their attendant modes of distribution and exhibition—
it remains necessary to consider the disciplinary effects on this category of 
vari ous intermediaries. Bringing  Behind  Every Good Man to far- flung audi-
ences  under a variety of banners,  these intermediaries invariably classified 
the film— and, by extension, its elusive subject— according to rigid con-
ceptions of gender and sexuality. Many of the discursive mechanisms that 
seemingly pigeonhole Hollywood films through the deployment of generic 
labels and established marketing strategies are perhaps equally applicable to 
nontheatrical nonfiction, but they may seem particularly distortive when 
applied to  Behind  Every Good Man, a film that announces no taxonomic in-
tentions,  whether in relation to its own textuality or to the identities (racial, 
sexual, gendered) of its subject.
In the late 1960s, long before the academic establishment of queer studies, 
numerous nontheatrical contexts of reception for  Behind  Every Good Man 
reflected the theoretical tensions that Stone and Prosser have described, vac-
illating between an inflexible understanding of the film’s subject as a gay 
male drag performer and an equally obstinate pre sen ta tion of this figure as 
a transsexual (to take the term most frequently employed at the time)—as, 
that is, an individual who would gladly change “his” gender identity, if only 
“he” could afford gender reassignment surgery. The latter interpretation 
hinged on a par tic u lar reading of the film’s images— specifically,  those few 
shots of the subject in a state of undress, which appear to reveal masculine 
musculature (tight pectorals in place of plush breasts, boyishly narrow hips, 
and so on), along with a genital protuberance suggestive of penis and tes-
ticles. Viewed in terms of their shared fixation on this par tic u lar protuber-
ance, which a pair of constricting white underwear does  little to diminish, 
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the two major approaches to interpreting  Behind  Every Good Man may seem 
more similar than dissimilar, their affinities pivoting around the perception 
of a penis— the belief that Ursin’s images bear the indexical traces of a bulge 
that is both biologically generated and proof of masculinity.
Both approaches define the subject as emphatically male, and both, in ad-
dition, indicate equivalent understandings of race and class, reading the film’s 
black subject as poor and thus unable to afford  either gender reassignment 
surgery or the privilege of sustaining a purportedly frivolous, unsalaried at-
tachment to drag. Neither approach, however, is responsive to the film’s own 
strategies—to the indeterminacy of its sounds and images, which evokes a 
broader epistemological crisis in documentary film, an increasing lack of 
trust in the typical documentary contract, with its promise to reflect and re-
produce the realities of historical events, places, and personages. For D. N. 
Rodowick, cinema in its narrative, theatrical iterations did not begin to 
assimilate (and engender a popu lar ac cep tance of) the inexplicable and the 
undecidable  until the po liti cally charged (and perhaps retroactively overde-
termined) year 1968.20  Behind  Every Good Man, completed in the previous 
year, suggests that nontheatrical film may have been ahead of the curve.
It was in 1968 that Genesis Ltd., the nontheatrical distribution branch 
of Filmways Productions (best known as the com pany  behind the sitcoms 
Mister Ed [1961–66], The Beverly Hillbillies [1962–71], and Green Acres [1965–
71]), acquired  Behind  Every Good Man as part of its inaugural film program, 
Genesis  I. Collecting mostly student films for distribution to American 
college campuses, Genesis was meant to function as the nontheatrical coun-
terpart to Sigma III Corp., the Filmways division in charge of distributing 
foreign films— such as Roman Polanski’s Cul- de- sac (1966) and Jiří Menzel’s 
Closely Watched Trains (1967), along with the occasional American experi-
mental film such as Dionysus in ’69 (Brian De Palma, Bruce Rubin, and Robert 
Fiore, 1970)—to American art- house cinemas. Publicizing its nontheatrical 
film program, Genesis prepared synopses of each of the works included in 
Genesis I (including for publication in the trade journals Audio- Visual and 
Film Society Review), and its questionable characterization of  Behind  Every 
Good Man would establish a precedent— a set of rhetorical norms— for sub-
sequent accounts of Ursin’s film.
Presenting it as “a sensitive, behind- the- scenes glimpse into the life of a 
young male transvestite,” Genesis staff members revealed not merely their 
own willingness to identify maleness and transvestism, but also their ap-
parent eagerness to set aside  these descriptors in order to allege the film’s 
“universal” appeal: “Honest and compassionate, this short documentary 
dramatization transcends its subject to become a moving reminder of our 
own loneliness and alienation, of the futility of our own aspirations.” De-
ploying the language of sameness and difference—of normality and ab-
normality, “us” and “them”— Genesis seemed to presuppose an audience 
of conventionally gendered individuals, prescribing a par tic u lar, universal-
izing mode of interpretation. Further defining  Behind  Every Good Man as 
a “documentary dramatization,” Genesis provided no indication of what, 
exactly, that term might entail, or of how, precisely, it might apply to a film 
that appears to be equal parts docudrama and—in keeping with the style 
and ideals most fash ion able during its period of production— cinéma vé-
rité. What ever the intentions  behind it, the Genesis synopsis of  Behind  Every 
Good Man became widely influential. In fact, it is by far the most recurrent 
description of a film that seems to defy such description, and it is quoted 
to this day, including by the Film- Makers’ Cooperative, which uses the 
Genesis text verbatim on its website, where it also classifies  Behind  Every 
Good Man— a film that it currently distributes— according to the keywords 
“erotic” and “queer/bi/trans.”
Equally questionable  were the taxonomic techniques of Canyon Cinema, 
a foundation promoting in de pen dent, noncommercial films and their non-
theatrical exhibition. Established in the San Francisco Bay Area in 1961, Can-
yon Cinema acquired a distribution branch in 1967 and began promoting 
 Behind  Every Good Man in 1969, mainly through its monthly journal Can-
yon Cinema News. Borrowing the Genesis I synopsis, the publication, which 
enjoyed a nationwide readership, thus drew quasi- ethnographic attention to 
the subject of  Behind  Every Good Man while touting the film for screenings 
in “basements and backyards” as well as at Glide Memorial, a United Meth-
odist church in North Beach.21 Despite its con spic u ous commitment to radi-
cal critique and nontraditional spectatorship, Canyon Cinema succumbed 
to what Judith Butler terms “the regulatory requirements of diagnostic epis-
temic regimes,” actively assigning a gender identity (and suggesting a sexual 
one through the use of the term “transvestite”), in the pro cess simplifying 
the techniques of self- expression that  Behind  Every Good Man appears to 
rec ord and violating the film’s ethic of indeterminacy.22 Conceivably, Glide 
Memorial, a radically inclusive church rooted in the Methodist philanthropy 
and social reform movements of the 1920s, further complicated  these rhe-
torical strategies by hosting screenings of  Behind  Every Good Man in the late 
1960s. During this period, Canyon Cinema enjoyed a special arrangement 
with Glide, organ izing film screenings in the church’s basement and thereby 
furthering its commitment to eccentric exhibition sites. At the time, a black 
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minister named Cecil Williams presided over Glide, helping to form the 
Council on Religion and the Homosexual, a Bay Area organ ization devoted 
to establishing lines of communication between local churches and gay and 
lesbian activists. When  Behind  Every Good Man was screened in Glide’s 
basement in the late 1960s, the church’s association with the council was 
well established. While it is unclear  whether  these site- specific screenings 
of Ursin’s film  were understood as continuous with the aims of the organ-
ization, they would have been experienced— quite literally— under the ban-
ner of Glide’s intersections with gay and lesbian activism.
Early readings of  Behind  Every Good Man presupposed masculinity as 
its subject’s original state, seeing “him” as  either longing to undergo gender 
reassignment surgery or simply enjoying, on occasion, the erotic and social 
affordances of  women’s clothes. Still other strategies involved presenting the 
film as a universally relevant docudrama—an account of the  human condi-
tion that could conceivably appeal to any audience. Advertising the film in 
conjunction with Ursin and Yonemoto’s Second Campaign, a 1969 issue of 
Canyon Cinema News contextualized  Behind  Every Good Man in terms of 
Ursin’s budding  career, suggesting that the film, far from anomalous in its 
account of a “marginal” subject, was in fact consistent with the director’s 
other explorations of “universal basic needs.” Turning the film into an index 
of loneliness, alienation, and futility, Canyon Cinema News suggested the 
difficulty of recognizing Ursin’s radical strategies— a difficulty that has not 
abated in the de cades since, as a series of more recent encounters attests.
Con temporary Agendas
Despite the emergence of transgender studies and an associated terminological 
expansion in academic and popu lar accounts of queer subjects, con temporary 
platforms for  Behind  Every Good Man continue to employ  limited, even ar-
chaic rhetorical strategies, repeatedly identifying the film’s subject as a gay 
man or aspiring male- to- female transsexual. Take, for instance, the program 
notes of the Museum of Con temporary Art Detroit (mocad), which hosted 
a screening of  Behind  Every Good Man in June 2010, classifying it as “a brief 
encounter with a transsexual black man who shares his experiences as a 
 woman through snagging a ‘good man.’ ” For mocad, the film’s significance 
is more musicological than sexological: included as part of its film series 
House of Sound,  Behind  Every Good Man was situated as one of many ex-
perimental investigations of “sound as a harbinger of change,” merging “the 
popu lar and the perplexing,” and fi nally signaling “control gained, control 
lost.” It is unclear precisely how this interpretation applies to Ursin’s work: 
What change does  Behind  Every Good Man promise? What aspects of the 
film are popu lar and perplexing, and what control is gained and lost? Ursin’s 
own rhetorical strategies— his own ways of describing  Behind  Every Good 
Man— are unavailable as fodder for museum copy, and the terms “trans-
sexual,” “man,” and “ woman” are among the few that recur in descriptions 
of the work, indicating, perhaps, queer theory’s lack of purchase on the very 
institutions that circulate queer nontheatrical film.
Efforts to identify the film’s relationship to race are perhaps as contest-
able as  those designed to establish the sexual and gender identity of its 
subject. If masculinity and femininity are, as specifically gendered markers, 
scarcely mentioned in  Behind  Every Good Man, blackness as a category of 
racial identity is even less acknowledged at the level of voice- over commen-
tary. Nevertheless, and despite Ursin’s own whiteness,  Behind  Every Good 
Man is often exhibited as an example of black cultural production and situ-
ated alongside the films of Isaac Julien and Marlon Riggs, which are more 
explic itly invested in deconstructing vari ous formulations of blackness. For 
instance, in September 2009, the Canadian film series Early Monthly Seg-
ments (ems), which boasts a commitment to “historical and con temporary 
avant- garde 16mm films in a salon- like setting,” hosted a screening of  Behind 
 Every Good Man at the Art Bar in Toronto’s Gladstone  Hotel, where Ursin’s 
film occupied a  triple bill with Tongues Untied and Warren Sonbert’s Short 
Fuse (1992). A thirty- seven- minute experimental film that includes footage 
of act up demonstrations, Short Fuse is an expression not simply of Son-
bert’s long- standing commitment to representing gay men (as in his first film, 
Amphetamine [1966], which features an extended same- sex kiss), but also 
of his own mortality and growing frustration regarding the (federally sty-
mied)  battle against hiv/aids. Grouping  Behind  Every Good Man with two 
such firmly gay- identified films, ems seemed to revive  earlier justifications 
for positing the gayness of Ursin’s subject, which similarly evoked a wide 
swath of social prob lems, particularly as explic itly explored in other docu-
mentaries. The three films have something  else in common, however: their 
gay- identified makers all died of complications from aids— a detail that the 
ems program notes omit even as they emphasize Riggs’s own  battle with the 
disease, pointing out that he “succumbed to aids in 1994.”
Classifying  Behind  Every Good Man as a gay film, then, may represent an 
auteurist reading, reflecting an awareness not only of Ursin’s preferred self- 
definition but also, perhaps, of his longtime association with gay pornogra-
phy. But it also suggests, in this instance, an equivalence of cultural critique 
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among films that are, in fact, differently positioned in relation to blackness, 
both textually and extratextually. When screened alongside Tongues Untied, 
Ursin’s film is typically returned to its earliest associations with male homo-
sexuality, indexing, as the ems program notes put it, “how it is to be both 
black and gay.” Not only does  Behind  Every Good Man offer no such direct 
engagement with an ontology of blackness, but this conflation of Ursin’s film 
and Tongues Untied serves to efface some of the crucial differences between 
the two texts. Recall, for instance, Jackie Goldsby’s influential reading of 
Riggs’s alleged transphobia, his pre sen ta tion of gender fluidity as pathetic 
and productive of loneliness— a pre sen ta tion that Ursin’s film does not 
share, except, perhaps, in its concluding seconds, when the film’s subject sits 
alone, staring somberly in the direction of the camera.23
If the otherness of nontheatrical film pre sents innumerable challenges 
to typical historiographic methods, so does the indeterminacy of  Behind 
 Every Good Man— the opacity that it shares with its subject— require us to 
complicate received knowledge about gender and sexuality. Opacity is not 
an obstacle to intellect, as de cades of queer theoretical writing has argued; 
it is not an occasion for silence. In Epistemology of the Closet, Eve Kosof-
sky Sedgwick famously championed “par tic u lar opacities”— “a plethora of 
ignorances” that, if honestly articulated, could constitute an ethic, even an 
episteme, enabling the evasion of misrecognition and other forms of discur-
sive vio lence.24 Promoting knowledge of a film like  Behind  Every Good Man 
hardly requires that we fix its subject according to rigid conceptions of race, 
gender, and sexuality. In fact, we stand to learn more about the work— and, 
by extension, about nontheatrical film and its specific contexts—by embrac-
ing its indeterminate aspects.
Whenever  Behind  Every Good Man is revived for a museum or festival 
screening, the film is subjected to the unwarranted confidence of  those who 
claim, in keeping with what ever terms seem to serve their institutional affili-
ations or po liti cal allegiances, that its subject is transgender, or a transsexual, 
or a gay man, or an African American. It is precisely  because of its careful 
avoidance of categorization that the film, like its subject, can seemingly ac-
commodate all of  these labels and, conceivably, many more, remaining a 
projection screen for multiple strategies of signification. As Édouard Glis-
sant argues, a person has the right to be opaque— a statement that seems 
especially relevant to a consideration of  Behind  Every Good Man. Glissant’s 
concept of opacity represents, in the words of Zach Blas, “an ethical mandate 
to maintain obscurity, to not impose rubrics of categorization and mea sure-
ment, which always enact a politics of reduction and exclusion.” Opacity, in 
other words, “does not concern legislative rights but is rather an ontological 
position that lets exist as such that which is immea sur able, nonidentifiable, 
and unintelligible in  things.”25  Behind  Every Good Man embraces opacity in 
multiple ways, at once resisting the impulse to categorize its subject and pro-
ducing ambiguity through the  union of seemingly discrepant stylistic de-
vices. The film’s formal hybridity has obvious affinities with the strategies of 
self- fashioning of its elusive subject, presenting the viewer with a par tic u lar 
documentary contract only to rescind it in a subsequent scene, replacing the 
apparently observational with the ostensibly staged, in the pro cess blurring 
distinctions between the two approaches and providing the groundwork for 
a much- needed reappraisal of cinema history.
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Televising Watts
Joe Saltzman’s Black on Black (1968) on KNXT
J O S H U A  G L I C K
Joe Saltzman’s Black on Black challenged staid conventions of broadcast 
journalism and ste reo typical repre sen ta tions of Watts when it premiered on 
Los Angeles station knxt on July 18, 1968. Shot in the thick of urban up-
risings sweeping the country, the documentary took aim at prestige public 
affairs specials’ depiction of Watts as a site of poverty, a crime- ridden neigh-
borhood, or a war zone. Saltzman, a white liberal documentarian from the 
nearby suburb of Alhambra in the San Gabriel Valley, sought to provide a 
platform for black residents to speak for themselves and to re orient main-
stream tele vi sion audiences’ understanding of South Central Los Angeles. 
Black on Black portrayed Watts as a community of  people with deep ties to 
their neighborhood. Residents reflected on the meaning of black identity 
and spoke openly about their strug gles living within a city that marginalized 
their presence.
Cinema and media studies scholars have written extensively on the tele-
vi sion industry’s engagement with the Black Power movement, most often 
analyzing nationally broadcast situation comedies (Sanford and Son [nbc, 
1972–77]), variety shows (The Flip Wilson Show [nbc, 1970–74], Soul Train 
[1970–2006]), and public affairs series (Black Journal [net, 1968–77]). How-
ever, the expanding field of local programming constituted a crucial site of 
innovation and re sis tance to the whitewashed mainstream media.1 Black on 
Black directly addressed topics such as systemic racism and black cultural 
expression. Investigating Saltzman’s documentary demonstrates how social 
forces in Los Angeles  shaped a national debate about the fraught relationship 
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between minorities and the film and tele vi sion industry, as well as how this 
debate influenced on- the- ground media production and race relations in 
the city. The documentary was widely seen and discussed within Los An-
geles and was broadcast in St. Louis, Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia. 
But like many films primarily intended for local exhibition, it quickly fell out 
of circulation, only to resurface de cades  later for occasional retrospectives.2
Black on Black’s enthusiastic reception in the news, entertainment, and 
African American press encouraged stations across the country to devote 
more resources to reporting on inner- city neighborhoods. At the same time, 
the documentary revealed broader tensions within cultural liberalism con-
cerning the  limited role of a film’s subjects in the conceptualization, creation, 
and outreach of the film itself. Just as Black on Black anticipated  future tele-
vi sion documentaries that took an in- depth and nuanced look at minority 
communities, it also marked a pivot within broadcasting institutions  toward 
supporting proj ects where minorities asserted more authorial control in 
front of and  behind the camera.
Station Renegade
Saltzman’s experiences as an undergraduate at the University of Southern 
California gave rise to his interests in alternative kinds of social documen-
tary. Saltzman studied nonfiction with film critic Arthur Knight and also 
served as editor in chief of the school newspaper, the Daily Trojan.  After 
pursuing a gradu ate degree in journalism at Columbia University, he re-
turned to Los Angeles in 1962. Saltzman covered the crime beat for the San 
Fernando Valley Times and worked as news editor for the Palisadian Post. 
He then took a job at the cbs- owned and - operated station knxt as an in-
terviewer and researcher for Ralph Story’s Los Angeles (1964–70), a popu lar 
magazine- style series that covered the city’s cultural milieu. For example, 
programs looked at the exotic decor of Clifton’s Cafeteria, the immigrant his-
tory of Boyle Heights, and the biographies of movie stars. Saltzman enjoyed 
the valuable training in on- location filmmaking; however, the fact that the 
series typically avoided pervasive issues of racism, government corruption, 
and displacement left him wanting to work on other kinds of programs.3
When the Watts Uprising erupted on August 11, 1965, it was depicted by 
print and broadcast journalists from the point of view of the police and city 
officials. This skewed portrayal heightened Saltzman’s conviction that tele-
vi sion programming needed to address the views of the city’s minorities. 
While the protests  were triggered by the arrest of the African American 
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resident Marquette Frye at the intersection of 116th Street and Avalon Bou-
levard, the unrest stemmed from a sense of injustice concerning the per sis-
tence of police brutality, the choking off of public utilities from the neigh-
borhood, exploitation by business  owners, neglect by absentee landlords, 
and the lack of employment opportunities.4 Occurring only five days  after 
the signing of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Voting Rights Act, which out-
lawed discriminatory practices that disenfranchised minorities, the Watts 
Uprising signaled a rupture in the  Great Society and prefaced the wave of 
nationwide street protests in cities throughout the late 1960s.
In ktla’s Hell in the City of Angels (1965), the reporter Hugh Brundage 
describes the heated summer confrontations as “hoodlums” committing 
“indiscriminate” acts of “vio lence” that brought about rampant destruction. 
Flyover views from the station’s telecopter surveyed burning commercial es-
tablishments along Avalon Boulevard, police officers dispersing crowds and 
making arrests, and individuals carry ing stolen objects moving quickly down 
alleys and sidewalks. In an interview within a bustling newsroom, camera-
man Ed Clark spoke about Watts as a “war zone” that was “worse than  Korea” 
and Mayor Sam Yorty confidently declared that the only effective way to meet 
the “mob” was with “overwhelming power.” Throughout the documentary, 
Watts residents  were talked about rather than listened to.
Coverage by ktla was consistent with the alarmist headlines of the Los 
Angeles Times, stories in Time and Newsweek, and Universal’s newsreel Troops 
Patrol L.A. (1965). The cbs Reports documentary Watts: Riot or Revolt (1965) 
reinforced the recently published Vio lence in the City—an End or a Begin-
ning?, authored by Governor Edmund Brown’s Commission on the Los An-
geles Riots. Members of the commission did not take seriously the fact that 
widespread police prejudice and excessive use of force was a direct cause of 
the tension and considered the uprising a detestable act of anger rather than 
a protest. In the documentary, Police Chief William Parker blamed mem-
bers of the black community for the current crisis, stating that a criminal 
ele ment in Watts, stirred up by civil rights leaders, created unreasonable de-
mands and had promoted widespread disrespect for law enforcement. The 
lack of black voices in the show resonates with how scholar Devorah Heit-
ner describes public affairs programs of the era, in which an “emphasis on 
the expertise of  people in power meant an overwhelming exclusion of Black 
points of view.”5
Saltzman proposed a documentary on South Central residents in which 
the film’s subjects would be the only voices heard. He believed that the pro-
gram would be meaningful for black viewers as well as educational for white 
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Angelenos who would constitute the program’s main viewing demographic. 
Saltzman thought that the documentary would increase awareness of and 
dialogue about what life was like for African Americans in South Central 
and urban Amer i ca more generally.6 But knxt rejected the idea, arguing 
that the absence of an in- house anchor would give viewers the impression 
that the station lacked control over its content. Flagrant racism also pre-
vented the program from getting off the ground. The show was frequently 
called “Saltzman’s N***** Proj ect” by staff.7 It was not  until 1968, when two 
 factors contributed to a climate of media reform, that knxt greenlit the 
film.
The first of  these  factors was a report issued by the National Advisory 
Commission on Civil Disorders and chaired by Illinois governor Otto 
Kerner. The report was the upshot of the Johnson administration’s July 27, 
1967, mandate to explore the motivations  behind four years of urban un-
rest.8 The Kerner Commission researched the mass media’s interpretation 
of  these events and investigated the larger relationship between minorities 
and the film, tele vi sion, and newspaper industries. The document stated that 
 these outlets “have not shown understanding or appreciation of— and thus 
have not communicated— a sense of Negro culture, thought, or history.”9 
The report elaborated on the need to bring more minority personnel into 
the culture industries and also claimed, “the news media must find ways of 
exploring the prob lems of the Negro and the ghetto more deeply and more 
meaningfully.”10
The second major  factor involved the efforts of  lawyers, advocacy groups, 
civil rights leaders, and entertainment personnel to make tele vi sion stations 
more responsive to their minority constituencies. Their fight led to a 1966 
court case with the station wlbt in Jackson, Mississippi, that established 
the right of citizens to participate in a station’s license- renewal proceeding. 
A 1969 court decision stripped the same station of its license  because of its 
failure to address the views of the area’s black community. Media historian 
Allison Perlman has argued that the wlbt case showed that a station’s rac-
ist programming and lack of attention to minority audiences could serve as 
reason for revocation.11 This climate of media reform touched down in Los 
Angeles, the nation’s fastest- expanding multiracial metropolis that was also 
the country’s film and tele vi sion capital. The owned- and- operated status of 
knxt encouraged station executives to shift their position on Saltzman’s 
program from rejection to reluctant ac cep tance. On the one hand, the sta-
tion was distant from the New York– based corporate oversight of the cbs 
network. On the other hand, knxt was defined by its identity as a flagship 
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Southern California station, and thus was  under pressure to respond to issues 
facing Los Angeles.
Listening to Los Angeles
Saltzman and his producer, Dan Gingold, convinced knxt to give their doc-
umentary a ninety- minute (rather than the standard sixty- minute) slot and 
a more flexible bud get. The small crew spent approximately three months 
working on the film, including three weeks on location during the spring 
and early summer of 1968. Saltzman’s main liaison with Watts was Truman 
Jacques, a community or ga nizer and aspiring broadcast journalist. Through 
Jacques, Saltzman met Donnell Petetan, a resident who worked for the Con-
centrated Employment Program helping to provide ser vices to job seek-
ers. Petetan became Saltzman’s main interlocutor with Watts, showing him 
figure 10.1. Donnell 
Petetan, 1968, Herald- 
Examiner Collection/
Los Angeles Public 
Library.
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around, introducing him to vari ous business  owners, and helping to set up 
interviews with  family and friends.12
The race prejudice harbored by some of the crew made filming difficult, 
forcing Saltzman to think of ways to routinely remove them for periods of 
time during production.13 Radio engineers for knx proved to be more con-
genial collaborators. Saltzman worked with them for the editing of ambient 
noises, individual testimony, and  music. He was more drawn to the 1930s 
British and American social documentary practice of recording interviews 
and overlaying voice- over onto observational footage, rather than the 1960s 
direct cinema techniques that stressed mobile, immersive cinematogra-
phy and sync- sound recording. “I was far more concerned with audio than 
video,” Saltzman would  later recall, for sound could document “the  things 
that  were happening inside the heart and the mind of the  people.”14
Black on Black foregrounds sound from the outset. The film begins by way 
of Lou Rawls’s “Southside Blues” monologue playing against a black screen 
that gradually becomes dotted with perforation marks. This musical opening 
marked a point of divergence from standard tele vi sion documentaries, which 
seldom used nondiegetic  music based on the notion that it compromised the 
program’s ability to dispassionately communicate information. Black on Black 
encourages emotional connections to its subject. Rawls’s incantatory mono-
logue, recorded live at Capitol Studios in Los Angeles in 1966, maps black 
neighborhoods within cities, before announcing the particularity of Watts 
and the belief that it is in a state of change. Rawls’s chant, “Burn Baby . . . 
Burn Baby . . .  Burn Baby . . .” then transitions to the opening of his song 
“Tobacco Road.” The illuminated dots can be interpreted as corresponding 
to individual black enclaves. Or, considering that protestors of the Watts 
Uprising appropriated local dj Magnificent Montague’s phrase “Burn, Baby! 
Burn!” as a militant rallying cry, the perforation marks can also be inter-
preted as referring to the intensity of the urban unrest or even bullet holes.
As the monologue comes to a close, the camera focuses on one of the 
dots, which dissolves into the headlight of an oncoming train rolling through 
Watts. Next, a cut to a tracking shot follows Petetan driving past small homes, 
the Watts Towers, housing proj ects, weed- filled vacant lots,  children playing, 
and adult men and  women walking down the street. Petetan explains that 
“Tobacco Road” is slang for the “black ghetto” that exists in  every Ameri-
can city. Watts at once shares characteristics of other black urban working- 
class neighborhoods and is also distinct in its makeup and relationship to 
its metropolitan area.  People reside in all sorts of single- family homes; how-
ever, “ there is very  little owner ship  here of  houses” and landlords are most 
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often absentee and neglectful. Landlords live elsewhere, as do  those who own 
many of the businesses, ensuring that money flows out of the community. But 
Petetan contends that Watts is not simply a blighted terrain or a prob lem for 
urban planners to solve. Residents feel affection for and draw psychological 
support from the environment. The film then proceeds by examining a range 
of topics that coalesce around black self- identification, cultural practices, op-
pression, and hopes and anx i eties for the  future. Saltzman explores  these sub-
jects in one- on- one interviews where his own presence is beyond the frame. 
 These segments are then interwoven with observational sequences matched 
with voice- over narration from the interviewees.
Speaking from within his bedroom in his East 112th Street home, Petetan as-
serts that cultivating a black identity begins with embracing the word “black.” 
Popu lar culture has for so long attached negative connotations to “black” and 
positive connotations to “white.” It is impor tant to resituate the former as af-
firmative and beautiful. Male and female interviewees then extend the discus-
sion of identity through reflecting on the significance of wearing clothing that 
figure 10.2. Walter Butler, from Black on Black (Joe Saltzman, 1968), dvd, with 
thanks to Joe Saltzman.
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relates to one’s ancestral heritage or styling their hair to express racial pride. 
Talking as he cuts a young man’s hair in his own shop, barber Walter Butler 
explains how at one time black  people  were urged by the cosmetic industry to 
pro cess, curl, and straighten their hair, emulating that of whites. He claims that 
wearing a “Natu ral” allows African Americans to develop a more acute sense of 
self. A  woman getting her hair washed describes, “This is the way I came into 
the world. I  didn’t come into it pressed and curled. I came into it nappy.”
Ethel Petetan (Donnell’s  mother) provides a more in- depth reflection on 
black culture through the preparation of chitterlings in her kitchen. While 
washing and plucking the hair off the intestines, seasoning them, and cooking 
them in a pot, she shares that she learned every thing observing her  mother 
when she was a child growing up in rural Texas. Making and eating food is 
something that bolsters  family ties, Ethel explains. Cooking is a way of pass-
ing on knowledge from one  family member to another, and preparing a big 
meal is an occasion for bringing the  whole  family together. Petetan’s own 
voice- over commentary during this scene notes that racial prejudice and 
figure 10.3. Ethel Petetan, from Black on Black (Joe Saltzman, 1968), dvd, with 
thanks to Joe Saltzman.
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figure 10.4. Ethel Petetan, from Black on Black (Joe Saltzman, 1968), dvd, with 
thanks to Joe Saltzman.
substandard material conditions  shaped the evolution of his  family’s food. 
Petetan discusses that black families have had to be creative with the veg-
etables and meat more easily accessible to them.
Additional scenes in Black on Black explain that conflict is part of every-
day life. This conflict can take the form of tele vi sion’s psychological attack 
on  people of color. “Why does tv make fool[s] out of other races?” Petetan 
asks. The white man is “always the supreme being,” while minorities are al-
ways the butt of jokes or absent from tele vi sion all together. Conflict can 
also involve face- to- face indignities, such as being pulled over by police who 
look for any kind of minor violation. Footage of policemen interrogating a 
black driver on the side of the road followed by a quick shot of a squad car 
with the lapd’s official slogan, “To Protect and to Serve,” prominently in 
view, underscores the disconnect between the lapd’s ostensibly virtuous 
mission and its treatment of minorities. One young  woman shares an ag-
gravating story of a time when her boss discouraged her from applying for 
a higher- paying position  because he thought she  wouldn’t “enjoy working 
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in this office where  there are all white  people.” Petetan’s  sister says that a 
boss she once had lied to her about  there not being an opening within her 
com pany and then ultimately gave the job to a white  woman. Criticizing a 
racially divided workforce, Ethel looks directly at the camera and states, “I 
tell you why the white man is a snake in the grass. The white man  will train 
you for any kind of job that he wants you to do. . . .  He  won’t train you for 
the better jobs.  He’ll save his better jobs, his best- paying jobs, for the whites.”
While numerous interviewees share common frustrations, Black on Black 
does not try to build consensus or to provide a monolithic view of Watts. Re-
ligion, for example, is a divisive issue. Inside a ser vice at the Garden of Eden 
Church of God in Christ, where Reverend W. D. Willis is seen preaching and 
teen agers sing “The Lord Is Blessing Me Right Now,” a  woman shares with 
the congregation how the church offers a safe space for  children. Another 
 woman recounts how the church has helped provide a moral compass for 
her  family. By contrast, Petetan speaks of religion as “the biggest hustle of 
all,” a form of economic exploitation and even mind control. He proudly as-
serts that agency lies with  humans rather than an abstract entity.
The film’s individual perspectives, often framed in intimate close- ups, 
humanize Watts for network audiences. However, Black on Black’s focus on 
individuals speaking about their lives ignores the efforts to build institutions 
devoted to progressive change in South Central. The documentary eschews 
the impact of grassroots organ izing as well as broader economic and po liti-
cal forces affecting life on the ground in Watts. Saltzman might have tried to 
document the initiative to bring Watts its much- needed hospital, course of-
ferings in po liti cal theory at the Mafundi Institute, and the films and theatri-
cal productions by the Performing Arts Society of Los Angeles. Additionally, 
the film could have examined corporate disinvestment from the central city 
and the industrial growth of suburban Los Angeles,  factors that ultimately 
hurt job opportunities for Watts residents. Expanding the purview of the 
documentary might have more clearly connected distinct experiences to the 
social infrastructure of the region.15
Instead, Black on Black stays focused on par tic u lar individuals through 
its conclusion, where it pre sents residents’ desires and predictions for the 
 future. Voice- over plays against evenly paced medium and long shots of 
the younger generation of South Central  going about their daily routines: 
 children amusing themselves on the playground and walking to school, young 
adults  going to work, and groups of friends hanging out near commercial 
establishments. One  woman declares that the ultimate goal is to become 
part of society, to have equal opportunities, and that vio lence never yields 
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tangible benefits. Petetan and his friend argue that vio lence is an Ameri-
can tradition that stretches back to the country’s founding. In the context 
of sustained oppression, vio lence has been the only  thing that gets the at-
tention of  those in power and forces the government and civic elites in Los 
Angeles to recognize and address the needs of the black community.  These 
perspectives in Black on Black pointed to a debate between the liberal belief 
in nonviolence and the militant nationalist interest in physical force as a 
tool of self- defense and protest. At the same time, presenting  these voices as 
stand- alone opinions made Black Power seem less threatening, as if it was a 
view held by select individuals rather than a po liti cal movement.
Still, Black on Black’s final song gives the documentary a defiant tone. 
Whereas “Southside Blues”/“Tobacco Road” takes the viewer from black 
 enclaves across Amer i ca to Watts, the film’s conclusion moves from the local 
to the national through soul singer Nina Simone’s incendiary “Four  Women.” 
The song, in which Simone takes the first- person perspective of four black 
 women, plays against a montage of figurative paintings by art students at 
Watts’s Fremont High School.16 The searching gaze of the camera explores 
paint erly surfaces, at times rendering much of the canvas in view, at other 
times highlighting a detail of a face or body part. First, the slave Aunt Sarah, 
whose “back is strong, / strong enough to take the pain / inflicted again and 
again,” strikes a rebellious posture. The mixed- race Safronia, whose “rich 
and white”  father raped her  mother, appears with flowing, multicolored hair 
and  faces the viewer with eyes closed. Sweet  Thing, a prostitute forced to 
sleep with anybody with “money to buy,” stands tall and looks directly at the 
viewer, refusing to be submissive or objectified. The militant Peaches pro-
claims, “My skin is brown, / my manner is tough, / I’ll kill the first  mother 
I see, / my life has been rough.” She is depicted with a steely glare, wearing 
a broken handcuff emblematic of her body and mind breaking  free of im-
posed shackles. The pairing of song and paintings foregrounds how black 
 women in par tic u lar, and black  people in general, have resisted oppression 
throughout U.S. history, reinforcing the importance of  these strug gles for 
present- day conceptions of black identity.
Broadcasting Black on Black
As the airdate for the documentary approached, producer Dan Gingold 
battled knxt executives to prevent them from inserting Jerry Dunphy, the 
prominent white anchor of the nightly public affairs program The Big News, 
as Black on Black’s narrator. Gingold also fought to ensure the film’s  music 
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remained intact.17 Fi nally cleared for broadcast, Black on Black premiered on 
July 18 at 7:30 p.m. The station placed an advertisement in the Los Angeles 
Times, announcing the film’s innovative approach to representing race on 
tele vi sion and touting the program’s wide appeal.18 An article in the African 
American newspaper the Los Angeles Sentinel, expressed, “Black on Black  will 
be a departure from standard ‘documentary’ pre sen ta tions  because it  will be 
structured by black citizens of Los Angeles.  There  will be no reporter, narrator, 
or writer to give it traditional documentary form. Rather, it  will be presented 
in the  faces and voices of  those who know black  people best— black  people.”19
Saltzman was not the only broadcast journalist  going into inner- city 
neighborhoods, but his approach to documentary differed from that of 
many of his contemporaries. Tele vi sion critic Sherman Brodey cata loged 
the efforts of broadcasters to intensify coverage of black communities in 
San Francisco, Denver, New Orleans,  Little Rock, Chicago, Baltimore, New 
Haven, and Boston. He noted that Saltzman’s Black on Black both was part 
of and distinguished itself from this trend.20 Variety stated that Black on 
Black “transcended any previous effort to picture the black  people as they 
are, without the embellishments of extraneous dramatization.” Saltzman’s 
hometown paper, the Alhambra Post- Advocate, echoed this sentiment. Jour-
nalist Bonnie Epstein wrote that the man who “spent five years washing 
‘some of the best win dows’ in Alhambra” made an impor tant film that takes 
a “unique” approach to its subject. In his Hollywood Reporter review, Bob 
Hull wrote that black subjects speaking for themselves was a breakthrough, 
providing a more penetrating account of the dual presence of hope and 
hopelessness that currently exists. Following up on their previous story on 
the film, the Los Angeles Sentinel commented that most news programs pro-
vide a “recitation of statistics on crime, vio lence, poverty and despair,” but 
Black on Black shows residents “articulat[ing] what it’s like to be black as it 
is to them.”21
Black on Black received an encore broadcast on September  8 and was 
then sent to other cbs- owned and - operated stations. The documentary 
won two local Emmys as well as numerous national awards.22 Station knxt 
gave the Los Angeles Public Library (lapl) a 16mm print, and Saltzman 
frequently appeared in person with the film during its exhibition in schools 
and churches. Letters of support streamed into knxt headquarters at 6121 
Sunset Boulevard. The film found a welcome audience among middle- 
class white liberals, who affirmed that the documentary increased aware-
ness about social issues. For example, San Pedro resident Barbara Wasser 
wrote, “Black on Black, which appeared last night, offered me more insights 
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into Negro prob lems than any tv show I’ve seen to date. I find it incredible 
and gratifying that you would devote 90 mins. to such a worthwhile, prob-
ing show.” Activist and ucla philosophy professor Tom Robischon wrote 
to the station, saying, “I must say I found this one of the most enlightened 
and hard- hitting  things I have seen whites do. . . .  I think you  ought to turn 
[Saltzman] loose on other similar zones of ignorance and misapprehension 
in our society.” Rowena Boylan of North Hollywood exclaimed that the docu-
mentary was “spellbinding” and implored knxt to broadcast the film again 
so that  others who missed it could see it. Producer- director and animator 
Chuck Jones of mgm had this to say about the program: “Black on Black is a 
remarkably tight, retina- searing, cortex- lashing documentary. . . .  We  were 
not glued to the set; we  were glued to the idea.”23
figure 10.5. 
Advertisement, Los 
Angeles Times, July 14, 
1968, 29. Copyright 
© 1968. Los Angeles 
Times. Reprinted with 
permission.
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The film was also used to teach black history. Horace Mann Elementary 
School in Glendale hosted a screening with Saltzman,  after which students 
sent him letters. Mike Acosta wrote that he “ wasn’t so much aware that 
black[s] had so much against them.” Cindy Evans mentioned that she gained 
knowledge of “how black  people feel now.” Following Saltzman’s screening 
the film at Markham Ju nior High School in Watts, En glish teacher Allen 
Gross sent Saltzman a letter noting that Black on Black was a favorite of the 
class and also enclosed short student reflections on the film. Freddie How-
ard agreed with Ethel’s testimony that supermarket food was better quality 
in the white neighborhoods. McKinney Ferry wrote, “The main  thing that 
I like about this film was th[at] black  people could express their feeling[s] 
 towards white  people.”24
Despite the positive reception, Black on Black inspired some hateful 
backlash. Saltzman  later recounted that following the broadcast, calls came 
in through the cbs switchboard slamming the program as liberal propa-
ganda and grossly inaccurate.25 Attorney Maurice Mac Goodstein wrote 
in a letter that he could not see any value in the program and that he, as 
a white man, felt offended that Black on Black did not even consider the 
white perspective and the “doctrine of self- help.” Rena Rogers of Downey 
mailed a six- page angry rant about the program, asserting that the same 
opportunities  were open to black  people as white  people. San Fernando 
Valley resident George Donahue wrote that the program was most likely 
“communist inspired and communist paid for.” Shortly  after a copy of Black 
on Black was donated to the lapl, it was mutilated by a patron. The lapd 
even demanded that knxt add a disclaimer to the end of the film for the 
rebroadcast stating that police officers in the city  were working to improve 
community relations.26
Saltzman spent a significant amount of time speaking with Watts resi-
dents about their reaction to the documentary. In an early August memo 
to Gingold, he wrote that many  people he talked to  were extremely positive 
about the show. Seeing their own  faces and voices represented in the mass 
media made them feel listened to and recognized. One interviewee said, “It 
made me proud to see it. I’m not saying it made me hate less, but it made me 
feel very good to see something like that on tele vi sion for every one to see.” 
In many cases,  people expressed disbelief that a white man had created Black 
on Black. Saltzman remembers that while many had kind words to share, 
some claimed that Black on Black did not capture enough of a cross- section 
of the community, that the documentary was an isolated program created 
by outsiders, and that the broadcast would not lead to any kind of positive 
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change for Watts.27 Such comments point not only to the limitations of Black 
on Black as a standalone program on individual experiences, but to a more 
entrenched tension within the film’s production: the documentary was cre-
ated by a white crew, and editorial control remained with Saltzman.
To be sure, Saltzman’s interests and expertise in providing a platform for 
black  people to talk candidly about their lives resulted in a critical interven-
tion in standard network programming and put pressure on mainstream 
journalism outlets to create more socially conscious films. Black on Black 
also enabled Saltzman to make  future hard- hitting documentaries through-
out the early 1970s.28 However, the dissatisfaction with the program voiced 
in Saltzman’s informal postbroadcast survey signaled a desire for a more 
sustained effort for homegrown media primarily produced by and intended 
for the  people it was representing. This perspective was not unique to  those 
in the survey. As the minority liberation movements of the late 1960s in-
tersected with activist calls for media reform, repre sen ta tion became an 
increasingly politicized issue. Minority groups argued for the ability to as-
sert authorial control over proj ects, and the public and private broadcasting 
sectors were at times amenable to providing new channels of access to the 
means of production. For example, the Performing Arts Society of Los Ange-
les collaborated with kttv to create the documentary series From the Inside 
Out that focused on community issues in South Central. The  Human Affairs 
Department within Los Angeles public tele vi sion station kcet provided a 
home for black and Chicano filmmakers. Jesús Salvador Treviño worked on 
¡Ahora! (1969–70), a documentary series broadcast out of East Los Angeles 
that concentrated on such topics as Chicano history, con temporary mural 
art, job- training programs, and protests against the deplorable conditions of 
local high schools. Sue Booker set up a kcet satellite studio at 4211 South 
Broadway that took a similarly inclusive view of the African American com-
munity in South Central. Her series Doin’ It! (1972) and then Doin’ It at the 
Storefront (1972–73) included profiles on cultural establishments, avant- 
garde musicians in the Black Arts movement, and pressing issues such as 
the horrific conditions for black inmates in prison.
Examining the production and reception of Black on Black reveals how 
the film resonated with viewers within and beyond Los Angeles as well as 
contributed to a turning point in social documentary practice. The broad-
casting industry’s repre sen ta tion of minority communities during this po-
liti cally heated period was not confined to a few flagship network series. 
Analyzing Black on Black makes vis i ble the increasingly central role of local 
tele vi sion in forging new understandings of racial identity.
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F I L M O G R A P H Y
The film discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web page at 
https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Black on Black (1968), 90 min., 16mm
production: knxt. director: Joe Saltzman. narrator: Donnell Petetan. 
executive producer: Dan Gingold. photography: Jack Leppert. editor: 
Robert Heitmann. production assistant: Ruth Fleishman.  music: Lou Rawls, 
Nina Simone. access: ucla Film and Tele vi sion Archive, Los Angeles. note: 
Transferred to two- inch videotape for broadcast.
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A New Sense of Black Awareness”?
Navigating Expectations in The Black Cop (1969)
T R A V I S   L .  W A G N E R  A N D  M A R K  G A R R E T T  C O O P E R
The Black Cop (1969) abruptly begins with sounds of wailing sirens mixed 
with a bass line laid down by the John Coltrane Quartet. The image track 
delivers close- ups of police lights, the city at night seen from a moving 
patrol car, and a black officer in uniform, introduced in voice- over as New 
York City patrolman David Walker. One of the nypd’s very few black of-
ficers, the unnamed narrator explains, Walker is on the beat in Harlem, “a 
community bursting at the seams with a new sense of black awareness.” “As 
a black cop,” the voice- over continues, “Walker’s allegiance to this ideal is 
constantly  under question.” Coltrane’s saxophone takes up the siren’s wail 
over shots of officers responding to a car wreck. The handheld camera follows 
Walker helping a limping African American  woman to one patrol car while 
a group of white officers clusters defensively around another. An all- black 
crowd looks on.
In this opening sequence, the narrator— who sounds male and white— 
proclaims from a position outside the world of the film that  there is a conflict 
between the cop’s role and his black identity. Camera,  music, and editing ex-
plore the same conflict, but from a position within, although not necessarily 
part of, the black community. Writer- producer Kent Garrett’s fifteen- minute 
documentary develops and nationalizes this theme by comparing Walker’s 
experience with that of Los Angeles police veteran Harrison Bailey in the 
film’s second half. Throughout, visual style conspires with and sometimes 
against interviews and voice- over to create the black cop as a figure symp-
tomatic of complex U.S. race relations during the period.
“
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The film’s documentary address exposes complex prob lems rather than 
advocating specific remedies; this might make it seem an unlikely candidate 
for use as a police training film in the U.S. South of the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Yet it was. Following the initial release of The Black Cop (hereafter 
Black Cop) as a documentary feature on the Detroit- based public broad-
cast show Black Journal, National Educational Tele vi sion (net) distributed 
it as a stand- alone 16mm film. The pbs precursor net had handled content 
produced for tele vi sion in this way from the early 1950s, when film offered 
the only means to recirculate broadcast material. Through 16mm distribu-
tion, Black Cop reached an audience very diff er ent from the one Garrett 
 imagined: the relatively small Spartanburg, South Carolina, police depart-
ment. This seems a likely explanation for why a print appeared as part of 
the Spartanburg Police Training Film Collection now held by the University 
of South Carolina’s Moving Image Research Collections. Precisely  because 
it suggests unexpected uses, the rediscovery of this par tic u lar print in an 
archive a half- century  after the documentary first aired underscores a com-
plex, perennial theme in U.S. race relations: not only do nonwhite citizens 
view police as instruments of white power, but the police have long been 
aware of that perception as a prob lem to be managed.
figure 11.1. Frame enlargement from The Black Cop (Kent Garrett, 1969).
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Black Cop thus provides occasion to reexamine entanglements of race, 
community, and police power in Amer i ca. In 1969, Garrett was an emerging 
African American filmmaker who, by his account, set out to explore the 
conflicted psy chol ogy of black officers for black audiences. As critical ap-
praisal and his own recollections make clear, the film extends a variety of 
stylistic pre ce dents to balance a critique of racialized vio lence at the hands 
of white systems of power with sympathetic repre sen ta tions of African 
American officers who are identified as part of  those systems by their large 
urban communities. Intriguingly, the film’s potential use as an educational 
tool to teach race relations to a predominantly white police force in pre-
dominantly African American Spartanburg is very diff er ent from, though 
not opposed to, its initial intent. Spartanburg’s officers may well have ap-
preciated the film’s revelation that black cops could face unique challenges in 
merely attempting to enforce the law. At the very least, Black Cop reflected a 
growing sentiment that black experiences needed acknowl edgment by white 
Amer i ca, and especially by  those institutions tasked with maintaining order. 
At the intersection of these trends, Garrett turned his lens critically on this 
shifting terrain.
Black Cop, Black Journal, and Kent Garrett’s Early Production Work
Black Cop originated as part of a series of works exploring black experiences 
on the tele vi sion show Black Journal. Produced by African American film-
maker William Greaves, the goal of Black Journal was “to report and review 
the events, the dreams, the dilemmas of Black Amer i ca.”1 Film historian 
Mark A. Reid explains that Black Journal emerged out of net’s perceived 
need for programming that “respon[ded] to the social activism of both the 
civil rights movement and the sporadic urban uprisings,” while being ex-
clusively created by African Americans.2 Reid also notes that  because of the 
show’s immediate popularity and critical acclaim, Black Journal became a 
place for aspiring black media producers to hone their craft.
Kent Garrett was key to Black Journal from its beginnings, working pri-
marily as a producer of documentary segments for the show. Reflecting on 
the predominantly white filmmaking community in the mid-1960s, Garrett 
notes that “ there  were not many black technicians in the field.” In Garrett’s 
recollection, Black Journal was the first time that  there was a “broadcast for 
blacks” with a national scope so as to allow “blacks in Los Angeles to see what 
was happening with blacks in New York and Boston.”3 While Black Journal’s 
topics ranged from socioeconomic housing investigations to explorations of 
po liti cal candidates, Garrett’s major contributions  were Black Cop and The 
Black gi (1970). Similar in style and thematic organ ization to Black Cop, The 
Black gi focuses on black soldiers in Vietnam, who find themselves hesitant 
instruments of white institutions.4
Black Cop develops its argument by juxtaposing scenes of neighborhood 
life with talking- head interviews, primarily with officers Walker and Bailey. 
The interviews often recontextualize the neighborhood scenes. For example, 
in the initial interview with Walker, he sits in what looks like his living room 
as he explains that his job entails an education in “all phases of life” that he 
finds fulfilling. This is followed by shots of Walker assisting a man who is 
convulsing on the sidewalk, prob ably due to a drug overdose, as crowds look 
on. The short sequence concretizes what Walker might have in mind when 
describing his work as an education in life.
A  later sequence employs sound and image more ambitiously to probe 
Walker’s experience as a specifically black cop. His interview transitions to 
voice- over as we see him on the street at a call box: “I’m just as loyal as any 
other cop.” “It’s hard to explain,” the voice- over continues, with a cut to a 
domestic interior as Walker and his white partner in the background appear 
to confront an unidentified black man in the foreground: “White officers feel 
that  because  you’re black working in a black community, you should be in 
front. You should be the front- runner in the suppression of crime.” This last 
phrase comes over a shot of a dressing  table mirror with the citizen reflected at 
frame right, the white officer at frame left, and Walker squarely in the  middle. 
While  doing nothing to indicate the nature of the complaint that brings the 
officers  here, the sequence frames the black cop standing between his white 
partner and the black community member. This allows the audience to hear 
Walker’s concern with “them feeling for [his] loyalty” as an expression of his 
conflicted position between a white police force and the black community.
The structure of the film encourages viewers to derive more abstract 
points from the juxtaposition of particulars. By including similar statements 
from the more se nior Los Angeles officer  after examining Walker’s situation, 
Black Cop indicates a per sis tent national dilemma. “I’ve been called an  Uncle 
Tom more than once,” Bailey says in voice- over at the end of a sequence 
showing what looks like a positive encounter at a community center. Bailey 
and his white partner listen attentively to an older African American man 
while younger black men play pool. As the voice- over delivers the  Uncle 
Tom line, the camera draws back from a tight close-up of Bailey’s smile to 
show him in conversation with one of  these young men. He looks completely 
at home in this community, yet we hear that often he is not treated with 
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“re spect.” As with the Walker sequence near the start of the film, combina-
tion of voice- over and image draws out the psychological strug gle entailed 
by the black cop’s daily encounters on the beat.
Garrett claims that creating Black Cop seemed “obvious”  because it al-
lowed viewers to grasp the experiences faced by black officers daily.5 Media 
historian Devorah Heitner has remarked on the importance of style to this 
objective. She observes “long cross- fades that linger to show doubled expo-
sures of urban landscapes” and that “by intentionally not editing for narra-
tive consistency [the film] emphasizes the challenging position of the of-
ficer caught between allegiances,” a technique noted in the aforementioned 
sequences.6 Garrett claims a stylistic debt to cinéma vérité, which is evident 
in the highly mobile camera, location sound, and expository editing. The 
film possesses an experimental bent, evident in many unconventional visual 
compositions and especially in sequences where John Coltrane’s  free jazz 
soundtrack seems to direct the editing and camera movement. The com-
bined strategies go beyond indicating “conflicting allegiances” to convey a 
feeling of psychological distress and to locate its  causes not in individuals, 
but in systematic distortions of U.S. race relations.
figure 11.2. Frame enlargement from The Black Cop (Kent Garrett, 1969).
The distorting force of racism becomes most evident in a sequence in-
terweaving a Bailey interview with on- street interviews in which black men 
describe black cops as especially brutal. One man, mid- manicure, asserts 
that the black officer “mingle[s] with us  because he’s black, and then he takes 
advantage of us.” The film does not discredit this point but follows it with a 
statement from Bailey that partly rebuts it. Bailey describes  people who “take 
the attitude that just  because they are black, the law  doesn’t apply to them 
equally as well as somebody  else. And I think this is where part of the prob-
lem lies. They want to be exempt from the law  because I am of color.” Bailey 
speaks with the voice of experience and reason. Significantly, we never see 
any officer acting brutally in the film. Yet repetition gives weight to the testi-
mony from community members. The film pre sents black  people using the 
word “brutal” to describe black officers three diff er ent times (a  woman in a 
car, a man on a sidewalk, and the man in the manicurist’s chair). Through 
this collision of police and citizen viewpoints, Garrett gives the impression 
that the history of race relations has so colored perceptions that black com-
munities may be unable to see black cops as the film pre sents them, that 
is, as complex  human beings struggling to serve their communities while 
retaining legitimacy as officers of the law.
The film punctuates both the New York and the Los Angeles segments 
with interviews with higher- ranking African American officers. From 
 behind desks,  these administrators speak in the voice of official policy about 
challenges faced by black beat cops. Deputy Inspector Arthur C. Hill con-
cludes the New York segment by suggesting that black officers might, in gen-
eral, be expected to understand black communities better than their white 
counter parts. Edward C. Henry, Los Angeles’s “highest- ranking Negro of-
ficer,” asserts that the perception of being an “ Uncle Tom” would be “less-
ened or even completely eliminated”  were the black officer to “identify his 
role as a policeman as opposed to his role as a Negro.”  These contradictory 
statements support the narrator’s conclusion, read over nighttime shots of 
a patrol car in motion, a Harlem sidewalk, and Walker’s close-up profile: 
“The black cop is the man in the  middle. He seeks ac cep tance in the police 
community, which reflects the white society and the status quo. On the other 
hand, he is a black man from a black community, which is demanding change, 
a community which continues to ask him: Which side is he on?” This final 
question rings over Walker’s silhouette suspended in freeze frame, using 
backlight and contrast to obscure Walker’s facial expression and forcing the 
question back onto the audience. Insofar as the audience has seen and heard, 
this question places the black cop in a psychologically uncomfortable position, 
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and they may misrecognize the quality of his ser vice as si mul ta neously a cop 
and a member of the community.
This voice- over sums up the film, but it also flattens the more complex 
layers and textures introduced by the juxtaposition of relative rookie Walker 
with the more seasoned Bailey, as well as of  those beat cops with administra-
tors Hill and Henry. What the voice- over pre sents as a singular “black cop,” 
the film reveals as an abstraction describing more concrete multiplicities of 
experience. In the abstract, the “which side” dilemma is an old one. At the 
end of the nineteenth  century, W. E. B. Du Bois termed it double conscious-
ness, by which he meant the internalized sense that becoming more Ameri-
can meant being less black. Du Bois’s famous wish “to make it pos si ble for 
a man to be both a Negro and an American without being cursed and spit 
upon” responds to this internalized dilemma.7 Black Cop does more than 
reassert this proposition mutatis mutandis with regard to black officers. It 
imagines how double consciousness felt to par tic u lar individuals in com-
munities demanding change in 1969.
Black Cop’s production is itself historically specific, depending not only 
on the forum provided by Black Journal but also on enlisting police support. 
In a 2015 interview, Garrett emphasized the effort required to rec ord the 
figure 11.3. Frame enlargement from The Black Cop (Kent Garrett, 1969).
daily work of police officers in New York and Los Angeles. It “took a long 
time to get permission from the police,” he noted, and even longer to find 
two sets of partners who  were white and black.8 Despite  these challenges, 
the level of access and the freedom to pre sent the story as he saw fit struck 
Garrett as remarkable (in an interview with the author he noted that govern-
ment entities no longer provide anything like the access he was allowed).9 
On location, his African American crew included cinematographer Leroy 
Lucas and sound technician Andrew Ferguson. They felt themselves to be 
conducting a timely examination not “for a police community,” but for the 
black community.
Documentary historian Jonathan Kahana has characterized cinéma vérité 
technique as “a kind of domestic spying” due in part to its debt to more por-
table filmmaking technologies developed for military surveillance in World 
War II. He also notes that oppositional documentaries, like Cinda Firestone’s 
Attica (1973), have sometimes reworked surveillance footage to challenge 
state power.10 On this continuum, Garrett’s film often seems closer to the un-
critically surveilling end of the spectrum. Lucas’s camera feels intrusive when 
it hovers over the convulsing man, follows Walker and his partner into an 
apartment, or captures a distraught, inebriated man being taken into custody. 
In such moments, it is clear that Garrett’s access is secured by agreement with 
the police and that the camera is an ally of their disciplinary power. Aware-
ness of this alliance need not undermine the critique, in on- street interviews 
and the narrator’s voice- over, that the police are instruments of white oppres-
sion. Inasmuch as the documentary rec ords a racialized conflict between the 
community and the cops, Black Cop also pre sents thoughtful black voices on 
the force who are attempting to understand and ameliorate conflict.
Latent still is the question of  whether the film is complicit in a strategy of 
tokenization. Lit er a ture from the time suggests that the introduction of black 
officers had a performative purpose. James Wilson, a Harvard professor in 
1968, acknowledged racial discrimination on the nation’s police forces, but 
argued that whites should continue to control them  because white officers 
 were allegedly “more civil” and thus able to enact their “duty” more appro-
priately. Wilson felt that, though “no less impor tant,” black officers served 
a “symbolic” function on the force, cloaking the white dominance that he 
advocates.11 In this context, recruitment of black officers looks like a way to 
manage racial in equality rather than to rectify it. Black Cop shows this strat-
egy at work. For instance, we first see Bailey as the only black face in room 
full of white officers, and Walker speaks of his role as “guide” for proper 
community conduct. Nonetheless, the film avoids developing a commentary 
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on tokenization as a policing strategy. The attitudes of the black community, 
more than  those of unseen and unheard white superiors, seem responsible 
for putting the black cop “in the  middle.”
That authoritative voice- over thus has a particularly complex function 
in this film. Historically marked and immediately intelligible as the kind of 
voice that speaks on behalf of official institutions, that defines prob lems and 
proposes solutions via the state, the voice has in this instance been given 
the job of criticizing the normative whiteness that more consistently legiti-
mizes.12 It summarizes the internalized experience of black officers while 
also providing a statistical context for that experience: “6  percent” of nypd 
officers are black, relative to a “20  percent” black population of New York 
City. Relating the trauma of black cops to their proportional underrepre sen-
ta tion, the film proclaims both as equally objective realities.
The surveilling camera sometimes seems to be an extension of the au-
thoritative voice- over and at other moments provides a vantage that contex-
tualizes it. It invades black  houses, but it also catches white officers looking 
defensively over their shoulders and shows the black cop as the odd man 
out. Throughout the soundtrack, moreover, many voices compete for atten-
tion. Importantly,  those voices are not  limited to  human speech.
figure 11.4. Frame enlargement from The Black Cop (Kent Garrett, 1969).
Sound, Location, and Identity: Black Cop and Blaxploitation
Cultural historian Amy Abugo Ongiri suggests that “African American cul-
ture  after 1964 blurred the lines between popu lar culture and high art even 
as it attempted to delineate notions such as realism, authenticity, experience, 
and commercially driven expression.”13 By merging a version of cinéma vérité 
style with a Coltrane soundtrack on a public tele vi sion show for black audi-
ences, Black Cop places itself squarely within this tendency and anticipates 
the commercial blaxploitation film genre. Garrett’s use of  music to convey 
the pace and texture of the black urban experience is similar to Sweet Sweet-
back’s Baadasssss Song ( music by Melvin Van Peebles performed by Earth, 
Wind and Fire, 1971), Shaft ( music by Isaac Hayes and Johnny Allen, 1971), 
and Super Fly ( music by Curtis Mayfield, 1972). Each of  these films thema-
tizes police racism. None focuses on black officers, although Sweet Sweetback 
does highlight the prob lem of the black token cop and includes a shot that 
might recall Bailey’s introduction amid a room of white  faces in Garrett’s 
film. The siren wail, close- ups of police lights, and a restless camera that 
roams the city in Black Cop have even stronger echoes in Sweet Sweetback. 
Viewers familiar with blaxploitation films are liable to find the documentary 
an uncanny forebear.
Garrett asserts that he included Coltrane’s  free jazz soundtrack simply 
 because he felt “it worked.”14 The acoustical resemblance between the the-
matically impor tant police siren and Coltrane’s saxophone may have sug-
gested this fit, as it does help to meld the musical soundtrack with the loca-
tion recording. Film scholar Paula Massood urges another explanation for 
why this strategy works. In Black City Cinema, she argues that black musical 
forms function not only to unify audiences from disparate ages and loca-
tions, but also to highlight the city’s influence “in shaping black life” and 
even to “speak for the strug gles faced by” black communities.15 Massood 
sees black  music as central to depictions of African American urban spaces. 
Such spaces, she argues, feel black  because of their soundtracks. While Black 
Cop can be said to anticipate blaxploitation, it is more relevant to suggest 
that blaxploitation retrospectively indicates how Garrett’s film communi-
cates urban sensibilities.
Black Cop’s score extends its reach beyond its nominal topic. When the 
saxophone echoes the siren, audiences can hear the documentary as an ex-
ploration not just of policing but also of black life. Film scholar Courtney 
Bates sees the disjointed narrative of Sweet Sweetback as a means to decenter 
Hollywood’s conventional white masculinity.16 Likewise, Black Cop’s score 
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often provides nonnarrative coherence to images of urban life. Van Peebles’s 
Sweetback runs through Los Angeles at night in a sequence punctuated by 
flashing lights and wailing sirens held together by pulsing bass and the lyri-
cal injunction to run: the effect is not to move the character from point A 
to point B, as would be typical for a Hollywood hero. Rather, the effect is to 
render black life as the permanent condition of feeling on the run from the 
law. Similarly, Garrett’s opening sequence neither asks nor answers where 
the patrol cars are headed. Underscored by the bass line, they become an 
inescapable part of the mise- en- scène of black Amer i ca. Unlike Black Cop, 
blaxploitation films pre sent clear oppositions between the community and 
the man. When Isaac Hayes scores Shaft’s defiant strut, he does not render 
a man in the  middle: we know what side he’s on. Nonetheless, in Black Cop 
Coltrane’s improvisational saxophone explodes into scenes to say what the 
black cop cannot, which is that his community defines, masters symbolically 
if not legally, the space through which he moves. We cannot know if this 
point connected with an audience the filmmakers did not anticipate. How-
ever, we can reasonably assume that the priority of the Spartanburg police 
force was not just to see and hear the black experience, but instead to make 
sense of their racially charged workspace.
figure 11.5. Frame enlargement from The Black Cop (Kent Garrett, 1969).
Black Cop as Accidental Training Film
Asked about the print of Black Cop found in the Spartanburg Police Training 
Film Collection, Garrett expressed surprise that his film had circulated beyond 
Black Journal.17 Distribution by net not only provided the documentary 
an unanticipated audience but also placed it in dialogue with nontheatrical 
films specifically designed to educate the police about race relations.
Garrett’s stylistically adventurous tele vi sion documentary is, in fact, sur-
prisingly similar to con temporary educational films. As nontheatrical film 
historian Marsha Orgeron suggests, race relations films from the late 1960s 
took up the challenges of acknowledging the race riots occurring across the 
country, while also positing racial harmony as a possibility. This description 
fits Black Cop as well. In the film, when pushed to talk about Black Power 
movements, Walker chuckles and says that such organ izations are “tricky,” 
but he  favors “anything that can help [his] community.” Orgeron explains 
that educational films with young, black male protagonists, like Joshua (Bert 
Salzman, 1968) and Who Cares (Lumin Film, 1968), while encouraging 
conversation about integration, employed rhe torics serving predominantly 
white classroom discourses at a time when Amer i ca “was anxiously observ-
ing escalating disparities and dissatisfaction” in “cities across the country.”
In turn, the “dissatisfied minority” was made more palatable to white class-
rooms through a delegitimization of black angst, for example, as inappropri-
ately expressed in rioting. In contrast, Orgeron identifies 220 Blues (Richard 
Gilbert, 1970) as a work that legitimizes, or at the very least accepts, a poten-
tiality for black anger.18 In  doing so, 220 Blues employs techniques similar to 
Garrett’s. Like Black Cop, for instance, 220 Blues ends with a freeze frame that 
poses a question to the audience, in this case about the effects of integrating 
a high school track team. Orgeron observes that the film does not “celebrate 
integration as an unproblematic ideal” while also giving “voice to the ideas 
 behind black separatism and militancy.”19 With this point of comparison in 
mind, one can imagine Black Cop being used to launch a classroom (as op-
posed to a living room) discussion of the role of law enforcement in  either 
reforming or reifying race relations.
Late 1960s films made specifically to educate the police remain relatively 
unexplored by scholars, but the Spartanburg collection makes it pos si ble 
to isolate a few examples. Like the educational films discussed by Orgeron, 
many of  these films acknowledge racial strife and propose ameliorations. 
Several examine the role of white cops in a postintegration police force, con-
sidering how  these officers might best prepare for engagement with black 
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communities and partners. Help I’m a Cop (1969) uses a view- and- respond 
approach, with segments designed for interruption by group discussion to 
urge white officers to consider issues they might face on the beat, while also 
instructing them to avoid certain be hav iors. For example, audiences are re-
minded that it is unacceptable for white officers to refer to black community 
members with racial epithets.
Other films tend  either to idealize friendship between white officers and 
black community members or to stoke fear of black militancy. Let’s Work 
Together (1969) takes the former approach. It focuses on white police officers 
in Chicago attempting to foster camaraderie between the department and 
the black community. The central scene depicts a group of young black men 
discussing concerns regarding white law enforcement, including accounts of 
harassment and distrust. The white cops look on with apparent indifference 
before assuring the group that they aim to change their feelings of animos-
ity. Like Black Cop and 220 Blues, the film ends with a freeze frame, in this 
case of a black teen begrudgingly shaking a white cop’s hand. Presumably, 
viewers could discuss  whether they thought this approach likely to succeed.
In contrast, friendship, no  matter how ambivalent, is not the goal for 
films like April ’68 (1968). This film pre sents black po liti cal thinkers like 
Malcolm X not as community advocates but as threatening agents of black 
militancy. Consistent with overarching ideological objectives to pre sent ra-
cial harmony as ideally pos si ble, it stops short of openly criminalizing black 
leaders or groups, but it clearly implicates them in many riots.
Black Cop is both like and unlike  these films. Like them, it could be seen 
to advocate for healing the breach that puts African American communi-
ties and law enforcement into irreconcilable binaries. Unlike them, it ar-
ticulates the prob lem from a series of black viewpoints. This makes a differ-
ence in how the issue is framed, as when Walker voices suspicion of Black 
Power while also describing its potential productivity. Of  those interviewed 
in Garrett’s film, Deputy Inspector Hill, who is identified as one of nypd’s 
highest- ranking African American officers, provides the most integrationist 
perspective. He pre sents racism as an effect of socialization and geography. 
The white cops tend to come from the suburbs, he observes, while black 
cops hail from urban communities like  those they patrol. Accordingly, while 
Hill knows white officers who have been socialized to “dig black  people” and 
would never suggest that a white cop should not patrol a black community 
“based on skin color,” he observes that “black men can empathize and un-
derstand black prob lems better,” which is why nypd was working to recruit 
more black officers. Seen alongside this so cio log i cal explanation of racism 
and defense of affirmative action policy, the tense interracial handshake that 
concludes Let’s Work Together might well have looked like a naive solution. 
The conclusion of the Hill segment also overreaches the mandate that seems 
typical of the police training film. The voice- over explains, “We asked Dep-
uty Inspector Hill  whether civilians should be in control of the police,” and 
Hill strongly asserts the need for civilian oversight. Given the larger context, 
it seems like Black Cop might have been receivable by police audiences fa-
miliar with training films like Let’s Work Together and April ’68, but would 
likely have been seen as a distinct, and perhaps divergent, perspective.
Conclusion
Though rec ords of use for the Spartanburg Police Collection do not exist, the 
very fact that it includes Black Cop, April ’68, and Let’s Work Together sug-
gests that the department faced challenges similar to  those documented in 
larger cities. The city of Spartanburg did not commit to desegregation  until 
1963, on the eve of the landmark 1964 Civil Rights Act.20 In 2016, it remained 
a predominantly African American community and had a black police chief 
(Alonzo Thompson).21 Throughout the 1970s, white chief W. T. Ivey ran the 
department. Ivey’s obituary mentions nothing of his stance on desegrega-
tion.22 In 1970, the state police investigated Spartanburg police officer James 
Ward (presumably white) for shooting Raymond Cross, “a Spartanburg 
Negro . . .  following a high speed chase through the city.”23 Perhaps that in-
cident, along with  others like it, prompted the department to seek training 
on how to ease racial tension.
The Spartanburg Police Department evidently committed resources to 
the proposition that films could help prepare white officers to work with 
both officers and communities of color. Black Cop might have proved a con-
versation starter. Perhaps the least challenging interpretation of the film 
would have laid the blame for the black cop’s dilemma at the door of the 
black community, suggesting that black officers should embrace their roles 
first as cops and not as Negroes. The most challenging interpretation of 
the film, urged by its musical score, would discover that the gulf separating 
black communities from law enforcement cannot be easily bridged, and cer-
tainly not resolved simply by hiring additional black officers. Rather,  music 
symbolically reclaims the city from the law and seeks extralegal allies in the 
blaxploitation mode.
Kent Garrett’s Black Cop would certainly not have had a singular recep-
tion. The documentary asked viewers to consider seriously how race  shaped 
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perceptions of policing, not least among officers themselves. Primarily an 
attempt to paint a sympathetic picture of the strug gles of black officers for 
black audiences, it also activated a potent acoustical strategy for symboli-
cally reclaiming the black city from white law. Nonetheless, it could also be 
understood as a tool, albeit an aty pi cal one, to educate white officers as they 
worked their way through the epochal change of desegregation.
Garrett may well be right that such a film could not be made  today due to 
lack of unfiltered access to the daily life of officers. Yet for that very reason it 
remains relevant at a time when body cams and cell phones regularly docu-
ment police vio lence  toward black men. In 2015, Los Angeles, Harlem, and 
even Spartanburg, South Carolina,  were sites of contested police shootings 
of persons of color.24 Then, 2016 brought Charlotte, North Carolina, and the 
nation the spectacle of an African American officer shooting Keith Scott, 
a black man.25 It seems reasonable to conclude that police training films, 
including Garrett’s, did  little in the long term to alter the fear and suspi-
cion with which African American communities must face the police. Even 
so, when seen alongside  today’s instantly circulated, minutely parsed, and, 
on the part of the police, carefully guarded media repre sen ta tions, Garrett’s 
complex and self- conscious examination of the roles and strug gles of black 
cops provides a welcome reminder that it was pos si ble to have a diff er ent 
kind of conversation. Perhaps it would be useful to continue it.
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 Don’t Be a Segregationist: Program Films for Every one”
The New York Public Library’s Film Library  
and Youth Film Workshops
E L E N A  R O S S I -  S N O O K  A N D  L A U R E N  T I LT O N
 “The New York Public Library, as a modern educational institution, should 
use all recognized media of communication, including film,” argued nypl 
librarian Robert S. Ake in his 1948 proposal for the incorporation of 16mm 
film within the New York system.1 Although a reference ser vice for 16mm 
had existed since 1948, and a small collection of films was acquired in 1952 
through the American Heritage Proj ect of the American Library Associa-
tion (ala), the Film Library proper was not inaugurated  until 1958. Recog-
nizing the potential of 16mm to educate the public through nontheatrical 
circulation, the Film Library opened with a dedicated staff, bud get, poli-
cies, and space at the newly constructed Donnell Library Center at 20 West 
Fifty- Third Street in Manhattan.2 Drawing on existing models like that at 
the Cleveland Public Library Film Bureau, nypl’s film center was inspired 
by a growing generation of media- savvy librarians and, most importantly, 
demand by New Yorkers for expansion into full film- circulation ser vice.3
By the 1960s, nypl negotiated how to situate the public institution in re-
lationship to the strug gle for civil rights. In the city, activists like the naacp’s 
Ella Baker or ga nized to desegregate public schools as the Congress on Racial 
Equality (core) challenged the city to realize the promises of liberalism by 
ending discrimination in city ser vices such as garbage removal.4  Under the 
leadership of William “Bill” Sloan, the Film Librarian from 1958  until 1980, 
nypl grappled with civil rights. Rather than offering films already available 
in classrooms, the library system acquired films that represented the freedom 
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strug gles in New York and beyond. Sloan advanced a broad definition of 
educational film that allowed for a liberal acquisition policy.5 Enacting the 
politics of integration they  were projecting through film, nypl purchased, 
distributed, and programmed films about issues such as segregation, hous-
ing discrimination, voter registration, and the Vietnam War.
In par tic u lar, nypl identified local youth as a constituency in which to 
invest. They partnered with the Young Filmaker’s Foundation (yff), a com-
munity organ ization on the Lower East Side dedicated to youth filmmak-
ing, to further diversify their film cata log and public programming while 
supporting communities of color.6 Sloan supported area teen agers’ strug gle 
for visibility and voice by purchasing and programming yff films on the 
pressing issues of the day. In  doing so, nypl funded filmmaking by local 
youth of color while building a more inclusive public institution. Through 
its relationship with yff, nypl circulated moving images by, about, and for 
 people of color, thereby supporting and disseminating nontheatrical film 
that enacted and supported civil rights politics.
Outside the Classroom: Film at the Public Library
Beginning in the early twentieth  century, public libraries identified film as an 
impor tant educational resource. Library film advocates reasoned that if the 
overwhelming majority of the population  were seeking out commercial en-
tertainment films while only a fraction of Americans  were regular book read-
ers, then the public library should add audiovisual materials in order to reach 
a segment of the public through its preferred medium. In order to reach their 
constituents, librarians experimented with using motion pictures in con-
junction with reading initiatives as early as 1910.7 Numerous studies, reports, 
and publications on motion picture efficacy in education buttressed efforts 
to acquire film in the public library throughout the 1920s and 1930s. World 
War II solidified film’s role as an educational tool as the federal government, 
Hollywood, and in de pen dent production companies worked to galvanize the 
nation  behind the war.8 Public libraries helped spread information and culti-
vate knowledge of national and global  matters through 16mm programming. 
With the success of library film programming and the growth in the postwar 
educational film industry, public libraries solidified their position as a promi-
nent site for acquiring, accessing, and lending educational film.
Like 16mm collections in peer American public library systems, nypl 
set out to provide audiovisual educational resources for communities in 
Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island. Adopting the popu lar notion that 
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public libraries  were “The  People’s University,” nypl de cided in 1940 to add 
film programming in order “to reach the greatest number of  people pos si-
ble.”9 They began circulating film prints in 1952. The November 1953 issue 
of  nypl’s Branch Library Book News announced, “The Library has a small, 
highly selected collection of films to lend to non- profit groups and organ-
izations within New York City for other than purposes of instruction and 
classroom use.”10 The film ser vice department relocated in 1955 to the new 
Donnell Library Center, located across the street from the Museum of 
Modern Art. Circulation steadily increased, with the number of films pass-
ing through the doors of Donnell each month growing from approximately 
100 to 200 in 1955 to over 1,400 in 1961.11
Debates ensued over which kinds of films qualified as educational. In 
1942, nypl librarian Gerald D. McDonald published his seminal study for 
the ala, Educational Motion Pictures and Libraries, defining educational 
films as “films of 16 mm. width which deal with fact rather than fiction, and 
which are intended to reach an audience outside the theatre and to contribute 
to the pro cess of learning.”12 As film librarians established their profession 
and began working with community members and groups, they expanded 
upon this definition to include a variety of filmmaking styles. In its formative 
years, the film department of nypl sought out works that would be “most 
effective stimulants to discussion.”13 Sloan wrote in 1961 that “the purpose of 
the Library’s film collection is to ser vice the educational and cultural needs 
of the community outside of and beyond formal classroom instruction.”14 
Meeting “the educational and cultural needs” resulted in a topically, stylisti-
cally, and aesthetically diverse film collection. The library subscribed to a 
broad definition of what constituted “educational” and embraced in de pen-
dently produced films for programming and circulation. While nypl may 
have been comparatively late in joining the ranks of public library 16mm 
film departments, it was part of an effort to embrace avant- garde, in de pen-
dent, and local film as educational.
Circulating Marginalized Voices
As nypl redefined and expanded the bound aries of educational film, it 
also negotiated how to use film to address social issues. In this effort nypl 
was not alone, as moving images  were increasingly a tool used both for and 
against civil rights. As televised coverage of vio lence against African Ameri-
cans in the North and South  were reframing how the country understood 
the liberation strug gle, Sloan and his peers strove for ways to serve their 
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community and address con temporary social issues in an educational ca-
pacity.15 If the purpose of a library’s 16mm film collection is to meet the 
needs of a diverse community, nypl determined, then films and related 
programs that addressed  these experiences  were necessarily a part of the 
institution’s work. The critiques of media circulation, which often rendered 
the experiences of  people of color invisible, resonated at nypl. They sought 
a shift in public library ser vices to become more responsive to communi-
ties of color. The Film Library subscribed to civil rights integration politics 
thanks to Sloan’s leadership, thereby integrating into the institution a policy 
of using motion pictures to serve  those members of the community who 
 were culturally and po liti cally under- or misrepresented.
Of par tic u lar concern was how to grow nypl’s film offerings. Sloan iden-
tified integration films as an area for acquisition. In the 1964 issue of the 
Journal of the Society of Cinematologists, he published a history of the “inte-
gration film,” a term used for films intended to improve race relations in the 
U.S.16 They  were “aimed primarily at preparing the white community for in-
tegration,” he explained, following the 1954 Brown decision.17 Sloan noted at 
the conclusion of his essay that “one of the most startling developments” by 
the early 1960s in this genre was young, in de pen dent filmmakers producing 
figure 12.1. William Sloan with a young patron (c. 1960–65). Courtesy of Jennifer 
Sloan.
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low- budget, po liti cally invested, candid documentary films. Film Library staff 
selected and secured films such as An Interview with Bruce Gordon (1964) 
and The Streets of Greenwood (1963), both of which  were celebrated by Sloan 
for their “total commitment to the cause of integration.”18
 Others joined Sloan in calling for a new and improved use of film to en-
gage with patrons of color. Wendell Wray, director of nypl’s North Man-
hattan Proj ect and the first African American man to gradu ate from the 
Car ne gie Tech Library School, wrote in 1967 that library patrons in Har-
lem “want to see films showing black  faces.”19 He explained, “This is neither 
paranoid, discrimination in reverse or being anti- white. It is the need to fill 
a tremendous psychological void in their lives. They often feel they are in-
visible, neuter, nonentities, and they want to be vis i ble and have a feeling of 
real worth.”20 Tired biopics on historic leaders  were no longer acceptable for 
outreach. Kenneth W. Axthelm, head of the Audio Visual Department of the 
Brooklyn Public Library, argued that “Booker T. Washington and George 
Washington Carver are no longer heroes. . . .  These men do not speak the 
words that young  people want to hear.”21
Recognizing this necessity for communities to see themselves reflected in 
their local public institution, the Film Library built up the collection through 
collaboration with branch librarians and the in de pen dent film community. 
Wray, who oversaw programming at the Countee Cullen Branch in Harlem, 
remarked on the new acquisition policies, “Statistics released by our Film 
Library [at the Donnell Library Center] show a higher rate of use of films 
in Harlem than in any other area of the city. . . .  This may be due in part to a 
very fine collection which has had strong emphasis placed on the acquisition 
of films dealing with subjects of current interest, among them civil rights, 
desegregation, Africa and Negro history.”22 Recognizing the role of branch 
librarians, Sloan wrote in his 1970 “Film Library Annual Report,” “Indeed, 
I feel nypl is a leader in using films in neighborhood libraries so that they 
may take an activist role in community life.”23
The desire for connection through outreach— not just showing “black 
 faces” but making a public library’s film ser vice a “force in the community”— 
led Sloan to champion in de pen dent filmmakers uniquely positioned to create 
works that resonated with their communities. His support came in the form 
of in de pen dent film acquisition and programming, which turned the library 
into a public outlet for their works. At a time when the ala filled their “Films 
for a  Great Society” program at the 1965 conference with titles like Chartres 
Cathedral (1963) and the Alitalia- sponsored Variations on an Italian Theme 
(1961), nypl acquired films such as Committee on Un- American Activities 
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(1962), a protest against the House Un- American Activities Committee, and 
Felicia (1965), a portrait of an African American teenager.24 When the ala 
conference came to New York the following year, Sloan programmed films 
that addressed poverty, education in equality, and social ser vices.
Film programs in the Donnell Library Center auditorium highlighted 
the growing collection. One section of the regular weekly Films at Noon 
series from 1967 is emblematic of the department’s aim to educate the public 
through provocative curation. Films included the aforementioned Felicia, a 
documentary by ucla students capturing a fifteen- year- old girl’s perspective 
on living in the Watts neighborhood in Los Angeles just before the rebellions; 
A Time for Burning (1966), a documentary on attempts by the Lutheran 
Church to combat racism in Nebraska; How Do You Like the Bowery? (1964), 
 future Acad emy Award– winning documentary filmmaker Alan Raymond’s 
nyu student proj ect on the homeless in New York’s Bowery neighborhood; 
and Abortion and the Law (1965), Walter Cronkite’s pre sen ta tion of “the 
case for and against legalized abortion.”25 In addressing controversial topics, 
nypl risked a backlash that could have harmed the public institution.
Seeing Youth: Young Filmaker’s Foundation and NYPL
In the 1960s, nypl identified youth as an underserved constituency. They 
sought more inclusive and representative films that could expand their youth 
audience while integrating their public programs and collection. The Film Li-
brary shifted from simply buying and showing works for  children and teens 
to include films made by  children and teens. A key partnership ensued with 
the Young Filmaker’s Foundation, a community organ ization that supported 
film workshops among youth of color, and the Youth Film Distribution Cen-
ter (yfdc), yff’s film distribution wing. Through this pro cess nypl—as 
a purchasing entity, event programmer, and film community leader  eager 
to procure in de pen dent works made in and by the communities which it 
served— encouraged the production of films by local youth.
In part, nypl’s interest was supported by the local youth film workshops, 
which used film as a mechanism for communities to create and speak on 
their own terms. Started by arts educators in the early 1960s, the workshops 
offered a flexible, open space to create film by and for youth, including 
middle- class Jewish communities and low- income communities of color. 
They argued that filmmaking was an impor tant creative art to which youth 
should have access and control in an effort to de moc ra tize media making 
and wrangle it from the hands of Hollywood and corporate entities. The 
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workshops allowed young  people to communicate their concerns, condi-
tions, desires, and fantasies through 8mm and 16mm.26
By the late 1960s, the collective strug gles of  people of color to gain greater 
community control and self- determination informed the film workshops. 
The workshops created a physical and creative space for youth to con-
template and experiment with self- representation through film, creating 
a counternarrative to mainstream media that  either rendered them invis-
ible or was marred by negative racial ste reo types.27  These films illustrated 
how youth of color interpreted and negotiated their daily conditions such 
as drugs, racism, and the Vietnam War.28 “They [the youth] are creating a 
revolution in the way we see,” argued acclaimed documentarians Edward 
Pincus and David Newman in wnet’s The Way We See It (1969). The “revo-
lution” percolated in community centers and settlement  houses such as the 
92nd Street Y, Lillian Wald Recreation House, and Henry Street Settlement, 
where art educators opened youth film workshops beginning in the early 
1960s.
Many of the workshops used federal monies to promote expression and 
visibility by and for participants. This visibility assumed new meaning as 
 those involved in the freedom strug gles sought control of media to articulate 
and circulate their calls for equal citizenship.29 For example, the Southern 
civil rights movement harnessed tele vi sion to expose the vio lence used by 
white people, often with the help of the state, to maintain Jim Crow– era seg-
regation practices. Concurrently, new forms of public tele vi sion led by  African 
Americans such as Tony Brown and William Greaves (who was a close friend 
of Sloan) emerged with the understanding that without control of the cam-
era, they  were subject to the white perspective of network tele vi sion.30 White 
control of mass media also impacted tv coverage of inner- city revolts in 
places such as Chicago, Newark, and Watts in the mid- to late 1960s. The me-
dia’s role in fostering in equality became the subject of the Kerner Commis-
sion, which lodged a damning critique in February 1969. The commission’s 
report concluded, “The press has too long basked in a white world, looking 
out of it, if at all, with white men’s eyes and a white perspective. The painful 
pro cess of readjustment that is required of the American news media must 
begin now. They must make a real ity of integration— both their product and 
personnel.”31
In response, the federal government and organ izations such as the naacp 
increased pressure on corporate media to cease circulating ste reo typed and 
racist images of  people as grassroots organ izations worked to remake mov-
ing images on the ground. Film workshops in New York City often became 
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open spaces for youth to experiment with filmmaking as they pleased, with 
 little oversight or control over content and form. Recounting his experience 
at yff, Luis Vale stated, “He [instructor Rodger Larson] just gave us a cam-
era and said, ‘Go to it.’ As we started editing, they showed us a  little bit on 
how to edit, how to splice, and  things like that. They said, ‘Do your  thing.’ ”32 
Workshop participants produced hundreds of films, with at least fifty films 
circulating through the yfdc. Thus nypl became a prominent customer of 
yfdc, who in turn shared the revenue with the community film workshops 
whose films they circulated.
The relationship between nypl and yff/yfdc created a means by which 
the Film Library could serve its patrons, especially  those in the emerging 
young adult demographic, through its most impor tant activities: circula-
tion and programming. In January 1969, the popu lar Donnell Noon Film 
Programs series featured for the first time a yff film. In a program called 
“Filmmakers and Filmmaking,” Alfonso Sanchez Jr.’s The End (1968), made 
at yff’s Film Club and among the library’s first acquisitions from yfdc, 
was presented along with films ranging from Willard Van Dyke’s The Photo-
grapher (1948) to A Day with Timmy Page (1967). Of the six films shown, The 
End exemplified nypl’s commitment to purchasing and circulating youth 
social commentary films in order to build a more inclusive institution and 
society.33
The film opens with a close-up on Bob Dara’s 1962 “Harley Bird” poster: 
an illustration of a man mounted on a motorcycle, his “Me” button promi-
nently displayed along with the letters b- u- l- l tattooed across his knuck-
les. The soundtrack is filled with the sound of the engine revving as the 
camera pans up, revealing a caricature of President Lyndon Johnson as the 
rider. The camera moves again to show the film’s title, “The End,” imposed 
over an American flag. The film then cuts to fast, disjointed editing and 
camera pans accompanied by Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five,” a revolutionary 
jazz track recorded in the late 1950s, its five- four time a conscious break 
from the symmetrical, standard four- four time signature. The protagonist, 
a Puerto Rican teenager, smokes a joint and enters an altered state where 
he negotiates his version of Amer i ca with the realities of the current con-
dition. A short sound bite cuts in of a man stating “Amer i ca’s Wonderful,” 
likely lifted from Frank Zappa’s 1968 song “The Return of the Son of Mon-
ster Magnet,” which would also be used in Haskell Wexler’s Medium Cool, 
released the following year.
The pot- induced dream slowly turns into a nightmare. The camera spins 
and then cuts to the protagonist getting into a stripped car chassis on the 
figures 12.2–12.3. The End (Alfonso Sanchez Jr., 1968). Frame enlargements taken 
from preservation release print, New York Public Library (preserved with funding 
from the Car ne gie Corporation of New York).
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side of the street. He drives to the park where a graffitied wall reads “The End.” 
Tom Paxton’s anti- Vietnam song “Lyndon Johnson Told the Nation” plays:
Lyndon Johnson told the nation
Have no fear of escalation
I am trying every one to please
Though it  isn’t  really war
 We’re sending fifty thousand more
To help save Vietnam from the Viet nam ese34
Optimistically, the teenager tries to ignore the real ity the lyr ics represent. 
Rather than being drafted and sent to fight in an increasingly controversial 
war, he opens his newspaper to read that pot has been legalized. He jumps 
around the park in ecstasy.
The film then cuts to him on a New York City street on the Lower East Side. 
An older man walks up to offer him a Bible while another offers him lsd, 
both pos si ble escapes from Vietnam. The two men begin to fight each other 
as Country Joe and the Fish’s anti- Vietnam song plays. Joe McDonald sings:
figure 12.4. The End (Alfonso Sanchez Jr., 1968). Frame enlargement taken from 
preservation release print, New York Public Library (preserved with funding from the 
Car ne gie Corporation of New York).
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And it’s one, two, three, what are we fighting for
 Don’t ask me I  don’t give a damn, next stop is Viet Nam
And it’s five, six, seven, open up the pearly gates
 Ain’t no time to won der why, whoopee  we’re all gonna die35
The protagonist’s fatalism has set in.  Whether drugs, religion, or war, all lead 
down the same road to death. The film cuts to him  running as gunshots in-
undate the soundtrack. He awakes from his lucid dream, startled by knocks 
on his door. Yet the dream is not simply the result of a drug- induced para-
noia, for through the peephole he sees a montage of images including pic-
tures from Vietnam, drugs, and a skull with crossbones. He backs away, re-
fusing to open the door. The film ends with the words “life” and then “peace” 
on the screen.
Sanchez’s astute critique of American politics and society is indicative 
of topics that nypl increasingly programmed and circulated, films that 
revealed the inequitable conditions that communities of color experienced 
daily and their strug gles for full, equal citizenship. Yet the Film Library was 
figure 12.5. The End (Alfonso Sanchez Jr., 1968). Frame enlargement taken from 
preservation release print, New York Public Library (preserved with funding from the 
Car ne gie Corporation of New York).
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careful with how it promoted such films and their progressive politics. The 
program coyly described The End in  these terms: “The sounds and  music of 
 today are background to this mad- cap view of  today’s ‘scene’ involving a 
phantasy in which pot is legalized. Made by teenager Alfonso Sanchez Jr. with 
Rodger Larson’s University Settlement group.”36 The next month, in Febru-
ary, the Noon series featured a program dedicated to adolescence, including 
yfdc films That Rotten Tea Bag (1964), which used humor to address ethnic 
and racial discrimination, and The Thief (1969), made by fifteen- year- old 
Paul Gunn at the Studio Museum in Harlem. Despite the series taking place 
on Thursdays at midday, 143  people attended the January program, and 234 
came for the February screening, nearly filling the 278- seat auditorium.37
This growing attention to the works of young filmmakers at nypl created 
an ecosystem wherein the Film Library functioned as a hub for  those seek-
ing and producing youth filmmaking. A press release issued by nypl in 1972 
on the Film Library cited data collected by the department that teen agers 
favored “black history and films created by young  people.”38 And  those teen-
agers, presumably youth of color interested in seeing something of their own 
existence presented outside of the racial clichés propagated by commercial 
filmmaking, became a significant patron base for the library. In a speech, Bill 
Sloan offered statistics on the Film Library’s users:  under “Special Groups,” 
“Negro” made up 40  percent and “Teenager” was 40–60  percent.39 Encour-
aged by program attendance and patron statistics, the Film Library contin-
ued to focus its purchasing and programming priorities on  these topics and 
users, with the yfdc serving as a significant supplier of “movies for young 
 people,” as its works  were described in a 1972 yfdc print ad.40 More film 
programs featuring youth films purchased from yfdc followed in 1973, in-
cluding a special Saturday program called “Films by New In de pen dents” in 
which the filmmakers presented their works. Donnell staff went as far as to 
host a Movie Box installation, a stand- alone playback system for Super 8mm 
reduction prints of films made at yff, and a video workshop that encour-
aged students to join yff.
By the mid-1970s, New York’s nontheatrical film community’s emphasis 
shifted to media centers focused on equipment rental. Workshops closed. 
No longer able to sustain itself financially, yfdc was shuttered. Then yff 
followed suit, keeping its media center that focused on access to equipment 
while choosing to close its workshops. However, this change in the nonthe-
atrical film landscape had less impact on nypl, which had, thanks to yfdc 
and yff, established itself as a place to give voice to its constituents through 
film while realizing civil rights integrationist politics.
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In 1968, Barbara Bryant, an African American public librarian who went on 
to form and serve as vice president of educational film producer and distrib-
utor Phoenix Films, captured the field’s growing sentiment with her aptly 
titled pre sen ta tion at the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee School of Li-
brary Science Colloquium, “ Don’t Be a Segregationist: Program Films for 
Every one.”41 Ten years  later, Euclid Peltier would revisit the definition of “the 
public library film,” writing that in de pen dent films “pre sent a fresh point of 
view on many impor tant social issues ignored by  earlier film- makers and 
therefore cannot be overlooked by  today’s public libraries.”42 Her call in the 
late 1970s to look to in de pen dent film to find fresh points of view reflected 
a continued priority for public libraries to identify, purchase, and circulate 
films about the communities they served.  These ideals of diversity and inclu-
sion  were exemplified by nypl.43
Having embraced the yff at a critical juncture in American culture and 
politics, the Film Library, which was renamed the Donnell Media Center in 
the late 1970s and then the Reserve Film and Video Collection in 2008, earned 
a national reputation as uniquely committed to community and in de pen dent 
film. It became a trusted partner in the nontheatrical film world, among the 
first places in de pen dent filmmakers would go to have their work previewed 
for purchase. This was the case with Julia Reichert and Jim Klein, found ers of 
New Day Films, a cooperative distribution group for feminist films, when they 
 were shopping around Growing Up Female (1971), one of the first films of the 
modern  women’s movement and now on the Library of Congress’s National 
Film Registry. According to Reichert and Klein, “The  whole first year we  were 
distributing, we made hardly any sales. . . .  The New York Public Library saw it 
and immediately bought it on the third day we took it around.”44
It is  because of this role and  these relationships that the yfdc library 
came to reside at nypl. In 1976, at a conference in Minnewaska, New York, 
Rodger Larson described the languishing materials of the defunct yfdc as a 
“Youth Film Archive,” a collection which he adamantly wished not be “de-
stroyed or lost” but remain accessible in perpetuity.45 In 1999, the remains 
of the collection, mostly 16mm prints and production ele ments,  were trans-
ferred to the Donnell Media Center, catalyzing a film preservation program 
that continues  today. The conservation and preservation by nypl of the 
yfdc library, in addition to  those prints originally purchased in the 1960s and 
1970s, has ensured the inclusion of marginalized voices as part of the historic 
rec ord.  These ongoing actions continue to provide nypl’s community, as Bill 
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Sloan advocated during his illustrious  career, access to “horizon widening 
films that provoke the imagination and provide new insights.”46
F I L M O G R A P H Y
In collaboration with nypl, a se lection of films from yfdc  will be available on 
Participatory Media, a platform for participatory community media during the 
1960s. The proj ect is funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the 
University of  Virginia in partnership with the University of Richmond. For more, visit 
participatorymediaproject . org.
The End (1968), 9 min., 16mm
production, director: Alfonso Sanchez Jr. access: New York Public Library 
(http:// catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17120382~S1). note: Preserved by the Reserve Film 
and Video Collection of the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, with 
funding from the Car ne gie Corporation of New York.
That Rotten Tea Bag (1964), 3 min., 16mm
production, director: Andy Gurian. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17655587~S1). note: Preserved by the Reserve Film and 
Video Collection of the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, with 
funding from the Car ne gie Corporation of New York.
The Thief (a.k.a. The Surprised Thief) (1969), 3 min., 16mm
production, director: Paul Gunn. note: Archival ele ments held by the 
Reserve Film and Video Collection of the New York Public Library for the 
Performing Arts.
The Way We See It (1969), 57 min., 16mm
director: Ed Pincus, David Neuman. access: Harvard Film Archive, Harvard 
University. note: Commissioned by Public Tele vi sion to document a Hispanic film 
proj ect for youth on the Lower East Side of New York City.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
Abortion and the Law (1965), 57 min., 16mm
production: cbs News. access: dvd, Princeton Films for the Humanities and 
Social Sciences.
Chartres Cathedral (1963), 30 min., 16mm
production: Encyclopaedia Britannica. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17542680~S1).
Committee on Un- American Activities (1962), 45 min., 16mm
production, director: Robert Cohen. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17550670~S1).
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A Day with Timmy Page (1967), 18 min., 16mm
director: David Hoffman. access: New York Public Library (http:// catalog . nypl 
. org / record​=​b17560368~S1).
Felicia (1965), 13 min., 16mm
directors: Trevor Greenwood, Alan Gorg, Bob Dickson. access: New York Public 
Library (http:// catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17570451~S1).
Growing Up Female (1971), 60 min., 16mm
directors: Julia Reichert, James Klein. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17135997~S1).
How Do You Like the Bowery? (1964), 14 min., 16mm
director: Dan Halas, Alan Raymond. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17137842~S1).
An Interview with Bruce Gordon (1964), 17 min., 16mm
production: Harold Becker Productions. access: New York Public Library (http:// 
catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17592125~S1).
The Photographer (1947), 30 min., 16mm
director: Willard Van Dyke. access: New York Public Library (http:// catalog . nypl 
. org / record​=​b17179149~S1).
The Streets of Greenwood (1963), 20 min., 16mm
production, directors: Jack Willis, John Reavis, Fred Wardenburg. access: 
New York Public Library (http:// catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17199391~S1).
A Time for Burning (1966), 58 min., 16mm
director: William Jersey, Barbara Connell. access: New York Public Library 
(http:// catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17652349~S1).
Variations on an Italian Theme (1961), 28 min., 16mm
production: Alitalia. director: Carson Davidson. access: New York Public 
Library (http:// catalog . nypl . org / record​=​b17337365). note: Preserved by the Reserve 
Film and Video Collection of the New York Public Library for the Performing Arts, 
with funding from the Car ne gie Corporation of New York.
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Teenage Moviemaking in the Lower East Side
The Rivington Street Film Club, 1966–1974
N O E L L E  G R I F F I S
In the opening of the eighteen- minute 16mm film The Growing of a Young 
Filmmaker (Raymond Esquilin, 1969), a New York City teenager describes 
his new passion: “I like shooting a gun.” Over a long shot of a young Puerto 
Rican male walking away from the Chelsea Vocational School in Manhattan, 
the narrator goes on to share that he recently dropped out of high school 
due to difficulties with his classes and teachers, noting that some “ wouldn’t 
even let me wear a moustache.” The introduction of a troubled teen with a 
penchant for crime is revealed to be deliberately misleading when the young 
man explains, “And by a gun, I mean a camera. A camera is the best gun in 
the world.” In the next shot, the same teenager sits on a bed with his prized 
Bolex camera and offers a friendly greeting: “Hi, I am Raymond Esquilin.” 
Esquilin, also the film’s director, then discusses his development as a film-
maker by introducing clips of the films he has made with the support of 
the Young Filmaker’s Foundation (yff).1 His work ranges greatly in style 
and genre, from a stop- animated fantasy, The Dream (c. 1967–68), to a live- 
action exploration of crime and regret, The Thief (c. 1967–68).2 Esquilin pro-
claims that he is most proud of his latest film, The Camp (c. 1968), which 
juxtaposes the clean, spacious grounds of an upstate retreat with the squalor 
of a Lower East Side city slum, depicted by the young filmmaker as a danger-
ous cesspool of junk- filled empty lots and lecherous old drunks. According 
to Esquilin, The Camp displays his best camera work, but he is sure that his 
next proj ect  will be even better  because, he proclaims, “this is one school I 
 won’t quit.”
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Esquilin made The Growing of a Young Filmmaker in 1969 along with 
friends and fellow filmmakers Alfonso Sanchez Jr. (camera) and Jesus Cruz 
(sound) at a filmmaking workshop founded in 1966 by Rodger Larson in New 
York City’s Lower East Side. With funding from the Neighborhood Youth 
Corps, a  Great Society program that supported education and employment 
opportunities for low- income sixteen- to- twenty- one- year- olds, art teacher– 
turned– film instructor Rodger Larson founded the workshop in the kitchen 
pantry of the University Settlement House, established in 1896, on the cor-
ner of Rivington Street and Eldridge.3 The location had been the flagship of 
the settlement  house movement in the United States, boarding wealthy, edu-
cated social reformers to help  settle impoverished immigrant communities 
populating the Lower East Side at the turn of the  century. By the 1960s, the 
University Settlement House functioned primarily as a community center, 
providing recreational facilities and social ser vices to the area’s low- income 
and immigrant populations—or mi grants in the case of Puerto Ricans. Prior 
to taking the position at the University Settlement House, Larson had in-
troduced filmmaking into his art classes at the Mosholu- Montefiore Com-
munity Center and the 92nd Street Y, both working- class and middle- class 
community centers at the time, but he recognized that the goals of his 
figure 13.1. Raymond Esquilin and his Bolex. Frame enlargement from The Growing 
of a Young Filmmaker (Raymond Esquilin, 1969).
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Settlement House/Youth Corps program  were diff er ent: “in sharp contrast 
to my other proj ects, the emphasis  here was on rehabilitation for ‘hard- core’ 
high school drop- outs through the use of film.”4 The young men who made 
The Growing of a Young Filmmaker  were part of the first cohort to frequent 
the Settlement House workshop, which the participants named Film Club. 
By 1968, Film Club included twenty teen agers from the neighborhood who 
regularly attended, most of whom identified as Puerto Rican, and ten  others 
from vari ous backgrounds who traveled from other parts of the city.5
Defined geo graph i cally by Houston Street on the north,  Grand Street on 
the south, Bowery on the west, and Essex Street on the east, the Lower East 
Side became and remained the locus of Film Club’s identity and its mission 
throughout its nearly twenty- year life from 1966 to 1984.6 With the goal of set-
ting up a permanent, in de pen dent youth filmmaking center, Larson teamed 
with educator Lynne Hofer and Chilean filmmaker Jaime Barrios to found 
the Young Filmaker’s Foundation in 1968. They moved the workshop a few 
blocks from the Settlement House to storefronts at 8 and 11 Rivington Street 
with financial support from the New York State Council of the Arts and the 
Helena Rubinstein Foundation.7 While Film Club would eventually attract a 
diverse group of male and female filmmakers to the area from throughout the 
city, ranging in age from preteen to young adult, its origins as a Youth Corps/
Settlement House initiative placed the older Puerto Rican teens like Esqui-
lin, Sanchez, and Cruz at the forefront of the instructor’s mission to prove 
“that filmmaking meant more to many teen - agers than any of the creative 
arts being offered to them.”8 In turn,  these young men became the case stud-
ies and the spokespersons for the creative, communicative, and rehabilitative 
potential of youth filmmaking throughout New York City and state.
Esquilin’s story, as told in The Growing of a Young Filmmaker, is personal, 
yet typical of the first Film Club members: a young man turned off by school, 
marginalized by his socioeconomic status, and isolated by racial and cultural 
difference, finding a new source of pride and motivation through filmmak-
ing. Funded by Eastman Kodak, The Growing of a Young Filmmaker gave the 
teens their first opportunity to work with sync- sound in the ser vice of pro-
ducing “a vivid case study of the impact of filmmaking on a youngster.”9 The 
sponsorship also meant a larger bud get for the teens to accomplish their ob-
jective, providing a degree of professionalism. Film Club participants usu-
ally shot  silent, black- and- white, five- to- ten- minute 16mm narrative shorts, 
like The Thief and The Dream, which  were to be written, directed, and edited 
by a single filmmaker. Although the films that Esquilin produced at Film 
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Club are impor tant to his story, it is the transformative effect of filmmak-
ing—an activity that can turn a high school dropout into a skilled movie 
director— that provided the impetus for the Kodak- sponsored film. The 
Growing of a Young Filmmaker thus offers a generative introduction to Film 
Club, presenting visual evidence of the program’s success through the pre-
sen ta tion of one young filmmaker’s accomplishments, while its production 
and funding sources point to the popu lar discourses and institutional sup-
port  behind what Variety once referred to as the “phenomenon” of “ghetto 
filmmaking” in the late 1960s.10
As the yff grew, assisting with the development of youth filmmaking 
workshops throughout the city and state, the Rivington Street Film Club 
would serve as the organ ization’s model for other youth film initiatives to 
emulate. New York City’s Department of Cultural Affairs named Larson as 
the city’s film con sul tant and commissioned his first book on filmmaking, A 
Guide for Film Teachers to Filmaking by Teen agers (1968).11 The following year, 
E.  P. Dutton published Larson’s expanded mass- market guide for aspiring 
filmmakers, Young Filmmakers, which he coauthored with Ellen Meade. The 
Film Club members and their works figured prominently in Larson’s books, 
providing examples of filmmaking techniques and production methods for 
other young  people who encountered the films and Larson’s books at both a 
local and national level.12
The production and exhibition history of Film Club provides a remark-
able example of “useful cinema”—in this case for teens, by teens— which 
Charles Acland and Haidee Wasson have conceptualized as “a body of films 
and technologies that perform tasks and serve as instruments in an ongoing 
strug gle for aesthetic, social, and po liti cal capital”— a definition that applies 
fully to the yff and the works produced at Film Club.13 But the story of 
Film Club is first and foremost about the perceived utility of filmmaking 
beginning in the late 1960s when, as David  E. James has noted, “if only 
for a moment, the concept of popu lar culture was redefined from one of 
consumption to one of praxis.”14 The yff promoted filmmaking as an activ-
ity that could bridge racial and socioeconomic divides through a common 
interest, while the Rivington Street Film Club provided an example of how 
film production could be tailored and adapted to address the needs and 
concerns of a specific community through its focus on the Puerto Rican 
youth of the Lower East Side. In this context, Film Club’s history broad-
ens our understanding of the way that small- gauge, nonprofessional film-
making came to be seen as a tool for addressing complex urban and racial 
prob lems.
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Youth Filmmaking and the Ghetto Arts
The Young Filmaker’s Foundation grew from a small workshop in a Settle-
ment House pantry to a citywide movement that gained national attention 
 because its status as both a youth filmmaking initiative and a minority arts 
program placed the organ ization at the intersection of several strands of 
thought regarding the value of media arts and communications in the late 
1960s. The proliferation of youth filmmaking programs during this period 
stemmed from what Michael Zryd has described as “the power ful and wide-
spread idea that film was the new mode of individual youth expression.”15 
While the white, male university student became emblematic of the gen-
eration’s new film enthusiast— drawn from the countercultural champions 
of the avant- garde, New Left filmmakers, and Hollywood’s so- called film 
school generation— this popu lar image overshadows the diversity of the 
period’s youth film movement, which included  women, minorities, and 
 children of all ages. During this time,  there was a demonstrable concern for 
the number of hours kids  were watching tele vi sion or the latest “box office 
smash”— with “pseudo- espionage, beach party, and fantasy” films cited as 
egregious examples— which motivated the development of media literacy 
initiatives and production instruction.16 One of the under lying ideas for this 
movement was that as media makers, young  people would develop a more 
active and responsible relationship to film and tele vi sion.
Larson, Hofer, and Barrios stressed the communicative potential of youth 
media making, and the desire for young  people “to make their own state-
ments through film,” but the idea of empowering  children and teen agers 
through filmmaking took on an additional significance when programs 
 were implemented for teen agers struggling not only with the generational 
divide but also with racial, cultural, or linguistic difference.17 The urgency 
to find new approaches for reaching minority youth was especially felt in 
cities at a time when events such as the Watts Rebellion of 1965 and the 1967 
civil disturbances in Newark, and the volatile period following Martin Lu-
ther King Jr.’s assassination in 1968, brought national media attention to the 
economic disparity and the growing frustration of African Americans living 
in inner cities.18 In “A Decent and Orderly Society,” Marsha Orgeron sheds 
light on a series of educational films made during this period (1966–70) that 
revealed “a real desire, perhaps even a sense of desperation, for educational 
films that would speak to, rather than alienate, a black (and presumably 
urban) audience.”19 The yff took the execution of the idea a step further: 
instead of relying on films produced for this demographic, they addressed 
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young urban minority audiences through films made by teen agers from 
within their communities. Making movies offered young  people who had 
been cast as dropouts, addicts, and small- time criminals to both see them-
selves and pre sent themselves as complex  human beings who dealt with 
the challenges of poverty, identity, and youth with passion, creativity, and 
humor.
However, the films made by Film Club participants  were neither pro-
fessionally produced nor created with an explic itly educational intent. Al-
though some of the filmmakers made social prob lem documentaries and 
po liti cally motivated films, just as many drew inspiration from popu lar film 
and television— creating their own versions of the “pseudo- espionage, beach 
party, and fantasy” films. As first works, Film Club proj ects frequently left 
narrative gaps and could be inconsistent in tone. It was up to the yff orga-
nizers, then, to interpret and creatively program the films for nontheatri-
cal venues such as schools, social ser vice organ izations, and libraries; city- 
sponsored screenings; and film festivals. The filmmakers contributed to the 
programming and exhibition pro cess by introducing their films at screen-
ings geared  toward youth audiences, foregrounding their learning pro cess 
and personal development through filmmaking. The screenings performed 
double duty when presented for an audience of the filmmaker’s peers: pro-
viding relatable content for discussion and a means for recruitment.
Larson, Hofer, and Barrios sought and created exhibition opportunities 
for the completed works and assisted with the development of new film-
making programs throughout the city and state, many of which  were imple-
mented for minority outreach. Part of this work included joint ventures with 
New York’s elite cultural institutions such as the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, the Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney Museum, and the New York 
Film Festival to screen films and host filmmaking classes.20 Hofer, the des-
ignated liaison to schools and libraries, also spearheaded Movie Bus— a vw 
bus rigged to proj ect films for young audiences that traveled throughout the 
city during the summer months, blasting pop songs from its sound system 
in city parks and streets to attract a crowd. A yff report claimed that over 
fifty thousand  people  were able to see the films and that Movie Bus “brought 
to the street youngsters who had never seen themselves or their activities as 
screen- worthy.”21 Hofer also introduced Movie Box, a mobile exhibition site 
in city libraries for films that had been transferred to 8mm cartridges. Movie 
Box allowed audiences to program, play, and review their favorite films— a 
novelty and con ve nience in an era before readily available commercial play-
back machines.22
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By creating both filmmaking programs and interactive exhibition pro-
grams to engage and entertain minority youth, the yff contributed to and 
benefited from New York City and state initiatives to decentralize the arts as 
part of a larger strategy to address in equality and to deter civil uprisings. As 
Mariana Mogevilich’s “Arts as Public Policy” and Susan Cahan’s Mounting 
Frustration: The Art Museum in the Age of Black Power have shown, art de-
centralization programs became one way that New York City’s government 
and its elite cultural institutions worked to address race- and class- based 
tensions in the city—by bringing art to underserved areas through mobile 
exhibition sites and community- oriented art spaces, such as the Studio Mu-
seum in Harlem and El Museo Del Barrio, and through exhibitions designed 
to make Manhattan’s central institutions, such as the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art and Lincoln Center, more inclusive.23 The yff not only set up a per-
manent neighborhood art space geared  toward disadvantaged minority resi-
dents but also brought a diverse group of films and filmmakers into the city’s 
top cultural institutions. Additionally, Movie Bus and Movie Box brought 
youth- made art to underserved neighborhoods and the outer boroughs. For 
the yff, this mobility gave their current filmmakers a platform and helped 
to inspire  future filmmakers. For the city, programs in city parks and streets 
helped to “keep the city cool” in the summertime, which officials described 
in their fiscal reports as a necessary form of riot prevention.24
The Potheads: Making Movies in the Lower East Side
Movie Box, Movie Bus, and other film screenings in schools, libraries, and 
community centers  were or ga nized, most often, for young African Ameri-
cans and Puerto Ricans throughout the city, but Film Club itself was at-
tuned to the geographic and culturally specific needs of the Lower East Side. 
The midcentury mass migration of Puerto Ricans to New York City, and 
the subsequent loss of manufacturing jobs, especially in the textile indus-
try, contributed to high rates of unemployment and poor prospects for eco-
nomic mobility for the city’s Puerto Rican communities by the mid-1950s.25 
In this way, Puerto Ricans faced many of the same socioeconomic obstacles 
as the city’s African American population, including substandard housing, 
underemployment, and neglected neighborhoods. However, Puerto Ricans 
in New York also experienced distinct challenges due to cultural difference 
and, for some, a language divide. For many, life in New York also gave Puerto 
Ricans their first brush with racism.26 City leaders in the 1950s and early 
1960s, including Mayor Robert Wagner and urban planner Robert Moses, 
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blamed the recent wave of Puerto Rican mi grants for rising rates of juvenile 
delinquency, street gangs, and crime, without recognizing how their own 
policies contributed to economic disparity and slum creation.27 While  these 
officials blamed young males, in par tic u lar, for creating what they referred to 
as “The Puerto Rican Prob lem,” social ser vices organ izations such as settle-
ment  houses and Mobilization for Youth, an antipoverty youth organ ization 
headquartered in the Lower East Side, worked to find ways to address the 
prob lems that New York’s Puerto Rican communities  were actually facing.28
DeeDee Halleck ran the neighborhood’s first youth filmmaking work-
shop from 1960 to 1966 at the Henry Street Settlement House, just a few 
blocks from the University Settlement House. Her film about the program, 
 Children Make Movies (1961), was screened and distributed by Jonas Mekas, 
champion of the under ground film scene, at the Film- Makers’ Coopera-
tive.29 The Ford Foundation purchased a copy of Halleck’s film around the 
time that it funded Mobilization for Youth in 1962.30 Mobilization for Youth 
also experimented with a film collaboration between an adult filmmaker, 
Roberta Hodes, and a group of African American and Latino  children and 
teen agers who acted out a scenario about poverty and social isolation. The 
resulting film, The Game, earned an award at the Venice Biennale. The inter-
est in youth filmmaking from both the area’s avant- garde scene and social 
ser vice organ izations set the stage for Larson’s arrival and the development 
of Film Club.
According to Larson’s recollections, the University Settlement House work-
shop began with a group of young Puerto Rican men, each around seventeen 
years old, who had come to the University Settlement House to play basket-
ball.31 Larson asked if they would like to shoot a film. The boys all looked to 
their unofficial leader, Alfonso Sanchez  Jr., who took the camera in hand. 
 After showing them how to thread the film and use the light meter, Larson 
gave the group a one- hundred- foot roll of film (approximately three min-
utes) and the freedom to take the camera, unsupervised, to the roof and ex-
periment. They returned thirty minutes  later with their first film, completed 
through in- camera editing. They needed a title, so with a Scrabble set avail-
able at the Settlement House, they spelled out and shot the final title card, 
which reads, “The Potheads in ‘Let’s Get Nice.’ ”32 They added a soundtrack, 
and their first 16mm proj ect was in the can. Larson has called The Potheads, 
“not only a film, but a documentation of the beginning of Film Club.”33
In a loosely vérité style, The Potheads is an attempt by Sanchez and his 
friends Jesus Cruz, Ismael Otero, Raymond Esquilin, Rafael Esquilin, Ivan 
Quilis, Benny Hernandez, Willy Mercado, and Angel Martinez to evoke the 
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feeling of being stoned through cinematic technique. The Potheads also 
explores the relationship between identity and geography through the jux-
taposition and layering of images. Double exposure is used to place the 
transparent bodies of the young men over the New York City skyline and 
an American flag, making a subtle commentary about the tenuous relation-
ship between the Puerto Rican males and their status as New Yorkers and as 
citizens. The use of superimposition, cutaways, and rapid in- camera editing 
suggests that Sanchez had received at least some training in 16mm produc-
tion beyond film threading and light reading, but the simplicity of the theme 
(let’s film ourselves getting stoned on the roof) and the lack of story or struc-
ture marks The Potheads as a preliminary Film Club proj ect.
As the program expanded, guidelines  were implemented that required 
more planning.  After learning the basics of 16mm production, new members 
 were encouraged to write, cast, direct, and edit their first film. The members 
of Film Club did not pay dues, but they did have to prove their commitment 
to the workshop by showing up, seeing their films through from start to 
finish, and assisting other filmmakers on their proj ects. The teachers would 
figure 13.2. Frame enlargement from The Potheads in “Let’s Get Nice” 
 (Alfonso Sanchez Jr., 1967).
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act as producers and approve proj ects before turning over equipment; how-
ever, Larson emphasized that the only requirement was for the filmmaker to 
come up with an original idea and a plan for execution, which could range 
from a “detailed description of the movie to a few hieroglyphics scribbled 
hastily.”34 Nearly all of the young men who appeared in The Potheads com-
pleted at least one or two original works. Sanchez Jr., Cruz, and Raymond 
Esquilin became three of the most prolific Film Club regulars, along with a 
few  others, including Alfonso Pagan and Luis Vale, who joined around the 
same time.
The works by the first cohort often bear a striking resemblance to one 
another. This is in part due to technical and aesthetic par ameters— the ma-
jority of films are short, black- and- white, 16mm works, shot silently with 
soundtracks composed of popu lar  music (a mix of jazz, rock, and Latin fu-
sion). Most  were filmed in close proximity to the workshop: on the street, in 
nearby parks, on rooftops, and inside the Film Club locations. But in addition 
to technical similarities, the films by this first group display an unmistakable 
machismo.  Women and girls, when they occasionally appear onscreen, are 
victims of vio lence and drug abuse, or the catalyst for a street fight. Due to 
the location shooting and the prominence of drug use, knife fights, and gang 
activity, some of the films reproduce negative ste reo types associated with 
the slums. Still  others draw on tropes common to popu lar film and tele vi sion 
depictions of New York City’s rougher neighborhoods and are reminiscent 
of—if not explic itly derived from— The Naked City (both Jules Dassin’s 
1948 film and the 1958–63 tele vi sion series) and West Side Story (Jerome 
Robbins, 1961). Films like Jose Colon’s Flash (1968), a sci-fi adventure shot at 
an upstate location, offer notable exceptions, but the typical film pre sents a 
loosely structured narrative, often a day- in- the- life scenario of teen agers on 
the streets of New York City.
Jesus Cruz’s A Park Called Forsyth (1967) exemplifies the mix of social 
message and pop culture references common to many of the early works. 
Cruz’s film opens with a title card that reads, “The story you are about to see 
is about boys who have nothing to do but destroy themselves in the city.” The 
film pre sents a tough- looking group of Latino males, all wearing identical 
white T- shirts and jeans, hanging out on a park bench  until a violent dispute 
over a girl leads to a full- fledged rumble. In his book Young Filmmakers, Lar-
son profiles A Park Called Forsyth as an impressive work of visual storytell-
ing and describes Cruz’s film as a “nostalgic look at the gangs that have now 
passed into folklore and myth” that “also demonstrates how boredom can 
lead to gratuitous vio lence.”35 The theme, as interpreted by Larson, provided 
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a social message ready- made for postfilm discussion and offered pursuits 
like filmmaking as an antidote to the prob lems of isolation and boredom. The 
film’s stylistic nod to popu lar films about street gangs made it a popu lar choice 
for the young  people who saw the film at Movie Bus and Movie Box screen-
ings. For example, Hofer quoted one fan who called A Park Called Forsyth 
her favorite  because it was “the West Side Story of the Lower East Side.”36 The 
Potheads and A Park Called Forsyth  were among the films described by Hofer 
and Barrios as the “crowd pleasers,” particularly with minority audiences, 
which they attributed to the audience’s identification with the  people and 
places that appeared in the films and the familiar generic styles and narrative 
tropes employed.37  These films often had a moral or topical message— even The 
Potheads, which other wise celebrates marijuana, ends with an image of a young 
man hanging from a noose; however, the meanings  were often obscured by the 
more entertaining ele ments— especially in the case of filmmakers experiment-
ing with fight scenes, car chases, and other stunt work.
In other cases, filmmakers developed an interest in creating explic itly po-
liti cal cinema. Jaime Barrios, who was not much older than his students, may 
have influenced some to create socially conscious documentaries about the 
neighborhood, as he did in his own films, Chileans in New York and La Calle, 
a film about Rivington Street that he was working on in 1968.38 Commis-
sioned works gave advanced filmmakers additional resources to draw atten-
tion to community issues or local ser vices (examples include Homemaker’s 
Association, American Youth Hostel, New York City Parks Department/
Sixth Street Block Association). Alfonso Pagan and Luis Vale’s Life in New 
York, a rare color sound film funded by cbs, pre sents the trash- filled streets 
of the Lower East Side in comparison to the clean, well- manicured sidewalks 
of Park Ave nue, not unlike Esquilin’s approach for The Camp. The film is 
a documentary that incorporates a staging of someone shooting heroin on 
the street and a more fanciful heist scene. Though the filmic re- creations of 
street crime draw similarities to gang films like A Park Called Forsyth, Pagan 
and Vale make clear that their film is a statement to the local Puerto Rican 
community. The film opens with a voice- over— first in Spanish and repeated 
in English— that introduces the neighborhood to the outsider while mak-
ing a plea to local residents: “this is the ghetto of the les; one of many slum 
neighborhoods in New York. This community must unite to do something 
about this filth.” Using po liti cal language familiar to Third World Cinema, 
Pagan claimed that they wanted to make a film about three of their main 
concerns— garbage, theft, and drug use— using shock tactics to “inspire his 
neighbors to take action.”39 Pagan expressed that the discomfiting ele ments 
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of the film  were necessary to inspire protests, declaring, “Puerto Ricans 
should learn a lesson from the blacks if they want a better life.”40
Pagan, who received another commission from the city’s parks depart-
ment shortly  after completing Life in New York, would become one of the 
foundation’s  great success stories. According to an orga nizational history, 
the Puerto Rican– born youth had a passion for filmmaking but showed  little 
interest in learning En glish, due to his wish to retain his cultural identity 
and eventually return to Puerto Rico. Through his experiences with yff, 
however, he began to improve his En glish skills and became a salaried film 
teacher with the organ ization.41 Alfonso Sanchez Jr., who directed The Pot-
heads and shot The Growing of a Young Filmmaker for Esquilin, had a his-
tory of drug abuse but emerged as Film Club’s most promising artistic film-
maker. Sanchez’s films also explore the neighborhood, revealing its bustling 
streets along with its less desirable ele ments of drugs and trash, but he was 
singular among the group for his more avant- garde approach and counter-
cultural themes.42 Although he would  later fall on hard times (statements by 
Larson imply a drug relapse), for a brief period Sanchez demonstrated that 
filmmaking could prove transformative for even the hardest of cases.43
Sanchez’s aptly titled final film, The End, called “the true dream” in the 
shooting script, further developed his subjective, experimental style hinted 
figure 13.3. Alfonso Sanchez Jr.  behind the lens. Photo by Michael Fredericks Jr.
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at in The Potheads. While Film Club works most often screened for young 
audiences in nontheatrical settings, The End crossed over into art  house and 
film festival cir cuits. In addition to playing in special programs at the Cannes 
Film Festival and the New York Film Festival, The End also won a silver 
medal at the Tenth Muse International Contest, Amsterdam. Like The Pot-
heads, The End begins with a cele bration of marijuana, but this time firmly 
rooted in countercultural themes and imagery. The film visualizes a young 
man’s anx i eties, stemming from the deadly temptations of street life and the 
looming threat of the Vietnam draft. Sounds from a motorcycle continu-
ously revving its engine accompany a rapid- cut montage of hand- rendered 
images of a menacing man on a motorcycle, a Lyndon B. Johnson carica-
ture, protest signs, and drug paraphernalia. A young man lies on his bed 
smoking a joint and slips into a dream state. A series of episodes unfolds 
through his reverie, first joyous but increasingly ominous. The protagonist 
walks through burned- out abandoned lots, filled with a bizarre collection 
of debris— including two  giant stuffed giraffes, si mul ta neously comic and 
heartbreaking amid the urban decay and trash. While this slum imagery was 
typical of what could be seen in social prob lem documentaries and urban 
figure 13.4. Frame enlargement from The End (Alfonso Sanchez Jr., 1968).
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exploitation films, The End creatively makes use of and reimagines urban 
blight. Sanchez may be the only person in New York who benefited from 
the infamous garbage strike of 1968, discovering in the excess a visually pro-
vocative home for a flashy devil wearing a white tuxedo.
Conclusion
Although Film Club developed and, in fact, thrived as a minority- focused 
art- and skill- training program during a time when the government (federal 
and state) and philanthropic foundations actively supported novel and ex-
perimental programs created for African American and Puerto Rican youth, 
Larson and the Young Filmaker’s Foundation would push back against the 
segregation, and in some cases romanticization, of ghetto filmmaking. In 
the introduction to his first filmmaking guide, created for the city’s Depart-
ment of Cultural Affairs, Larson wrote, “Too often,  because of the newness 
of the idea, film making is viewed as a panacea for all social ills. ‘Telling it 
like it is’ does  little to enrich the lives of the young filmmakers. When the 
novelty of presenting slum conditions in film wears off, the effectiveness of 
film making with ghetto youth should remain.”44 Alternately, by promoting 
Film Club as a model workshop and bolstering its first members as experi-
enced young filmmakers for  others to follow, Larson worked to desegregate 
youth filmmaking by reversing the norm— foregrounding the experiences 
of a marginalized group to introduce filmmaking to a more diverse commu-
nity of interested teens who attended screenings in the city,  whether on an 
underserved street or at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. yff implemented 
this integrated approach on a national scale with the introduction of the Youth 
Film Distribution Cata log, which allowed educational organ izations across 
the country to rent Film Club proj ects alongside films from other New York 
workshops including the 92nd Street Y, Union Settlement House, Mosholu- 
Montefiore Community Center, and the Studio Museum in Harlem.
In Larson’s mass- market guide, Young Filmmakers, stories of Film Club 
members like Esquilin, Sanchez, Pagan, and Cruz appeared alongside a 
coed group of white, middle- class filmmakers from the Upper East Side 
and African American filmmakers in Harlem to demonstrate to other 
young  people how to draw from their own experiences and surroundings 
for ideas, and employ a range of strategies and techniques for making their 
personal statements through film— regardless of  whether their specific in-
terests  were rooted in exposing the conditions of inner- city poverty, pro-
testing Vietnam, or navigating teenage dating rituals. In putting the films 
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and the filmmakers of Film Club to work, the Young Filmaker’s Foundation 
reframed the educational use of film as a mode of practice, rather than one of 
consumption. By emphasizing the value of making movies, while also utiliz-
ing the completed works as evidence of the program’s success, as teaching 
and training tools, and as artistic works to be discussed and appreciated, they 
empowered young  people to be students, producers, artists, and educators.
The organ ization’s most vis i ble and well- funded period was 1966 to ap-
proximately 1974. However, the Film Club and the Young Filmaker’s Foun-
dation outlasted the ghetto film phenomenon, soldiering on  after  Great 
Society funding dried up and remaining a presence in the downtown film 
scene for the next two de cades, in large part by adapting their language re-
garding the function of filmmaking (from communication to rehabilitation 
to skill training) without significantly changing their methods or limiting 
the possibilities available to the young filmmakers.45  Today,  these films are 
best viewed within the context of the larger yff Youth Film Distribution 
Cata log in order to see a broader picture of amateur and student filmmak-
ing in the 1960s, and the intersections of the youth film craze and minority 
arts initiatives. But the individual works produced in the early years of Film 
Club should also be considered on their own terms. Through  these short 
films, we encounter a significant but underseen contribution to New York 
City’s cinematic history, and, in the words of youth film instructor DeeDee 
Halleck, “some of the best images of the Lower East Side in the 1960s.”46
F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
The Dream (c. 1967), 7.5 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Raymond Esquilin. distributor: Youth 
Film Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection (original elements only, no access 
print currently available).
The End (1968), 9 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Alfonso Sanchez Jr. distributor: Youth 
Film Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection. Access print available for onsite 
screening. note: Won silver medal, Tenth Muse International Contest, Amsterdam. 
Also screened on net, “Film Generation,” in special programs at Cannes Film Festival 
and the New York Film Festival, and as part of a Cineprobe series at the Museum of 
Modern Art.
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Flash (1968), 11 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Jose Colon. distributor: Youth Film 
Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection. Access print available for onsite 
screening.
The Growing of a Young Filmmaker (1969), 18 min., 16mm
production: Young Filmaker’s Foundation, sponsored by Eastman Kodak. director: 
Raymond Esquilin. camera: Alfonso Sanchez Jr. sound: Jesus Cruz. editor: Jaime 
Barrios. distributor: Youth Film Distribution Center. access: Indiana University, iu 
Libraries Moving Image Archive—Educational Film Collection.
Life in New York (1969), 6 min., 16mm
production: Film Club, sponsored by cbs. directors: Alfonso Pagan, Luis Vale. 
distributor: Youth Film Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, 
Reserve Film and Video Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection. Access 
print available for onsite screening.
A Park Called Forsyth (1967), 10 min.,  16mm
production: Film Club. director: Jesus Cruz. distributor: Youth Film 
Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection (original elements only, no access 
print currently available).
The Potheads in “Let’s Get Nice” (c. 1967), 5 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Alfonso Sanchez Jr. distributor: Youth 
Film Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection (original elements only, no access 
print currently available); Internet Archive.
The Thief (1967), 7 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Raymond Esquilin. distributor: Youth 
Film Distribution Center. access: New York Public Library, Reserve Film and Video 
Collection, Young Filmaker’s Foundation Collection. Access print available for onsite 
screening.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
 Children Make Movies (1961), 9 min., 16mm
director: DeeDee Halleck. distribution and access: Film- Maker’s 
Cooperative.
Film Club (1968), 26 min., 16mm
production: Film Club. director: Jaime Barrios. distribution and access: 
The Film-Makers’ Cooperative.
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Ro- Revus Talks about Race
South Carolina Malnutrition  
and Parasite Films, 1968–1975
D A N  S T R E I B L E
In the twenty- first  century, a short educational film with the curious title Ro- 
Revus Talks about Worms (1971) became a minor cult film. With its titular 
character— a frog puppet with a South Carolina accent— telling  children in 
his comic basso voice how to avoid getting intestinal worms and its bare- 
boned production values, the hygiene film typically draws laughter from 
audiences encountering this decontextualized ephemeral work.  Whether 
viewers are amused, bewildered, disturbed, or indifferent, most remember 
the essential lesson of the film, which the wise frog Ro- Revus states plainly: 
“Never use the out- of- doors for a bathroom.” In schooling Nutty the squir-
rel, his naive puppet sidekick, the raspy- voiced bullfrog repeats variations on 
the dictum throughout. That con temporary viewers still come away quoting 
the phrase testifies to the film’s effectiveness. The uncanny voice of Ro- Revus 
maintains a curious staying power a half  century on.
Rediscovering Ro- Revus
In 2005, collector Skip Elsheimer discovered Ro- Revus Talks about Worms 
among a  jumble of 16mm prints deaccessioned from the University of South 
Carolina (usc).1 He found receptive audiences at his a/v Geeks screen-
ings, and its popularity spread. When usc’s 2006 Orphan Film Symposium 
projected his print, it again proved a crowd pleaser. However, among the 
viewers was venerable documentarian and North Carolinian George Stoney, 
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then eighty- nine, who had begun his  career at the Southern Educational 
Film Production Ser vice more than sixty years prior. He  rose to defend Ro- 
Revus as a “good film” that did its work effectively. Further, he pointed out 
that to make a state- funded film showing racially integrated schools was 
practically unheard of in the South in 1971.
Inspired by Stoney’s trenchant remarks, this reexamination of the film’s 
history builds upon his two points. First, contrary to first impressions, Ro- 
Revus Talks about Worms is a well- made educational film, one that accom-
plished its goal with laudable effect. It was one of three classroom shorts 
produced by South Carolina Educational Tele vi sion (etv) with scientists 
at usc’s Malnutrition and Parasite Proj ect (mpp), both in Columbia. Who 
Lives with You? (1969) features “Carrie Ascaris,” a cartoon rendition of the 
menacing roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides), while the sequel short Asca-
ris, a  Human Parasite (1972) is a conventional science documentary aimed 
at high school students. Ro- Revus proved the most popu lar and long- lived. 
 After the grant- funded university proj ect concluded in 1973, the state’s health 
department commissioned three more Ro- Revus films in 1975. Along with 
a multimedia kit, The Amazing Ro- Revus Educational Packet and Learning 
Circus, they  were integrated into the public school curriculum. The health 
campaign worked. The incidence of roundworm infestation among Pal-
metto state  children fell. Among schools participating in a mass treatment 
and education drive, infection rates fell from more than 70  percent in some 
areas to single digits.2
Second, Ro- Revus Talks about Worms, like its companion films, presented 
a relatively progressive depiction of racially integrated schools, playgrounds, 
bathrooms, and medical facilities. In a state notorious for its history of de 
jure racial segregation, white- dominated power structures, and the perni-
cious treatment of African American citizens, this unassuming  little film of 
1971 nevertheless offered viewers images of black and white  children play-
ing and learning together. The images of  people, however, are confined to 
 silent B- roll footage, which alternates with animation while Ro- Revus talks 
throughout. By casting a green frog as its defining voice and face, the film 
was able to distance itself somewhat from the issue of race and, for a mo-
ment, defuse the politics of race that other wise vexed the place and time in 
which it was produced.
Ro- Revus Talks about Worms merits scholarly attention  because under-
standing its origins makes its ephemeral negotiation with issues of race and 
class more legible. This film and its nontheatrical companions made between 
1968 and 1975 entered into intense state and national debates about race and 
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poverty. They did so in idiosyncratic ways specific to their place of origin 
and their ability as nontheatrical films to travel outside of mass media.
The War on Worms: South Carolina and Ascaris  
in the National Spotlight
It is worth recalling the defining social experiences of 2.5 million South 
Carolinians, circa 1970, nearly a third of whom  were African American. 
Intestinal worms  were a perennial affliction in the warm climate, but asca-
riasis had reached alarming levels, especially among the rural poor. Many 
families lacked clean  water, toilets, or even outdoor privies. The 1970 census 
revealed the state had the lowest life expectancy in the nation. Racial de-
segregation of the infamously separate and unequal public schools in South 
Carolina had barely begun to take effect when  these films went into pro-
duction in 1968.
The seriousness and racial complexity that generated the parasite preven-
tion films become clear when considering the po liti cal events of their mo-
ment. South Carolina received national attention for its roundworm and 
malnutrition crisis in the months leading up to the release of the ascaris films. 
Doctors and scientists became immersed in a mounting campaign to fight 
worm infestation, which was tied to economic and racial inequalities. Beau-
fort County, at the state’s southeastern tip, became the epicenter of attention.
Throughout 1967–68, Donald E. Gatch, a white physician serving the county, 
garnered national attention and local opprobrium when he spoke out about 
a social order that kept African Americans in poverty, with high worm in-
festation a major  factor in their malnutrition. When his findings met with 
attack, the “Hunger Doctor” increased his activism. In November 1967, he 
spoke at a forum convened in Columbia by the national Citizens’ Board of 
Inquiry into Health and Malnutrition, telling them about coastal Carolina’s 
hunger prob lems and the toll parasites took on black  children in par tic u lar. 
Among  those pre sent  were Dr. James P. Car ter, the first African American 
faculty member at Vanderbilt University, and white civil rights leader Les-
lie Dunbar, head of the Field Foundation. (The foundation soon thereafter 
funded usc scientists to study parasitism with Car ter.) The Citizens’ Board 
of Inquiry published its influential report Hunger, U.S.A (1968), which in 
turn prompted the landmark cbs Reports tele vi sion documentary “Hunger 
in Amer i ca,” broadcast in May of the same year.3
In June, Esquire magazine lionized the doctor’s work in “Let Us Now 
Praise Dr.  Gatch.” Photo graphs by Diane Arbus showed him visiting 
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 impoverished black families. On June 6, he testified to a U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives committee about the impact of intestinal worms in Beaufort.4 In 
1969, yet another photo graph of Gatch treating an African American child 
appeared on the front page of the New York Times. In “the first of a series” 
of reports on hunger, the reporter followed Gatch on a “tour of Negro shan-
ties.”5 The doctor diagnosed a variety of severe health prob lems, correlat-
ing them to intestinal parasites and charging that a treatable condition was 
being ignored  because the victims  were black.
The article also previewed the three days of hearings that Sen. George 
McGovern’s new Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and  Human Needs 
devoted to testimony about South Carolina.  Those testifying often cited 
Gatch’s work, including usc professors whose work led to the educational 
films about worms, parasitologist Felix Lauter, and nutritionist E. John 
Lease. Joining their panel was coresearcher Car ter, as well as Robert Coles, 
prominent author and child psychiatrist at Harvard. All had visited Beaufort 
County, then enduring what their state senator  earlier told the committee 
was “the harsh glare of publicity which has fallen on my district  because 
of the discovery of the ascaris worm.”6 Press follow-up mentioned Lease 
and Car ter’s finding that an alarming 73  percent of  children carried  either 
roundworm or whipworm.7 The four experts presented their evidence with 
a call for educational campaigns. “We are  going to try to feed  these  children 
and job No.  1 is to get rid of all  these intestinal parasites,” Lease argued. 
He framed his scientific pre sen ta tion with a plea for funding production of 
“visual aids and other education materials geared to the educational level 
of  these victims.” Finding the printed material in effec tive, Lease reported, 
“We are, therefore, preparing educational films at the level that they can 
understand.”8
Lauter presented a slide show that was, in effect, a preview of how  Ro- Revus 
talked about worms and how all three films visualized the worm prob lem. 
He led with a photo graph of a male and female worm alongside a twelve- 
inch ruler; such a shot appears in all three films. As in the  later productions, 
Lauter showed microphotography of ascaris eggs, emphasizing “her” ability 
to produce thousands of eggs when “she lives with” a host. Other slides  were 
charts of the ascaris life cycle, its migration through the  human stomach, 
intestines, and lungs; illustrations of dooryards contaminated by  human 
feces; and pictures of worm transmission via pets, as well as  children put-
ting dirty fin gers in their mouths. Lauter’s slide pre sen ta tion to senators 
was sequenced and narrated much like the films that followed. He described 
his concluding slides as points to be taught via a “massive program on hygiene 
figures 14.1–14.2. Dr. James P. Car ter during his December 1968 fieldwork with 
 children in Beaufort County, South Carolina. He supplied photo graphs to the McGovern 
committee for his testimony February 19, 1969. “Hearings before the Select Committee 
on Nutrition and  Human Needs,” 1969, 1418. Photographer unidentified.
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education and sanitation,” a five- year proj ect for which the university had 
not yet found funding.
The McGovern committee hearings affirmed lead witness Sen. Ernest 
Hollings’s opening statement: “ There is hunger in South Carolina.” While an 
obvious fact, his pronouncement signaled a po liti cal departure from the state’s 
culture of white denial and silence. Hollings even confessed that as governor 
(1959–63) he had been guilty of perpetuating that silence. His 1968–69 hunger 
tours across the state followed Sen. Robert Kennedy’s example. “Hookworm 
Hollings,” as his opponents dubbed him, brought reporters to rural and urban 
sites of poverty, including a visit to Beaufort and Dr. Gatch.9 Eight of the fifteen 
Carolinians testifying referred to the ascaris infestation as an urgent prob lem. 
Charles E. Fraser, a real estate developer in Hilton Head, Beaufort County, had 
privately funded a local public health proj ect. He too urged a mass education 
campaign, telling senators, “We know of no lesson plans, pamphlets, or visual 
aids which would be useful.” The federal government’s cata log, Selected Films 
on Child Life, he testified, included “not a single film” on intestinal parasites 
among its 480 titles.10
Nontheatrical Precursors
Although teaching films appropriate for the time, place, topic, and au-
dience  were lacking in 1969, both the U.S. government and public health 
professionals had a long history of effectively addressing worm prob lems 
via nontheatrical films. Unhooking the Hookworm (1920) and Exit Ascaris 
(1921)  were created as the educational film movement entered its initial hey-
day. The latter, produced by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, addressed 
Midwestern farmers, then seeing heavy losses due to roundworms infecting 
swine. Its scenario depicted a farmer with a failing herd learning from an 
agent how to eliminate the intestinal worm. The two- reeler was widely seen 
in small towns across the Midwest for a de cade, accompanied by usda field 
agents offering further instruction. While few  people might know the word 
“ascaris,” the Linnaean genus name was long in use.11
As Kirsten Ostherr’s account of Unhooking the Hookworm demonstrates, 
the South Carolina productions closely parallel its form and approach. In 
1909 the Rocke fel ler Foundation launched a hookworm eradication cam-
paign. Its International Health Board funded this one- reel film as part 
of its public health work in the 1920s. Used in many countries for fifteen 
years, Unhooking addressed the hookworm epidemic then afflicting up to 
40  percent of Southerners. The usc team may not have known the film, but 
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they replicated its technique, which mixed animation, microcinematogra-
phy, and live action.  These films also bear other similarities: a dangerous, 
fanged worm  enemy invades a child’s body, grows, and multiplies, with its 
movements through organs represented in animated diagrams. Direct ad-
dress warns viewers that the microscopic eggs are found in ground soiled 
with  human feces, repeatedly stressing the need for sanitary out houses 
and instructing viewers to follow medical authorities’  orders for cure and 
prevention.
Ostherr also points to an issue that begs comparison with the South 
Carolina films, the “princi ple of racial identification.” The narrative portion 
of Unhooking the Hookworm features only white actors. Responses from 
nonwhite viewers in Latin Amer i ca, Asia, and the Southern states— ranging 
from laughter to disengagement— led Rocke fel ler administrators to believe, 
as Ostherr puts it, “racial and cultural similarity between spectators and 
actors seemed vital to ensuring that a film’s ‘message’ was received.” Find-
ing African American viewers in the rural South indifferent to white- cast 
educational films, a white physician explained it aptly. “No one realizes bet-
ter than a southern negro the vast gulf that exists between the whites and 
the negroes,” Dr. Mark Boyd wrote. “Consequently the negro is not much 
impressed by scenes dealing with whites.” He replaced the “ human interest 
scenario” in one Rocke fel ler health film with new footage of black actors and 
reported enthusiastic reception among African American viewers.12  Others 
in the organ ization followed this practice, on the princi ple of racial identi-
fication. A half- century  later, the makers of the ascaris and Ro- Revus films 
found a more efficient and arguably progressive way to address spectators in 
a historical moment of contested racial desegregation.
Making the Malnutrition and Parasite Films
The state’s inglorious moment in the national spotlight soon led to funding 
($57,000) from the Office of Economic Opportunity, which allowed usc to 
create the mpp, which operated from 1970 to 1973. The university had been 
linking grant- funded research with educational film production since 1968. 
The Beaufort field research began with a $15,000 grant from the Field Foun-
dation, matched by Lease’s federal grant for a pi lot education campaign to el-
evate “health and nutrition standards of disadvantaged pre- school  children 
in Beaufort County.” Lease funded Food and Drugs (1968), which lecturers 
would show to county officials, teachers, and families to demonstrate “the 
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incontrovertible causal relationship” between poor sanitation and para-
sitic infection, as well as subsequent malnutrition.13 The movie’s generic title 
masked the contested premise as well as Lease’s collaboration with Gatch. 
 After the 1969 pi lot’s success, usc and etv produced a short film annually, 
rolling out the campaign statewide. The first ascaris film, Who Lives with 
You?, was followed by What You Eat, You Are (1970), which replicated the 
Food and Drugs message, teaching low- income homemakers how to get nu-
tritious food. Ro- Revus Talks about Worms reinforced the ascaris and hygiene 
lessons for  children ages four through nine.
Lease headed the initiative, with Lauter and researcher Bettye W. Dudley 
extensively involved. Although her only screen credits are as writer of two 
films, she played a role in the deployment of all five. (Her three  children are 
among  those seen in the films.) A biochemist, Dudley published in medical 
journals and authored three editions of Malnutrition and Intestinal Para-
sites: An Instructional Guide for Control and Eradication during 1971–73.14 
 These books outlined a rudimentary curriculum to educate  children and the 
public about hygiene and nutrition. Dudley described the films and their 
suggested uses, understanding them as only one tool in the kit, which in-
cluded pamphlets for parents, technical information for health profession-
als, and a battery of classroom items for preteens such as puzzles, quizzes, 
and art proj ects. Lauter also devised a filmstrip and audiotape with novel 
accessories that encouraged  children to playact routines of good hygiene. 
The three- dimensional tabletop objects  were designed for diff er ent domestic 
environments: “dolls representing both black and white families,” buildings 
with indoor toilets or outdoor privies, electrical or manual  water pumps. 
The Instructional Guide went to  every public school library in the state, with 
information on how to obtain 16mm prints from usc or the state’s depart-
ments of education or health.
Dudley scripted the text for teachers with imperatives. “You must follow 
your doctor’s directions.” “Listen to your teacher . . .  and never, never put 
dirt or dirty objects into your mouth.” “wash your hands.”15 The lan-
guage closely resembles the narration she wrote for Who Lives with You? 
and Ro- Revus Talks about Worms. The Instructional Guide is notable for its 
earnest tone, but steers clear of naming the issue of race that was both be-
neath and at the surface of the prob lem it addressed. The films show African 
American citizens more positively and frequently— and address them more 
directly— than other media in the state in the 1960s and ’70s. But this aspect 
is muted in curricular materials and newspaper mentions.
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What You Eat, You Are is the most striking example. The Instructional 
Guide says only that the film is “designed for the low- income or disadvan-
taged homemaker” but also serves “any adult or teen- ager.” Yet the producers 
chose to center on an African American  family. Throughout the fifteen min-
utes, we see an unidentified black  woman, in a well- furnished home, mak-
ing and serving dinner for a man and three  children. The nutrition worker 
who visits is also an African American  woman, as are the smart shopper 
with kids we see in a supermarket and other makers of home and garden. 
The cutaways to  children at play intermix white and black  faces. However, 
we never hear them. The unseen narrators are a white male and female pair 
of voices (local tele vi sion personalities), alternately conveying banal facts 
about diet, thrift, and sanitary habits.
Dudley, who co wrote What You Eat, You Are, adds a con spic u ous com-
ment in her Instructional Guide, its rare reference to racial identity literally 
tucked in a footnote: “The  family scenes  were filmed locally [in Colum-
bia] in the residence of one such person whose home is situated in the 
center of an infamous poverty slum. This  mother through diligent effort 
and pride has upgraded her home, educated her  children, and serves as an 
inspiration and example to her community.” The footnote tells us that “the 
Camp Fornance area, long known [disparagingly] as ‘Black Bottom,’ had 
about 150 white and Negro families living in conditions that  were labeled 
‘a public disgrace.’ ”16 The passage stands apart from the rhe toric of the 
mpp grants and manuals, which consistently identify their subjects and 
audiences in socioeconomic terms. To be sure, this allowed for recogni-
tion that both white and black citizens suffered when trapped in cycles of 
poverty, but it also avoided the issue of race that determined how the films 
 were cast.
While his parasite research and treatment efforts continued in low- 
income areas statewide, Lauter brainstormed with students about how to 
convey the dangers of intestinal worms to  children.17 However, Dudley led 
the education proj ect, designing a comic book format and coloring sheets to 
teach the evils of roundworm. Carrie Ascaris, the female, dragon- like car-
toon, was then animated for the film. “Carrie is a bad worm, ugly, and very 
mean,” says the alarmist voice- over narrator. The seven- minute movie pre-
viewed for a legislative committee chaired by the Beaufort senator who had 
testified before the McGovern committee.18 Beyond this press mention of 
the then- untitled film, documentation of its use is scant. That would change 
greatly when much of the footage was repurposed in 1971 to make Ro- Revus 
Talks about Worms.
figure 14.4. Ascaris lumbricoides mea sured against a ruler, also seen in both films.
figure 14.3. Carrie Ascaris, as seen in Who Lives with You? (1969) and Ro- Revus 
Talks about Worms (1971).
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Black and White Repre sen ta tion and Address
Who Lives with You? intercuts two minutes of  limited animation with some 
five minutes of live action sequences, both produced by professionals at etv. 
The animated foot- long Carrie invading major organs and the microscopic 
images of slithering worms are aided by a conventional narration performed 
in a mellifluous baritone. Locals would have recognized the voice of a popu-
lar kiddie tv host and radio announcer praised for his “perfect” voice.19 
However, the other wise banal footage of playgrounds, yards, schools, offices, 
and housing contains a power ful repre sen ta tion of black and white bod-
ies, the significance of which may be lost on many latter- day viewers. The 
film’s original Carolina audiences would rarely have seen such casual social 
interaction between African American and white schoolchildren,  either on 
screen or in daily life. Excerpts from this footage  were repurposed in What 
You Are, You Eat and Ro- Revus.
The camerawork is remarkable only in that it deliberately stages scenes 
of  children and adults of both races. When not on camera together, they are 
strategically intercut. In the first sequence, two white boys interact with a pet 
dog in a backyard and at a veterinarian’s office. When the narrator asks, “Did 
you know that worms can get inside of you too?” we see a close-up of one 
boy reacting with surprise. The first black person we see is of like age, shown 
rubbing his aching belly. “And  here’s a boy who looks as though he has a lot 
of  these worms inside him.” But  after this initial racial difference, the rest of 
the film abandons the princi ple of racial identification: “Many  people have 
 these worms inside them.” A series of shots depicts kids black and white, 
playing in the dirt.  Later seen clean and well dressed, they happily interact 
on a racially integrated school playground.
The same filmic desegregation applies to the adult authority figures. 
Health care workers are white, but the classroom teacher we see is an Af-
rican American  woman. Not only do  these  children play and go to school 
together, they also share public bathrooms. The most impor tant lessons to 
be taught in the worm eradication program  were to wash hands and to use a 
“toilet or privy.” In Who Lives with You?, the narrator stresses, “Watch! When 
you use the out of doors, your yard,  behind the bushes near your door, or 
the dirt  under your doorstep for a bathroom you are asking for trou ble.” 
The B- roll shots of ramshackle  houses, junk- filled yards, and a dilapidated 
wooden privy show no  people. This contrasts with the many documentary 
photo graphs, films, and tele vi sion newsfilms of the period that consistently 
show African Americans in South Carolina living in extreme poverty. Media 
figure 14.6. A racially integrated bathroom in Ro- Revus Talks about Worms (1971). 
This shot was also used in Who Lives with You? (1969).
figure 14.5. Ro- Revus schools Nutty in Ro- Revus Talks about Worms (1971).
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coverage of the Hollings hunger tour and Gatch patients in Beaufort  were 
uniform in showing large African American families living in unsanitary 
housing. An nbc Nightly News package that aired the night before the Mc-
Govern committee hearings, for example, showed Hollings talking with a 
black  mother of eleven in her home, which they note had neither toilet nor 
privy. The  children “go down to the woods,” she says. Hollings repeats her 
phrase, as if aware of his national tele vi sion audience’s need to understand 
the continuing practice among the rural poor.20
In light of this, Ro- Revus’s advice to  children about the outdoors stands as 
straightforward schooling. Out houses remained fixtures of daily life in some 
areas through the 1970s. Moreover, the idealized footage of racially integrated 
social spaces seen in both films was an unconventional and even bold choice. 
Rather than create separate films for white and black viewers to identify with, 
as some Rocke fel ler films had, they  imagined (however naively) teaching 
tools that gave both black and white viewers points of identification.
Although Dudley referred to Ro- Revus Talks about Worms as simply a 
“revised edition,” the sequel’s use of the talking frog is what makes it far 
more engaging. In 1971, Ro- Revus was familiar to South Carolina families. 
He appeared regularly on etv’s daily  children’s program The June Bugg Show, 
which aired late after noons from 1966 to 1974. In 1967, teenage production 
assistant Joe Bowie happened upon a hand puppet among the studio props 
and improvised a deep- throated frog character. Producer and on- camera 
host June Timmerman soon added him to interact with the kids who joined 
her in the studio. Bowie was already  doing the puppetry and high, squeaky 
voice for Nutty the squirrel. The plywood tree prop in which his puppets 
appear in Ro- Revus Talks about Worms was part of the June Bugg set. Of the 
show’s many videotaped episodes, only one survives. The Ro- Revus in that 
extant 1969 segment about good manners is a bad- boy comic figure, not yet the 
“wise frog” Dudley scripted. To every one’s surprise, etv received growing 
amounts of fan mail for the character. Producers recorded Bowie/ Ro- Revus 
singing covers of hit pop songs. College students tuned in, no doubt amused 
in ways similar to latter- day viewers.21
Given the mpp’s aim for films that spoke to both black and white viewers, 
how might Ro- Revus have served that end? Would  children be more likely 
to listen to or identify with a bass- voiced frog than the conventional voice- 
of- God baritone in Who Lives with You? Certainly casting an animal figure 
offers a point of identification without race. American  children’s tele vi sion, 
both national and local, has always had a multitude of frog characters. Cap-
tain Kangaroo’s Miss Frog puppet and Froggy the Gremlin on Andy Devine’s 
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Saturday kid’s show  were among the first in the 1950s. However, none ap-
proached the popularity of Ro- Revus’s con temporary on public tele vi sion, 
Kermit the Frog. In 1969, Jim Henson’s Muppet began his run on Sesame 
Street, a program that addressed  children with a multicultural spirit and 
cast. A frog might not have race, but in the first season Kermit debuted “It’s 
Not Easy Bein’ Green” (1970), an introspective ballad about embracing one’s 
color. Many heard it as a song about blackness. Singers immediately started 
covering the song in that black- is- beautiful moment. Lena Horne and Ray 
Charles did duets with Kermit on the program. The June Bugg Show did not 
pre sent a diverse cast, but etv stations programmed it with Sesame Street, 
allowing viewers to see Ro- Revus and Kermit in one sitting.22
Watching Ro- Revus in my university classes over the past de cade, a few 
students have wondered aloud if his voice was an antiquated black racial 
caricature. Some note the rhyme with  Uncle Remus, associating it with 
Negro folktales. Joe Bowie’s origin stories tell us his sound was a natu ral 
imitation of a frog (who originally said only “ribbit”). However, he ac-
knowledges he drew upon voices from popu lar culture, white and black: 
Frog Mill house (Smiley Burnette), Gene Autry’s film and tv sidekick with 
a comic croak, and Clarence “Frogman” Henry, with his r&b hit “ Ain’t Got 
No Home” (1956). The name came from Bowie’s friend with a penchant for 
dishing out nonsensical nicknames, something he might have heard from an 
“old black gentleman who told stories” in his hometown outside of Colum-
bia.23 A more certain point of identification for South Carolinians hearing 
Ro- Revus is his regional Southern inflection.
Returning to the films, how might schoolchildren have experienced ed-
ucational films in South Carolina in 1969? Would they have reached low- 
income rural populations, particularly the African American  children the 
Beaufort studies showed  were most in need? Evidence is scarce, but a white 
Beaufort County teacher who taught black preteens at the time is one sug-
gestive source. Pat Conroy’s fictionalized memoir The  Water Is Wide (1972) 
recounts his 1969–70 school year teaching Gullah  children, ages ten to thir-
teen, on Daufuskie Island. The 16mm film projector, he writes, was as valu-
able as “gold bullion” in the classroom, with students wanting daily screen-
ings, sometimes watching a reel twice. The Beaufort County Library and 
the State Film Library, Conroy says credibly, allowed him to keep a variety 
of prints on hand. Conroy’s account is embellished but verifies active use of 
educational films even in remote classrooms in the era of Ro- Revus.24
Beaufort County  children, like  those in other parts of the Palmetto state, 
experienced notable declines in roundworm disease before the mpp ceased. 
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The educational campaign of which the films  were a part received some credit, 
although medical treatment and other poverty- fighting efforts more directly 
ameliorated the suffering. The  hazards of intestinal parasites did not go away, 
of course. Seeing the end of the university proj ect without an elimination of 
the worm prob lem, the press noted the mpp’s legacy was the availability of 
the usc films and guidebooks.25 Although Lease retired and Dudley moved 
on to other research, their Instructional Guide was certainly aspirational and 
even multicultural. The final edition in 1973 concluded with Ranita Habla de 
Gusanos, Ro- Revus and Nutty’s dialogue translated into Spanish.
Ro- Revus Reborn
With the mpp gone, in 1973 the state legislature appropriated an annual 
$100,000 to the Department of Health and Environmental Control (dhec) 
to  battle  human parasites. Consequently, dhec increased funds for class-
room materials. Staff scripted a three- part series of new Ro- Revus films, 
written with teachers, scientists, and health educators. A journeyman non-
theatrical filmmaker won the state contract to produce them. More intel-
ligibly than the mpp productions, Ro- Revus Act 1, Act 2, and Act 3 squarely 
pre sent an idealized interracial cast of kids joyfully playing together while 
learning hygiene lessons in recurring visits from their smart frog friend.
Director Bob Brabham’s films took an entirely diff er ent form.  These too 
used only local talent, but Brabham was an experienced producer of spon-
sored films, nontheatrical documentaries, and tele vi sion ads (including 
a national tv spot for the Slinky toy). Each lively production features an 
original number, sung by Ro- Revus, as well as a funky theme song during 
the opening and closing credits. “dhec has some slickly produced Ro- Revus 
films,” a journalist noted during 1977 coverage of the continuing parasite 
prob lem.26 But the most striking departure from Talks about Worms is that 
this Ro- Revus is a diff er ent puppet with a higher voice. (Brabham did not 
know of the etv character, and Bowie was unaware of the new productions.) 
Accomplished puppet maker Jean Cornwall created the new frog, who makes 
magical costume changes (garbed as a doctor, professor, drum major, song- 
and- dance man, jester, and Sherlock Holmes). Her ten- year- old son became 
the puppeteer.27
The titles of the three short films suggest their light tone: As the Worm 
Turns, Wash Wash, Scrub Scrub , and Don’t Take a Worm to Lunch. Their style 
is marked by rapid cutting among close- ups of the white and black  faces of the 
playmates with whom Ro- Revus visits in each episode. The nonprofessional 
figure 14.8. Frame from Ro- Revus . . .  Act 2 (Or . . .  Wash Wash, Scrub Scrub) 
(1975), in which the frog hero rides on Willie’s shoulder.
figure 14.7. Frame from Ro- Revus . . .  Act 2 (Or . . .  Wash Wash, Scrub Scrub) 
(1975). The new Ro- Revus appears with a poster for The Amazing Ro- Revus Educa-
tional Packet and Learning Circus at the beginning of all three films of 1975.
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child actors speak with distinctive regional accents, far thicker than Bowie’s. 
The zippy pace, comic cutaways, whip zooms, substitution edits, and loca-
tion shooting are reminiscent of the era’s interstitial films for Sesame Street. 
 After the opening theme song, during which we see Ro- Revus and  children 
among nature and farmland, each film begins with our host addressing the 
camera while sitting next to a poster for The Amazing Ro- Revus Educational 
Packet and Learning Circus.
“Can anybody get worms?” a child asks in Act 1. Yes, Ro- Revus replies. 
“Rich  people, poor  people; black  people, white  people; boys, girls. Animals, 
too.” Although the series other wise does not name racial difference, the 
films equitably intermix close-up reaction shots and speaking parts between 
African American and white kids. In longer shots, the cast groupings are 
consistently interracial and  free of stereotyping. Our protagonist’s closest 
bond is with the eldest black character, the only one he calls by name. Ro- 
Revus rides on Willie’s shoulder.
The Educational Packet and Learning Circus also scrupulously integrates 
images of  children, even encouraging interracial friendship. Its game board’s il-
lustrations exactly alternate black and white  faces. The playing cards, which 
we see being used on- screen in Act 2, include a drawing of an African Amer-
ican girl showing a white boy how to write the name “Ro- Revus.” The card’s 
caption reads, “Tell friends about worms.”  Whether or not such media suc-
ceeded in teaching across racial lines,  there is evidence they  were used in the 
way intended. A 1976 newspaper account, for example, included a photo-
graph of a health educator playing the board game with black and white 
fourth graders at Hilton Head Elementary School. They discuss a  Ro- Revus 
film. Students affected by worms  were “embarrassed,” their teacher says, 
“ until they realized that  people  aren’t singled out  because of race or socio-
eoncomic level.”28
Unlike the etv Ro- Revus, the rebranded character was created solely to 
be “the ‘Smokey- the- Bear’ of the roundworm world.”29 Both  were creatures 
of state- funded agencies, but South Carolina’s interracial dynamics shifted 
in the de cade between them. The state legislature had no African American 
representative in the twentieth  century  until 1970, and most public schools 
did not implement desegregation  until then. Yet national  battles for black 
repre sen ta tion on screen  were vis i ble in the state too. In 1971, when Ro- 
Revus Talks about Worms quietly worked its way into the slowly desegregat-
ing educational sector, Columbia moviegoers turned out for a ten- week run 
of Melvin Van Peebles’s Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song, the movie that 
catalyzed the blaxploitation boom.30
figures 14.9–14.10. Gameboard and playing cards from The Amazing Ro- Revus 
Educational Packet and Learning Circus (South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control, 1975). South Carolina Department of Archives and History. 
Photographs by the author.
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Conclusion
Clearly some con temporary viewers have genuine affection for Ro- Revus 
Talks about Worms, taking plea sure in the vocal per for mance of its singu-
lar star. But any laughter it elicits need not be mingled with condescension 
 toward region, class, or race. Seeing this film only as a curio to be enjoyed 
ironically as dated or bad would be to miss its power ful qualities. The  little 
film had a positive impact on a big health prob lem, one that was bound up 
with injustices of class and race.
George Stoney was of course right in calling Ro- Revus Talks about Worms a 
good film.  These movies communicated clearly to rural and low- income fami-
lies lacking basic needs. They spoke in a regional inflection shared by their audi-
ences. And they found a way to address black viewers their producers knew to 
be disproportionately affected by poverty in a state governed by a white power 
structure. As Jennifer Zwarich argues in her analy sis of usda agents using films 
such as Exit Ascaris, the unsung filmmakers working on educational cam-
paigns should be recognized as “bureaucratic activists.” The term, she writes, 
“captures the nature of an enterprise”— state- supported nontheatrical film 
education— that could seek “social change from within the confines of the sta-
tus quo.”31 Major health and hunger prob lems continued  after the Malnutri-
tion and Parasite Proj ect. Educational inequities persisted  after  these ephemeral 
films. Yet  these good films made impor tant strides in the midst of hard times.
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Government- Sponsored Film and Latinidad
 Voice of La Raza (1971)
L A U R A  I S A B E L  S E R N A
In 1970, the Albuquerque Journal announced “Actor [Anthony] Quinn, [pro-
ducer Lou] Adler May Hoist Banner of Minority Group.”1 Journal readers 
learned that the Oscar- winning actor was filming “a scene” for a “government 
sponsored study of Mexican- American work opportunities.” That “study” 
was the film Voice of La Raza (1971), a sponsored film produced and directed 
by African American documentary and experimental filmmaker William 
(Bill) Greaves (1926–2014)  under the auspices of the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission (eeoc).2 Quinn, born in Mexico to an Irish  father 
and a Mexican  mother and raised in the Mexican immigrant barrio of Boyle 
Heights in Los Angeles, starred in the film, which was written by Greaves in 
collaboration with Nuyorican documentary filmmaker José García Torres.3 
Referred to in the press as an example of cinéma vérité, the film combines 
techniques including direct observation, staged interviews, and dramatiza-
tions to educate viewers about the unequal treatment of “Spanish- speaking 
Americans”—as Latin American immigrants and their  children  were com-
monly referred to during this period—in the  labor market.
The film premiered in May 1971 at an eeoc cele bration honoring Quinn, 
and then screened at numerous film festivals and on tele vi sion.4 It won 
awards at the Atlanta International Film Festival and the Columbus Film 
Festival and an Emmy nomination in 1972  after it screened on public tele-
vi sion in the New York area.5 The film also circulated in community cen-
ters, libraries,  union halls, and military bases, initially as part of efforts to 
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increase awareness about  labor discrimination and  later as part of Hispanic 
heritage cele brations.6
In the context of the eeoc’s activities in the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
Voice of La Raza was conceived of as an effective way to educate audiences 
about  labor discrimination. The film mobilizes aesthetic strategies associ-
ated with po liti cally committed filmmaking, including shooting on location 
and showcasing the voices and  faces of everyday  people in lieu of experts. At 
the same time, the film employs experimental techniques including drama-
tizations and psychodramatic confrontations that, understood in the con-
text of Greaves’s work in the late 1960s, highlight the increasing radicaliza-
tion of Latinos in the U.S. and call attention to the need for social change. 
Thus, while some ele ments of the film align with the federal government’s 
proj ect of constructing an ethnoracial group, Hispanic, whose needs could 
be addressed by agencies like the eeoc,  others draw attention to relation-
ships of power between and within racial groups and the role of media in 
effecting social change.
To date, neither this film nor any of the other films about Latino issues 
made by Greaves for the eeoc have been analyzed. Scholarship on docu-
mentary treatments of Latino subjects and themes made in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s focuses primarily on films made by Chicano and Puerto 
Rican filmmakers. That work, much of which was produced in the context of 
the broader movement for civil rights, is most frequently discussed as a step 
 toward feature film production.7 At the same time, Voice of La Raza and the 
other films that Greaves made for the eeoc are generally absent from con-
siderations of his  career, which focus primarily on his experimental work and 
documentaries related to African American history and culture. This chapter 
situates Voice of La Raza at the intersection of African American documen-
tary, government- sponsored film, and films about the Latino experience.
Government- Sponsored Film and the EEOC
In the late 1960s, U.S. federal agencies charged with addressing discrimina-
tion began to use film in their work. Federal agencies had produced films 
to support programs and policies, train military personnel, and document 
impor tant events. However, government- sponsored films did not take up 
race relations and discrimination to a significant extent  until the late 1960s.8 
Both the Commission on Civil Rights, formed as part of the Civil Rights Act 
of 1957, and the eeoc, which was created  after the passage of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, saw film as crucial to their missions. The Commission on Civil 
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Rights, which made one film in 1971 and two in 1972, justified the expense by 
declaring, “Motion pictures pre sent an attractive medium for the dissemina-
tion of information about Commission programs. They have the potential to 
reach a much larger audience than publications, particularly if they can be 
made suitable for pre sen ta tion on tv.”9 Reaching a large audience was also 
crucial to the eeoc, which was established to support legislation forbidding 
discrimination in employment, but lacked any enforcement mechanism for 
the first six years of its existence.
During this period, film and tele vi sion constituted an impor tant field 
of civil rights activism.10 Activists from African American, Chicano, and 
Puerto Rican communities protested the film and tele vi sion industries that 
marginalized minority perspectives, traded in ste reo types, or ignored com-
munities of color altogether. This activism led to some changes, especially 
in public tele vi sion, where government and foundation support facilitated 
minority media professionals’ participation and subsidized many of the doc-
umentaries that became the mainstay of public affairs programs aimed at 
minority audiences. Some of  these media professionals received their train-
ing in two impor tant but short- lived university- based programs designed to 
increase minority participation in film and media production, while  others 
trained on the job.
In this context, William Greaves found opportunities.11 Born in New York, 
Greaves trained as an actor in the 1940s before turning to filmmaking. Dis-
mayed by the lack of opportunities for African Americans in the U.S. film 
industry, he moved to Canada.  There he worked his way up at the National 
Film Board and eventually directed a well- received portrait of a public hospi-
tal, Emergency Ward (1959). Greaves returned to New York in the early 1960s 
as a public information officer at the United Nations, where he produced and 
directed a documentary about civil air flight, Cleared for Take Off (1963).
Throughout the 1960s, Greaves made documentaries about African 
American culture, public figures, and everyday life, worked in public tele-
vi sion, and ventured into experimental docu- fiction with a feature- length 
film, Symbiopsychotaxiplasm: Take One (1968). Many of the documenta-
ries Greaves made during this period  were government- sponsored proj ects. 
As Rick Prelinger notes, in the postwar period sponsored film “production 
companies and 16mm distribution outlets proliferated,” especially in New 
York where Greaves was based.12 In 1964, Greaves founded William Greaves 
Productions, which promptly received contracts from the United States In-
formation Agency to make a film about freedom of expression in the United 
States, Wealth of Nations (1964), and document the global gathering of black 
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artists in Dakar, Senegal, The First World Festival of Negro Arts (1966).13 In 
1968, Greaves was signed to cohost the national black public affairs program 
Black Journal, where he served as executive director for the last two years he 
was affiliated with the show. It was in the context of Black Journal and public 
tele vi sion that Greaves mentored younger filmmakers and likely met José 
García Torres, who had been a central force in the creation of a New York– 
based Latino public affairs program, Realidades.14
Greaves was more than qualified to produce the types of films the eeoc 
required, but also benefited from personal connections and government 
programs. Greaves came to the attention of the eeoc via Olivia Stanford, 
the successful black businesswoman who served as the commission’s infor-
mation specialist from 1967 to 1970 and whom Jet magazine credited with 
being a “leading force” in Greaves landing agency contracts.15 In addition to 
Stanford’s advocacy, he benefited from a provision of the Small Business Act 
(originally signed into law in 1954), sba 8(a), that strove to help businesses 
owned by  women and minorities, like William Greaves Productions, obtain 
government contracts.16
The films Greaves made for the eeoc reflect a documented shift in the 
federal government’s attitude  toward Chicano and Puerto Rican communi-
ties.  Under Lyndon Johnson and then Richard Nixon, the federal govern-
ment worked to pop u lar ize the designation “Hispanic” to signify a broad 
ethnic group composed of diverse Latino populations. As Cristina Mora 
explains, the promotion of this term was part of a larger po liti cal proj ect: 
“Fearing the rise of militancy and sensing the opportunity to win more votes 
both Johnson and Nixon created agencies that would purportedly represent 
Mexican American and Puerto Rican needs within the federal government.”17 
In this context, the eeoc, which appointed its first Mexican American com-
missioner in 1967, began to examine and hold hearings about the question of 
 labor discrimination against Puerto Ricans in New York and Mexican Ameri-
cans in the Southwest.
The eeoc engaged Greaves’s ser vices to help document this work. In fis-
cal year 1971, the eeoc reported that it had paid Greaves for four films: The 
eeoc Story, a film describing the “machinery of the eeoc and how it serves 
both the minority community and  women,” narrated by African American 
actress Ruby Dee; Power versus the  People, which consisted of footage from 
the eeoc’s hearings in Houston, Texas, in 1970; Strug gle for Los Trabajos, a 
film depicting the “investigation and conciliation pro cess of a violation of 
the rights of a Mexican American white collar worker,” and the most expen-
sive of all  these productions, Voice of La Raza.18
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Voice of La Raza
Voice of La Raza cost $87,000 to make and featured the star power of not 
only Anthony Quinn but also fellow Acad emy Award winner Rita Moreno. 
Beyond utilizing the exceptional visibility of  these two Latino stars, the film 
appeals, beginning with the term la raza or “the  people” in its title, to the spirit 
of the radical movements that had emerged in Mexican American and Puerto 
Rican communities during the late 1960s. Chicano activists had taken up the 
term as a way of expressing shared experiences of conquest, colonialism, and 
imperialism amid regional strug gles such as land reform in New Mexico or 
education in Southern California.19 The title also gestures  toward a funda-
mental strategy for achieving social change that emerged out of this activ-
ism: allowing the Chicano community to speak for itself.20
Shot in 16mm on the streets of Los Angeles, New York, and Albuquer-
que, Voice of La Raza focuses on everyday  people. Descriptions of the film 
suggest it emerged organically “out of conversations and questions asked by 
Quinn in his travels across the country concerning the plight of Spanish- 
speaking Americans.”21 Characterized as an example of cinéma vérité or 
figure 15.1. Anthony Quinn listens to a group gathered in East Los Angeles. Voice 
of La Raza (William Greaves, 1971). Frame enlargement courtesy of Dino Everett, usc 
Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.

figures 15.2–15.4. (Opposite, top to bottom) A young man on the streets of Spanish 
Harlem in New York; the film’s sole female voice on Pico Boulevard in Los Angeles; 
(above) a white- collar Puerto Rican worker in New York. Voice of La Raza (William 
Greaves, 1971). Frame enlargements courtesy of Dino Everett, usc Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive.
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direct cinema, the film is structured around a series of interviews with 
“witness- participants,” a strategy that Bill Nichols argues characterizes po-
liti cally committed films of the 1970s.22 Significant portions of the film are 
devoted to sequences of Quinn engaged in conversation with young  people. 
In heavi ly accented En glish, street slang, or with traces of regional accents, 
 these men (and one young  woman) shown in close-up recount their ex-
periences of being discriminated against by employers or educators.  These 
interviews take place most frequently on the street but also in other pub-
lic spaces like a church courtyard or a campus quad where ambient noise 
such as traffic,  music from a passing band, and other conversations lends 
an immediacy and authenticity to the scenes. Some  people speak timidly, 
having to be coaxed into speaking by Quinn, while  others engage him with 
confidence.
Though the audience hears the voices of  these everyday  people, our experi-
ence of them is mediated by a series of narrators whom the film grants varying 
degrees of authority. The first and most impor tant narrator is Quinn. When 
the camera focuses on crowds or groups of  people on the street, the camera 
seeks him out and shows him listening intently, head cocked to one side, eyes 
on whoever is speaking. He reinforces his listening role when he declares, “It 
 doesn’t  matter if you are in the barrios of Los Angeles or streets of New York, 
I found  there is much to learn if you just listen.” At the same time, his mel-
lifluous voice dominates the film, and he is granted interpretive authority as 
he places his interviewees’ comments in broader social and cultural context 
in voice- over that follows each interview or in scenes of Quinn himself being 
interviewed. Phrases such as “I can relate to” and “I have to personalize” and 
his consistent use of “we” emphasize his connection to the experiences of the 
 people he interviews even as he seeks to explain them to the film’s viewers.
Quinn was well suited to play the role of mediator between the film’s 
in for mants and audience. An international star, he was well known to the 
filmgoing public, for whom his Irish surname and a  career built playing 
Mediterranean types obscured his Mexican roots. But Quinn, as the press 
frequently noted in passing, grew up in Boyle Heights, a barrio of East Los 
Angeles. Beginning with the Sleepy Lagoon case in the 1940s, Quinn became 
an increasingly vis i ble advocate for the Mexican American community. In 
the early 1970s, he lent his name to a range of  causes related to education 
and other issues.23 He was not, however, considered a radical. As one article 
phrased it, he was “opposed to nationalism of any sort, but . . .  equally con-
cerned with equality for minority groups.”24 Thus, Quinn’s politics and pub-
lic persona  were well calibrated to the concerns of the federal government.
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Three other voices serve a similar, if secondary, mediating function. A 
nameless male voice that speaks grammatically correct En glish with a Span-
ish accent offers factual commentary in an expository mode at diff er ent 
points in the film. For example, over footage of Spanish Harlem, this voice ex-
plains the diff er ent Latino groups living in New York and how Puerto Ricans 
came to constitute a significant ethnic group  there.  Later, the same narrator 
explains the work of the eeoc and introduces a brief sequence on filing 
a complaint. Two other voices belonging to eeoc regional commissioners 
Vicente Jimenez and Tom Robles likewise explain and contextualize. Their 
white- collar jobs, signaled by office buildings, meeting  tables, and desks 
flanked by American flags, mark them as educated, and they are presented 
as experts on both the issue of  labor discrimination, by virtue of their roles at 
the eeoc, and Spanish- speaking populations in the United States, by virtue 
of their personal backgrounds. Jimenez, the eeoc commissioner in Hous-
ton, speaks at length to what the viewer assumes are fellow eeoc employ-
ees about the degree of alienation Mexican American  children encounter in 
public schools. Robles, the eeoc commissioner in Albuquerque, recounts 
that when he left the military he could only find work as a manual laborer, 
experiencing the prob lem of discrimination in the workplace firsthand. Like 
Quinn’s, their voices, positioned as native in for mants and experts, contextu-
alize the experiences of the film’s working- class interviewees. While the film 
eschews the “voice of God” narration of classical documentary, it offers not 
the voice of la raza but rather multiple voices that speak from distinct social 
positions: uneducated, educated, unknown, famous, blue collar, white col-
lar, and so on. Commonalities emerge within this diversity, the most salient 
being the experience of discrimination in the  labor market.
The film uses other formal ele ments, most notably montage, to construct 
a shared identity out of historical and regional diversity. Establishing shots 
of Spanish Harlem, East Los Angeles, and Albuquerque, New Mexico, are 
marked by street signs or other written text to locate sequences at specific 
geographic coordinates. Montage sequences bind  those spaces together. For 
example, eeoc officer Jimenez’s declaration that the nation’s ten million 
Spanish- speaking Americans need to be “treated as a national group in na-
tional terms” is accompanied by a montage of workers in vari ous settings: 
cooks preparing food in  hotel kitchens, men clocking in at factory gates and 
rail yards and pushing carts on urban streets. Another slower and longer 
montage sequence, with no establishing shot to ground it geo graph i cally, 
shows  children, young  women, and older  people sitting on top of cars, on 
front porches, at bus stops, or entering their modest homes. Vicente Jimenez, 
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whose voice we hear over the images, invokes Mexican writer Octavio Paz’s 
description of Mexicans in the United States as “beauty in tatters.” The Span-
ish guitar  music that accompanies this sequence (and most of the film’s tran-
sitions) suggests a shared cultural identity regardless of geographic location. 
Fi nally, another brief montage sequence composed of a series of photo graphs 
of pre- Columbian pyramids and other built structures with paintings of the 
conquest illustrates Jimenez explaining Latino history and culture to a group 
of colleagues. This sequence brings to mind the primary visual strategy of 
Luis Valdez’s film adaptation of the impor tant Chicano movement poem by 
Rudolfo “Corky” Gonzales, Yo soy Joaquín (1969), which is composed en-
tirely of filmed still images. In diff er ent ways,  these montage sequences pro-
pose connections across geo graph i cal space and historical time, educating 
viewers— Anglo and Latino alike— about Latinos’ shared historical, cultural, 
and social experiences.
What is more, despite the fact that the film is almost entirely spoken in 
En glish, it proposes language as a central axis for a shared ethnic identity.25 
In an extended sequence, Quinn speaks with young  children in New Mex-
ico. For the first time in the film, we hear Spanish spoken. The camera moves 
in closely to their slightly dirty  faces, while Quinn asks repeatedly, “Are you 
Spanish?” They reply that that they do not know or that they are En glish. 
A dismayed Quinn asserts, “You have to speak Spanish,” a sentiment he 
reinforces in voice- over that ties language to identity.  These combined 
strategies— erasing geo graph i cal space and proposing a shared history and 
language as binding forces— offers a cultural rather than po liti cal model 
of ethnic identity. In this way, the film seems to participate in the fed-
eral government’s proj ect of developing a “bureaucratized category” that 
could encompass disparate Latino groups in order to “extend and further 
legitimate, instead of threaten, government policies.”26 While  these strate-
gies appear to hold radical politics at bay, Greaves uses experimental tech-
niques to underscore the growing militancy of Chicano and other Latino 
youth.
The Message
 Toward the end of Voice of La Raza, Tom Robles, the eeoc officer from Al-
buquerque, declares forthrightly, “The message of this film is you  either do it 
within the law, within the  legal system that [sic], within what we have now. 
And this is a message to employers. Or  else. . . .  Let’s get rid of this discrimi-
nation bit or  you’re  going to have chaos.” His statement raises the specter of 
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civil unrest and recontextualizes the voices we have heard over the course of 
the film— the dejected young Puerto Rican actor in New York, the frustrated 
unemployed Chicano in Los Angeles, the Chicano students at the University 
of New Mexico skeptical about their  future employment prospects—as more 
than expressions of personal experience; their voices are the rumblings of 
radicalization.
While the film links  labor discrimination to racism, primarily through 
the multiple narrators’ explanations and analyses, at key moments in the 
film Greaves stages conflict to suggest the need for reflection and dialogue. 
Sociodrama and psychodrama, therapeutic techniques that use role- playing 
and dramatization to address group or personal issues, had become popu-
lar in  mental health circles and  were being used at the Actors Theatre in 
New York, where Greaves was a director, actor, and teacher.27 Greaves had 
used such techniques before. In Symbiopsychotaxiplasm, his widely hailed 
experimental documentary that captured the filming of a scene repeated 
and improvised on, Greaves used the princi ples of psychodrama to explore 
the relationship between director, cast, and crew and also to investigate how 
conflict emerges among members of a group, in this case his crew.28 In the 
Com pany of Men (1969), a management training film sponsored by News-
week, depicted a sociodramatic encounter between “hardcore unemployed” 
(as the description of the film on the William Greaves Productions website 
phrases it) working- class African American men and white auto industry 
executives. The film sought to facilitate communication between the two 
groups and thus to generate understanding and eliminate preconceptions. 
In 1970, Greaves wrote a New York Times editorial in which he hailed “psy-
chodramatic and sociodramatic encounter tele vi sion” as a means of “im-
proving mass  mental health and social reform.”29
Greaves’s commitment to  these techniques explains key ele ments of Voice 
of La Raza that deviate from the film’s assumed pedagogical function. The 
film makes use of both dramatization and sociodramatic techniques to raise 
awareness of the subjective and social dimensions of race- based  labor dis-
crimination. The opening sequence of the film consists of a dramatization 
in which an Anglo supervisor discourages a Puerto Rican worker from ap-
plying for a promotion. In conversation with Quinn  after the dramatization 
ends with José the electrician  going back to Puerto Rico, José the actor re-
flects on his own experiences of  labor discrimination in the film and tele vi-
sion industry. In the pro cess of playing this role and subsequently reflecting 
on that pro cess, José and the viewer gain insight into his personal experience 
and what he might have in common with other Latinos.
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This dramatization is mirrored by the penultimate sequence of the film, in 
which Greaves stages a sociodramatic encounter between a young Chicano and 
a group of  fathers who represent older, middle- class Mexican Americans. 
Over the course of the film, Greaves establishes the theme of passivity— José 
the fictional electrician quietly accepts his supervisor’s dismissal of his capa-
bilities. A Puerto Rican mail room attendant asked by Quinn if he had hopes 
of finding a better job replies, “The boss like that I take care of  here.” The 
image accompanying his reply shows him literally hemmed in by the walls 
of his small office, trapped  behind the desk where he has worked for four-
teen years. Both Quinn and Moreno recall their parents’ fears of any govern-
ment official, a fear Moreno attributes to Puerto Ricans being a “sweet and 
passive  people.”
This passivity contrasts sharply with the militancy of the young Chicanos 
featured in a long sequence shot on the campus of the University of New 
Mexico. Throughout the sequence, the camera lingers on scenes of Chicano 
youth engaged in po liti cal organ izing in a classroom, grilling Quinn about 
his own politics, and fi nally in a smaller, mixed- gender group that discusses 
the failure of agencies like the eeoc to adequately address the issue of  labor 
figures 15.5. A Puerto Rican mail room attendant, boxed in by his workplace. Voice 
of La Raza (William Greaves, 1971). Frame enlargement courtesy of Dino Everett, USC 
Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. 
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discrimination. The prob lem, one young man declares forcefully, is that 
employers fail to see past race, “what you represent,” as he phrases it. He 
contends that racial thinking contaminates encounters with employers re-
gardless of an applicant’s professional or educational qualifications.
The phrase “take away his suit” functions as a sound bridge to a shot of a 
man with close- cut hair wearing a suit and tie. With this image, the viewer 
enters a diff er ent generational and social space. Jeans and T- shirts have been 
traded for suits and ties and the words “Chicano” and “Black” replaced by 
“Spanish” and “Negro.” The film’s secondary narrator describes this group 
of parents ( fathers actually) seated on sofas in a sterile, institutional room 
as “willing to work within existing structures.” A voice that we learn is that 
of Greaves asks, offscreen, “Do you have any thoughts on this?” The camera 
swings left to focus on a young man wearing glasses, a black armband, and 
a United Farmworkers pin, who had not appeared in the previous shots. 
He challenges the group of suit- clad men, pointing his fin ger and raising 
his voice. The camera captures this conflict, moving back and forth from 
speaker to speaker. While the  fathers assert that  things have improved, the 
young man insists, in ever more heated language, that  things are in fact still 
quite bad. Fi nally, with an American flag off to the left of the frame just 
 behind him, he shouts, “If caring about my  people makes me a radical, a 
communist, I am a fucking communist.” One of the men stands up, clearly 
provoked.
At this point Greaves himself appears on screen, breaking the fourth wall 
and any illusion of objectivity. With his sound tech standing just  behind 
him, Greaves intervenes, urging the man, who accuses him of planning this 
confrontation, to see the impact the heated exchange  will have on the film’s 
 future viewers. This encounter visualizes in microcosm two approaches to 
addressing racial in equality: one gradual and conciliatory and the other mil-
itant. While it dramatizes the film’s principal message to employers— make 
change or you  will have social unrest—it also throws into high relief tensions 
within the Latino community and suggests, by modeling such communica-
tion, the need for intragroup dialogue.
Setting up and facilitating this encounter also gestures  toward the role 
Greaves  imagined for the media in helping communities and individuals 
navigate the divide between activists and the institutions they sought to do 
away with or reform, between racial groups, and between militant and more 
mainstream po liti cal orientations within racial groups. The latter was a topic 
he had explored in his 1968 film Still a  Brother: Inside the Negro  Middle Class, 
made for National Educational Tele vi sion. As in that film, the question about 
figures 15.6–15.7. A young Chicano student challenges members of his parents’ 
generation. Voice of La Raza (William Greaves, 1971). Frame enlargements courtesy 
of Dino Everett, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
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 whether to adopt a radical nationalist stance or take a more accommoda-
tionist approach was set against mainstream media’s circulation of images 
of so- called race riots and protests. While Chicano and Puerto Rican activ-
ists received far less media attention than their black counter parts, when 
their actions  were covered they  were framed in predictable negative ways. 
As Randy Ontiveros has written, the mainstream media, when it deigned 
to cover the Chicano movement, “positioned Mexican Americans as radi-
cals while discursively linking the Chicano movement to other perceived 
threats, including black militancy, war unrest, the youth  counter culture, 
and Latin inflected communism.”30 Similarly, the Young Lords, a radical left-
ist organ ization that emerged in Puerto Rican New York and Chicago, was 
frequently the object of sensational media coverage.31  These images of mili-
tant urban activists hover offscreen in Voice of La Raza. Compliance with 
antidiscrimination legislation, the film suggests, would ensure that vio lence, 
protests, and civil unrest stayed offscreen. At the same time, the film pushes 
less radicalized segments of the Latino community  toward an understand-
ing of the motivations of militant young activists.
figure 15.8. The filmmaker makes an appearance in the  middle of a heated conver-
sation. Voice of La Raza (William Greaves, 1971). Frame enlargement courtesy of Dino 
Everett, usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
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Conclusion
In 1975, Chicano filmmaker Francisco X. Camplis dismissed Voice of La Raza 
as “ little more than an exploration of the prob lem of job discrimination and 
unemployment.”32 In part, this dismissal stemmed from his own conviction 
that only a Chicano filmmaker was qualified to make films about the Chicano 
experience or the Chicano community. Setting to one side the question Cam-
plis raises about a filmmaker’s identity as a prerequisite for repre sen ta tion, 
a close analy sis of Voice of La Raza demonstrates that Greaves, even within 
the confines of sponsorship by a government agency, sought to do more than 
merely educate or inform his audience about a given topic. Instead he sought to 
portray the impact of racial discrimination on individuals, carve out a role for 
middle- class figures (as well as film stars), and model the way that confronta-
tion could generate inter- and intragroup understanding of social issues. While 
Greaves combines techniques such as montage, direct address, and multilay-
ered narration to construct a shared identity that would fit more readily into 
the federal government’s framework for addressing in equality, he also employs 
experimental techniques to explore tensions within the Latino community and 
express the urgency of communication between and within racial groups.
F I L M O G R A P H Y
The film discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web page at 
https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Voice of La Raza (1971), 53 min., 16mm
production: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and William Greaves 
Productions. director: William Greaves. writers: William Greaves, Jose Garcia. 
camera: Jose Garcia, William Greaves. assistant camera: Steve Garcia, Bill 
Johnson.  music: Vicente Saucedo. editors: John Dandre, William Greaves. sound 
crew: David Greaves, Ned Judd, Juan Rodriguez. unit man ag er: Bob Gonzalez. 
proj ect supervisor: Olivia Stanford. cast: Anthony Quinn, Rita Moreno. 
access: Texas Archive of the Moving Image.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
The eeoc Story (1970), 38 min.
production: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and William Greaves 
Productions.
In the Com pany of Men (1969), 52 min.
production: Newsweek and William Greaves Productions.
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Power vs. the  People (1970), 36 min.
production: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and William Greaves 
Productions.
Still a  Brother: Inside the Negro  Middle Class (1968), 90 min.
production: National Educational Tele vi sion and William Greaves Productions.
Strug gle for Los Trabajos (1970), 35 min.
production: Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and William Greaves 
Productions.
Symbiopsychotaxiplasm (1968), 75 min.
production: William Greaves Productions.
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An Aesthetics of Multiculturalism
Asian American Assimilation  
and the Learning Corporation of  
Amer i ca’s Many Americans Series (1970–1982)
N A D I N E  C H A N
From the early 1970s to the early 1980s, the Learning Corporation of 
Amer i ca (lca) produced a ten- part series, Many Americans, aimed at pro-
moting intercultural understanding in the classroom and beyond. As a sub-
sidiary of Columbia Pictures, the lca produced some of the most insightful 
and timely social education films for both the classroom and tele vi sion dur-
ing the com pany’s existence from 1968 to the mid-1980s.  These short films 
on controversial subjects such as race and immigration  were intended to 
help educators manage new demands for diversity in youth education. Films 
in the lca’s Many Americans series range from twelve to twenty- eight min-
utes and feature an immigrant, racial, or ethnic minority child and his or 
her attempts at navigating the challenges of everyday life. Of the ten films in 
the series, half  were about new immigrant families and their strug gles with 
racial discrimination, societal expectations, learning the En glish language, 
and economic survival. As suggested by the title of the series,  these dramatic 
narrative shorts brought the stories of Amer i ca’s marginalized  peoples to the 
screen in an effort to redefine a national imaginary based on the promising 
idea of an inclusive multiculturalism.
The Many Americans series was part of a larger movement advocating 
for film’s usefulness in educating American youth about multiculturalism 
in the 1970s and ’80s. Following the civil rights movement, changes in im-
migration policy, the Vietnam War, and other events that marked dramatic 
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shifts in Amer i ca’s racial politics, many educational film companies began 
producing ethnic- conscious films aimed at helping teachers address the 
need for multicultural awareness in the curriculum. Recent scholarship has 
observed the centrality of race relations in postwar educational films and 
vice versa, focusing particularly on African American and Anglo Ameri-
can integration following the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision to 
abolish racial segregation in public schools and the 1964 Civil Rights Act.1 
While the politics of black- white integration and civil rights certainly initi-
ated the move  toward civic education in the 1950s and ’60s, teaching ethnic 
consciousness in the de cades that followed increasingly meant rethinking 
the bound aries of what and who would be considered American in the first 
place. Ongoing immigration crises (as they  were repeatedly called through-
out the history of nonwhite immigration to the U.S.) not only raised concerns 
about racial integration but also elicited anx i eties about the very notion of 
an au then tic American identity. As more new immigrants began partaking 
in public culture, Americans  were faced with hard questions about what 
modern American society  ought to look like.
A study of how the politics of immigration  were entangled with  those 
of film deepens and extends our understanding about how the educational 
film industry responded to shifting racisms and mutable structures of ra-
cial exclusion. Focusing on the lca’s Many Americans series, this chapter 
demonstrates how the educational film industry in the 1970s and ’80s was 
attuned to changes in immigration policy during a transformative period in 
U.S. ethnic politics. This chapter begins by situating the 1960s educational 
film industry amid a broader marketplace of Cold War cultural politics, pay-
ing par tic u lar attention to the crisis of national identity caused by the new 
wave of non- European immigration that followed the 1965 Immigration and 
Nationality Act and the 1975 Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance 
Act. The repre sen ta tion of multiethnic citizens in educational films was the 
direct result of new markets for multiracial education that emerged from 
Cold War federal grants and nationwide policies intent on furthering visions 
of American democracy. The camera’s ability to capture the ethnoscapes of 
Amer i ca’s multiple ethnic groups, combined with the wider availability of 
projectors in schools and a developed system of educational film distribu-
tion, allowed nontheatrical films to render nonwhite Amer i ca vis i ble.
While the Many Americans series sought to teach multiculturalism, racial 
equality, and diversity, a closer look at how multiculturalism was aestheti-
cized in its films brings out ideological frictions about assimilation and the 
place of nonwhite immigrants in the new American citizenry. The second 
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part of this chapter discusses Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? (1970) as an ex-
ample of how film aesthetics  were entangled with Asian American immigra-
tion politics and Cold War progressivism in the 1970s. The film’s hybrid style 
and deeply humanist narrative questioned the singularity of American iden-
tity even as it upheld problematic racializations of Asians in Amer i ca. Indeed, 
while the cinematic apparatus enabled the visual projection of Amer i ca’s 
multiple races and ethnicities, its outcomes  were as fraught as con temporary 
understandings of what it meant to be multicultural. Even as the educational 
film industry met strong support for the production of films that taught inter-
cultural understanding, unresolved debates about the place of assimilation 
amid shifting ideas of Americanness produced an aesthetics of multicultur-
alism that existed in tension between ideas of desirable difference versus cul-
tural essentialism, and shared identity versus the erasure of cultural histories.
Race, Immigration, and the Flourishing  
of the Educational Film Industry
Geoff Alexander describes the period from 1961 to 1985 as educational film’s 
“golden era,” in terms of the expansion of the industry as well as the im-
provement of the quality of the films themselves.2 A series of federal- level 
policy shifts directing funds to educational institutions for the development 
of learning aids, instructional materials, and curricula and the purchasing 
of audiovisual material by schools provided a boost for a struggling indus-
try.3 The National Defense Education Act of 1958 and the Elementary and 
Secondary School Education Act of 1965  were instrumental in providing the 
funds for schools to purchase audiovisual equipment, establish libraries for 
films, and develop educational programming that grew the market for edu-
cational films in schools.4 The passage of this legislation coincided with civil 
rights and post-1965 immigration, resulting in a growing market for class-
room films for multiethnic education.
Evolving policies on immigration played a large role in the push  toward 
reformulations of the curriculum to include diverse histories as part of 
American cultural knowledge. The 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act 
was a major turning point in the history of nonwhite immigration to the 
U.S.  because it marked the abolition of racial quotas and national origin 
preferences that favored Eu ro pe ans; instead, visas  were made available on 
the basis of American  labor needs and  family relations. Where early peri-
ods of immigration  were characterized by immigration from Eu rope, post-
1965 immigration was ostensibly marked by a majority of new immigrants 
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coming from Asia, Latin Amer i ca, and the Ca rib bean. The 1975 Indochina 
Migration and Refugee Assistance Act further initiated a new wave of immi-
gration from Southeast Asia and designated Viet nam ese, Cambodian, and, 
 later, Lao and Hmong  peoples as refugees to be resettled in the U.S.5 Post-
1965 immigration dramatically altered the racial and ethnic diversity of the 
country.6
Meanwhile, the government supported educational reforms that en-
dorsed multiculturalism and racial harmony. It was po liti cally expedient to 
disseminate positive stories about race and U.S. democracy to combat So-
viet Cold War accusations about racist practices in Amer i ca.7 Early moves 
 toward ethnic- conscious programming in the curriculum had emerged  after 
the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision led to school desegregation.8 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 further prohibited “discrimination 
on the basis of race, color, and national origin in programs and activities re-
ceiving federal financial assistance,” thus putting pressure on school districts 
to demonstrate that desegregation mea sures  were being undertaken.9 The 
emergence of the field of multiethnic education in the 1960s and the anti-
assimilationist ethnic studies movement led to calls for educational material 
that included minority histories to be part of the school curriculum. Early 
advocates railed against the absent or ste reo typical repre sen ta tions of racial 
minorities in textbooks and called for more accurate and positive portrayals 
of racial minorities.10 Eventually, multiethnic education broadened to en-
compass ethnic groups that  were not racial minorities, such as Appalachian 
Americans, as well as immigrants and groups of diff er ent national origin, 
social class, gender, and sexuality— thereafter becoming known as “multicul-
tural education.”11
Studies emerged on how film and media could enhance a multicultural 
education. Researchers found that pbs’s Sesame Street had a positive effect 
on the racial attitudes of  children who watched it for long periods.12 Educa-
tors believed that film enabled viewers to “experience intercultural contact 
with [their] eyes and ears,” thus helping students develop empathy and un-
derstanding across racial lines and for characters with whom they would 
other wise have  little in common.13 Teachers  were also in need of classroom 
aids to address topics on discrimination, racism, and segregation that many 
felt unequipped or uncomfortable talking about.14 Instructors unaccustomed 
to teaching in a multiethnic classroom  were encouraged to learn from and 
teach with films and audiovisual material on diverse ethnic groups.15 As edu-
cators from K–12 schools, universities, and other educational institutions 
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turned to film as an ideal medium for multicultural education, a new market 
for educational films that featured ethnic minorities flourished in the 1970s.
Whereas in the 1950s, films that confronted issues of race and prejudice 
 were implicitly addressed to a white audience,  later de cades also saw a new 
market emerge for films intended for nonwhite or mixed- group audiences.16 
This was particularly the case for new cohorts of first- generation immigrant 
youths who would have attended schools in mixed- race and multilanguage 
neighborhoods. For example, the lca cata log marketed Overture: Linh from 
Vietnam (1981), a story about the intercultural conflict between a new Viet-
nam ese immigrant  family and a Mexican American community, as “espe-
cially useful in schools with multi- racial students, and of interest to church 
and community groups sponsoring immigrants or working with resettle-
ment programs.”17 Overture and Welcome to Miami, Cubanos (1981) reflected 
the need for teaching materials that addressed racism and interracial ten-
sion between and within immigrant, nonwhite communities. The Bilingual 
Education Act of 1968, which enabled school districts to fund bilingual 
education programs with federal funds, allowed students to study in native 
languages such as Spanish or Chinese, thus calling for films that featured 
nonnative En glish speakers.
Federal support for films on multicultural education alongside  these 
emerging markets had a significant effect on an industry that had tradition-
ally been rather conservative.18 Elementary and Secondary School Education 
Act funding, in par tic u lar, enabled educational film production companies 
to have bigger bud gets that allowed for greater artistic creativity, professional 
actors, better sets, and multiple cameras.19 Joining this new rush to create 
film content, in 1969 Columbia Pictures started the Learning Corporation of 
Amer i ca as a subsidiary com pany.  Under the direction of President William 
F. Deneen and Se nior Vice President Linda Gottlieb, the lca produced and 
distributed films that seized upon the cultural shifts that  were gripping the 
field of education.
The culturally diversifying landscape of Amer i ca became a major theme 
for many of the lca’s works.20 Films from the lca’s Learning to be  Human 
and Searching for Values series addressed aspects of ethnic and socioeco-
nomic diversity. In the Many Americans series, the constellation of nonwhite 
characters brought the sensitive subject of racism and immigration to the 
screen. Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be?, Felipa: North of the Border (1971), 
Miguel: Up from Puerto Rico (1970), Overture: Linh from Vietnam, and Wel-
come to Miami, Cubanos (1981) explic itly addressed the topic of immigration 
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from Asia and Latin Amer i ca. Synopses of the films in the lca’s cata logs 
emphasized how the Many Americans series aspired to help the viewer un-
derstand the emotional conflicts that young  people from minority or im-
migrant families face. The cata log description for Geronimo Jones (1970), for 
instance, asks viewers to think about “How . . .  an Indian boy feel[s] when 
he sees himself ste reo typed by white Amer i ca.”21 The lca eventually became 
known as one of the most reputable producers of educational sociodramas.22
The lca made its films and ser vices easily available to schools and insti-
tutions through film libraries and from its nationwide regional offices. The 
broader audience for the Many Americans series  were school- going youths 
of all ethnicities and socioeconomic groups from elementary school to ju-
nior high. Reviews in multiple town newspapers indicate that lca films 
also traveled across the country, screening at school events, media fairs, 
and church gatherings.23 Meanwhile, U.S. tele vi sion sought to tell a story of 
“moderate racial pro gress” and “color- blind equality.”24 Alongside this move 
was the rise of public expectation that  children’s programming on network 
tele vi sion had a cultural responsibility to represent Amer i ca’s racially diverse 
society. Nickelodeon, for example, was criticized by the New York Times for 
not featuring a show “with an ethnic focus.”25 The lca’s ability to produce 
multicultural and socially responsible content for tele vi sion added to the 
com pany’s reputation as “prob ably the most respected producer of young 
 people’s programs in the nation.”26
The lca also attempted to cultivate a culture of engagement around 
thorny issues of race and immigration. Study guides included in film cans 
helped teachers generate classroom discussions on race. Containing a sum-
mary of the film, stating lesson objectives, suggesting questions for discus-
sion, and outlining postscreening activities such as role- plays and research 
proj ects,  these guides positioned the films as ave nues to discussion about 
race and American identity. For example, postscreening activities for Angel 
and Big Joe (1975)— which tells the story of a fifteen- year- old son of mi grant 
laborers of Mexican and Puerto Rican descent— encouraged students to 
imagine themselves as mi grant workers whose parents lose their jobs, or to 
consider how privileges such as unemployment benefits are denied to seg-
ments of the  labor population. Rather than didactic talking heads, the films 
sought to bring perspectives of what it means to be American up for debate 
by capturing a day in the life of Amer i ca’s ethnic minorities “with sensitive 
photography, and with a minimum of dialogue in what ever language would 
naturally be used.”27
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Aesthetics of Assimilation in Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be?
Throughout the twentieth  century, American citizens  were defined against 
Asian immigrants.28 As Lisa Lowe points out, the figure of the Asian im-
migrant “has served as a ‘screen,’ a phantasmatic site, on which the nation 
proj ects a series of condensed, complicated anx i eties” that have to do with 
perceived threats to the symbolic  whole of the nation.29  Until the 1965 act, 
Asian immigration policies  were  shaped by beliefs that Asians  were unable 
to assimilate and that the U.S. should limit the entry of Asians into the coun-
try.30 Historical constructions of Asian Americans as “perpetual foreigners 
within”— linguistically, culturally, and racially outside of the national polity 
and yet ever pre sent within Amer i ca’s workplaces— indicate the fundamen-
tal contradiction of nonwhite immigrants in the national imaginary, of being 
both “foreign” and “within.”31 The Asian American figure thus functions as 
a critical site where new ideas of American multiculturalism that celebrated 
racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity competed with long- held notions of as-
similation as an inevitable (and desirable) outcome of immigration.
The racial formation of Asian Americans in the Many Americans series 
illustrates how educational films aestheticized and narrated state discourses 
of assimilation and alien citizenship amid turbulent ideas of what multicul-
turalism  ought to look like in an era of widespread nonwhite immigration. 
Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? addresses the new wave of Asian immigra-
tion that followed the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act. In the film, 
young Siu Mei Wong dreams of becoming a ballet dancer but is held back 
from pursuing her dream by her  father, who insists that she attend Chinese 
language classes instead. Through a par tic u lar aesthetics of assimilation, the 
film delineates Chinese spaces as distinct from American ones and parses 
out Chinese values against American ideals through the use of repeated vi-
sual and stylistic binarisms that cast assimilation as the only way to become 
American.
Shot on location in Los Angeles, the film’s opening is an ode to the Amer-
ican Chinatown, introducing the viewer to what is marked as a clearly eth-
nicized space. The first shot is of a rotating sign for the 76 gas station on 
Union Street: on one side of the  spherical lantern, the words “seventy- six” 
are printed in Chinese characters; on the other, “76 Union” is written in En-
glish. This opening shot introduces the thematic binarisms that continue 
through the film— the supposedly incompatible existence of Siu Mei’s immi-
grant Chinese heritage and her American identity, Cantonese and En glish, 
Chinese school and dance, the old ways and the new.
figures 16.1–16.2. A rotating  spherical lantern features En glish and Chinese charac-
ters on opposite  faces. Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? (Michael Ahnemann, Learning 
Corporation of Amer i ca, 1970). Frame enlargements courtesy of usc Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive.
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From the very outset, Siu Mei’s inevitable assimilation into American-
ness is aestheticized through Michael Ahnemann’s eye for documentary re-
alism in his depiction of a declining Chinatown. Ahnemann had established 
himself as a documentary film producer with the United States Informa-
tion Agency in the 1960s, directing the Acad emy Award– nominated short 
documentary Cowboys (1966). Los Angeles’s Chinatown is pictured through 
scenes of industrial decay peppered with kitschy signifiers of Orientalism. 
Static shots of graphic shapes cast by deserted storefronts, a smoggy sky-
line, and littered alleys are juxtaposed with ornamented friezes and pagoda- 
styled rooftops against a stripped- down ambient soundtrack of birds chirp-
ing and dogs barking. The filmmaker’s almost fetishistic preoccupation with 
Oriental architecture emphasizes the cultural and linguistic liminality of 
Chinatowns as alien spaces at the heart of American cities— a reference to 
the trope of the outsider within. In the con temporary public imaginary, they 
symbolized a space of lapsed assimilation and ethnic segregation that failed 
to accommodate Cold War ideas of acculturation.32
Along a littered and run- down alleyway, the camera pans up  toward a 
win dow on the second floor, and Siu Mei Wong comes into view, her face 
caged inside the dilapidated building in which she lives. Like other films in 
figure 16.3. A shot of a desolate alley in Chinatown captures the austerity of im-
migrant life. Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? (Michael Ahnemann, Learning Corpora-
tion of Amer i ca, 1970). Frame enlargement courtesy of usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving 
Image Archive.
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the Many Americans series, Siu Mei Wong was shot on location, using streets 
and homes of  people from the community. The use of real locations and a 
narrative motivated by the everyday strug gles of new Asian immigrants in 
the United States reflects the film’s desire to capture an au then tic account of 
the challenges faced by new Americans.
In Siu Mei’s bedroom, pinups of Chinese models sit beside a New Stan-
dard English- Chinese Dictionary alongside images of a Caucasian and a 
Chinese ballerina— a montage that represents the competing ele ments in 
Siu Mei’s life. Her cramped breakfast  table is not shared by a prototypical 
nuclear  family, but rather by an extended  family that reflects the familial 
dynamics that arose from the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, which 
was also referred to as the  Brothers and  Sisters Act since immigrants and 
naturalized Americans could petition for relatives to enter the United States. 
Siu Mei’s living room has been converted into the workspace, and the re-
lentless and dull mechanical clatter of her  father’s sewing machine recurs to 
remind the viewer of the realities of their crowded home and low- income 
 labor. The home space of Siu Mei’s world is unadorned but cluttered by the 
everyday exigencies of immigrant life.
The film’s dramatic tension is predicated on the notion that Chinese 
tradition clashes with the American pursuit of individual identity. Schol-
ars in Asian American studies have observed the “essential separation of 
Asians from ‘Americans,’ a distinction buttressed by a belief system deeply 
ingrained in an American imaginary which insists on the fundamental dif-
ference of racialized  peoples.”33 This incompatibility between Chineseness 
and Americanness is embodied through the primary source of conflict in 
the plot— when Siu Mei’s  father insists that she attend extracurricular Chi-
nese language classes instead of ballet so that she learns to “be proud to be 
Chinese.” Failing to understand her  father’s attachment to the world they left 
 behind, Siu Mei protests, “We live in Amer i ca now!”
Aesthetically, this tension is expressed through the film’s juxtaposition of 
a primarily realist mode with surrealist fantasy whenever Siu Mei dreams 
about ballet. Approximately midway through the film is a one- and- a- half- 
minute scene where Siu Mei dances in a field (figure 16.4). Shot in slow 
motion with long dissolves between shots, the camera takes on an almost 
paint erly quality in its meditative gaze on Siu Mei’s dancing form. The scene 
interrupts the narrative of the film, presenting a moment of elevating, eva-
nescent beauty. Emblematic of Amer i ca as the land of opportunity, this scene 
expresses how dance transports Siu Mei from cultural obligation into a world 
of individual freedom. At Siu Mei’s English- language school, in a classroom 
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with other Asian  children, she is taught how to spell the words “government,” 
“disregard,” “society,” and “humanity” as the visuals crosscut with a poster of 
a Chinese ballerina (figure 16.5). The scene reveals Siu Mei’s inner desires to 
disregard her social obligations (and previous ethnic- national identities) to 
pursue the supposedly American values of individualism and opportunity. 
The juxtaposition of the American fantasy space in contrast with the realist 
immigrant domain is embedded in the social and cultural politics of eth-
nic exclusion— signifying the dualism between beauty/individualism/modern 
American values and reality/social obligation/traditional Chinese values 
that has historically defined discourse about Asian Americans.
The film suggests that Siu Mei’s desire to take ballet instead of attending 
Chinese school does not mean that she disavows being Chinese. Siu Mei 
says proudly to her class that her dream is not to simply be a ballet dancer, 
but to be a “Chinese ballet dancer.” Siu Mei’s ballet class is attended primarily 
by young Asian girls, reinforcing that being Chinese and a ballet dancer are 
not mutually exclusive.
figure 16.4. Long dissolves and slow- motion shots of Siu- Mei’s solo dance in a 
small field amid the industrial setting of Chinatown. Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? 
(Michael Ahnemann, Learning Corporation of Amer i ca, 1970). Frame enlargement 
courtesy of usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
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What the figure of the Chinese ballet dancer lays bare is not multicul-
turalism, but a po liti cally expedient logic of assimilation that erases diverse 
ethnic or cultural practices but leaves  behind biological racial difference as a 
marker of U.S. progressive inclusion. Nicholas De Genova describes assimi-
lation “as that horizon at which ‘the ethnic’ ceases to be ‘ethnic.’ ”34 Attending 
Chinese school is too ethnic, not only a marker of racialization but one that 
suggests a willfulness to be distinct from Anglo Americans by continuing 
to embrace a language largely inaccessible to non- Chinese Americans. The 
space of the Chinese- language school— a space that Siu Mei’s  father associ-
ates with having pride in one’s Chinese heritage—is depicted as exclusion-
ary and impossible to assimilate into mainstream Amer i ca. The racial ho-
mogeneity of the language class held at the Confucius  temple is juxtaposed 
with an  earlier scene from a racially diverse ballet studio. As Siu Mei recites 
her lines in Cantonese, she dreams of dark- and light- skinned legs in bal-
let shoes. The  temple’s gated fence and obscured win dows contrast with the 
welcoming space of the ballet studio, where the African American teacher 
invites Siu Mei to join the class. In contrast to the foreign, unassimilable, 
figure 16.5. Poster of the Chinese ballerina that inspires Siu Mei. Siu Mei Wong: 
Who  Shall I Be? (Michael Ahnemann, Learning Corporation of Amer i ca, 1970). Frame 
enlargement courtesy of usc Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive.
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and racially homogenous space of the Chinese school, the ballet school is 
depicted as appropriately American— marked by biological racial diversity 
yet permeated by white middle- class sensibility. Not only is ballet typically 
perceived as a Western genre of dance and thus racially neutralized by the 
invisibility of whiteness, Siu Mei’s picture of the Chinese ballet dancer (figure 
16.5) is legible as a ballerina first and as Asian second. Edmond, Siu Mei’s 
classmate, misidentifies the image as “a picture of a ballet dancer,” to which 
Siu Mei protests, “No! It is a picture of a Chinese ballet dancer.” The sig-
nificance of this moment lies precisely in Edmond’s failure to recognize the 
dancer’s Asianness. Edmond sees the cultural whiteness of the image while 
Siu Mei inscribes it with Chineseness— but one that is merely skin deep. Siu 
Mei’s aspirations  toward being an Asian ballet dancer indicates what the film 
pre sents as just the right kind of upwardly mobile, yet neutered, racial pride.
Siu Mei’s experience speaks to what is and what is not considered within 
the limits of acceptable ethnic be hav ior in Cold War assimilationist logics. 
Ste reo types of the poorly assimilated Asian stoked fears of “bad Asians” loyal 
to communist regimes, as was particularly the case with Chinese Americans.35 
Cindy Cheng describes assimilation as “a discursive sign that operated in 
conjunction with Cold War civil rights to develop a narrative of pro gress”— 
modernity in Asian Amer i ca was about the exhibition of happy assimilation 
and cultural naturalization.36 While Mr. Wong initially resists his  daughter’s 
desire to give up Chinese class for ballet, he grudgingly relents by the end of 
the film. Read in this light, the film pre sents Siu Mei Wong as an assimilation 
story, wherein some aspect of the immigrant’s original cultural practices or 
values are given up in exchange for a mainstream identity.
The film’s treatment of assimilation, however, is not without criticism of 
its inevitability. Just  after Siu Mei’s  father relents and gives her the go- ahead 
to study ballet, he pauses. A close-up of Mr. Wong’s face lingers on  silent and 
suppressed emotions that shadow his features. This shot registers the weight 
of Mr. Wong’s decision, suggesting deep sadness and sacrifice. Though he re-
mains inarticulate, this power ful moment of photogénie touches the surface 
of an interiority whose depths the audience cannot comprehend but whose 
weight is distinctly felt.37 We have a sense that something has been lost, both 
across the father- daughter generation and in Siu Mei’s abandonment of her 
ties to her Chinese heritage.
At the end of the film, we return to the shot of the lonely alleyway, the 
camerawork mirroring the same shot at the beginning of the film. This time, 
however, Siu Mei is missing from her bedroom. One might read this as her 
successful assimilation into the American mainstream, a literal freeing from 
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the racially marked space of her Chinatown home. However, Ahnemann’s 
decision to mirror the camerawork that opens the film suggests emptiness 
rather than liberation. Rather than  music, it is the sound of Mr. Wong’s 
sewing machine that breaks the stillness. The closing shot of the film is not 
of Siu Mei but of Mr. Wong working away at his machine, his back to the 
camera, alone in his work: an el derly Chinese gentleman, sequestered in a 
dark apartment, excluded from mainstream Amer i ca. Rather than trium-
phalism, the film ends on a note of quiet lament.
While assimilation is presented in the film as the inevitable trajectory of 
becoming American, the film’s ambiguous ending trou bles such a straight-
forward reading, pointing  toward deeper cultural instabilities and discursive 
tensions about assimilation versus cultural diversity, and about ethnic plu-
rality. Extrafilmic materials reveal that the lca was engaged in a deliberate 
effort to generate classroom discussion around thorny questions of what it 
meant to be American in the 1970s. In the extension activities suggested 
in the accompanying study guide for Siu Mei Wong, students are asked to 
figure 16.6. A close-up of Mr. Wong as he contemplates questions of assimilation 
and cultural identity. Siu Mei Wong: Who  Shall I Be? (Michael Ahnemann, Learning 
Corporation of Amer i ca, 1970). Frame enlargement courtesy of usc Hugh M. Hefner 
Moving Image Archive.
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pretend to be Mr.  Wong and to write Siu Mei a letter asking her to keep 
her Chinese heritage alive. Discussing the concept of assimilation, students 
are encouraged to think about how Siu Mei “want[ed] to be very American 
and forget her Chinese past” and why it is impor tant to be proud of one’s 
background.38 Encouraging  every student to see his or her own history as a 
history of immigration, viewers  were also invited to think about why their 
own ancestors immigrated to the U.S. Siu Mei Wong and its study guide thus 
seek to pre sent a troubled view of the idea of assimilation.
The politics in the film reflect the fraught transition from  earlier twentieth- 
century models of assimilation  toward ideas of multiculturalism in the 1970s 
and 1980s, when ethnoracial groups supported the idea that the U.S.  ought to 
enable rather than erode the diversity of distinctive cultures. In the era’s new 
multiculturalist model, the preservation of diverse cultures by their prac-
ti tion ers and their safe consumption by the rest of society (students  were 
encouraged to visit a Chinese restaurant in Chinatown on Chinese New Year 
 after watching Siu Mei Wong) presented modern American citizenship as a 
cele bration of ethnocultural diversity.
While old- fashioned ideas of assimilation  were supposedly being dis-
placed by con temporary ideals of multiculturalism post-1965, immigrants 
 were still configured in the public imaginary as undergoing Americaniza-
tion, a pro cess that involved shedding par tic u lar markers of ethnic and cul-
tural identity while performing certain  others. The lca cata log’s description 
for Felipa: North of the Border, for example, states that “the ‘Americanization’ 
of the Mexican immigrant is a daily strug gle to master both a new culture 
and a new language.”39 Even as a new era of multiculturalism ushered in 
an appreciation of cultural diversity, the inescapable inscription of alienness 
upon nonwhite immigrant bodies contained them in a precarious state of 
inside/outsideness.
The conditions of American multiculturalism are then predicated on 
the synthetic hypervisibility of racial difference whitewashed of troubling 
notions of imperialism, structural in equality, and equal- opportunity activ-
ism. Erasing histories of continued U.S. colonialism, for instance, Lee Su-
zuki: Home in Hawaii (1973) features Hawai‘i as a microcosm of an idealized 
multicultural Amer i ca. Against shots of Honolulu’s multiracial residents, 
young Lee introduces himself by describing his mixed- race heritage: “Just 
like a lot of  people who live in Hawai‘i, I’m only part Hawai‘ian. I am also 
part Japa nese, part Irish, part Filipino, and somewhere way back, part Swed-
ish.” Hawai‘i’s story of ethnic diversity, racial harmony, and successful Asian 
American integration was exemplary of Cold War American democracy, 
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multiculturalism, and racial inclusion.40 Just like Siu Mei, who is proud to 
be a Chinese ballet dancer but who gives up Chinese school and the lan-
guage, one won ders if  these articulations of American multiculturalism are, 
in Susan Koshy’s words, “loose and  free floating signifier[s] of Asian Ameri-
canness that lack any cultural density.”41
The lca’s 1971 cata log asks the question, “What does a child have to give 
up to be ‘American’?”42 In the Many Americans series, Americanness is an 
elusive concept. Defining who is American enough and who falls short is an 
endeavor circumscribed by finely tuned cultural logics of  labor, language, 
race, and national values that inscribe minorities within the precarious task 
of living up to ever- shifting ideas of cultural legitimacy. The fundamental 
contradiction of nonwhite immigrants in the Cold War national imaginary 
as both desirably diff er ent and yet in need of assimilation trou bles the pro-
jection of American multiculturalism. Even as the educational film indus-
try thrived on the push for the visual repre sen ta tion of a diverse American 
citizenry in the classroom, rendering what such a vision of multiculturalism 
would look like on film resulted in an aesthetic that was caught between the 
cele bration of ethnic difference and its erasure.
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Memories to Light and the Home Movie  
as Racialized Technology
C R Y S T A L  M U N -  H Y E  B A I K
In March 2013, the Center for Asian American Media (caam), a nonprofit 
organ ization based in the San Francisco Bay Area, launched Memories 
to Light, a proj ect committed to the preservation and digitization of 8mm, 
16mm, and Super 8mm films shot by Asian Americans between 1930 and 
1980.1 Through this proj ect, caam makes available, for the first time, pri-
vately owned home movies to a virtual audience in and beyond the United 
States. Since its inception, Memories to Light has collected over two hun-
dred reels of film from participants throughout California. While  these ac-
cumulated home films are stored in the Internet Archive, a digital library 
open to the public, a se lection of digitized home film collections are show-
cased on the Memories to Light website.2
An expansive proj ect undertaken by caam, Memories to Light holds 
significant implications for scholars in film studies, visual culture studies, 
and ethnic studies. Specifically, the online presence of  these digitized home 
films provides an accessible means to imagine the textured lives of Asian 
Americans during a period characterized by racial vio lence, exclusion, and 
loss. Between 1800 and the 1960s, Asian Americans  were precluded from 
U.S. citizenship through policies and practices such as immigration exclu-
sion acts, state surveillance, and internment.3 Unsurprisingly, popu lar print 
media and commercial film produced throughout the twentieth  century 
portrayed Asian Americans as foreign “Orientals” affiliated with disease, vice, 
and ill intent.4 Epitomized by the silver screen’s racialized caricatures of Fu 
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Manchu and the Dragon Lady— the former an archetype of criminal genius 
and the latter a hypersexualized villain most commonly associated with the 
indomitable Chinese American actress Anna May Wong— Asian Americans 
existed beyond the bound aries of normative American life, coded as white, 
male, and heterosexual. Memories to Light challenges  these virulent depic-
tions by offering “polyvocalities” in which “contradictions and disjunctures 
abound.”5 A proj ect that, at the moment, includes an edited assemblage of 
home movies donated by thirty families (this number continues to grow), 
Memories to Light suggests the diff er ent ways in which Asian Americans 
survived precarious conditions and generated their own networks of social 
viability. For Stephen Gong, the executive director of caam,  these early 
home films attest to “how we [Asians] became American, and how this pro-
cess [of becoming American] happened.”6
While Memories to Light’s potential contributions to Asian American 
film scholarship are exciting to consider, it is also necessary to contemplate 
the curatorial decisions and remediation practices that inform the making 
of any public archive. Remediation, as defined by Jay David Bolter and Rich-
ard Grusin, refers to the diff er ent ways in which newer media (for instance, 
digital technologies) incorporate older media (such as analog footage) to 
produce a distinct media object (the digitized home film, in this par tic u-
lar case).7 While commonly affiliated with pro cesses such as preservation, 
remediation generates new inscriptions, particularly as source materials are 
edited, remixed, and contextualized through narrative tools such as captions 
and voice- overs. For example, the majority of films that currently constitute 
Memories to Light engage a scope of experiences historically associated with 
Chinese, Japa nese, and Filipino/a communities in the United States. As evi-
dent through narrations provided by  family members and caam’s captions 
that accompany the edited compilations of home movies featured on the 
Memories to Light website, many film donors link their  family genealogies 
to agricultural laborers who arrived in the United States or Hawai‘i during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries before the implementation 
of more restrictive immigration policies.8 The collection of films also sug-
gests a par tic u lar rendering of Asian American life affixed to the suburban, 
heterosexual, and middle- class  family.  These signposts construct a recog-
nizable narrative of the American Dream, in which immigrants, through 
sheer  will, sacrifice, and hard work, are folded into a multicultural populace. 
Missing from the home movie archive, then, are portrayals of other lives 
that unsettle the paradigm of the intact nuclear  family, including the experi-
ences of queer diasporic subjects and Southeast Asian war refugees— most 
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of whom arrived in the United States  after 1975 and  were preoccupied with a 
host of pressing  matters, including daily survival.  These patterns, of course, 
are not unique to Memories to Light, but, as I argue  here, underlie the genre 
of the home film.
Informed by  these insights, this chapter examines how Memories to Light, 
as a curated endeavor, remediates experiences coded as Asian American to 
a general audience.9 Focusing on the home films selectively featured on the 
Memories to Light website, I articulate how this proj ect reproduces and chal-
lenges a core set of conditions pivotal to the home movie’s development as a 
racialized technology, or a “carefully crafted, historically inflected system of 
tools, mediation, or enframing that builds history and identity.”10 By mobi-
lizing a range of curatorial tactics, including editing techniques, voice- over 
narrations, and the discourse of national belonging, Memories to Light ac-
centuates the significance of shared racialized experiences. While  these di-
egetic cues gesture to a singular understanding of normative American life, 
they also generate contradictions and meaningful opportunities to contend 
with long- standing assumptions that haunt the home movie, as genre and 
practice.
By foregrounding race as the central analytic, this chapter builds upon 
and departs from existing lit er a ture that attends to the home film in relation 
to identity formation.11 In the past twenty years, a steadily growing body 
of scholarship has focused on the home film and amateur filmmaking (in 
which home film is a subcategory). Key texts include Patricia Zimmerman’s 
social history of amateur filmmaking in the United States, Michelle Citron’s 
study of the home film as a fictional practice, James Moran’s scholarship ad-
dressing the specificity of the home video, an anthology of essays edited by 
Zimmerman and Karen L. Ishizuka, Haidee Wasson’s work that explores film 
practices beyond the movie theater, and, more recently, cultural histories of 
amateur filmmaking by Charles Tepperman and Laura Rascaroli, Gwenda 
Young, and Barry Monahan.12  Others, including Veena Hariharan, Julia 
Noordegraaf, and Elvira Louw, scrutinize home movies shot by Eu ro pean 
colonial administrators and white settlers to trace the striking similarities 
between  these films and ethnographic depictions of the colonized other.13 In 
Asian American studies, Ishizuka addresses the importance of amateur films 
shot by Japa nese Americans in internment camps during World War II by 
describing such works as oppositional practices and acts of re sis tance, while 
the Chinese Trinidadian Canadian filmmaker Richard Fung draws on his 
 family’s film archive to tease out his parents’ desire for normative domestic 
life in Trinidad.14
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While this lit er a ture carefully attends to the home movie in relation to 
the messy vectors of identity formation, race is largely approached as a prob-
lematic or an additive concern that conditions the home movie, rather than 
as a fundamental and constitutive ele ment. Even as postcolonial scholars 
such as Hariharan explore the engendering of the colonial film archive, it 
is the blurring of genres and “dominant bourgeois ideology”—or class— 
that emerge as key discursive frameworks.15 Class, as a primary category of 
analy sis, dominates much of the existing lit er a ture on the home film, espe-
cially as the home movie is commonly portrayed as an affordable alterna-
tive to professional filmmaking. With the invention of 16mm film in 1923, 
8mm in 1935, and Super 8mm in 1965, film hobbyists  were able to pursue 
amateur filmmaking. According to Zimmerman, the emergence of a do- it- 
yourself culture in the post– World War II moment, as well as the invention 
of graduated camera lines for a range of consumers, led to an increase in 
leisure- based activities, including home filmmaking.16 Zimmerman links 
the emergence of home film practice throughout the 1950s and 1960s to the 
extension of credit to middle- class families, the coalescing of an Ameri-
can  middle class, and the suburbanization of the domestic population.17 
Yet companies such as Bell and Howell and Kodak explic itly developed the 
home film apparatus for a specific audience in mind: white middle- class 
families.
Throughout much of the Cold War period, Ciné- Kodak endorsements 
that circulated in middlebrow magazines, such as the American Home and 
Life, depicted the white nuclear  family as the primary consumer of home film 
technology. In  these advertisements, white parents are portrayed as avid 
documentarians recording familiar moments associated with the home 
movie:  family vacations,  children’s birthday parties, weddings, and casual 
gatherings that unfold within the soothing confines of the suburban home.18 
The fantasy of middle- class suburban life is inextricably linked to white het-
eronormativity, as most middle- class luxuries— including home owner ship, 
automobiles, and access to amateur film equipment— remained beyond the 
means of, or  were foreclosed to, communities of color.19 For instance, in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Sacramento, Chicago, and Boston, redlining prac-
tices and racially restrictive covenants established by the Federal Housing 
Administration and the Home  Owners’ Loan Corporation precluded most 
families of color, including Asian Americans, from living in or purchasing 
homes in white suburbanized zones well into the 1970s.20 The interlocking 
dynamisms of race and class undergird the “right [kind of]  family” com-
monly evoked by the genre of the home film.21
In the remainder of this chapter, I explore three home movie collections 
included in the Memories to Light website to trace the home film archive’s 
logics of racial identity formation and sentiments of (filial, community, and 
national) belonging: the films of the Gee, Tachibana, and Bohulano Mabalon 
families. Each home film collection, to differing degrees, demonstrates how 
racial asymmetries are reproduced, rather than wholly rejected or erased, 
by celebratory discourses of immigration and settlement. Si mul ta neously, 
while  these narrative strategies point to the obtainment of the American 
Dream by families, the website’s curatorial cues also hint at an accrual of 
costs that undermine the idealization of white middle- class status as a nor-
mative standard. In this way, this essay diverges from more recent home film 
scholarship, including Ishizuka’s work, by tackling the maintenance of social 
hierarchies and racialized norms through liberal discourses of national citi-
zenship, multiculturalism, and social mobility, rather than through explicit 
modes of racial vio lence, such as systems of colonial surveillance and war-
time incarceration.22
Though I situate the home movie as a racialized technology, I do not sub-
scribe to an oppositional schematic of power; that is, the home film is not 
merely a practice that solely conveys subaltern histories, nor does it only 
generate fictional accounts that stray far from the embodied experiences of 
the filmmaker and their filmed subjects. Rather, as differentiated sources 
that encompass multiple contradictions, home films and their remediated 
versions attune viewers to the complexity of everyday life— and the yearning 
for visibility and survival expressed by historical subjects deemed disposable 
to the formal proj ect of national citizenship. In this way, Memories to Light 
is a significant initiative; as a scholar of Asian transnational visual cultures, 
I draw on  these films to track the discursive tensions that emerge as we rely 
on source footage to piece together varied narratives of the past in the con-
temporary moment. If anything, a robust reading of Memories to Light em-
phasizes its ability to generate lively discussions that propel curators, schol-
ars, and the public to reconsider the diff er ent interpretations produced by 
the home movie. My hope, therefore, is to generate new analytical frames 
that expand upon the ways we understand the home movie.
Encountering Memories to Light
As acknowledged on its website, Memories to Light does not pre sent an un-
curated, unedited, or complete home movie rec ord of caam’s collection. In-
stead, caam partners with the Internet Archive to collect and restore select 
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film reels.23 It is important to note, however, that the digitized films stored 
in the Internet Archive are not unaltered. Rather, caam provides  family 
members with the option of excising footage they do not want to share with 
the public, though such modifications are not indicated on the Memories to 
Light website or the Internet Archive. Consequently, the films featured in 
Memories to Light are always already filtered to the extent that both caam 
and  family members determine what footage is available to the viewing 
public.  These curatorial decisions suggest that online access to home movies 
is not necessarily indicative of film preservation.
On the Memories to Light website, the Home Movies section showcases 
several compiled films that feature edited footage donated by six families, 
including the Tachibana, Chin, Bohulano/Mabalon, Jung, Udo, and Gee 
families. In each of  these compilations, edited segments of home footage 
are interlaced with voice- over narrations provided by the  children and/or 
grandchildren of the presumed filmmaker(s), still images and  family photo-
graphs, and originally composed  music. For Davin Agatep, the proj ect co-
ordinator of Memories to Light,  these diegetic markers are necessary for 
developing understandable story lines for the public, especially since home 
films often encompass hours of fuzzy footage that are comprehensible to 
only a handful of  family members, or long shots of domestic interiors that 
are inscrutable to nonfamilial viewers.24
A five- minute compilation of home movies on the Memories to Light 
website featuring the Gee  family nicely expounds upon the proj ect’s inten-
tions. Narrated by Brian Gee, the son of Malcolm and Rufina Gee of Sac-
ramento, the source footage from the 1970s is accompanied by the follow-
ing caption: “The Gee  family of Sacramento was your typical nuclear  family 
living in Suburbia. Mom. Dad. Son.  Daughter. Occasionally a pet fish. Dad 
worked for the government . . .  Mom worked as a nurse at uc Davis. Son 
and  Daughter studied hard, took piano lessons, enjoyed summer break 
playing in the back yard.”25 Brian’s description of his  family as a “typical nu-
clear  family living in Suburbia” is reaffirmed by his description of home 
footage excerpts included in the promotional film. At the beginning of 
the film, an adolescent Brian is riding his bicycle. Flashing a toothy grin 
as he waves at the camera, Brian meanders through a spacious neighbor-
hood lined with cars and trees. The footage is overlaid with the follow-
ing commentary: “Growing up in Sacramento was just like watching the 
Brady Bunch.” The string of “Brady Bunch- esque” moments invoked by 
the film include images of Brian with his younger  sister in a wading pool, 
the rambunctious Gee siblings in Halloween costumes, and  family vaca-
tions taken at notable destinations such as Mount Rushmore and Yellow-
stone Park.
Through descriptions of his maternal grand father’s participation in the 
U.S. military and his parents’ efforts to build a stable life for their  children 
from meager resources, Brian’s narration conveys a pull- yourself- up- by- the- 
bootstraps frame of mind. Such sentiments are best captured by an observa-
tion offered by Brian  toward the conclusion of the film: “I think my  family 
was living the American dream. . . .  To me, the American dream is the equal 
opportunity to achieve a  great life. No  matter what social class  you’re born 
in, as long as you work hard, you’ll be able to have a good life for yourself 
and a better life for your  children.”
While this narration seems to reproduce an oversimplified discourse of 
racial assimilation, juxtaposing  these descriptions with more complicated 
insights offered by Brian destabilizes the Brady Bunch façade. In the begin-
ning of the film, Brian provides the following observation of his childhood 
figure 17.1. Memories to Light website Home Movies page. Courtesy of Center for 
Asian American Media.
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neighborhood during the 1970s: “All of the ste reo types that you expect of sub-
urbia was what we had, except . . .  at least our neighborhood in Sacramento 
was one of the more diverse ones. Prob ably a third of the neighborhood was 
also Asian, so we  didn’t feel completely isolated.” Brian’s descriptions of his 
 family’s isolation and the racialized dynamics of his neighborhood allude 
to Sacramento’s history of racial segregation, which continues to influence 
the city’s housing market. According to sociologist Jesus Hernandez, en-
trenched practices endemic to all major metropolitan centers in the United 
States for much of the twentieth  century, such as the valuation of property 
based on perceived race and mortgage redlining, produced cityscapes or-
ga nized through the intersecting indices of race, ethnicity, and class.26 In 
Sacramento,  these practices generated concentrated pockets of low- income, 
predominantly Latino/a, African American, and Asian American neigh-
borhoods in areas such as Del Paso Heights and North Franklin.27 By 1970, 
zoning and housing policies produced a distinct racialized geography with 
figure 17.2. Frame enlargement from Gee  family home film depicting a  family 
vacation at Mount Rushmore. Courtesy of Brian Gee and Center for Asian American 
Media.
wealthier white  house holds occupying the eastern, midtown, and south-
western sections of Sacramento, while residents of color, including Gee’s 
 family, lived in the northern and western zones of the city.28
In another segment of the Gee  family footage, Brian recounts a  family 
road trip to the white settlement turned resort town of Jackson Hole, Wyo-
ming. While Brian chronicles his  mother’s constant hankering for Chinese 
food during road trips to the main streets and rural towns across the United 
States, Brian and his toddler  sister are shown sitting on top of an old buggy 
in Jackson Hole’s well- preserved town square. Just adjacent to the buggy is a 
mannequin of a Chinese laborer, complete with a conical hat, seated at the 
wagon base with hands folded in a docile manner. Brian continues to de-
scribe his  family’s uneasy visit to what was then the only Chinese restaurant 
in the area for nearly a hundred miles: “Our server ended up being a white 
 woman wearing a black wig and a Japa nese kimono, and that  should’ve given 
us a clue that something was awry.” Brian’s description of this racialized en-
counter, in which “Chinese” becomes interchangeable with “Japa nese,” emu-
lates the ways in which the critical differences constitutive of Asian American 
figure 17.3. Frame enlargement from Gee  family home film depicting a  family 
vacation in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Courtesy of Brian Gee and Center for Asian 
American Media.
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communities are amalgamated, then erased,  under the spectral figure of the 
Chinese indentured servant, or the “Oriental coolie.”
What, then, do Brian’s descriptions of his  family footage tell us? In both of 
 these excerpts, Brian’s narration accentuates an array of racialized conditions 
and antagonistic experiences that underlie the historical making of Asian 
Americans as a po liti cal category. That is, if this archive of  family footage, 
at first glance, produces impressions of suburban bliss and vertical move-
ment across a social ladder, Brian’s narration unhinges  these assumptions by 
foregrounding the racialized vectors that condition inclusionary life in the 
United States. In that sense, the individuated image of the Gee’s suburban 
home situated in a segregated neighborhood transforms into a metonym 
for the historical formation of a U.S. nation- home: the crucial role played 
by Asian immigrants and other sources of racialized  labor in the consolida-
tion of a hierarchical social order in the United States. This paradox points 
to what Lisa Lowe and Wendy Cheng describe as the motivating dynamics 
of racial capital, as certain populations in the United States, including Asian 
immigrants, are essential to the making of a national  labor force but are si-
mul ta neously constructed as alien and other to an  imagined community of 
national citizens.29
While the Gee  family footage registers a disjuncture between surface 
imagery and the disconcerting conditions linked to the American subur-
ban home, the Tachibana  family films provide opportunities to sit with the 
entwined pro cesses of remembering and forgetting that sustain racialized 
meanings of the identity categories Asian American and Japa nese Ameri-
can. Narrated by Gavin, the son of Florence and Mason Tachibana, the three 
compilation films associated with the Tachibana  family center on Gavin’s 
upbringing in Southern California’s South Bay and his childhood visits to 
his maternal grandparents’ home in Hawai‘i throughout the 1970s. From 
shots of Gavin roller- skating along the streets of his Torrance neighborhood 
to tender footage featuring a chubby Gavin with his grand father, Masao To-
rigoe, the Tachibana  family footage captures moments that Gavin is able 
to recall only through the rescreening of home footage: “I just  don’t have 
any memory of that . . .  and to see it is just  really striking. It’s an incredible 
memory that’s not even in my head.”30
While home movies certainly function as mnemonic devices that bring 
forgotten experiences to the surface, the home film also intimates the ex-
cesses of memory—or the thick matrix of unspoken vestiges and pre sent 
absences that dwell in the con temporary moment but resist visual repre-
sen ta tion. In some ways,  these social residues are, as Eve Oishi suggests, 
indicative of the “guarded silence within families, as one generation holds 
on to its knowledge and secrets about the past.”31 But in a more pressing 
manner, we might theorize the home film as a cultural formation that fa-
cilitates the construction of oppositional memories. Subsequently, the home 
film produces a discursive gap insofar as certain memories are privileged 
over  others. The home film, therefore, is not a repository of fixed memory, 
but actively recomposes layered memories as multiple audiences, situated in 
diff er ent times and cultural locales, strug gle to make meaning of competing 
narratives. As Marita Sturken conceives of it, remembering inevitably entails 
a pro cess of forgetting and the evacuation of other memories and interpre-
tive renderings.32
This is a particularly impor tant consideration for the Tachibana home 
films, as Gavin points to his  family’s history of dispossession and internment 
during World War II. On the Memories to Light website, Gavin provides the 
following caption of his  family’s source footage: “My dad, Mason, was born 
in Los Angeles to parents from Japan. In 1942, at the age of 7, he and his par-
ents and five  sisters  were forced to relocate to Manzanar, the first of the ten 
concentration camps that incarcerated Japa nese Americans during World 
figure 17.4. Frame enlargement from Tachibana  family home film depicting Gavin 
Tachibana with Masao Torigoe. Courtesy of Gavin Tachibana and Center for Asian 
American Media.
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War II . . .  Mason put himself through college at Cal State Northridge, then 
got his master’s in social work at the University of Hawai‘i in Mānoa.”
While Gavin’s decision to highlight this experience references the trau-
matic rupture produced by internment (“forced to relocate . . .  to the first 
of the ten concentration camps that incarcerated Japa nese Americans”), the 
compilation film and Gavin’s voice- over do not depict this tumultuous pe-
riod and its lingering aftereffects. In fact, a disjuncture emerges as the edited 
assemblage of home movies provides a diff er ent picture of daily life. In the 
voice- over, Gavin describes himself as an only child with an affinity for bas-
ketball, raised in a relatively comfortable home. While the digitized footage 
depicts an adolescent Gavin zipping down an asphalt court with a basketball 
in tow, Gavin half- jokingly describes his  father’s ambitions for his son as a 
potential basketball star and his parents’ decision to name their son  after 
Gavin Smith, a popu lar white ucla basketball player.
What is most striking about Gavin’s divergent narrations of the reme-
diated footage, via his caption and voice- over, is how they index the irrec-
oncilable social positions occupied by Japa nese Americans before and im-
mediately  after World War II. In fact, while Gavin’s descriptions vacillate 
between his  father’s terrifying war experiences and the pleasantries of sub-
urban  family life in Torrance, several questions come to mind: How did 
this radical shift happen and at what costs? As Japa nese Americans  were ra-
cialized from  enemy residents to model minorities in the post– World War II 
era, which memories needed to be obscured in order for this transition to 
occur?  These questions signify a greater discursive slippage that character-
izes the postwar construction of everyday life and internment memories 
among Japa nese Americans.
For Asian American film and media studies scholar Glen M. Mimura and 
filmmaker Rea Tajiri, the ramifications of war time incarceration seep across 
temporal bound aries, as memories of war and detainment infiltrate the ev-
eryday lives of Japa nese Americans born de cades  after the war.33 Though a 
substantial number of Japa nese American internees withheld their experi-
ences of confinement from their  children and grandchildren, such tortuous 
memories percolate through other means, including uncomfortable silences 
and unarticulated pain. As narrated by Tajiri in her film History and Mem-
ory: For Akiko and Takashige,  these “second hand” memories coagulate into a 
spectral presence that is sensed by younger Japa nese Americans: “I remem-
ber having this feeling growing up— that I was haunted by something, that 
I was living in a  family full of ghosts.  There was this place they knew about. 
I had never been  there, yet I had a memory for it.”34 Such anx i eties do not 
merely indicate the limitations of formal redress. They also point to the ways 
in which intergenerational memories of  family internment among Japa nese 
Americans take unnamable forms, or a “sometimes dull, sometimes visceral 
feeling of unknowing— a psychical lack.”35 By taking stock of  these obser-
vations, the Tachibana  family films register the fragile boundary between 
memory and forgetting, as obscured memories of internment and survival 
are, nevertheless, linked to the visual and seemingly idyllic portrayals of 
Japa nese Americans in postwar suburban Amer i ca.
Fi nally, in the Bohulano Mabalon  family footage, the home film emerges 
as a diasporic, rather than as a national and familial, formation. Skillfully 
narrated by Dawn Mabalon Bohulano, the eight- minute compilation film 
centered on the Bohulano Mabalon  family provides a more nuanced con-
textualization than  those offered in previously mentioned films; throughout 
the film, Dawn discusses the emergence of Stockton’s burgeoning Filipino/a 
community from the early twentieth  century to the 1970s.36 Featuring an 
 extensive archive of moving and still imagery, the Bohulano Mabalon film 
shifts between intimate  family portrayals, such as domestic scenes of birthday 
parties, and public outings, including Stockton’s annual Filipino/a American 
festival, the Barrio Fiesta. Arriving in Stockton, California, from the Philip-
pines in 1929, both sides of Dawn’s  family worked in the fields along the West 
Coast and became pivotal figures within the city’s Filipino/a diasporic com-
munity. With the formation of a  Little Manila— replete with family- owned 
businesses, restaurants, post office, and community- based organ izations— 
Filipino/as created a vibrant network of resources attentive to the par tic u-
lar needs of the emergent community. For instance, Dawn’s paternal grand-
father, Pablo Mabalon, opened a restaurant in  Little Manila, which became 
a prominent institution frequented by Filipino/a  labor organizers, such as 
Carlos Bulosan.
While  these discrete segments from Dawn’s  family home movies depict 
the diff er ent ways Filipino/as cultivated cultural spaces rooted in camarade-
rie, Dawn does not characterize everyday life through rose- tinted glasses. 
Instead, she underscores the institutionalized practices that produced a ra-
cially segregated Stockton— a realization that only became obvious once she 
began to participate in a school busing program. Near the beginning of the 
compilation film, Dawn offers the following commentary: “It [Stockton] was 
a very, very segregated city. And that was something I  didn’t realize  until 
I was six years old . . .  and I realized, ‘Oh, this is where all the white  people 
are! And this is where all of the nice  houses are, and the malls, the shopping 
areas.’ ”37 She also describes the ramifications of such racialized practices: 
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“Filipinos are still segregated to the South Side of Stockton. The high schools 
and the public schools I went to  were still some of the worst- funded schools 
in the city.” While Dawn discusses Stockton’s racialized geography, a succes-
sion of images fills the screen, including footage of Filipino/a and African 
American teen agers playfully waving at the camera, an archival photo graph 
of a public building posted with a sign, “Positively No Filipinos Allowed,” 
and an excerpt depicting a gathering of Filipino/a military veterans,  children, 
and young adults in what appears to be a community center. The Bohu-
lano Mabalon compilation film thus alludes to a third way of addressing 
dominant social structures— practices that cannot be defined as absolute 
integration or radical opposition. While Dawn’s own  family did not wholly 
break from normative ideologies, their exclusion from white middle- class 
spaces compelled members to appropriate and refashion existing resources 
for their own purposes. In that sense, the Bohulano Mabalon  family films 
offer a graduated narrative of survival informed by continuing policies of ra-
cialized exclusion and improvised modes of re sis tance forged by Filipino/a 
immigrants.
In another series of film excerpts, Dawn discusses Stockton’s Filipino/a 
immigrant community beyond the insular logics of biological  family ties. 
figure 17.5. Frame enlargement from Bohulano  family home film depicting Filipino 
Town in Stockton, California. Courtesy of Dawn Bohulano Mabalon and Center for 
Asian American Media.
While footage of a community- organized beauty pageant appears across 
the screen, Dawn describes how migration generates social affiliations that 
often exceed the confines of the nuclear  family: “You  really have to start over 
in Amer i ca and create a new  family. And the  people who might not have 
been so close to you . . .  somebody who lived down the block in the Philip-
pines are suddenly as close as your blood.” Fatima El- Tayeb’s theorization 
of queer diaspora is especially useful in parsing out the diff er ent meanings 
of “ family” potentially encompassed in the Bohulano Mabalon home films. 
According to El- Tayeb, diaspora does not signify the unidirectional scatter-
ing of a homogenous  people from a single place of origin. Rather, as a point 
of departure that  labors  toward the  future, diaspora underscores the produc-
tion of a horizontal network that claims space “within the nation by moving 
beyond its containing structures.”38
To that extent, audiences might imagine the pluralistic ways in which the 
Bohulano Mabalon film archive, filled with countless images of cross- racial 
relationships and intergenerational gatherings, encompasses a vast range of 
pos si ble affinities and social orientations. That is, rather than solely privi-
leging biological essence and blood relations that define the intact nuclear 
 family, the Bohulano Mabalon archive visualizes a diasporic web contingent 
upon a shared set of structural conditions and histories of migration. Such 
renderings provide an imaginative reconceptualization of social kinship 
that accentuates the transnational dimensions of Asian American home film 
archives.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I have considered the creative forging of caam’s Memories to 
Light and the divergent meanings of belonging generated by the home film 
archive. Specifically, Memories to Light evokes popu lar tropes commonly as-
sociated with white middle- class life, even as it disrupts  these racialized as-
sumptions. As scholars of amateur film have long articulated, the home film 
is not a raw or objective source, but is always already mediated by a host of 
 factors, including the filmmaker’s subjective positioning, archival practices, 
and curatorial directives that frame what viewers see.39
By calling attention to the importance of curatorship and remediation, 
I do not mean to undermine the significance of the source footage itself. 
Indeed, as Richard Fung observes, working with home movies is an invalu-
able pro cess  because it reveals “much about the time and the society in 
which [the films]  were made.”40 However,  because of the “conventions of 
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the technology” and “all that [is] associated with it,” Fung finds it necessary to 
“manipulate their context and their surface” for counterhegemonic purposes.41 
In a similar fashion, the remediation of home footage can provide viewers with 
meaningful opportunities to grasp social textures that are not immediately ap-
parent without additional context. In par tic u lar, proj ects such as Memories 
to Light encourage viewers to flesh out the strategic decisions that make the 
home movie recognizable to diff er ent audiences, ranging from  family mem-
bers featured in the films, to archivists and scholars, to a more general audi-
ence who know  little to nothing about the imagery. Producing new analytical 
pathways,  these interpretive moves attend to if not trou ble the linkages that 
bind the moving image to racial formation in the United States. Given the 
historical moment we find ourselves in,  these critical lines of inquiry— which 
contend with curatorial tactics, access to filmmaking, and screen repre sen ta-
tions of race in and beyond the theatrical film— are more pressing than ever.
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J A S M Y N   R .  C A S T R O
Given the antipathy the film industry showed African Americans through-
out the twentieth  century, it is unsurprising that much of the scholarship 
concerned with African Americans and motion pictures has focused on 
the vari ous ways in which black  people have been negatively characterized 
and disproportionately relegated to racially exploitative roles. The ongo-
ing strug gles African Americans have faced in the quest for more au then tic 
repre sen ta tion in mainstream cinema and concurrently for increased black 
self- representation have been dominant themes in African American cin-
ema scholarship and in films directed and produced by black filmmakers. 
While impor tant, this scholarship has focused primarily on movies intended 
for public exhibition, including fictional Hollywood films, sponsored non-
fiction productions (government films, educational films, religious films), 
and on tele vi sion.1 Although  these genres and modes of media production 
differ in impor tant ways, they represent the African American experience 
for an audience that includes, implicitly or explic itly, whites and African 
American audiences who approach  these repre sen ta tions through the prism 
of their respective experiences and entrenched perspectives.
In contrast to media produced for public exhibition, African American 
home movies capture black families and communities engaged in everyday 
activities that they themselves recorded and intended for private viewing. 
 Because  these films  were not made with public exhibition in mind, they op-
erate outside of the repre sen ta tional norms of mainstream theatrical media 
and are thereby arguably able to transcend its limitations. African American 
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home movies work to redefine mis- and underrepresented black communi-
ties; they provide an intimate moving image rec ord that complements and 
 counters the often negative imagery in the media. They also respond to the 
burden of racial repre sen ta tion carried by race films, expanding on the am-
bitions of early black filmmakers by capturing the diversity of the black com-
munity through self- authorship.  These films pre sent multifaceted aspects of 
black life in the United States and provide a valuable historical resource for 
reexamining and understanding the African American experience.
This chapter takes African American home movies outside of the inti-
macy of the personal context of their filming and exhibition and consid-
ers their significance as moving images and as historical artifacts. African 
American home movies operate at the juncture of self- representation, in-
dividual and community engagements with moving picture technologies, 
and the broader repre sen ta tional mediascape in which portrayals of Afri-
can Americans and black life circulate. Further, this chapter posits African 
American home movies as significant underutilized resources for research 
in a range of fields engaged with African American history and culture. One 
of the main themes emerging from recent home movie scholarship is that 
amateur filmmaking, including home movies, provides microhistories that 
challenge the par ameters of broader histories and film canons.2 Through 
archives and special collections dedicated to their preservation and access, 
African American home movies allow for a previously inaccessible glimpse 
into the diverse cultures of black communities in the United States. The abil-
ity of home movies to depict events throughout their subjects’ lives affords a 
unique opportunity to trace  these communities through multiple individu-
alized perspectives. African American home movies allow us to revise the 
history of black repre sen ta tion in cinema to account for its most intimate 
self- representations. In so  doing, they also provide a privileged view of the 
private lives of African Americans, one that serves as an impor tant counter-
image to theatrical screen repre sen ta tions of the black community.
Black Self- Representation and Authorship
During the early 1900s, a number of African American filmmakers and 
organ izations used the influence and popularity of cinema to produce films 
that depicted African American communities in a positive light. In the 
1910s, early African American entrepreneurs sponsored and produced films 
that  were defiantly self- representational and contrary to the racial narrative 
that was so prevalent in both mainstream popu lar entertainment and the 
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emerging film industry. Some of  these early attempts at capturing the Afri-
can American experience  were through actuality filmmaking, the produc-
tion of nonfiction films by educators, entrepreneurs, and ministers, to name 
a few, who created short films that featured real events, places, and everyday 
 people.  These films  were used as documentation, for community cohesion, 
and as marketing tools to raise funds for programs and vari ous initiatives to 
promote the social and economic uplift of African Americans.3 While the 
majority of  these films are no longer extant, they  were the earliest films cre-
ated by black filmmakers specifically for the black community.
Other attempts at capturing and promoting positive African American 
images on film  were through commercial race films, productions with all- 
black casts made for black audiences. Oscar Micheaux and Spencer Wil-
liams  were two prolific filmmakers who recognized the need for black self- 
representation, even when the characters they created  were more complex 
than idealized. From the 1920s through the 1940s they, along with other vari-
ous race film enterprises, produced and directed films that projected images 
of race pride for black audiences. While  these films  were a much- needed 
 counter to the black buffoonery that was prevalent in mainstream feature 
films, their fictional depictions of black life often participated in the ste reo-
typical casting practices that  were perpetuated in the mainstream media. As 
Anna Everett notes, both white- and black- owned motion picture companies 
of the time “constructed fictional black worlds characterized by fair- skinned 
protagonists and dark- skinned miscreants” and promoted “middle- class 
bourgeois norms over the more folk and working- class realities of the black 
masses who made up their target audience.”4 While  these films mark pivotal 
moments in the emergence and development of self- representational black 
cinema, they  were rooted in economic structures (e.g., Hollywood, educa-
tional institutions, religious organ izations) that nonetheless (re)produced 
biased images of African Americans.
In Uplift Cinema, Allyson Nadia Field argues that “film history is a his-
tory of survivors, and scholarly writing is consequently disproportionately 
weighed  towards extant films.”5 She argues for cinema scholarship to incor-
porate larger bodies of work that can contribute to discussions surrounding 
the vari ous manifestations of racial uplift and black self- representation in 
early films. This imperative is addressed in no small way by African Ameri-
can home movies, which constitute some of the earliest surviving examples 
of black self- representation on film. Though the distinction between pro-
fessional and amateur filmmaking was not so clearly delineated in early 
cinema, this is nonetheless a key point.  Because most home movies  were 
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not shot with the expectation of remuneration or public exhibition, they are 
necessarily freer from the constraints of commercial and institutional pro-
ductions. A number of home movies from the 1920s through the 1940s share 
many of the characteristics of uplift that  were a central part of the actuality 
films of the 1910s, while still preserving their individualized perspectives.
Some examples of this investment in filming uplift can be seen in the J. 
Max Bond Sr. home movie collection acquired in 2016 by the Smithsonian 
Institution’s National Museum of African American History and Culture 
(nmaahc). Bond was an American educator who served in vari ous college 
administrations at universities across the United States, as well as in Haiti 
and Liberia. From 1954 to 1967, Bond was an official of the United States 
Agency for International Development, with tours of duty in Af ghan i stan, 
Tunisia, Sierra Leone, and Malawi. Bond was an avid home movie filmmaker 
who made it a point to film the vari ous communities in which he lived and 
worked, instead of shooting traditional home movie scenes of his  family and 
friends. In Tuskegee, Bond provides a look inside the historic Tuskegee Insti-
tute in the early 1940s, at farmers, and inside a rural  middle school. Through 
close- ups and shots staged for the camera, Bond documents handmade pot-
tery in the Tuskegee Institute pottery studio and a man sculpting a bust of 
Booker T. Washington. In another scene, Bond films a class of girls learning 
to cook and weave cloth on a loom and,  later, preparing meals with a chef. 
This film in par tic u lar highlights the accomplishments of the vari ous educa-
tional programs at Tuskegee. Unlike the early uplift films shot at Tuskegee 
in the 1910s that Field discusses in Uplift Cinema, or the actuality films of 
the institute produced by white- owned companies in the 1920s, Bond’s lens 
on Tuskegee is a personal rec ord of the institute rather than primarily pro-
motional, persuasive, or commercial. This insider perspective is echoed in 
a film titled Good Good Good, in which Bond films a rural  family engaging 
in everyday tasks on the farm. The film includes shots of a young boy walk-
ing a mule  toward the camera, an older man feeding a group of pigs, and 
the  family gathering on the porch and waving at the camera before entering 
their home.  These shots are followed by a number of scenes of the  family 
working on the farm. Good Good Good also includes footage of a black rural 
 middle school, in which  children are shown walking in single file and being 
taught in the classroom.  These two films convey the pride Bond felt in the 
institutions he worked for and the communities he visited; he concentrated 
on capturing everyday accomplishments and highlighting the pro gress he 
witnessed from a privileged, insider position as an educator in the African 
American community.
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Doin’ It for Themselves
The increasingly affordable home movie camera allowed for amateur access 
to filmmaking and resulted in the ability of individuals from underrepre-
sented and marginalized groups to rec ord their own lives, experiences, and 
stories. As archives increasingly are expanding their collections to include 
amateur film, the overall diversity of moving image material allows for a 
more comprehensive picture of the myriad uses of film. This is significant 
for an understanding of filmmaking in the United States in general, but it is 
crucial for African American film history, which is founded from a place of 
absence and whose surviving artifacts are complex in their racial figurings.6
To date, the earliest known 16mm African American home movie collec-
tion is the amateur footage shot by Reverend Solomon Sir Jones (1869–1936) 
of Oklahoma. This film collection is currently split between two archival 
institutions, with twenty- nine reels held by the Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library at Yale University and nine reels archived at nmaahc. 
 These rare films take the viewer on a journey with Reverend Jones, a financially 
well- off minister and businessman who traveled extensively throughout 
figure 18.1. Good Good Good (J. Max Bond Sr., 1940s). Film held by the Smithson-
ian Institution, National Museum of American History.
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his life. Jones was born in 1869 in Tennessee into a  family of former slaves 
and went on to become a Baptist minister, successful businessman, amateur 
filmmaker, and avid traveler. He was also the head of the Boyd Faction of 
Negro Baptists in Amer i ca and built and pastored fifteen churches. His sur-
viving films capture African American communities between 1924 and 1928 
throughout the Southern and Midwestern United States including schools, 
churches, social gatherings, and black- owned businesses. In the case of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, Jones’s films represent the last surviving moving image rec ord 
of the thriving black business district. Homemade title cards, complete with 
dates,  were meticulously placed in between each scene to identify the  people 
and places he was filming. Each carefully constructed slate demonstrates the 
effort and care Jones put into producing his films and documenting the 
African American community.
In one reel, archived at the nmaahc, Jones films an African American– 
owned oil field with  people supervising the active oil wells, followed by an 
extraordinary wide shot revealing acres of land with five oil wells. Intertitles 
describe the footage: “Their first oil well, 2,000 barrels daily” and “Their sec-
ond oil well, 3,000 barrels daily.”7 Rhea Combs, curator of film and photog-
raphy at the museum, explains the importance of Rev. S. S. Jones’s films and 
what he captured in  these terms:
It flies in the face of what I think some  people consider part of African 
American history and culture. And I think that was one of the  things 
that Oklahoma and S.S. Jones is  really showing. That African Ameri-
can history and culture is not a monolith, and in a way it became a 
kind of marketing tool to encourage individuals to migrate, to move 
 there. . . .  There  were still palpable racial tensions.  There are lynch-
ings,  there is Jim Crow, segregation . . .  and you still have an African 
American community, or many communities, that  really speak to the 
fortitude and resilience of black  people in this country.8
In  these ways, Jones’s footage provides a lens on an aspect of American life 
for which  little documentation survives. In  doing so, it enhances our under-
standing of African American migration and the resilience of communities 
facing tremendous challenges.
In both their status as consumer product and their ability to rec ord per-
sonal and community consumption, African American home movies also 
serve as vectors for tracing black purchasing power. In the 1930s, Montgom-
ery Ward and Co., Lever  Brothers, and Anheuser- Busch commissioned 
the National Negro Business League to conduct the first study of African 
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American consumers, and “based on the data gathered, the researchers es-
timated the disposable income of black consumers at the time to be ap-
proximately $1.65 billion.”9 While economic and social conditions in the 
United States played an impor tant role in who and what was documented, 
it is impor tant to remember that not all African Americans  were poor, as 
evidenced by this study, nor  were they uninformed consumers of media. As 
demonstrated by archival collections of African American home movies, 
wealthy and middle- class black professionals engaged with new recording 
technologies to self- document and to participate in new forms of leisure 
activity.
The Harold M. Anderson Black Wall Street home movies at the National 
Museum of American History are unique in their repre sen ta tion of a thriv-
ing black business district in the Greenwood neighborhood of Tulsa, Okla-
homa, from 1948 to 1952. As curator of the Smithsonian Archives Center 
Wendy Shay notes, “At a time when segregation  limited African American 
housing options and prevented black customers from patronizing businesses 
that catered to white customers only, it had one of the largest concentrations of 
figure 18.2. Rev. Solomon Sir Jones, Film 5 (Solomon Sir Jones, 1924–28). Film held 
by the Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of African American History and 
Culture.
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black- owned businesses in the country.”10 During the 1921 Tulsa race riot, 
Black Wall Street was burned down by angry white Oklahomans, and 
hundreds of African American residents  were killed. The black community 
rebuilt the Greenwood neighborhood, and by 1940 black- owned businesses 
flourished once again.
Shay credits Anderson with playing a “major role” in Greenwood’s resur-
gence: “A successful businessman, Anderson managed and then owned two 
neighborhood movie theaters, a skating rink, a bowling alley, and a shop-
ping strip, among other enterprises. He also brought the Golden Gloves box-
ing tournament to the area, making it accessible to African American fans. 
Anderson was committed to the belief that, like in other majority African 
American communities during the Jim Crow era, it was critical that Black 
Wall Street sustain in de pen dent African American businesses to ensure resi-
dent dollars would stay in the community and guarantee its  future.”11  People 
and businesses highlighted in Anderson’s films include a barber cutting a 
man’s hair inside T. C.’s Scientific Barber Shop, a  woman and a man making 
custom- ordered hats inside Manhattan Hatters, a Golden Gloves boxing 
match between two young men, and the exterior of a movie theater where 
teens can be seen socializing and exiting  after a film. Brent D. Glass, for-
mer director of the National Museum of American History, comments on 
the value of this collection: “This footage is especially impor tant  because it 
figure 18.3. “All that was left of his home  after Tulsa Race Riot—6-1-1921” (un-
known, 1921). Central University Libraries, Southern Methodist University.
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looks at the Black Wall Street community through a personal lens. . . .  It is 
rare  because so few African American home movies from that time period 
exist, and it provides viewers with less- mediated footage.”12 Anderson’s foot-
age captures this revitalized community through his extensive coverage of 
Greenwood residents and black professionals, offering a rich illustration of 
black entrepreneurial spirit in the first half of the twentieth  century.
In 1932, at the height of the  Great Depression, Eastman Kodak Co. in-
troduced regular 8mm film and began producing cameras and projectors 
for beginners and enthusiastic amateurs alike. For  those who could still 
afford to shoot home movies, the new film gauge was smaller and more af-
fordable. The definition of amateur film began expanding to include  family 
films, in addition to the traditional artistic and documentary- style films that 
 were shot on 16mm. One exemplary repre sen ta tion of this time period ex-
ists in the Sandra Bean Home Movie Collection at the African American 
Museum and Library at Oakland in California, which consists of nine 16mm 
and regular 8mm films shot during the 1930s and 1940s by a Bay Area resi-
dent named Ernest Bean.13 The collection exhibits home movie footage 
figure 18.4. Black Wall Street (Harold M. Anderson, 1948–52). Film held by the 
Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of American History.
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of a middle- class  family attending church, playing with their  children, 
and engaging in extracurricular activities with  family and friends. Most 
notably, the films are exceptional historical documentation of Ernest Bean 
at work as a sleeping- car porter for the Pullman Com pany.
During the late 1800s, the Pullman Com pany revolutionized train travel 
by providing stately sleeping and dining cars staffed with highly disciplined, 
orderly, and hospitable porters to tend to travelers. The first porters  were 
recently freed slaves who would work long hours for  little pay. Over a short 
time, the Pullman Com pany employed more African American men than 
any other com pany in the United States. The job of Pullman porter was 
coveted in the African American community, where reliable income and 
the opportunity to travel around the United States  were not common. 
Still, the work of a porter was grueling, and they  were expected to work 
eleven thousand miles or four hundred hours a month, whichever came 
first.14 Bean’s films offer a rare firsthand view into the lives of Pullman 
porters.
In addition to making this collection available for online viewing, the 
archivists at the African American Museum and Library at Oakland have 
created detailed guides, complete with both physical and time- stamped 
descriptions of the digital surrogates for each reel in the collection. Some 
scenes offer a glimpse into the personal life of a sleeping- car porter, includ-
ing footage of  family and friends socializing in the garden, men playing 
catch with a football outside of their home, and an interracial  couple pos-
ing for the camera with their  children on the front steps of their home. The 
footage also shows a sleeping- car porter standing by as passengers board a 
train, fellow Pullman porters on the job and socializing between shifts, and 
scenic mountain views captured from the win dow of a moving train. Similar 
to the Solomon Sir Jones films,  these films have homemade title cards placed 
between many of the scenes. They are handwritten on a chalkboard and are 
often humorous attempts to describe as well as narrate. For example, one 
title reads, “Ducking the camera at 60 mi. per. hour” before a scene of a man 
 running quickly in and out of the frame to grab something. During another 
scene, a sleeping- car Pullman porter, identified by his white buttoned-up 
jacket, walks  toward the camera with upright posture on a train platform. 
 Today, Ernest Bean’s home movies exist as a surviving moving image rec ord 
of an upwardly mobile African American  family. They also provide a first-
hand account of a profession with deep roots in the emergence of the black 
 middle class. Home movies, like  those made by Bean, pre sent an enhanced 
figures 18.5–18.6. Reel 2, circa late 1940s–1950s (Ernest Bean). Film held by the 
African American Museum and Library at Oakland.
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picture of the professional lives of African Americans in roles that  were, 
at best, caricatured or degraded in mainstream films of the period, when 
they  were shown at all. In the case of Bean’s Pullman porter footage, they 
also provide a corrective recentering of black  labor, a counterimage to Hol-
lywood’s filmic repre sen ta tion of Pullman porters as background to white 
lives and stories.
Between 1945 and 1955, the median income of black Americans increased 
more than 350  percent, while amateur filmmaking was si mul ta neously ex-
periencing a major shift from a “relatively niche- market hobby to a mass 
cultural phenomenon.”15 With an estimated $16 billion in buying power, Af-
rican Americans made up the second- largest and fastest- growing market 
segment in the United States. The black community was becoming larger 
and more concentrated, with increasing economic and social stability, more 
buying power, and sophisticated consumption patterns. At the same time, 
the Eastman Kodak Com pany catered to the growing home movie– making 
market and changing consumer demographics by introducing Super 8mm 
film in June 1965 and adopting a new ethnic marketing strategy that specifi-
cally targeted African Americans.16 Even though Eastman began producing 
and selling motion picture film in 1889, the first home movie camera ad-
vertisement featuring African Americans was a 1964 print ad for the 8mm 
Brownie Fun Saver Movie Camera and Kodak Automatic B Projector.17
In 1972, Eastman’s advertising agency, J. Walter Thompson Com pany, 
produced an advertisement for the Kodak Instamatic camera depicting a 
black Santa Claus in Ebony magazine.18 For the first time, African Americans 
 were targeted as a  viable market for home movies. And, while they  were un-
derrepresented in commercials and print media, black families took part in 
chronicling their families as well.
The Spiller- Doughty home movies, a private film collection digitized and 
included on the African American Home Movie Archive website, is one film 
collection that features a middle- class  family during the po liti cally and so-
cially transformational time of the 1960s and ’70s. The Spiller- Doughty home 
movie collection features husband and wife Curtis and Emile Spiller of Gary, 
Indiana, and their three  children, Curt, Meredith, and Noreen. Their  family 
films rec ord day trips to the beach, road trips to Kentucky and Tennessee, 
 family reunions, Chicago Cubs games, trips to the zoo, the  family before and 
 after church, and other aspects of  family life. Noreen is now the keeper of 
her  family’s home movies and is able to provide some contextual informa-
tion about the films.19 Her  mother, Emile Spiller, graduated from Indiana 
University in 1948 and worked as a substitute and full- time teacher, while 
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her  father, Curtis Spiller, was a World War II veteran who worked for United 
States Steel  until his retirement in 1982. In part of the footage, her  father can 
be seen in attendance at the United Steelworkers of Amer i ca Constitutional 
Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey, where he served as a delegate. Dur-
ing the 1960s, black steelworkers  were protesting job discrimination within 
the  union. Many black steelworkers claimed they  were shut out of oppor-
tunities to move up in the com pany, and consigned to the more dangerous 
and physically demanding positions. As Herbert Hill and James Jones note, 
“Delegates to the 1968 convention of the United Steelworkers of Amer i ca 
 were handed a series of leaflets each day by members of the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, a nationwide caucus of black steelworkers which had placed picket 
lines at the entrance of the convention auditorium. In a widely distributed 
statement . . .  the caucus stated . . .  ‘The time has come for black workers to 
speak and act for ourselves.’ ”20 Protest within the United Steelworkers  union 
was instrumental in creating equal working conditions, as well as access to 
equal advancement opportunities, for both black and white steelworkers. 
Through  these home movies, the subjects share their story on a personal 
level, and we learn their history and culture within the familiar framework 
of an unfolding life.
While ostensibly training their lenses on subjects personal to the camera 
operator, home movies capture the incidental, yet not insignificant, traces 
of a given moment’s history and culture. This rec ord is especially power ful 
as a document of daily life  under segregation. For example, footage from 
the Hayes  Family Movies at the Lynn and Louis Wolfson II Florida Moving 
Image Archives at Miami Dade College shows an African American  family 
enjoying a picnic at a segregated  Virginia Key Beach.21  Children wade in 
the  water and wave at the camera, and  family and friends dance and joke 
around with each other as they all enjoy a meal  under the beach palm trees. 
This is a fascinating view of an African American leisure spot in its hey-
day.  Virginia Key Beach, a Dade County Park, was established in 1945 as 
a vacation place for  people of color. It was the first “colored only” beach 
in Miami- Dade County and “the only place where African- Americans and 
Bahamians, who made up one- third of Miami’s population and helped build 
the city, could swim and enjoy beach activities.”22 In a case typifying envi-
ronmental racism, the beach went downhill when a city sewage plant began 
discharging waste and dumping garbage in one of the  Virginia Key Beach 
outlets. Despite  these conditions, the beach remained open and was given 
park status before it was closed in 1982 due to a lack of city funding. In 2002, 
 Virginia Key Beach was given historical status in Florida and placed on the 
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National Register of Historic Places, reopening to the public in 2008. The 
Hayes  Family Movies offer a glimpse of the experience of African Ameri-
can families enjoying a segregated beach in Florida, an impor tant testament 
to life  under segregation as well as the self- documentation of a par tic u lar 
 family’s leisure activities.
Hiding in Plain Sight
Current home movie and amateur film scholarship has concluded that home 
movies counterbalance broader film canons and histories, so why have Af-
rican American home movies been noticeably absent from the recurring 
conversation in cinema scholarship surrounding black self- representation? 
Their neglect, to date, is in large part due to roadblocks created by orphaned 
material, a lack of funding for preservation and digitization of existing 
collections, and the seemingly inevitable obscurity cast upon the majority 
of home movie collections overall. Of the twenty- nine African American 
home movie collections that have been located and identified as a result of 
figure 18.7. Untitled (Hayes  family, 1956–62), wc05880. Film held by the Wolfson 
Archives at Miami Dade College.
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my research, only twelve are available to be streamed online by researchers 
and other interested parties. This is a truly significant obstacle to access by 
researchers and amateur enthusiasts since  today almost all research begins 
on the internet. When institutions lack a con temporary online presence that 
can enable researchers to review moving image collections, they inadver-
tently relegate access to a small, privileged group of  people. Copyright is 
widely invoked as a justification for the lack of online presence. This barrier 
can be twofold in that institutions have not cleared the material they physi-
cally own, or they are uncomfortable with the terms and conditions of  free 
online web streaming ser vices that can easily be utilized. Consequently, 
the visual narrative of African American history and culture for much 
of the twentieth  century has become unintentionally expressed by a frac-
tion of the films that exist. Access and promotion are necessary for African 
American home movies to contribute effectively to a broader understanding 
of black communities during the first half of the twentieth  century.
Many of the African American home movies held by vari ous institutions 
do not have donor agreements as a result of their orphan status. This can hap-
pen a number of ways, but the most common reason is  because the films are 
donated or purchased from someone who is not the original owner. Con-
sequently, widespread access to  these materials can be hindered by the par-
ent institution’s fear that they could face  legal consequences for copyright 
infringement. What starts out as good intentions on the part of the reposi-
tory, which is to take on the responsibility of preserving  these materials and 
adding them to the pool of resources made available to their visitors for the 
purpose of researching and learning, instead ends up serving as a prison for 
the films. Although most archivists would agree that it is good practice to be 
wary of copyright, they would also acknowledge, as Albert Steg does with 
regard to another type of orphaned media, that most of  these films “simply 
languish in their vaults, occupying a dreary ‘someday when we get the time 
and resources’ level of priority.”23
Still, popularity is the main  factor that has the most influence on the level 
of access  these materials receive; if the demand is  great, a film quickly be-
comes a high preservation priority purely based on its marketability. Toni 
Treadway, founder of the International Center for 8mm Film, argues for 
the importance of preserving home movies in  these terms: “All rec ords of 
the culture, be they amateur or professional, naively or purposefully con-
structed, could one day have value to the maker’s descendants or to artists, 
historians and cultural anthropologists of the  future. It is not for us  today to 
guess which films  will be impor tant, rather let’s save as many documents as 
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pos si ble for the  future to examine.”24 If more collecting institutions  adopted 
this approach and truly advocated and worked  toward modern online ac-
cess, African American home movie collections could fi nally start serving as 
a crucial tool in the understanding of American history and culture. With-
out this approach,  these films fall back into general obscurity and become 
understudied simply  because  they’re unavailable.
In light of the recent surge of interest in public digitization initiatives and 
exhibition- based proj ects, it is clear that  there is a strong interest in home 
movies. The public, especially the African American community, is hungry 
for broader repre sen ta tion in history and in the mainstream media. African 
American home movies offer a candid depiction of the black community. 
While mainstream motion picture film and tele vi sion has historically lacked 
diverse repre sen ta tion, black history was being preserved in  these films. 
Through them, we may discover aspects of the black experience in ways that 
do not exist in any other moving images. Where popu lar media failed, per-
sonal documentation filled in the gaps.
As more collecting institutions make preservation and digitization a pri-
ority, it is imperative that  these institutions make overall access to home 
movie collections a major focal point of their preservation philosophies. Ar-
chivists, preservationists, librarians, and scholars should see themselves as 
modern- day archeologists, studying and analyzing  human history through 
the excavation of moving image collections thought other wise to be lost 
or non ex is tent. This ends not with analog preservation and digitization ef-
forts, but with unencumbered access to all moving image collections. The 
understudied nature of home movies, copyright, and access are all in-
tertwined, and when they are not addressed, the result is an incomplete 
picture of American history. This must change, and collecting institutions 
must prioritize conquering  these obstacles and finding new and innova-
tive ways of collecting with access as the main purpose, not merely the 
aspiration.
Initiatives and Access
Home movies are power ful tools for digital storytelling and pedagogy initia-
tives. A number of organ izations are looking to fill the moving image gap by 
promoting home movies as a means for learning about African American 
history and culture and contributing to a more inclusive and comprehensive 
American narrative. The following organ izations are adopting and experi-
menting with this new way of learning about and exploring history.
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The Digital Diaspora  Family Reunion
This traveling program is a transmedia community engagement proj ect fo-
cused on outreach. It was started by Thomas Allen Harris and has  adopted 
a digital storytelling model as part of a photographic archival outreach drive. 
Since 2009, the Digital Diaspora  Family Reunion has traveled to diff er ent 
communities across the United States, with special appearances in Addis 
Ababa, Toronto, and Rio de Janeiro. According to the project’s website, “Mod-
eled on the Emmy- nominated pbs program ‘Antiques Roadshow,’ which ex-
amines  family heirlooms and uncovers the stories  behind them, the ddfr 
Roadshow is a community photo- sharing session, a veritable show- and- tell 
of fascinating  family stories.”25 A typical program resembles a community 
gathering and consists of projected photo graphs that participants bring to 
the event. Other audience members react with their own insights and obser-
vations. Their overall goal is to “create a global movement that celebrates our 
shared values and experiences as  Human Beings.”26
The South Side Home Movie Proj ect
This exhibition- based proj ect is the brainchild of Jacqueline Stewart, profes-
sor of cinema and media studies at the University of Chicago. It began in 
2004 and is dedicated to circulating the stories told in home movies shot 
by Chicago’s diverse South Side residents. The proj ect also collects original 
films and videos and has partnered with the nmaahc to digitize a large 
number of  these films as part of their  Great Migration digitization initia-
tive. The South Side Home Movie Proj ect operates  under the belief that 
 these films not only document the vari ous ethnic communities within 
Chicago’s South Side, but that the films also “contain a wealth of informa-
tion about the ways in which  people have represented themselves and their 
views of the world.”27 Their website (http:// southsidehomemovies . uchicago 
. edu / ) provides information about the proj ect, opportunities to view films 
from the collection at diff er ent neighborhood screenings, and stills from 
select home movies.
The African American Home Movie Archive
In mid-2014, I created the African American Home Movie Archive (http:// 
www . aahma . org) to serve as an online resource for researchers, educators, 
students, archive and library professionals, amateur film aficionados, and 
other interested parties. The main feature of the website is the Black Home 
Movie Index, an aggregate of African American home movies from the 
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early 1920s through the early 1980s. Complete with collection names, scope 
and content, dates, links to online finding aids, video streaming links (if 
provided by the institution), and contact information for each participating 
institution, the virtual archive aims to serve as a liaison for African Ameri-
can home movie research by streamlining access to this information. The 
website has been live since 2016 and has already aided a number of archival 
film researchers, museum curators, and gradu ate students conducting re-
search. By encouraging access, research, and reuse of  these films, the main 
goal is to open a gateway to a broader, more diversified understanding of 
the African American community. In addition to pointing to other collect-
ing institutions, I actively collect, digitize, and provide access to acquired 
films via the website’s aahma Film and Video Collection page (http:// www 
. aahma . org / privatecollections).
Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of African 
American History and Culture
Since its opening on September 24, 2016, nmaahc has debuted a ground-
breaking initiative focused on home movie preservation and access. In 2014, 
nmaahc media archivist Walter Forsberg began laying the groundwork 
for a revolutionary public digitization program called The  Great Migration: 
“The  Great Migration is a unique digitization ser vice program that partners 
the National Museum of African American History and Culture with indi-
viduals and organ izations across the United States to preserve their valued an-
alog audiovisual media.”28 In addition to partnering with other institutions 
to preserve and digitize audiovisual material related to African American 
history and culture, this initiative allows members of the public to schedule 
an appointment with the museum’s audiovisual conservation team and have 
their media digitized in the Robert F. Smith Explore Your  Family History 
Center on the second floor of the museum. Preservation and access are at 
the heart of this proj ect, with a major component being online access to 
view  these home movies on the museum’s website. Families who opt in  will 
enable  people around the world to watch and experience African American 
history and culture through home movies. In addition to The  Great Migra-
tion, nmaahc has acquired, collected, and preserved a number of Afri-
can American home movies. Notable home movie collections include the 
Cab Calloway Home Movies, the Maurice Sorrell Home Movies, the J. Max 
Bond Sr. Home Movies, the Michael Holman Home Movies, and the Rev. 
Solomon Sir Jones Home Movies.
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F I L M O G R A P H Y
All available films discussed in this chapter can be streamed through the book’s web 
page at https:// www . dukeupress . edu / Features / Screening - Race.
Rev. Solomon Sir Jones Films (1924–28)
access: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, Smithsonian 
Institution National Museum of African American History and Culture.
Sandra Bean Home Movie Collection (c. 1930s–1940s)
ACCESS: African American Museum and Library at Oakland, California.
J. Max Bond Sr. Home Movies (1940–46)
access: Smithsonian Institution National Museum of African American History and 
Culture.
Harold M. Anderson Black Wall Street Home Movies (1948–52)
access: Smithsonian Institution National Museum of American History.
Spiller- Doughty Home Movies (1950–85)
access: African American Home Movie Archive.
Hayes  Family Movies (1956–62)
access: The Wolfson Archives at Miami Dade College.
R E L A T E D  F I L M S
The Michael Cook, Jr. Collection (1960s)
access: Texas Archive of the Moving Image.
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